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Preface

“When you are on the right path, don’t worry, all the universe will help you,”
said Madeleine Gardeur, the Director of International Relations of the Uni-
versity of Groningen (RUG), when I met her at the edge of my period as an
employee of this university. This quote immediately pops up in my mind when
I started writing this preface. This quote seems to show that her vision about
me, when she met me for the first time in Bandung 9 years ago, is true. And
this quote also reminds me to all people in my universe who had helped and
influenced me during the last 7 years, since I prepared my master and PhD
degrees, conducting researches, and now when this thesis shows it shape.

The first meeting in Bandung, when Madeleine Gardeur; Alex Klugkist,
the director of the University Library of Groningen; and Robert Manurung,
the head of the Library of the Bandung Institute of Technology (ITB) and
the Liaison Officer of RUG for Indonesia gave presentations at an Indonesian
Digital Library Network meeting, had turned my life’s journey from the East to
the West. At that time, I had to choose between a scholarship to Japan, or a
national digital library project that will be funded by the Canadian government.
They supported me to take the project since it would be very beneficial for a
knowledge sharing in Indonesia, and they offered me a PhD programme at RUG
afterward. Now, 9 years later, both of my dreams have came true: the digital
library network and the higher education. I am enormously thankful to them
for all their helps.

I am especially grateful to my professor John Nerbonne and my supervisor
Gosse Bouma for all their guidance and support. They were always available
when I need to discuss my ideas and experiments; and their reading and com-
ments on this thesis were very fast, precise, and critical. I also want to thank
the members of my reading committee, Adang Suwandi Ahmad, Hans Hillege,
and Guus Schreiber for their comments on my work.

After several months I started my PhD programme, I just realized that so
many people have contributed in its preparation, and the road toward inviting
me and my family was not easy. I would like to thank Lydia Hollander, Anne
Bouwmeester, Tim Zwaagstra, Anneke Toxopeus, and all related people of the
Office of the University and the International Service Desk. Without their help,
I and my family would not be here as now.

Working at two places and dividing time as a researcher at the Alfa-informatica
division and as a software developer at the University Library, excluding the time
for my family, were a great challenge to me. During that period I learnt that
having ‘a feeling at home’ is important. I thank Jori Mur and Lonneke van der
Plas for being my friendly roommates and my ‘Three MusQAteers’ pals at the
division. I also thank Gosse Bouma, Gertjan van Noord, Joërg Tiedeman, Jori,
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and Lonneke for the discussion and collaboration in the IMIX group. I would
also like to thank Henny Klein for giving me opportunities as an Information
Retrieval experiment assistant and as a guest presenter in her class. As a result,
several master students were willing to take their internship projects with me at
the Library. And I would like to thank all people from Alfa-informatica division,
CLCG group, and all the secretaries from the Cluster Netherlands, also to the
members of the Schilpad thesis acceleration group for their support at the end
of the funding period: Geoffrey Andogah, Jacky Benavides, Jantien Donkers,
Jori Mur, Lonneke van der Plas, and Erik-Jan Smiths.

I am grateful to having an opportunity to work at the University Library
Groningen, where I learnt electronic journal usage statistics and Semantic Web.
For this, I would like to thank the members of the board Alex Klugkist and
Marjolein Nieboer, my bosses Peter van Laarhoven and Henk Ellermann, and my
colleagues at the Digital Library Facilities division Anneloes Dagenaar, Mischa
van Delden, Henk Druiven, Frank den Hollander, Andre Keyzer, ‘Om’ Harry
Krafft, Johannes Nikolai, and Lukas de Vries. I want to thank Jan Willem
Hoepman and all staffs of the Cataloguing Department with whom I shared the
(big) room, Ane van der Leij and Anita Verhoeven for all discussions, and all
staffs of the Library for their support. I would also like to thank master students
Junte Zhang, Proscovia Olango, Rene van der Ark, Peter Scholing, and Martijn
Eikenhorst for their internships in the semantic web project.

Being not in Groningen anymore after my contract was over, I should admit
that my living in this city was so warm, colorful, and unforgettable. It is not the
place that matter, but how we make matters in that place is the most important
one. And there, I found happiness to be a member of deGromiest (Indonesian
Moslem Society in Groningen). Many thanks to Bang Fahmi family, Mas Amal
and Mbak Heni family, Om Anton family, Budhe Nanie, Uwak Asiyah family,
Pak Tri family, Pak Miming family, Eko Hardjanto family, Guntur family, Indra
family, Mas Chalid family, Nandang family, Wangsa family, Iging family, Ar-
ramel family, Teguh family, Mbak Ike and ‘WB-family’, and all other members
of deGromiest and Indonesian families for all support, help, and being my big
family that chills up my life in this city. Many thanks also to Pak Gani, Intan,
Ari, and my other anak kos ‘tenants’ for all help and stays as my family. I
would also like to thank all members of PPI-G (Indonesian Student Association
in Groningen) for friendship and collaboration in the miniature of Indonesia.

Special thanks to Tim Van de Cruys and Barbara Plank for being my paran-
imfs. I am looking forward to seeing you by my side while I defend my thesis.
Also, this thesis would not be finished without a help from Lonneke who has
translated my (long) summary into Dutch, for which I am especially grateful.

I would like to thank my parents in Bojonegoro, my parents-in-law in Ban-
dung, and my brothers and sisters for their constant motivation, support, and
prayers. I also want to thank my gurus Pak Fargana, Mas Firman, and Mas
Warsimin for teaching and explaining the meaning of my life and the way to
find the true self in me. Finally, and most importantly, I would like to thank
you, Agnes, for all your patience, support, encouragement, and understanding
during the last five years. It was very hard for you to leave your shinning career,
but you decided to go with me, flourishing our children Lala and Malik, becom-
ing a full-time-mom, building our family, and cruising happiness and sadness
together. I am greatly indebted to you, my beloved wife.

Allhamdulillah, all praise to You, who arranges my universe beautifully.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The outcome of any serious research can only be to make two questions grow
where only one grew before.

— Thorstein Veblen (1857 - 1929)

1.1 The Future of Search

“Question answering is the future of enterprise search,” says Matthew Glotzbach,
head of products for Google Enterprise (Grimes, 2007). This statement shows
that Internet technology is getting closer to serving our daily life, and is ex-
pected to deliver answers like in the way we communicate every day. Consider,
for examples, some hottest queries in the form of questions reported by the
Google Trends1 on 17 February 2008 below:

(1) a. what does kitt stand for,
b. what type of fuel does k.i.t.t. run on,
c. who is mike traceurs father,
d. what do the letters k.i.t.t. stand for,
e. what color does k.i.t.t. morph into outside the casino.

Above questions are among the 20 hottest keywords submitted by Google’s users
who were so curious about the history and peculiarities of the talking car, KITT,
after watching the new Knight Rider on NBC that night. So, what does KITT
stand for? Answer: Knight Industries Two Thousand.

Answers to these questions are usually short, direct, often factoid answers,
and should not be a list of web pages that might contain the answer. At the
present time, we have to dig into web pages to find the answer by ourselves.
But in the future, this job should be delivered to machines that provide question
answering services.

In the Computational Linguistics community, the Question Answering (QA)
task has obtained a lot of attention. Since its inception as a track in the eighth
Text REtrieval Conference (TREC) in 1999, and until TREC-15 (2006), QA
systems were designed to return answers themselves, instead of returning doc-
uments that contain answers (Dang et al., 2006). Early editions of the track

1Google Trends, http://google.com/trends?hl=en (Retrieved: 17 February 2008).

1
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aimed to answer factoic questions. Their answers are facts and usually short
(e.g., Where did the 6th annual meeting of Indonesia-Malaysia forest experts
take place? TREC 1999). Then, other types of questions were added, such as
definition questions (e.g., What is an atom? TREC 2001), list questions (e.g.,
List the names of chewing gums. TREC 2003), and finally the task was ex-
tended with interactive QA (e.g, Who was the first Imam of the Shiite sect of
Islam? Where is his tomb? TREC 2006).

Unfortunately, although it is one of the most frequent search topics on search
engines (Zweigenbaum, 2003), health was not targeted by the above conferences
(Wedgwood, 2005). They were focused on general questions, and were aimed
at paving the way to the development of better QA methods and systems in
general. And health information regarding the medical area, how urgent is the
need for medical QA systems?

The need for systems is motivated by the estimation that the half-life of med-
ical knowledge is about 7 years, or 2 years for biomedical knowledge (Zweigen-
baum, 2003). This estimation is based on the vast development of new knowl-
edge in this field. Ely et al. (1999) found that physicians spent less than 2
minutes on average seeking an answer to a question. Furthermore, a study re-
vealed that a healthcare provider needs an average of more than 30 minutes to
find answers from the PubMed information retrieval system (Hersh et al., 2002).
As a consequence, this causes a new problem to doctors, as mentioned by Alper
et al. (2001) as well as by Ely et al. (2002) that, “Doctors are overwhelmed by
the amount of information available, yet they often cannot answer their ques-
tions about specific clinical problems.” The vast amount of information which
needs to be searched in limited time is currently a challenge faced by doctors.

Besides the health care professionals, there are patients that often look for
medical information in the Internet before or after seeing their doctors. They
want to know more about their condition by accessing various sources. Because
of this, sometimes they are better informed than the doctor on the topic related
to their diseases or symptoms (Zweigenbaum, 2003).

In these respects, the need for QA systems in the medical domain is obvious.
The systems are very important both for the health care professionals and for the
patients. Due to the limited time resources especially of doctors, these systems
should be able to provide short but correct and trusted answers to their medical
questions.

1.2 Medical Question Answering

What kinds of questions arise in a medical domain? Answers to this question
will tell us whether we can use the same approaches in open-domain QA or
whether we should approach the problems differently.

Based on an extensive survey on 100 clinical questions from family doctors,
Ely et al. (2000) concluded that “Clinical questions in primary care can be
categorized into a limited number of generic types.” The first category is diag-
nosis question, asking for causes or interpretation of clinical findings (21.3%),
for example:

(2) a. What is the cause of symptom x?
b. What is the cause of physical finding x?
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c. What is the cause of test finding x?
d. Can drug x cause (adverse) finding y?

The next category are questions that are related to tests or procedures (11.8%),
e.g., What is the best test in situation x? ; treatments (9.3%), e.g., Should I
change the dose of drug x (in situation y)? ; and management of findings
(4.8%), e.g., How should I manage finding x?

For these kinds of questions, Niu et al. (2003) showed that the current ap-
proaches to the open-domain QA are not adequate. Relational information in
open-domain QA contains relations between named entities. However, they ob-
served that “the types of named entities in the medical area are different.” Un-
like relational information in the open-domain QA, most of the medical named
entities are in the form of terms or concepts of the following types: diseases,
symptoms, medicines, treatments, and so on. To give a correct answer, a med-
ical QA system should be able to identify the types of terms in a relation.

In the present thesis, we aim at extracting medical relational information
that will become potential answers for a QA system developed in the IMIX
QA project.2 We investigated the use of syntactic and semantic dependency
relations in extracting potential medical answers. Our main research question
is:

To what extent can term and relation extraction techniques con-
tribute to medical question answering?

In the next sections, we describe several issues related to the extraction of
medical relational information. These consist of extracting and labeling medical
terms, and extracting medical term relations. For each issue, we introduce a
sub-research question.

1.3 Term Extraction

How can a term be identified from text? A term is different from a general
word, with respect to the meaning it designates. Consider, for example, the
first paragraph of the HIV topic in the Wikipedia3 below:

Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV ) is a retrovirus that can lead
to acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS ), a condition in hu-
mans in which the immune system begins to fail, leading to life-
threatening opportunistic infections. Previous names for the virus
include human T-lymphotropic virus-III (HTLV-III ), lymphadenopathy-
associated virus (LAV ), and AIDS-associated retrovirus (ARV ).

This paragraph contains 14 keywords (in italic font), which are marked in the
Wikipedia as links or bold font. These keywords are considered as terms or
concepts because they convey special meanings in a medical domain. They are
different from other words in that paragraph, such as previous, names, or begin
that have no special meaning in this domain.

2The project is funded by NWO (Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research), as
part of the IMIX programme (Interactive Multimodal Information eXtraction).

3http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HIV (Retrieved: January 14, 2008)
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Since in most cases such marking is not available in text, several approaches
have been made to recognize terms in text. They can be classified into three
categories, namely linguistic, statistical, and hybrid approaches. The last ap-
proach is a combination of the previous two approaches. In the next subsections,
we discuss the linguistic and statistical approaches, and additionally the use of
external knowledge in identifying medical terms.

1.3.1 Linguistic Approaches

A linguistic approach relies on linguistic information, such as part-of-speech
(PoS) information, to identify terms. Since terms can consist of only a limited
number of PoS tags (Wright and Budin, 1997), such as noun and adjective, we
can extract all nouns from text to become candidate terms.

As an illustration to this approach, consider the following PoS-tagged part
of the above paragraph:

Human/NNP immunodeficiency/NN virus/NN (/LBR HIV/NNP )/RBR

is/VBZ a/DT retrovirus/NN that/WDT can/MD lead/VB to/TO

acquired/VBN immunodeficiency/NN syndrome/NN (/LBR AIDS/NNP

)/RBR ...

The meanings of the PoS tags are: NNP (singular proper noun), NN (singu-
lar noun), LBR (left bracket), RBR (right bracket), DT (determiner), WDT (wh-
determiner), MD (modal), TO (to), VBN (verb past participle), VB (verb base
form), and so on. There are several tags for nouns, such as NNP and NN; and for
our purpose in the next processing they can be simplified to N.

Dagan and Church (1994) used a simple regular expression filter to identify
terms, in which they defined a term as a sequence of one or more nouns (N+).
When this filter is applied to that PoS-tagged text, we will get the following
candidate terms that matched with this filter:

• Human immunodeficiency virus (N N N)

• HIV (N)

• retrovirus (N)

• immunodeficiency syndrome (N N)

• AIDS (N)

The extracted candidate terms seem to be true terms. However, there is an
incomplete candidate, that is immunodeficiency syndrome. The verb acquired
is missing in this candidate because it was tagged as VBN (verb). Despite this
imprecision problem, this example shows that it is possible to automatically
extract terms from free text with the help of linguistic information, especially
PoS tags.

A considerable amount of literature has been published on the linguistic
method for term extraction. Dagan and Church (1994), Justeson and Katz
(1995), Frantzi and Ananiadou (1997) used PoS tag filters; Ananiadou (1994)
used a combination of PoS tags, lexical, and morphological information; Jacquemin
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and Tzoukermann (1999), Hippisley et al. (2005) used the head-modifier rela-
tion of a multi-word term; and Morgan et al. (2003), Shen et al. (2003) used
orthographic information to recognize gene names.

As most of the studies are for English while our intended application is
in Dutch, we investigate the characteristics of Dutch terms and present our
methods and results to answer the first research question below:

Research question #1 Which linguistic knowledge is most useful for recog-
nizing terms in Dutch text?

1.3.2 Statistical Approaches

In some cases, linguistic information may lead to the extraction of nouns or
noun phrases that have no specific meaning for a particular domain. To illus-
trate this problem, consider the following PoS-tagged sentence from the previous
paragraph:

Previous/JJ names/NNS for/IN the/DT virus/NN include/VBP

human/JJ T-lymphotropic/NNP virus-III/NN (/LBR HTLV-III/NNP

)/RBR ,/, lymphadenopathy-associated/JJ virus/NN (/LBR

LAV/NNP )/RBR ,/, and/CC AIDS-associated/NNP retrovirus/NN

(/LBR ARV/NNP )/RBR ./.

The meaning of the PoS tags are: JJ (adjective), NNS (plural noun), IN (preposi-
tion), CC (coordinating conjunction), and VBP (verb non 3rd ps. sing. present).

When the previous linguistic filter is applied again to this PoS-tagged text,
we will get the following candidate terms:

• names (N)

• virus (N)

• T-lymphotropic virus-III (N N)

• HTLV-III (N)

• LAV (N)

• AIDS-associated retrovirus (N N)

• ARV (N)

Most of them seem to be medical terms, except the word names. This word has
no special meaning for the medical domain, and can be found in any general
text. It is different from the term T-lymphotropic virus-III, for example, whose
occurrence in other text, such as in a computer domain, is not likely.

Several statistical methods have been proposed to filter out candidate terms
that are not relevant to a particular domain (Dagan and Church, 1994; Justeson
and Katz, 1995; Shen et al., 2003; Nakagawa and Mori, 2003; Eumeridou et al.,
2004). The simplest one is frequency. In this method, a candidate term is con-
sidered as a relevant term for a particular domain, if its frequency of occurrence
in its domain text is relatively high compared to the frequency of occurrence of
other candidates. Other methods, that are based on word co-occurrence, such as
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log-likelihood (Dunning, 1993), mutual information(Church and Hanks, 1989),
dice (Dice, 1945), and so on, are targeted to extract multi-word terms. These
methods compute the stickiness or the collocation strength of words construct-
ing a multi-word unit.

Besides the standard measures, several new methods have been proposed.
For example, C-value (Frantzi and Ananiadou, 1996) uses frequency of occur-
rence, term nesting, and term lengths, and NC-value adds contextual informa-
tion to the previous measure (Frantzi and Ananiadou, 1997).

In this thesis, we compare the performance of the various statistical methods
in ranking candidate multi-word terms. Furthermore, we seek an answer to the
second research question below:

Research question #2 What statistical approach to multi-word term extrac-
tion is most successful?

1.3.3 Using External Knowledge

The previous two approaches use information within text and its linguistic prop-
erties (PoS tags) solely. No external information is involved. However, in some
domains, such as a medical domain, there is terminological information avail-
able. This terminology contains a list of terms relevant to that domain, which
is not part of text being processed, and can be used to improve the performance
of the linguistic and statistical approaches.

Several attempts have been made to exploit external knowledge that is usu-
ally in the form of a thesaurus, dictionary, or general corpus (Lauriston, 1996;
Maynard, 2000; Vivaldi and Rodŕıguez, 2001; Fukushige and Noguchi, 2001; Xu
et al., 2000; Drouin, 2003). For example, Maynard (2000) used the Unified Med-
ical Language System (UMLS) Metathesaurus and Semantic Network to obtain
semantic knowledge of a term. This information is added to the NC-value, which
is aimed at increasing the scores of extracted terms that are semantically related
to a medical domain.

In the present thesis, we work on Dutch medical corpora. Although health
is the richest domain in terms of its terminological resources, the proportion of
Dutch terms in the biggest medical terminology resource, i.e. UMLS, is very
low. In this resoruce less then 0.5% of all Dutch and English terms are in Dutch.

Motivated by the benefits that can be contributed by external knowledge
and by the limited resources for non-English terms, especially Dutch, we seek
answers to the third research question below:

Research question #3 How can we use existing multilingual terminological
resources for extracting non-English terms, especially in Dutch, and how
can the resources be used in statistical and linguistic approaches?

1.4 Term Variations

The main purpose of a QA system is to allow users to ask their own natural-
language questions, and to deliver exact answers extracted from a document
collection. A problem may occur during that extraction, where answers may not
be found in the documents simply because a term used in a question to designate
a concept is different from the term used in the documents to designate the
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same concept. For example, a user prefers using the term luchtpijp ‘windpipe’
(a popular term) in their questions, while the documents use the term trachea
(a technical term) to refer to a tube that carries air to the lung. A QA system
with simple term matching will miss the answers of the questions.

This problem has been addressed in Ferret et al. (2000) and Dowdall et al.
(2003) as the problem of recognizing term variations and finding answers con-
taining term variants in documents. There are several types of variations rec-
ognized in the references, such as, exact word or lemma (e.g., drug and drugs),
synonyms (e.g., navel and umbilicus), and composition (e.g., syndrome of Tietze
and Tietze’s syndrome).

In the present thesis, we attempt to investigate the problem in Dutch medical
questions and documents. Thus, our fourth research question related to this
purpose is:

Research question #4 What are the types of term variations that occur fre-
quently in Dutch medical questions, and how can we recognize some of
the variation types from documents in Dutch?

1.5 Semantic Types

The importance of semantic types in answering medical questions has been
discussed in Niu and Hirst (2004). In their medical QA system, a specific query
format is developed that corresponds to the basic elements of semantic types in
a question. This format is based on questions, that arose in a clinical teaching
unit, as shown in the following example:

“In a patient with a suspected MI does thrombolysis decrease the risk
of death if it is administered 10 hours after the onset of chest pain?”
(Niu and Hirst, 2004).

A query to their system contains information about patient’s condition (prob-
lem), an intervention, and a clinical outcome. Each piece of information corre-
sponds to a semantic type, such as disease (MI ), treatment (thrombolysis), and
outcome (death). In the above example, the relation between all of these terms
constructed a treatment scenario.

To answer the question, the system should understand the relational infor-
mation contained in text. And because terms in text also construct a relational
scenario, such as a treatment scenario or a diagnosis scenario, therefore, the
system needs to know the semantic types of the terms that are involved in the
relations. This requirement conforms with the observation in Leroy and Chen
(2005) that if the name of a gene and a disease co-occur, it is almost certain
that there is a scenario, i.e. causal relation, between the two.

The above question is a complex question that might be difficult for an open-
domain QA system to answer. However, the observation could also be applied to
simpler questions as have been collected previously in Ely et al. (2000). Consider
the following question:

(3) What is the cause of AIDS?

This question is asking for a name or a term that causes a disease (AIDS ). If
we look for all semantic types that may cause diseases (or labelled as Pathologic
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Function) in the UMLS Semantic Network,4 we will get the following types:
Bacterium, Fungus, Invertebrate, Manufactured Object, Rickettsia or Chlamy-
dia, Substance, and Virus. Thus, we know that the answer should be a term of
one of these types. We know from the first sentence of the previous HIV topic
page that HIV can lead to AIDS. Since HIV is labeled as Virus in the UMLS,
it matches with one of the types in the UMLS Semantic Network above. Thus,
HIV becomes the potential answer to that question.

The use of UMLS to classify medical terms has been reported in several
studies (Bodenreider, 2000; Spasic et al., 2003; Niu and Hirst, 2004). This
method will only be successful if terms can be mapped to UMLS concepts. For
non-English terms, such as Dutch terms, which are less covered by the UMLS,
this method is challenging.

In this thesis, our corpora contain a majority of Dutch terms, although
some of the terms are in English, Latin, and Greek. We classify the terms based
on semantic information in the UMLS. And considering that Dutch is one of
minority languages in UMLS, we seek an answer to the fifth research question
below:

Research question #5 How can we use the UMLS resources to classify non-
English terms, especially Dutch terms?

1.6 Semantic Relations

How can a relationship between two terms be identified from text? This is the
next question that we have to deal with in extracting relational information for
a medical QA. To understand the problem, consider the following sentence:

(4) AIDS is caused by the retrovirus HIV.

The sentence contains two terms, namely AIDS and the retrovirus HIV or HIV.
By applying a lexical analysis, looking at the words in the sentence, we know
that the terms are connected by a relation, which is is caused by. Thus, a piece
of relational information that can be extracted from the sentence is: AIDS
[is caused by ] HIV ; if we change the passive voice into active, we will get HIV
[causes] AIDS.

Serban et al. (2007) use a similar method to construct the relation pat-
tern contained in a medical guideline sentence. They filter detected n-grams,
i.e., a fixed sequence of words, using relevant semantic relations from an on-
tology, and replace the n-grams with corresponding conceptual patterns. For
example, given an n-gram {should receive}, they replace it with the pattern
{recommendation operator, treatment}.

Difficulties arise, however, when we apply the n-gram method or the lexical
method to extracting patterns from Dutch sentences. Unlike English, Dutch
has a high degree of word order variation, and therefore surface word order
will be less effective in capturing relevant patterns. Consider the following ex-
amples of Dutch sentences that express the same pattern word veroorzaak door
‘is caused by’:

4The Semantic Network consists of (1) a set of broad subject categories, or Semantic
Types, that provide a consistent categorization of all concepts represented in the UMLS
Metathesaurus, and (2) a set of useful and important relationships, or Semantic Relations,
that exist between Semantic Types. (http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/meta3.html).
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Figure 1.1: A dependency tree of the sentence Een tekort aan insuline leidt tot
suikerziekte (‘A shortage of insulin leads to diabetes’).

(5) a. AIDS word veroorzaakt door het retrovirus HIV
‘AIDS is caused by the retrovirus HIV’.

b. Nachtblindheid wordt meestal veroorzaakt door een tekort aan vita-
mine A
‘Night blindness is usually caused by a lack of vitamin A’.

c. Echte griep of influenza is een ziekte die veroorzaakt wordt door het
influenzavirus
‘Real flu or influenza is a disease that is caused by the influenza
virus’.

d. Buiktyfus is een geheel andere (darm) ziekte , die door Salmonella
bacteriën wordt veroorzaakt
‘Typhoid is a whole other (intestine) disease, which is caused by
Salmonella bacterie’.

e. Brucellose bij mensen wordt met name door brucella melitensis
veroorzaakt
‘Brucellosis in humans is particularly caused by Brucella melitensis’.

These examples obviously show that the n-gram method will suffer from
the word order variation. The separated words constructing the pattern are
difficult to capture with this method. Therefore, a deeper linguistic analysis,
such as dependency parse trees, is required to extract relations from Dutch text.
In a dependency tree, every word is linked hierarchically to the other words it
depends on, and this makes it possible to capture distant words of a pattern.

The use of dependency parse trees for this task has been addressed in several
investigations (Rinaldi et al., 2006; Fundel et al., 2007; Katrenko and Adriaans,
2007). In general, the method can be described as the following. Given a
dependency parse tree of a sentence, for example as shown in Figure 1.1, we
define a starting point (X) and an end point (Y) of a relation. In this example,
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we know that X is Een tekort aan insuline ‘A shortage of insulin’ and Y is
suikerziekte ‘diabetes’. The relation between X and Y is obtained by extracting
paths, e.g., the hd (head) nodes, in the dependency tree that lead from X to Y;
Thus, the extracted pattern is leid tot ‘lead to’.

Rinaldi et al. (2006); Fundel et al. (2007) extract term relations based on
manually defined patterns. For example, Fundel et al. (2007) use three rules
for extracting protein-to-protein relations, namely ‘A activates B ’, ‘Activation
of A by B ’, and ‘Interaction between A and B ’. They only extract relations
that match with these hand-written rules. The drawback of this method is
that unseen relations cannot be identified. To solve this problem, Katrenko and
Adriaans (2007) learn protein-protein interactions from dependency trees using
a machine learning technique. They use a least common subsumer node of two
nodes A and B as one of its features. However, it needs a dataset that has been
labelled with proteins and their interactions.

In our QA project, the dataset was only labeled with relation types contained
in its sentences. No labeling is present which explicitly identifies the arguments
of the relation, and furthermore, it is not guaranteed that suitable arguments
for a relation can actually be found within the sentence.

Besides that, there are a number of relation types that should be investi-
gated, namely causes, has definition, diagnoses, occurs, prevents, has symptom,
and treats. Creating relation patterns manually for each of these relation types
is time consuming, and moreover, it is prone to missing unseen relations. We
assume that we do not have any prior knowledge of what relation patterns are
found with each of the relation types.

Proceeding from that condition, we use a two-step approach in extracting re-
lations: (1) learning relation patterns automatically from training data, and (2)
applying the patterns to extract relations from unlabeled text. While pursuing
these tasks, we seek answers to the sixth research question below:

Research question #6 How can we learn relation patterns from dependency
trees and use them to extract relations from text?

1.7 Claims

The following list provides the major conclusions that we can claim from our
experiments to answer the defined research questions:

1. Part-of-speech information is the best linguistic knowledge for the extrac-
tion of candidate medical terms in Dutch text (Chapter 3).

2. One can use either Log-likelihood or χ2 as the most promising method
to detect association strenght of a multi-word term. While for extracting
single-word terms, one can use a corpus comparison method, which is
relatively simple and easy to implement (Chapter 3).

3. An existing multilingual terminology is useful for identifying new multi-
word terms of a particular language, as long as there is word overlap
between terms in both languages. And depending on the language pair,
several methods can be used to increase the overlap, such as using stem-
ming and translation (Chapter 3).
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4. Synonym, abbreviation, and grammar-based variation are three types of
term variation that frequently occur in Dutch medical questions (Chapter
4).

• A very small seed list is enough for extracting synonyms through
pattern learning and tuple extraction iterations.

• One needs a heuristic that matches letters and their corresponding
words to extract abbreviation pairs.

5. Thanks to translation, head words, surface length, and frequency, we can
use a multilingual terminology containing terms and their labels to classify
unseen terms of a particular language (Chapter 5).

6. In a dependency tree, a clausal node of category main clause, verb-initial
main clause, subordinate clause, or infinitive clause is a starting point to
extract a medical relationship from text, assuming that it contains subject
and object labeled as medical terms (Chapter 6).

7. And for the main research question: Term and semi-automatic relation
extraction techniques have improved the performance of our QA system.
We also found that semantic labeling helps selecting potential answers
(Chapter 8).

1.8 Chapter Overview

This book consists of 9 chapters, starting with this chapter, the Introduction.
The next chapter elaborates problems in our QA system, particularly in ex-
tracting potential answers for medical questions, which leads to the necessity of
extracting terms and their relationships from text. After describing the goals of
our work, we explain the theoretical foundation of terminology and analyze pre-
vious approaches to extracting terms, detecting term variations, and extracting
term relations. Then, we introduce our approach to these issues, and describe
our expected contributions.

Chapter 3 reports our experiments on Extracting Terms from Text. We start
this chapter by comparing two linguistic filters, namely a PoS-tag filter and a
syntactic filter. We also compare eight statistical methods to get the most suc-
cessful one in extracting multi-word terms. Based on these comparisons, we
choose the PoS-tag filter for the linguistic approach, and χ2 for the statistical
approach. On the basis of these results, we describe our contribution to improv-
ing the statistical method, by combining the unithood and termhood values of
multi-word terms. Then, we report the implementation of that method, which
is called Association and Domain Significance (ADS ), in extracting multi-word
terms from Dutch text with the help of a multilingual terminology (UMLS).
Finally, we describe our approach to extracting single-word terms. Some of the
work in this chapter was presented in the RANLP workshop on Multi-source
Multilingual Information Extraction and Summarization (Fahmi et al., 2007a).

Chapter 4 describes our method to detect Term Variations, one of impor-
tant issues in a medical QA system, which uses one of the previously reported
approaches in literature. The method, based on a lexico-syntactic approach, is
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tested by extracting medical term variations from medical corpora. The results
are evaluated manually and errors are analyzed.

Chapter 5 describes our approach to Term Labeling. We use a multilingual
terminology (i.e. UMLS) as a knowledge source to classify non-English terms,
especially Dutch. This method is based on a heuristic that utilizes syntactic
information, translation, surface length, and frequency to find the best label
from sample terms retrieved from the terminology. We evaluate the contribution
of these parameters by comparing our labeling results to the labeling found in
the corpus.

Chapter 6 explains our approach to Learning and Extracting Relations, that
consists of two steps. The goal of the first step is to get a set of relation patterns
for each of the seven relation types, from a set of relation-labelled sentences. We
describe our method in extracting, weighting and filtering the patterns. Since
the performance of the patterns can only be evaluated when they are used in ex-
tracting term relations, and this will be reported in the next chapter, therefore,
in this chapter, we evaluate the patterns by comparing the extracted patterns
across relation types. We analyze their overlap based on the assigned relation
types and then discuss how we could improve the distinctiveness of relation
patterns for an individual relation type. The second step is the extraction of
relations from text. This step uses the relation patterns extracted earlier to
extract new relations from unlabeled data. We describe our method in ranking
and grouping the resulting relations. As for the evaluation, first we extract rela-
tions from a set of labelled sentences to get precision and recall figures for each
of the relation types, and second we extract relations from an unlabeled medical
dataset. We report their performance, discuss the benefits and disadvantages
of dependency relations for this task and evaluate the role of semantic labels in
extracting relations. We also discuss how we can extract relations from unseen
patterns having a limited set of training data to improve recall.

Chapter 7 Identifying Definitional Sentences Using Machine Learning is
another attempt to classify sentences to a particular relation type which will
support the generation of training sentences for the relation extraction. The
correctly classified sentences are expected to contain definition relations, which
is required for learning definition relation patterns in chapter 6. We compare
several machine learning methods with several feature configurations, and then
discuss the results. The work described in this chapter was presented in the
EACL workshop on Learning Structured Information in Natural Language Ap-
plications (Fahmi and Bouma, 2006).

Chapter 8 tests our extracted relations in the previous chapter by Evaluating
with the Question Answering System. We describe our method in collecting test
questions, and report the answering results which are provided by Joost, our
QA system. For the evaluation, we measure the performance of Joost when it
is supplied with answers from our method compared to when it is supplied with
answers from a hand-written-pattern-based method.

Chapter 9, the final chapter, wraps up conclusions drawn from each chapter
with general discussion and conclusions. It closes this thesis with some sugges-
tions on future work.



Chapter 2

Medical Question
Answering

Many of the recent open-domain Question Answering (QA) systems benefit from
the vast amount of information on the Web. With relatively simple techniques
(e.g., information retrieval and lexico-syntactic filtering), answers can be ex-
tracted directly from the Web based on redundancy. For a domain-restricted
QA system, the methods could be less promising since the size of its data sources
is usually limited, and as a consequence the sources contain little redundant in-
formation. A solution to this problem is to use an off-line strategy. Instead
of extracting answers from documents on the fly after users submit questions,
potential answers are extracted earlier in this strategy. This method is promis-
ing as has been reported by Fleischman et al. (2003): “the extracted relations
answer 25% more questions correctly and do so three orders of magnitude faster
than the state-of-the-art systems.”

Joost, our monolingual question answering system for Dutch, uses the off-
line or table look-up strategy as one of its answering strategies (Bouma et al.,
2005b). It uses syntactic patterns based on dependency relations to generate
relation tables from documents. This system is actually an open-domain QA
system. However, in the context for this thesis, Joost is applied to answer
medical questions.

In order to understand the problem that will be tackled in this thesis, we
describe an initial experiment1 reported in Tjong Kim Sang et al. (2005), which
used Joost to answer medical questions. This experiment has shown a chance
to improve the performance of the QA system by improving the precision and
recall of the relation tables. All of the experiments in the following chapters are
aimed at achieving this goal.

Section 2.1 introduces previous work on Question Answering and Medical
QA techniques, while Section 2.2 provides a brief explanation about Joost and
its components. In Section 2.3 we discuss the previous experiment by Tjong
Kim Sang et al. (2005), and highlight the authors’ recommendation for their
future work on improving the performance of the QA system. Motivated by the

1This experiment was conducted within the IMIX (Interactive Multimodal Information
eXtraction) framework, in which the works presented in the rest of this thesis were also
carried out.
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previous experiment, we present the general workflow of our work in Section
2.4.

2.1 Related Work

2.1.1 Question Answering

Question answering (QA) can be defined as an information retrieval (IR) task
that returns an accurate and concise answer instead of a set of relevant docu-
ments to a question. The objective of this task is to reduce the amount of time
required by a user in seeking information by asking machines to process and an-
alyze information in documents and to return the piece of relevant information
to the user. Just like in the Star Trek science fiction series, there is a vision that
in the future machines will be able to communicate with humans in the same
way humans communicate among themselves, for example, via an interactive
conversation and by answering a wide range of questions.

Typically, a traditional QA system consists of three main steps processed
in a sequential manner, namely question analysis, search, and answer selection
(Hovy et al., 2000; Moldovan et al., 2000; Bouma et al., 2005a). A QA system
can return an accurate answer to a question, if it can determine the type of the
question, such as factoid, list, or ‘other’. This step is very crucial for the next
steps, since answers are extracted according to the question type. In the search
step, a question is reformulated according to its question type and question
target, and then answer repositories or a document corpus is searched to get
all matched answers. Finally, an answer should be selected and returned to the
user.

There are two strategies for searching answers: a table look-up strategy
and an IR-based strategy. The first strategy is based on the observation that
answers for certain question types can be anticipated, and therefore, the corpus
can be analyzed off-line. The second strategy extracts answers from relevant
paragraphs in document collections, that contain keywords from the question.

Tables in an open-domain QA system typically contain relations between
named entities, such as names of persons, organizations, dates, locations, cur-
rencies and amounts. The co-occurrence of these entities in text can indicate
relation types. For example, a capital relation links a city name with a country
name; a birth date relation links a person name and a date, and so on. The
extraction of these relation types becomes one of the most important tasks in
the table look-up method.

On the other hand, IR techniques are successful at retrieving relevant doc-
uments from a vast quantity of text on the Web. However, the overall time
to process questions, to submit and retrieve information snippets from a Web
search engine, and then to extract relevant answers is relatively long for general
users. It would be more efficient if answers to frequent and simple questions,
such as to factoid questions, could be looked up from the precompiled tables.

Several systems have been reported to use the table look-up method by ex-
tracting relational information of potential topics from text (Fleischman et al.,
2003; Jijkoun and Rijke de, 2004; Bouma et al., 2005a; Pasca et al., 2006).
Fleischman et al. (2003) show that the use of a simple table look-up method
has significantly outperformed TextMap, a state of the art web-based QA sys-
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tem (Hermjakob et al., 2002). Compared to TextMap, it generates 8% more
partially-correct answers and 25% more entirely-correct answers. Moreover, the
table look-up method only needs approximately 10 seconds to answer 100 ques-
tions, while TextMap needs approximately 9 hours. Thus, the table look-up
strategy is promising, especially if the coverage of the tables is high.

2.1.2 Medical Question Answering

Compared to open-domain QA, the amount of research on closed-domain QA
is less (Lee et al., 2006). The first attempt to characterize salient aspects of
closed-domain QA, especially biomedical QA, has been reported in Zweigen-
baum (2003). Besides some challenging tasks of biomedical QA, the author also
reviewed existing resources, such as quality-controlled health information ma-
terials, biomedical lexicons and terminologies, which are useful to address the
challenges.

Rinaldi et al. (2004) reported their effort to adapt an existing technical-
domain QA system, called ExtrAns, to answer genomic-domain questions. Ex-
trAns uses a linguistics-rich parser to analyze document sources, and then ex-
ploits the linguistic knowledge of the document to extract terms. This system
also uses a terminological knowledge to evaluate and normalize terms. Once
terms have been extracted, ExtrAns detects synonymy and hyponymy relations
among terms. Another approach which also focused on terms and their relations
is reported in Niu and Hirst (2004). Their system accepts queries which follow
a particular format containing four fields, and each field should be filled with a
clinical term. The format implicitly defines the relationship between the terms.

Delbecque et al. (2005) described an approach inspired by open-domain QA
systems, in which named entities are heavily used. In the same way, a medi-
cal QA system also needs a set of medically relevant named entities. For this
purpose, they used information from the UMLS Semantic Network to classify
medical terms with semantic types. The authors also detected the UMLS Se-
mantic Network relations in the documents to answer some types of medical
questions.

A fully implemented medical QA system that returns answers from a large
text collection to users’ questions has been reported in Lee et al. (2006). The
system called MedQA was implemented to answer definitional questions such
as: “What is X?” Its answer was generated in a paragraph from both MED-
LINE2 records and the Web. To identify definitional sentences, MedQA imple-
mented a set of lexico-syntactic patterns generated automatically from a large
set of precompiled definitional sentences that were collected using the Google’s
‘define:X’ service. The lexico-syntactic patterns were ranked based on the ra-
tio of their occurrences in the definitional and in the non-definitional sentences.
This system suffered from incorrect noun phrases being extracted by its shal-
low syntactic chunker from the questions. As a consequence, incorrect answers
which contain these noun phrases were returned. This paper also reported the
importance of semantic information for extracting answers which was not im-
plemented in the system.

The findings presented in Lee et al. (2006) have opened some ideas that will
be described in the rest of this thesis. We should use a robust term extraction

2MEDLINE is a goldmine of good health information from the world’s largest medical
library (National Library of Medicine).
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method and incorporate the UMLS semantic types into the extraction patterns.
Before we discuss this idea in detail, in the next section, we describe our open-
domain QA system Joost and a previous experiment where it was used to answer
medical-domain questions.

2.2 Joost

Joost is an open-domain QA system for Dutch that uses both of IR and table
look-up strategies to return accurate answers. The architecture of this system
is shown in Figure 2.1. Apart from the three classical components, i.e., ques-
tion analysis, passage retrieval and answer extraction, the system also contains
a component called QATAR, which is based on a technique for extracting an-
swers off-line. Joost also takes advantage of syntactic information in all of its QA
components. This information is provided by Alpino, a wide coverage depen-
dency parser for Dutch (van Noord, 2006), that parses questions and document
collections.

Figure 2.1: The system architecture of Joost.

The question and answering process is started when a user submits a natural
language question in Dutch. After it is parsed by Alpino, the question is further
analyzed to determine its question type and to identify keywords it contains.
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The next step depends on the question type. If the type matches with one
of the extracted relation categories, the question will be answered by QATAR

using the table look-up strategy, otherwise it will be answered using the passage
retrieval strategy.

Relation tables in QATAR are created off-line, through the extraction of
potential relational information from the syntactically parsed documents. These
relations, together with the IDs of the paragraphs in which they were found,
are stored in the tables. Which table will be searched depends on the type of
the question. Upon completion, it returns answers (if any) along with the IDs
of their paragraphs.

If QATAR returns no answer or there is no table that matches with the
question type, then Joost will deliver the question to its IR engine. This engine
will search its document collections for passages that match with the keywords in
the question. Then, it passes the resulting paragraph IDs to the next modules.

The last step is the answer extraction and selection. Joost retrieves all
sentences within the paragraphs that are returned by the IR engine. If the
paragraph IDs are from QATAR, from which the actual answers have been
extracted, then the sentences will be used as context to rank the answers. Oth-
erwise, the sentences will be processed for exact answer strings. These answers
are then ranked using a set of features, and the highest one will be returned as
the answer.

2.2.1 QATAR - Question Answering by Table Look-Up
and Relations

QATAR is a module in Joost that looks for answers by querying relation tables
that contain relational information. The tables are constructed to answer several
question types, such as a person’s function, age, location (residence) and date
of birth, a person’s date and cause of death, and various other question types.

Relations in the relation tables are extracted from the document collection
using various syntactic patterns (especially for factoid questions) and machine
learning with syntactic features (especially for definition questions). The use
of syntactic information in this task is crucial, since the degree of Dutch word
order variation is high.

The searching of answers in QATAR involves several scoring features. Con-
sider, for example, the following factoid question:

(1) Wat is de hoofdstad van Peru? (CLEF3 2005, question 182)
‘What is the capital of Peru?’

The question is of a location type, and more specifically it asks for a location
which is a capital (hoofdstad) of a country (Peru). In a dependency-relation-
parsed sentence, as shown in Figure 2.2, the answer to this question is a named
entity indicated as the head of an apposition relation, which has a relational
constituent hoofstaad van ‘capital of’ and an object Peru. This relation has
been extracted off-line beforehand and has been stored in an relation table of a
capital relation type.

3CLEF, Cross-Language Evaluation Forum, is an activity of the TrebleCLEF Coordination
Action under the Seventh Framework Programme of the European Commission. URL: http:
//www.clef-campaign.org/
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Figure 2.2: A chunk of the dependency parse tree for the sentence Stichting van
Lima , de huidige hoofdstad van Peru, ... (Foundation of Lima, the capital of
Peru, ...) (source: Wikipedia).

As such relations frequently occurs in the corpus, usually many potential
answers will be identified. An important task by QATAR is therefore to rank
potential answers based on their scores. The following features are used to
determine the score of a short answer A extracted from sentence S :

Syntactic Similarity: The proportion of dependency relations from the ques-
tion that match with dependency relations in S.

Names: The proportion of proper names, nouns, and adjectives from the query
that can be found in S and in the sentence that precede S.

Frequency: The frequency with which A is found as answer for Q in the table.

The overall score of an answer is the weighted sum of those features’ values,
in which weights were determined manually using previous CLEF data. The
highest scored answer is returned as the answer.

In terms of precision, Bouma et al. (2005b) have reported that the perfor-
mance of QATAR is very high. An evaluation on the dataset from CLEF 2003,
2004 and 2005 showed that the precision of answers if found by QATAR is 75%,
while if found using the IR-based method is 52%. However, the IR-based method
answered more questions (278 questions) compared to QATAR (180 questions).
This fact shows that the table look-up method is promising for Joost. However,
there is still a lot of room for improvement, especially for increasing recall.
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2.2.2 Alpino

One of the important modules of Joost is a dependency parser called Alpino.
The Alpino system is a wide-coverage grammar and parser for Dutch and is
based on the HPSG (Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar) framework (van
Noord, 2006). It consists of more than 600 grammar rules, over 100,000 lexemes,
and various rules to recognize special constructs such as named entities, tem-
poral expression, etc. To deal with unknown words and phrases, and ungram-
matical or partially analyzable sentences, Alpino implements a set of heuristics.
This system generates a dependency graph as its output stored as XML. The
accuracy of the system when tested on 1400 newspaper sentences is about 91%.

In Joost, a text collection is parsed by Alpino before it processed by the
Off-line Relation Extraction and the Passage Retrieval components. Joost also
uses Alpino to parse questions before they are analyzed in the Question Analysis
module.

2.3 Previous Experiment

In this section we describe the previous experiment by Tjong Kim Sang et al.
(2005) on a medical QA task for Dutch. In that experiment, the authors com-
pared the performance of two QA systems, called Felix and Joost. Felix uses
relation tables built with a layout-based information extraction technique, while
Joost uses tables built with syntactic information from parse trees. Since our
work in this thesis is aimed at improving the performance of Joost, we will only
describe the part of the experiment which is related to Joost.

2.3.1 Question Set

In the experiment Joost was challenged with questions related to RSI (repetitive
strain injury) from non-expert users. A corpus of 435 questions constructed
by participants of the IMIX project without a specific medical background was
examined. After analyzing the questions, the authors found four possible answer
formats: named entity (NE), list, paragraph, and yes/no. They also classified the
questions into seven question types, i.e., causes, prevents, treats, has symptom,
has definition, diagnose, and other. There was no interesting correlation that
could be found between question types and their answer formats.

The following are two examples of the questions (translated to English) and
different types of expected answers, which we repeat from Tjong Kim Sang et al.
(2005):

(2) a. What does RSI mean?
(NE) repetitive strain injury

b. What causes RSI?
(list) RSI is caused by repetitive tasks, awkward postures, forceful
movements and insufficient resting times.

In the list answer above, instead of containing a list of causes which is not
trivial to extract from documents, a paragraph containing a list of causes is
returned. On the other hand, the NE answer contains a noun phrase which can
be retrieved easily from relation tables.
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2.3.2 Corpus

The previous experiment used a corpus containing 2.1 million words of Dutch
medical text, which consisted of 1.6 million words from Medische Winkler Prins
(a structured and edited reference material) and 0.5 million words from Web
sites related to RSI. This corpus was parsed using Alpino, and the resulting
dependency parse trees were stored as XML.

2.3.3 Extracting Medical Relations

In the early stage of the medical QA experiment, relation tables were generated
off-line using syntactic patterns, which extract noun phrases as the arguments
of relation instances. The patterns were created manually only for the following
relation types: has definition, causes and has symptom.

To generate a has definition table, the authors extracted 〈Concept,Definition〉
tuples from sentences that have an auxiliary verb be as their heads. In these
tuples, Concept is the subject of the sentence, and Definition is its predica-
tive complement. Concepts were not restricted to medical terms or names, but
could be any noun phrase. The following tuples are examples of relation in-
stances from the total of 7,600 definition tuples that match with the extraction
pattern:

has definition(’cystic fibrosis’,’the most common fatal genetic disease’)
has definition(’Amoebiasis’,’a type of gastroenteritis (gastro) caused by a tiny par-
asite’)

A causes relation table was generated by extracting 〈Cause,Effect〉 tuples
from sentences that match with the following patterns: causes, cause of, result
of, arises, and leads to. The authors extracted 6,600 causes tuples from the
corpus, for examples:

causes(’too much working with computer’,’RSI’)
causes(’RSI’,’permanent damage to my body’)

And to generate a has symptom relation table containing 〈Symptom,Effect〉
tuples, the author defined syntactic patterns for sentences that match with the
following phrases: a sign of, an indication of, is recognizable, points to, manifests
itself in, etc. They extracted 630 tuples for this table, among other:

has symptom(’breast cancer’,’sudden change of the state of the breast or nipple’)
has symptom(’RSI’,’reduction of strength in your arms’)

Besides storing the full phrases of tuples’ arguments, the authors also stored
the heads of the arguments into relation tables. For example, the tuple
causes(’RSI’,’permanent damage to my body’) will be stored as:

causes(’rsi’,’damage’,’RSI’,’permanent damage to my body’).

where rsi is the head word of the first argument, and damage is the head word
of the second argument.
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Evaluation %
correct 4
incomplete 8
wrong 88
missed 0

Table 2.1: Performance of Joost on 50 randomly selected questions, evaluated
by two judges (kappa 0.6±0.1) (Tjong Kim Sang et al., 2005).

To evaluate the precision of the tuples, the authors randomly selected 150
tuples (50 of each type) and manually evaluated the correctness of the tuples.
The overall precision was 57%, while the precision based on the relation types
were 18%, 76%, and 78% for the has definition, causes, and has symptom tu-
ples, respectively. The common source of errors was the dependency of tuples’
arguments on their contexts. For example, the following tuple:

has symptom(’The disorder’,’pain on the outside of the elbow’)

has as its first argument, The disorder, which refers to a concept in a preceding
sentence. The tuple was judged incorrect because that argument is incomplete
or not specific.

2.3.4 Evaluation

The early version of the medical QA system was evaluated with 50 randomly
selected questions from the set of 435 RSI questions. Joost used the generated
relation tables from parse trees to answer the questions. If Joost cannot find
any answer in the tables, it will use a fall-back system, which consists of an
IR system for finding relevant paragraphs and NLP for identifying and ranking
potential answers.

The followings are examples of translated questions and their answers pro-
duced by Joost (repeated from Tjong Kim Sang et al. (2005)):

(3) a. Provide me with the causes of RSI.
Joost: Seven tests for detecting the cause of RSI in computer-
related jobs.

b. Which disorders are counted as RSI?
Joost: Specific RSI includes measurable disorders like tendonitis,
epicondylitis, thoracic outlet syndrome (TOS), carpal tunnel syn-
drome, rotator cuff syndrome, tension neck syndrome, and De Quer-
vain’s disease.

Joost’s answers in the above examples (3) were not from the relation tables, but
were produced by the fall-back system.

Two judges evaluated the question-answer pairs and labelled the pairs with
the following categories: correct, wrong, and incomplete. Only the first answer
of each question was considered in the evaluation. Table 2.1 shows the results
of this evaluation. Apparently the performance was very low. Joost was only
able to answer 4% of the questions correctly. Although all of the 50 questions
could be answered by Joost, 88% of the answers were wrong.
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2.3.5 Error Analysis

The authors explained that there were three reasons for the low performance:
there were many difficult questions; the extracted relation tables had low cov-
erage; and the employed fall-back system was inappropriate. The first and the
third problems are related to the ability of the systems. The performance of
Joost’s question analysis module, as well as the fall-back system, can be im-
proved by the authors while the version of the systems are improved. For the
present thesis, we focus our analysis on the second problem.

According to the authors, the problem of the low coverage lay in the size of
the corpus, which was too small. For a restricted non-English domain, such a
problem is very common. Compared to the layout-based IE technique used by
Felix (Tjong Kim Sang et al., 2005), the parse-tree-based IE technique used by
Joost is more promising as a solution to this problem, since it does not require
semi-structured data (such as heading, section, etc.). Thus, this technique can
be applied to any Dutch text extracted from Web sites.

2.3.6 Discussion

The future work planned by the authors was to combine both techniques of
extracting relation tables (the layout-based and the parse-tree-based IE) with
automatic paragraph classification techniques. They expected that the layout-
based technique could still extract relation tables from non-structured data,
especially paragraphs, that have been classified. This strategy aimed to com-
plement the parse-tree-based IE technique which is limited to sentence-based
parsing.

Instead of using automatic paragraph classification techniques for the layout-
based IE method, we think of another use of the technique. The classified
paragraphs or sentences, e.g., classified into causes or has definition relations,
can be used to semi-automatically learn new or unseen relation patterns. This
strategy is motivated by the following reason. Apart from the size of the corpus,
low coverage can also be caused by por recall of the extraction patterns. The
actual relation tuples in text themselves may contain patterns which were not
been seen before. Consider the following sentence:

(4) Een mogelijke verklaring hiervoor is dat roken de vorming van stolsels in
de bloedvaten (trombose) van de darm bevordert, waardoor een ontstek-
ing kan ontstaan.
‘One possible explanation is that smoking promotes the formation of
clots in blood vessels (thrombosis) of the intestine, where inflammation
may occur.’ (Wikipedia)

The verb bevorder ‘to promote’ in the above sentence obviously indicates a
causes relation, in which smoking is the cause. However, this verb was not
included in the manually developed patterns, which is a common problem in a
manual approach. Using the manual-based method, we could miss some poten-
tial patterns in the corpus.

Our idea is that having paragraphs or sentences that have been labeled with
relation types they contain, we can automatically learn their relation patterns
and then semi-automatically select meaningful patterns for each relation type.
This method is similar to the one in Delbecque et al. (2005), except that the
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patterns are not from the UMLS Semantic Network, but learned from the corpus.
Using this learning-based method, we can easily detect the verb bevorderen
above as a pattern, when there is such a sentence in the training data.

Although our method promises to produce more patterns, however, a new
problem may arise due to ambiguous extracted patterns. Patterns with multiple
senses, which do not only refer to their relation types, will introduce noise in the
relation instances produced. For example, the bevorder pattern above, besides
referring to a causes sense, also refers other senses as shown in the following
sentence:

(5) De cultus van Venus werd vooral bevorderd door de politieke leiders
‘The cult of Venus was especially encouraged by the political leaders’
(Wikipedia)

In this sentence, the pattern refers to a encourages sense which has no relation
to the causes relation type. Thus, the extracted tuples should be discarded.

To reduce such noise, we will use another strategy inspired by the UMLS
Semantic Network (NLM, 2005). Consider the following examples of relation
tuples from the semantic network:

causes(’Amino Acid, Peptide, or Protein’,’Cell or Molecular Dysfunction’)
associated with(’Sign or Symptom’,’Mental or Behavioral Dysfunction’)

In the examples above, the UMLS semantic relationships causes and associ-
ated with are similar to our causes and has symptom relation types. The first
relationship has a meaning that an Amino Acid, Peptide, or Protein causes a Cell
or Molecular Dysfunction. The first and the second arguments of the relations
are UMLS Semantic Types. They are specific for each semantic relationship,
and cannot be constructed randomly.

If we have a set of relation instances extracted from a data set and their
arguments are labeled with semantic types, then we can produce a set of rela-
tion patterns with their semantic types. Using these patterns, we can extract
new relation instances from a new data set, and select only relations whose ar-
guments match with the semantic types of the patterns. Using this strategy, a
relation instance unrelated to the medical domain as contained in the sentence
of example (5), which is indicated by missing or non-matching semantic types,
can be discarded.

We can summarize from this discussion that our proposed method is differ-
ent from the manual-based method in two ways: first, it is based on a learning
technique for producing relation patterns; second, besides using syntactic in-
formation to learn the patterns, it also uses semantic information to classify
the arguments of the relation patterns. The outcome that we expect from this
method is relation tables with better coverage and precision. In the next sec-
tion, we present the workflow of our experiments to solve the problems, that are
addressed in the remainder of this thesis.

2.4 The Workflow of Our Experiments

In the previous sections we have discussed an initial experiment on medical QA
for Dutch which was reported in Tjong Kim Sang et al. (2005). Now we briefly
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describe the workflow of our experiments reported in the next chapters of this
thesis, as shown in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: General workflow of the experiments in this thesis.

The workflow consists of five main processes or experiments, i.e., Automatic
Term Recognition (ATR), Term Labeling, Variation Detection, Relation Extrac-
tion, and Question Answering, and one future task which will not be discussed in
this thesis, i.e., Ontology Population. We start the whole workflow with parsing
the corpus using the Alpino parser, and storing parsed sentences as XML.

In the ATR experiment, we extract medical terms from the parsed sentences
using linguistics and statistical approaches. The output of this process is a set
of terms ranked by their scores. We apply a threshold to select terms with
high termhood scores from the set. Then, we label these terms with medical
semantic labels in the Term Labeling experiment. For this purpose, we use
semantic information from the UMLS Semantic Type as the labels. Since UMLS
contains few Dutch terms, we translate new Dutch terms found in the corpus into
English, to get semantic types from their matching terms in the UMLS. Among
these terms, there are term pairs which are synonyms of each other. We detect
these synonyms as well as the terms’ abbreviation in the Variation Detection
process. To evaluate whether a term pair is a synonym or abbreviation, we use
the frequency of its occurrences in the Web.

Terms and their semantic labels, besides candidate-relation triples extracted
from the parsed sentences, become inputs to the Relation Extraction process.
To generate relation patterns, we use a subset of the corpus whose sentences
have been annotated manually with relation types. Based on these patterns, we
extract the candidate-relation triples from the rest of the corpus. In this exper-
iment, we extract relation triples that can be used to generate relation tables
for the Question Answering process, or extract concept and relation instances
for the Ontology Building process. We describe each of the experiments in the
next chapters.
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2.5 Summary

We have described an initial experiment on medical QA for Dutch based on the
work reported in Tjong Kim Sang et al. (2005). In that experiment, the authors
attempted to answers medical questions using an off-line method, where a set of
relation tables had been generated from a corpus before their QA systems an-
swered the questions. Joost, one of two QA systems evaluated in the experiment,
used a syntactic method to extract relation instances from dependency-parsed
trees. The extracted relation instances should match with relation patterns
defined manually by the authors.

The results of their experiment showed that the performance of Joost was
very low. According to the authors, the problem was the low coverage of the
relation tables. They thought that combining the syntactic-based and layout-
based methods would solve the problem, as long as a text classification method
was applied to support the layout-based method.

We proposed a different method to solve the problem. To increase the cov-
erage of the relation tables, we proposed a method where relation patterns are
generated semi-automatically from the corpus. And to increase their precision,
we propose to use semantic information from the UMLS to select only relation
instances that are related to medical terms. We have described the workflow of
the experiments conducted to extract relation instances from parsed sentences,
which combine syntactic and semantic information.
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Chapter 3

Extracting Terms from Text

The detection of terms plays an important role in a medical relation extraction
task, because a medical relation typically contains medical terms as its argu-
ments. Thus, if we can distinguish medical terms from common words, the
accuracy of medical relation extraction can be improved.

In this chapter, we present our experiments with automatic term recogni-
tion (ATR) which involve linguistic and statistical methods. Before we come
to the experiments, in Section 3.1 we present a theoretical foundation of termi-
nology, which explains how terms are defined and constructed. Based on this
theory, various approaches to distinguish terms from common words have been
developed as presented in Section 3.2.

The rest of the sections describe our experiments with ATR which are aimed
at answering several research questions of this thesis. First, we want to know
which linguistic knowledge is most useful for recognizing candidate terms in
Dutch text (research question #1). For this purpose, we compare two linguistic
filters: a PoS-tag filter and a syntactic filter (Section 3.4). The best filter is
applied to extract candidate terms from text corpora described in Section 3.3.
Having extracted these candidate terms, we compare eight statistical methods
for evaluating the termhood of multi-word terms (Section 3.5). We select a
method that is most successful (research question #2) and then investigate
how we can use multilingual terminological resources to improve the ranking of
multi-word terms of a particular language, e.g. Dutch (research question #3;
Section 3.6 and 3.7).

Some work in Sections 3.4, 3.5, and 3.7 has been presented in the RANLP
workshop on Multi-source Multilingual Information Extraction and Summariza-
tion (Fahmi et al., 2007a).

3.1 Theoretical Foundation of Terminology

In this section, we introduce some theoretical foundations of terminology to
get insight into how to recognize terms in text. Since several sources (Sager,
1997b; Maynard, 2000) have discussed this subject in great detail, we will only
summarize theoretical aspects which are closely related to the practical aspects
of term extraction.

27
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3.1.1 Terminology at a Glance

There are several formulations of the meaning of terminology given in dictionar-
ies and encyclopedias. However, in general, they refer to terminology as a study
or a system of terms used in a special jargon, discipline, subject, or context. A
more formal explanation of terminology is given in the International Standard,
ISO-704 (2000):

“Terminology is multidisciplinary and draws support from a num-
ber of disciplines (e.g., logic, epistemology, philosophy of science,
linguistics, information science and cognitive sciences) in its study
of concepts and their representations in special language. It com-
bines elements from many theoretical approaches that deal with the
description, ordering and transfer of knowledge.” (ISO-704, 2000)

Further more, ISO-704 (2000) mentions that terminology as a discipline deals
with the following foundations: objects, concepts, definitions and designations.
The relationship between these foundations is described as follows:

“Objects are perceived or conceived and abstracted into concepts
which, in special language, are represented by designations and de-
scribed in definitions.” (ISO-704, 2000)

According to the International Standard, designations can be categorized as
terms (for general concepts, e.g., disease, tropical disease, etc.), appellations (for
individual concepts, e.g., Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease, Internet, etc.) and symbols
(for both general and individual concepts, e.g., c©, $, etc.). Thus, terms as
representations or designations have close relationships with concepts, which
will be described in the next subsection.

3.1.2 Term, Concept and Object

A term is defined as

“...a designation consisting of one or more words representing a gen-
eral concept in a special language.” (ISO-704, 2000)

while concepts are to be considered as

“...mental representations of objects within a specialized context or
field.” (ISO-704, 2000).

and object is defined as

“anything perceived or conceived.” (ISO-704, 2000)

Thus, a concept can be seen as a bridge between a term and an object, and a
term can be said to be an indirect representation of an object. Figure 3.1 below
illustrates this relationship, and Figure 3.2 shows a specific object designated
by its visual representation, term representation and definition.

The concrete object shown in Figure 3.2 is a digitale bloeddrukmeter ‘digital
blood pressure meter’. Its display shows a systolic value (126 mmHg) and
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term
represent−−−−−−→ concept

represent−−−−−−→ object

Figure 3.1: The relationship between term, concept and object based on the
definitions in ISO-704 (2000).

term bloeddruk ‘blood pressure’

definition the pressure exerted by the
blood at right angles to the walls
of the blood vessels

source Wikipedia

Figure 3.2: An example of an object, its term representation and definition.
The image is taken from the Wikipedia and has been released into the public
domain.

a diastolic value (70 mmHg). These values are reported via a terminological
representation as bloeddruk ‘blood pressure’, which is defined as “the pressure
exerted by the blood at right angles to the walls of the blood vessels.”

The International Standard also emphasizes the importance of term-concept
assignment in a given special language: “a given term is attributed to only
one concept and a given concept is represented by only one term.” This kind
of relationship is called monosemy, which is the most ideal one. However, in
reality, this relationship does not always hold, since one term may designate
more than one related concept (polysemy) or unrelated (homonymy), and several
terms may refer to the same concept (synonymy). Figure 3.3 illustrates these
relationships.

(a) Monosemy (b) Polysemy/Homonymy

(c) Synonymy

Figure 3.3: Relationships between terms and concepts.

Each monosemous term in Figure 3.3(a) represents exactly one concept or
meaning (for example, the terms bloeddruk and digitale bloeddrukmeter above).
On the other hand, a polysemous term in Figure 3.3(b) may refer to several
concepts of related senses. For example, consider the term bank in the following
sentences:
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(1) a. I want to withdraw my money from the bank.
b. The bank on the corner is very high with 80 floors.

The term bank in the sentence (1-a) refers to an institution for financial
business, while in sentence (1-b) it refers to a building where a bank (institution)
is located. In both sentences, the term bank is polysemous because it refers to
two different concepts of related senses.

Figure 3.3(b) also shows a homonymous relationship between terms and
concepts. Several concepts of unrelated senses could have exactly one term
representation. For example, consider the term bank in the following sentences:

(2) a. Non-profit sperm bank open to all women, regardless of race, eth-
nicity, marital status, or sexual orientation.

b. The vehicle went up a snow bank on the bridge’s railing, then fell
over the side of the bridge onto the river roughly 15 meters below

The term bank in sentence (2-a) refers to a special storage place, while in
sentence (2-b) it refers to an arrangement of objects in a line or in tiers. In
these sentences, the term bank is homonymous because it refers to two different
concepts of unrelated senses. The senses in (1) and are also unrelated to those
in (2) and therefore further indication of bank ’s homonymy.

In contrast to the homonym relationship, Figure 3.3(c) shows a synonym
relationship, where different terms refer to one and the same concept. For
example, consider terms in the following sentences:

(3) a. Some have proposed that persons with variants of Sugar Disease
follow a diet which rigidly excludes carbohydrates, concentrating
instead on meat and vegetables.

b. Diabetes comes in two varieties, type I and type II.

In sentence (3-a) and (3-b), Sugar Disease and Diabetes are synonyms to
each other, because they refer to the same concept which is defined as “a disorder
which is indicated by abnormally high blood sugar levels.”

Understanding the relationships between terms and concepts is important to
distinguish terms from general words. This foundation is also useful for the ter-
minology work in Chapter 5, especially for finding relationships between terms
for ontology building. In that chapter, further discussion on term relationships
will be provided.

Besides the very close relationships between terms and concepts, terms and
words also can be distinguished in other ways. While terms only represent con-
cepts (ISO-704, 2000), words have functions in general reference over a variety
of codes (Sager, 1990). This distinction is also supported by another character-
istic. While terms extracted from the text generally represent a limited number
of parts of speech (e.g., nouns, verbs, and sometimes adjectives and adverbs),
words represent all parts of speech (Wright and Budin, 1997). The latter char-
acteristic is crucial to practical application, and will be elaborated in Section
3.4.
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3.1.3 Term Formation

We have described the characteristics of terms which distinguish them from
words and their functions in a special language, especially as designators of
concepts. In this subsection, we describe the process of naming the concepts,
which is known as term formation. This knowledge is crucial in this chapter
where we develop a new method for extracting new terms from texts using
existing terminologies.

Prior discussions on term formation can be found in Sager (1990, 1997a),
Lauriston (1996) and Maynard (2000) in great detail. In this subsection, we
summarize important points related to our intention of using existing termino-
logical resources for recognizing new terms.

The most frequent method of term formation is through combinations of
existing lexical elements in particular ways (Sager, 1997a). However, Sager in-
dicates that the formation of complex terms consisting of two or more lexical
elements is not always straightforward, since there is no simple linguistic cri-
terion for distinguishing between complex terms (e.g., high-density disk) and
free-formed phrases (e.g., high mountain).

To form new terms for new objects, part of objects, and new processes, Sager
(1997a) describes three methods of term formation, namely:

• using existing resources

• modifying existing resources

• creating new linguistic entities

3.1.3.1 Using Existing Resources

In this method, an existing term which has designated a given concept is used to
designate a new concept or an extended concept. For example, the term window
which initially was used to designate an opening on a wall or in a vehicle, is
now borrowed to designate a rectangular part of a computer screen. Besides
using existing resources, the identification of a new concept can also be done
using simile (analogy), metaphor, and extending the meaning of body parts
(e.g., hand, ear, leg, etc.).

3.1.3.2 Modifying Existing Resources

This method is the most productive in creating new terms through affixation,
compounding, creating phrasal terms, conversion (e.g., a verb used as a noun),
and compression (e.g., abbreviation, acronym, etc). We are interested in phrasal
terms, since they combine two or more words into a new syntagmatic unit.

Given a terminological resource, a phrasal term can be established from a
determinant element or from a nucleus element of an existing term. For example,
the word ziekte ‘disease’ is very common in a medical terminology and usually
appears as a nucleus, e.g. in seksueel overdraagbare ziekte ‘sexual transmissible
disease’. In our medical corpus (Section 3.3), several new terms containing the
word ziekte as nucleus and other words as their modifiers appear, as shown in
the following set:
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allergische ziekte allergic disease
parasitair tropische ziekte parasitic tropical disease
progressieve ziekte progressive disease
psychiatrische ziekte psychiatric disease
psychische ziekte mental disease

The use of existing resources to generate new terms is obviously demon-
strated by above examples. The nucleus and other words forming the phrasal
terms can be taken from text or existing terminologies. Our approach in Section
3.6 is also motivated by this method.

3.1.3.3 Creating New Linguistic Entities

New linguistic entities, or neologisms, will be coined to designate new concepts,
where there is no prior linguistic model. The newly created entities can be
totally new creations, e.g., blog (a contraction of ‘web log’) and blogosphere,
acronyms such as AIDS; or they are borrowed from other languages such as
from Greek and Latin, which is common in the medical and biological field.

3.2 Approaches to Term Extraction

Automatic term extraction can be defined as using a computer program to iden-
tify strings that are potential terms from text. This can be done automatically
or semi-automatically. In the literature, this process is referred as automatic
term extraction (ATR), semi-automatic term extraction, automatic term recog-
nition, or term extraction. In the rest of this thesis, we call this process term
extraction or ATR.

Automatic extraction of useful information from text is very important to
many applications, such as information retrieval, question answering, and boot-
strapping or extending ontologies for the semantic web. In our work, ATR is
used to identify arguments of medical relations.

Many different methods have been proposed for ATR, such as using linguis-
tic techniques (Bourigault, 1992; Ananiadou, 1994), using statistical techniques
(Dagan and Church, 1994; Justeson and Katz, 1995), or using a combination
of both (Frantzi et al., 1998; Maynard, 2000). In the extraction of multi-word
terms, most of the statistical methods (e.g., log-likelihood, mutual information,
and C-value) use only frequency of occurrence of the candidate terms in text
as a parameter to measure their scores. Besides the frequency occurrence infor-
mation from text, we can also use external knowledge, such as an initial set of
terms, to improve the accuracy of ATR (Jacquemin et al., 1997).

The first step of ATR is to extract candidate terms from a corpus. If the
corpus is parsed, we can use a linguistic method to extract the candidate terms,
otherwise n-gram techniques can be a choice. Among the various kinds of linguis-
tic information that have been exploited by previous researchers, part-of-speech
information is the most widely used. The next step is to rank the candidate
terms according to their statistical scores, which is aimed at bringing the most
likely-term candidates to the top of the list.

Kageura and Umino (1996) and Pazienza et al. (2005) review approaches to
ATR which are classified into three main categories: linguistic, statistical, and
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hybrid (combining different methods) approaches; and Krauthammer and Ne-
nadic (2004) add machine learning approaches into their classification. Besides
analyzing ATR based on this classification, we also highlight the use of external
knowledge in ATR.

In this section, we explain how ATR methods use linguistics, statistical, and
other knowledge such as dictionaries, existing terminologies, a general corpus,
etc. We start with the specific goals of ATR in the next section.

3.2.0.4 Goals of Automatic Term Recognition

Most research on ATR has focused on an obvious objective: to extract a set of
significant terms from a domain corpus which represent domain concepts. This
objective can be divided into several specific goals, which can be summarized
as follows:

• Identify noun phrases in a particular language which are terms, since
noun phrases constitute the majority of terms compared to other linguistic
patterns.

• Extract single-word and/or multi-word terms.

• Improve existing ATR methods.

• Determine the termhood of candidate terms.

• Reduce the amount of noise in the list of candidate terms.

• Identify terms in resource poor languages.

These goals are challenging and keep attracting researchers to invent new
methods since there is always room for improvement. However, since the year
2006, the number of papers reporting works on ATR per se has significantly
decreased. The objective has shifted to further steps, such as term manage-
ment, extracting term relationships, structuring terms into ontologies, mining
knowledge using extracted terms, etc.

3.2.1 Linguistic Approaches

In ATR, linguistic techniques are usually the first step to capture candidate
terms. If we return to subsection 3.1.2, this filtering step is reasonable, because
terms cannot refer to any function in general reference, but should refer to
concepts (Sager, 1990). And for this to happen, terms can only represent a
limited number of part-of-speech (Wright and Budin, 1997). Therefore, filtering
out linguistically non-term sequences is an important step in improving the
precision of ATR.

Typically, the extraction of candidate terms from text using a linguistic
approach follows these steps:

First Parse domain text to mark every word with its PoS tag. For a deeper
analysis, the text can also be annotated with more abstract syntactic
information as well.
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Second Extract candidate terms using a preferred linguistic filter, such as a
syntactic, lexico-syntactic, or morpho-syntactic filter. The selection of the
filter also depends on the type of the terms, whether single-word term,
multi-word term or both.

Third Optionally refine the candidate terms by discarding unwanted words
using a list of stop words.

Depending on the purpose of the extraction, the resulting candidate terms can
be used directly by the system, or can be passed to the next ATR steps.

Various kinds of linguistic information have been used to extract candi-
date terms, namely PoS-tags, syntactic relations, morphology, and orthogra-
phy. LEXTER (Bourigault, 1992) is an example of a purely linguistic based
system. In the first phase, LEXTER analyzes a PoS-tagged corpus to iden-
tify frontier markers or borders, using some simple rules: detect punctuation
marks and detect words tagged with certain PoS tags (such as verbs, conjunc-
tions, pronouns, etc). Its outputs are a series of text sequences, usually noun
phrases. In the second phase, LEXTER uses parsing rules based on PoS tags to
obtain maximal-length noun phrases which are likely terminological units. For
example, if a French text sequence satisfies a grammatical structure:

noun1 adj prep det noun2 prep noun3

then, parse the text to get terminological units which have the following gram-
matical structures:

• noun1 adj

• noun2 prep noun3.

The variations of PoS-tag patterns used in previous works are given in Table
3.1. For each pattern, the table provides an example of a matched term. The
table shows that Daille et al. (1994) use PoS-tag patterns to identify candidate
terms with the length of two for English and with the length of 2 to 4 for French.
This indicates that the formation of terms in English and in French is different.
The filter for any length of terms is used by Justeson and Katz (1995), that

Authors (Year) Pattern Example
Daille et al. (1994) (fr) N Adj orbite geostationnaire

N1 N2 diode tunnel
N1 de (det) N2 bande de fréquence
N1 prep (det) N2 assignation á la demande

Daille et al. (1994) (en) Adj N multiple access
N1 N2 data transmission

Dagan and Church
(1994)

N+ insulin-like growth factor I

Justeson and Katz
(1995)

((Adj|N)+|(((Adj|N)*(NPrep)?)
(Adj|N)*))N

electrical response audiome-
try

Frantzi and Ananiadou
(1997)

(N|Adj)+N mental disorder

Table 3.1: Some variations of PoS-tag patterns to identify candidate terms.
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can be said to be an open filter, because it accepts more noun phrase patterns.
Almost all of the patterns in the table are covered by this filter. It will increase
recall, but will have a negative effect on precision. Somewhere in the middle is
Frantzi and Ananiadou (1997) who try to balance precision and recall.

A combination of PoS, lexical, and morphological information is proposed
by Ananiadou (1994) which is motivated by a term formation theory. The author
integrates word and term structures based on an analysis of a sub-language
(e.g. Medicine) and on a model of a general language. In this model, a term
is analyzed through four distinct levels: non-native compounding (neoclassical
compounding), class I affixation (latinate morphology), class II affixation (native
morphology), and native compounding. For example, the model of a single-word
term can be determined by the following form:

prefix-I + word + suffix-I + suffix-II

This form defines a term by adding suffixes of level 1 (latination) twice to
the word, and then adding a prefix of level 2 (native morphology). The author
uses a dictionary system (the Edinburgh Cambirdge Morphological Analyzer and
Dictionary System) to analyze the morphology of a candidate term.

Terms can also be modelled with syntactic relation information. The
structure of a multi-word term, for example, is conflated with a head-modifier
relation, or dependency relation, as used in Jacquemin and Tzoukermann (1999)
to detect term variations. Compared to PoS information, this information pro-
vides deeper understanding to compound structures regardless of their ordering
and distance in the surface text.

Motivated by the universality of the head-modifier principle, Hippisley et al.
(2005) use this information for multilingual term extraction in Chinese. They
compare the structures of Chinese and English terms, which are apparently
similar. For example, a Chinese term dián-y̆ing xie-húi ‘film society’ has xie-húi
‘society’ as its head, which is the same as in its English translation. The head-
modifier principle is then applied to extract term sets associated by hyponymy
and meronymy relations.

Basili et al. (2001) use syntactic information to determine termhood of given
term candidates. They characterize a term by its endogenous (the structure of
the term itself) and exogenous (the relation of the term with its contexts) infor-
mation. For the ATR task, they extract candidate terms that satisfy internal
dependency relation patterns (endogenous), and then exploit the exogenous in-
formation of the candidates which is determined by their heads.

Orthographic information is used by Morgan et al. (2003) to recognize
Drosophila gene names. Shen et al. (2003) also use this information in com-
bination with other linguistic information such as morphology, part-of-speech,
syntactic relation, and lexical information as features for machine learning. The
orthography method captures capitalization, digitalization, and word formation
information based on the characteristics of a domain corpus. This method has
been widely used in named entity recognition (NER) systems, for example, in
biomedical NER systems. Some examples of this information are provided in
Table 3.2.
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Type Example
RomanDigit IV
GreekLetter α(Alfa), β(Beta)
AllDigit 60
OneCap T
CapLowAlpha All
CapMixAlpha IgM
LowMixAlpha kDa
DigitAlphaDigit 6C2

Table 3.2: Some examples of orthography features in Shen et al. (2003).

y ȳ
x n11 n12 n1p

x̄ n21 n22 n2p

np1 np2 npp

Table 3.3: Contingency table of frequency data for a word pair xy.

3.2.2 Statistical Approaches

The main purpose of applying statistical methods for ATR is to rank candidate
terms based on a particular criterion that gives higher scores to likely term can-
didates. Candidate terms above a particular threshold are selected for further
processing, for example, to be presented to terminology experts as suggestions.
These methods are mainly applied in hybrids with linguistic methods, or to
provide feature values for machine learning methods.

In this subsection, we discuss several statistical methods that are frequently
applied in ATR, namely Frequency, t-score, Mutual Information, Log-Likelihood,
Chi-squared and Tf.idf. We also discuss several non-standard methods, such as
Mutual Expectation, LocalMaxs, Limited Paradigmatic Modifiability and C-
value.

Before discussing each of the statistical methods in detail, consider the struc-
ture of a contingency table as shown in Figure 3.3. This table represents
observed frequencies of constituent words x and y which form a collocation xy.
The frequency of xy is indicated by n11, while npp, the total number of collo-
cation pairs in the corpus, is defined by npp = n11 + n12 + n21 + n22. From
the table we also can calculate marginal frequencies and expected frequencies.
For example, a marginal frequency np1 is defined as np1 = n11 + n21, and an
expected frequency m11 is defined as m11 =

np1n1p

npp
. We will use this table as a

reference to define association measure formulae in this subsection.
The reliance on frequency is derived from a simple assumption that a fre-

quent expression indicates an important representation (e.g., term) of the do-
main in question. Therefore, frequent expressions are assumed to represent
important concepts. Given a candidate multi-word term, frequency only counts
how often the candidate occurs in the text (n11), but doesn’t give any informa-
tion on the strength of the relationship (unithood) between words composing the
candidate multi-word term. For example, the expression this book and parkin-
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son disease will have the same frequency score if they appear in a text with the
same frequency.

Despite the above limitation, frequency of occurrence is the most-widely-
used statistical method, used in Dagan and Church (1994), Justeson and Katz
(1995), Shen et al. (2003), Nakagawa and Mori (2003), and Eumeridou et al.
(2004). Moreover, Krenn (2000) proves that frequency is one of the most reliable
methods for term recognition. However, frequency counting is usually not used
alone, but as part of a more involved system. Dagan and Church (1994), for
example, rely on a set of syntactic patterns to extract candidate terms, group
the noun phrases according to their heads, and finally sort the groups based on
the frequency of occurrence of the heads in a document collection. Eumeridou
et al. (2004) exploit the surrounding linguistic context realized through verbs
as an indicator of term presence, and use frequency counts and thresholds to
select representative verbs.

There is an implicit assumption that sophisticated statistical methods would
outperform the simple use of frequency of occurrence counts. However, a re-
port by Wermter and Hahn (2006) does not support this assumption, stating
that in purely statistics-based methods, “the statistical sophistication does not
pay off the frequency of occurrence counting”, unless we incorporate additional
linguistic knowledge such as distributional properties of the candidate terms
and the modifiability properties of their collocations. In the last situation, the
study reported that association measures, e.g. t-score, outperform frequency of
occurrence counting with respect to the ATR task.

t-score measures the adhesion or differences of two words (wi, wj) in a
corpus containing N words, and is defined by Manning and Schutze (1999) as
in the following formula:

t-score(wi, wj) =
P (wi, wj)− P (wi).P (wj)

√

P (wi,wj)
N

(3.1)

Church et al. (1991) use t-score for testing the statistical significance of an co-
occurrence. We evaluate this statistical measure using the formula in Equa-
tion 3.2 following Banerjee and Pedersen (2003) for the case of 2x2 tables.
This measure can be interpreted as a heuristic variant of z-score (z-score =
n11−m11√

m11
) which overcomes an over-estimation bias if the expected frequency of

co-occurrence (m11) is very small (Evert and Krenn, 2001).

t-score =
n11 −m11√

n11
(3.2)

Mutual Information (MI) was born in information theory (Fano, 1961),
and then applied in linguistics. It measures the mutual dependence of two words
x and y (formula 3.3). Church and Hanks (1989) calculate MI using formula
3.4, that estimates P (x) and P (y) by counting the number of observations of
x and y in a corpus (n1p and np1), and estimates the joint probability P (x, y)
with n11, the frequency of x followed by y. All of the countings are normalized
by the size of the corpus (npp).

MI(x, y) = log2

P (x, y)

P (x)P (y)
(3.3)
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MI = log2

n11

npp

n1p

npp

np1

npp

(3.4)

Daille (1994) approximate this formula with a definition equivalent to the
following with the contingency table values:

MI = log2

n11

n1pnp1
(3.5)

One major problem of this formulation is that it overestimates collocations if
its constituent words have low frequency (Dunning, 1993). Two variations of MI
were created to solve this problem, by giving more importance to the observed
frequency (n11), as shown by formula 3.6 and 3.7. MI2 has theoretical support,
for it is equivalent to the Geometric-mean measure (gmean = n11√

nppm11
), while

MI3 has no such motivation. Daille (1994) experimented with a series of k =

2, 3, 4, .. numerator for the log2
nk

11

m11
version of MI, and the best performance is

achieved at k = 3.

MI2 = log2

n2
11

n1pnp1
(3.6)

MI3 = log2

n3
11

n1pnp1
(3.7)

Log-likelihood (Dunning, 1993) attempts to solve the estimation problem
faced by MI and t-score when the frequency of occurrence is low. Unlike MI
which gives lower scores to the small probability candidates, the log-likelihood
ratio test gives higher importance to these candidates under a null hypothesis.
The standard form of the log-likelihood association measure is given by Equation
3.8, and the computation of this formula is provided by Equation 3.9.

Loglike(xy) = 2
∑

ij

nij log
nij

mij

(3.8)

Loglike(xy) = 2(n11log
n11

m11
+ n12log

n12

m12
+ n21log

n21

m21
+ n22log

n22

m22
) (3.9)

Daille et al. (1994) and Vivaldi and Rodŕıguez (2001) compared MI and log-
likelihood to select good candidate terms. In their experiments, it turned out
that log-likelihood outperformed standard MI. The same result is also shown in
Xu et al. (2000) which compared MI, log-likelihood and t-score. However, in
the experiment by Vivaldi and Rodŕıguez (2001), the MI3 variant outperforms
log-likelihood, allowing precision to rise from 45.2% to 50.3%.

Another statistical test which takes both observed and expected frequen-
cies is χ2 or chi-squared. This method is based on a comparison between
the observed frequencies (nij) and the expected frequencies (mij) under a null
hypothesis of independence. It resembles the mean square error between both
types of frequencies. There are three versions of the formula for this method.
The recommended standard formula is shown in Equation 3.10 (Manning and
Schutze, 1999):
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χ2 =
∑

i,j

(nij −mij)
2

mij

(3.10)

where i ranges over rows of the contingency table, j ranges over columns, nij

is the observed value for cell (i,j) and mij is the expected value. The simpler
formula for computation purposes (and for the case of 2x2 tables) is provided
by Equation 3.11 (Manning and Schutze, 1999):

χ2(xy) =
npp(n11n22 − n12n21)

2

(n11 + n12)(n11 + n21)(n12 + n22)(n21 + n22)
(3.11)

Tf.idf is calculated not based on the contingency table, but based on the
frequency of candidate terms in a domain text (n11), the number of all docu-
ments (N) and the number of documents containing the terms (dfxy), as shown
in the Formula 3.12.

tf · idf(xy) =
n11

npp

× log
N

dfxy

(3.12)

Koyama and Kageura (2004) used the tf.idf method to get important terms and
verbs in a domain text which will be used to cluster documents in the domain.
By applying a clustering analysis using Euclidean distance, this approach is
expected to deal with low-frequency terms as well. Fukushige and Noguchi
(2001) compared tf.idf and χ2 methods to examine the weight of candidate
terms. The result of their experiment shows that most of the highly ranked
terms score low if weighted by tf.idf. The authors did not consider this as a
good result. On the other hand, terms with moderate frequency are highly
ranked if weighted by χ2.

Mutual Expectation is a new association measure (Dias et al., 1999) which
evaluates the degree of cohesiveness of n-gram constituents, while LocalMaxs
is a new acquisition process (da Silva et al., 1999) which selects candidate terms
based on local maxima of their association measure values. These methods are
combined in Dias et al. (2000) to solve the problems introduced when binary
association techniques are applied to n-word terms (n > 2) and when global
thresholds are implemented, which are prone to error.

Considering that the frequency utilized by most standard association mea-
sures may be misleading in deciding whether or not a multi-word expression is
a term, Wermter and Hahn (2005) develop a new measure based on a linguistic
property of terms. Their measure, limited paradigmatic modifiability (LPM),
assumes that “domain-specific terms are linguistically more fixed and show less
distributional variation than common noun phrases.” Given an ngram candi-
date term, the LPM is defined by “the probability with which one or more such
slots [tokens creating the term] cannot be filled by other tokens.” This measure
gives even lower frequency multi-word units a prominent ranking, if the unit
shows a limited paradigmatic modifiability. They reported that this measure
outperforms t-test.

Compared to other statistical methods, C-value is a relatively new hybrid
method for the extraction of multi-word terms. To rank candidate terms ex-
tracted using a linguistic filter (see Table 3.1), C-value uses frequency of occur-
rence counting, term nesting, and term length. Since its first report in Frantzi
and Ananiadou (1996), this method has been extended to incorporate more
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knowledge, such as contextual information (NC-value) (Frantzi and Ananiadou,
1997) and semantic knowledge (SNC-value) (Maynard, 2000). C-value and NC-
value are domain independent methods (the combination of these methods is
called C/NC-value), and SNC-value is a domain dependent method. SNC-value
exploits domain-specific semantic resources, such as UMLS for the medical do-
main.

The termhood of a candidate term calculated using the C-value is defined
by formula 3.13.

C-value(a) =

{

log2|a|.f(a) if a is not nested,

log2|a|(f(a)− 1
P (Ta)

∑

bεTa
f(b)) otherwise

(3.13)

The C-value value of a has two cases. First, if the candidate is nested, its ter-
mhood is calculated from its frequency of occurrence f(a), length or number of
words |a|, frequency as a nested string f(b), and the number of longer candi-
date terms in which it appears P (Ta). Second, if a is not nested, its termhood
is calculated only from its frequency f(a) and length |a|. The formulae for
the NC-value and SNC-value are described in detail by Frantzi and Ananiadou
(1997) and Maynard (2000).

3.2.3 Machine Learning Approaches

Various machine learning approaches have been used for ATR. In terms of imple-
mentation, they are slightly different from the previous approaches. Linguistic
and statistical approaches mainly focus on extracting terms in general senses,
while machine learning approaches (e.g., HMM, SVM, naive Bayes, and C4.5)
typically try to extract specific entity names and entity classes, such as pro-
tein, gene, and RNA names (Collier et al., 2000; Hatzivassiloglou et al., 2001;
Kazama et al., 2002; Morgan et al., 2003; Shen et al., 2003).

The linguistic features used in these approaches are mostly from PoS (Shen
et al., 2003; Hulth, 2003; Azé et al., 2005), morphology (Kazama et al., 2002;
Morgan et al., 2003), or orthography information (Hatzivassiloglou et al., 2001;
Morgan et al., 2003). Few works reported the use of syntactic relation informa-
tion (Basili et al., 2001) and lexical information (Hatzivassiloglou et al., 2001)
as their features. These linguistic features are exploited solely (Collier et al.,
2000; Hulth, 2003; Azé et al., 2005), but sometimes are combined in hybrids
(Basili et al., 2001; Hatzivassiloglou et al., 2001; Kazama et al., 2002; Morgan
et al., 2003; Shen et al., 2003).

Compared to the others, the work by Shen et al. (2003) based on a HMM al-
gorithm is the one that uses most of the features (PoS, morphology, orthography,
and syntactic relation). This strategy is also reported by Ohta et al. (2002) in a
task of biomedical named entity recognition using the GENIA corpus.1 When
applied on the same training and testing data, their results outperform the best
reported system (Kazama et al., 2002) which uses only PoS and morphology in-
formation. They believe that using the richer features would give more benefits
than using the poorer ones.

1GENIA corpus is the largest annotated corpus in molecular biology domain and publicly
available.
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Frequency of occurrence is the most widely used statistical method for gen-
erating statistical features. Shen et al. (2003) use frequency to evaluate the
importance of morphological candidates (prefixes or suffixes), and based on dis-
tributional similarity among named entity classes, select morphological feature
classes which might be good evidence for distinguishing named entities. For
example, they add sOOC (other organic compound) as a feature label, which
represents a morphological group consisting of -cin, -mide, and -zole suffixes.
Any candidate terms containing one of these suffixes, such as actinomycin, Cy-
cloheximide, and Sulphomatexazole, will be represented by that class label, be-
cause all of the suffixes have high frequency in that class and low frequency in
the other classes.

The other work, Hulth (2003), uses frequency of occurrence counting sim-
ply to get values of within-document frequency and within-collection frequency
features. Another feature is part-of-speech tags. For this feature, an extracted
phrase such as random/JJ excitations/NNS is represented in the feature set as
a JJ NNS value. The author uses a rule induction method to learn and classify
instances.

3.2.4 Using External Knowledge

There are at least three types of external knowledge sources exploited in previous
works, namely thesaurus/dictionary, general corpus, and WordNet. Many of the
works use one of these external knowledge sources in hybrids with linguistic and
statistical methods (Lauriston, 1996; Maynard, 2000; Fukushige and Noguchi,
2001; Vivaldi and Rodŕıguez, 2001; Xu et al., 2000; Drouin, 2003). For example,
Fukushige and Noguchi (2001) use both a thesaurus/dictionary and a general
corpus in a hybrid with both linguistic and statistical methods.

Other works use either linguistic or statistical methods and one of the ex-
ternal knowledge sources (Chung, 2003; Streiter et al., 2003; Basili et al., 2001;
Ananiadou, 1994). For example, Chung (2003) uses a general corpus (or a non-
technical corpus) as a comparison to a domain-specific corpus, from which the
author extracts candidate terms. The corpus comparison approach uses the
ratio of the frequency of word forms (candidate terms) in a target corpus to
the frequency of word forms in a comparison corpus to measure the comparison
scores of the candidate terms. However, since the corpora differ in size, we need
to normalize the frequency so we can directly compare them (Chung, 2003).
Thus, the formula to calculate the comparison ratio is as follows:

Ratio(a) =
fm(a)

fc(a) + 0.001
× Nc

Nm

(3.14)

where a is a candidate term, fm(a) is the frequency of a in a medical corpus
m, fc(a) is the frequency of a in a comparison corpus c, while Nm and Nc

are the total numbers of candidate term tokens in the corpus m and corpus c.
The small real number 0.001 is placed in the equation to avoid a division by
zero problem when fc(a) is 0. To distinguish terms from non-terms, we use an
assumption that a term will occur more frequently in a target corpus than in a
comparison corpus. If the frequency of a noun in both corpora is identical, then
the comparison ratio is 1. Thus, based on this assumption, we can decide that
a noun phrase is a term if its comparison ratio is > 1.
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Ananiadou (1994) uses an external knowledge source embedded in the Ed-
inburgh Cambridge Morphological Analyzer and Dictionary System, to analyze
morphographemic phenomena. In this work, the system is used to support a
morphological (linguistic) method. Another strategy is applied by Maynard
(2000) by using the UMLS Metathesaurus and Semantic Network to obtain se-
mantic knowledge of a term and its context terms. From the UMLS, a hierarchy
of semantic types of a term is obtained, and then the similarity of semantic hi-
erarchies of a candidate term and its context terms is computed. This similarity
is used to weigh and to disambiguate the candidate term.

3.2.5 Discussion

We have presented a lot of material from previous approaches to ATR. Now, we
discuss in general which methods are promising for our task in this thesis.

First, recall that the goal of our term extraction step is to extract single-word
and multi-word terms from sentences in Dutch. These terms become arguments
of medical relations. We assume that the sentences have been parsed with PoS
and syntactic information, and therefore, we can apply a linguistic method to
extract candidate terms.

To capture most of candidate terms in Dutch, the PoS-tag pattern by Juste-
son and Katz (1995) in Table 3.1 is the most promising. It can extract both
single-word and multi-word terms, and extract many constructions of Dutch
terms that are frequently formed in an N Prep N pattern, such as the term
ziekte van Gaucher ‘Gaucher disease’. For our implementation, this pattern
is modified to capture frequent constructions such as genetica van het gedrag
‘genetics of behavior’, by adding a determiner between the preposition and the
following noun. Compared to the task in Morgan et al. (2003) that deals with
gene names, our task deals with general medical terms. Therefore, we do not
need to specifically handle orthographic forms of the terms. Besides using the
PoS information, it is also possible to use syntactic information to extract noun
phrases. Consider again the chunk of the dependency relation tree in Figure
2.2 that contains an np (noun phrase) category. We can use this category to
indicate candidate terms. These two methods for extracting candidate terms
using linguistic information are compared in Section 3.4 of the next chapter,
and the best one will be selected.

Between the statistical and machine learning approaches used to refine
the extracted candidate terms, we choose the first one since it does not require
any training data (which is not available in our case). Moreover, most of the
statistical methods described in Section 3.2.2 are aimed at evaluating multi-word
terms. Since all of them can be applied on our candidate multi-word terms, we
compare their performance in Section 3.5 to get the best one.

C-value and its improved versions, i.e., NC-value and SNC-value, have in-
spired us at improving the output of an existing statistical measure by using
external knowledge. If SNC-value is able to increase the scores of candidate
terms similar to domain-related terms, will the addition of an existing knowl-
edge source, such as UMLS, show the same effect to the selected statistical
measure? This approach is described in Section 3.6, and will become one of our
contributions to ATR.
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ACUTE NECROTISERENDE GINGIVITIS

Acute necrotiserende gingivitis (gingivitis van Plaut-Vincent, acute necrotiserende ulcer-
erende gingivitis) is een pijnlijke, niet-besmettelijke infectie van het tandvlees die pijn,
koorts en vermoeidheid veroorzaakt. De Engelse benaming voor deze aandoening luidt
trench mouth (‘loopgraafmond ’) en stamt uit de Eerste Wereldoorlog, toen veel soldaten
de infectie in de loopgraven opliepen. [...]

SYMPTOMEN
Acute necrotiserende gingivitis begint vaak plotseling met pijnlijk tandvlees, een onbe-
haaglijk gevoel en vermoeidheid. Er ontstaat ook een slechte adem. Het tandvlees tussen
de tanden wordt aangetast en bedekt met een grijze laag van dood weefsel. Het tandvlees
bloedt gemakkelijk en eten en slikken veroorzaken pijn. Vaak zwellen de lymfeklieren onder
de kaak op en ontstaat lichte koorts.

BEHANDELING
De behandeling begint met het voorzichtig maar grondig reinigen van het gebit, waarbij
de tandarts al het dode tandvleesweefsel en het tandsteen verwijdert. Mogelijk vindt het
reinigen onder plaatselijke verdoving plaats omdat dit pijnlijk kan zijn. De patiënt moet
soms de eerste dagen na de reiniging een paar keer per dag een mondspoeling met water-
stofperoxide (3% waterstofperoxide, in verhouding 1:1 vermengd met water) gebruiken in
plaats van de tanden te poetsen. [...]

Figure 3.4: An article about acute necrotiserende gingivitis disease in the Dutch
edition of the Merck Manual. The length of the first and third paragraphs are
reduced.

3.3 Resources

In this section we describe our corpora, terminological resources (external knowl-
edge), and how we preprocess these resources using a linguistic parser. We use
these resources to evaluate our approach to select the best linguistic filter and
statistical method, and also to improve the performance of the statistical method
for ranking multi-word terms.

3.3.1 Corpora

Our text corpus consists of two Dutch medical corpora, namely:

1. Elseviers medical encyclopedia: a medical encyclopedia intended for the
general audience and containing 379K words.2

2. Dutch edition of the Merck Manual: a general-purpose medical handbook
intended for professionals and containing 780K words.3

Functioning as reference works in the medical domain, the corpora provide
descriptive information for each term, such as its definition, symptoms, causes,
diagnosis, and treatment. Consider, for example, an article in the Dutch edition
of the Merck Manual as shown in Figure 3.4. This article provides medical
information for the disease acute necrotiserende gingivitis.

2The encyclopedia was made available to us by Spectrum b.v., and can also be found online
at http://www.kiesbeter.nl/medischeinformatie/

3http://www.merckmanual.nl
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Some substrings in the article are printed in italic to indicate that they
are terms, for example, gingivitis van Plaut-Vincent, acute necrotiserende ulcer-
erende gingivitis, trench mouth, loopgraafmond, and Acute necrotiserende gin-
givitis. Our term extraction task is aimed at extracting these kinds of terms
automatically.

3.3.2 Preprocessing

Before extracting candidate terms, we clean and parse each document in the
corpus using the following steps:

1. Remove from each document non-sentence words, such as titles and head-
ings, but keep incomplete sentences which usually appear in the beginning
of the first definitional paragraph.

2. Syntactically parse the sentences of the document using the Alpino parser
(van Noord, 2006).

The output of this process is a treebank that contains syntactically parsed
sentences in a standard XML format. As an illustration, consider the XML
representation in Figure 3.5. Each word in this output is annotated with a
PoS tag (pos) attribute, and each phrase is annotated with a category (cat)
attribute. The relation category of each word is provided by a rel attribute
and its root form by a root attribute. The position of a word in a sentence is
indicated by a begin attribute and an end attribute.

Each output containing a dependency parse tree of a sentence can be pre-
sented graphically as shown in Figure 3.6 for the sentence “Ernstige levercirrose
leidt eveneens tot de dood” ‘Severe liver cirrhosis also leads to death’. Looking
at the graph, we can obviously see that the sentence has as its head (hd) leid
‘lead’ and as its subject (su) Ernstige levercirrose. The category of the subject
is a noun phrase (np) constructed by two words with PoS tags adj (adjective)
and noun.

One of the benefits of having sentences parsed in the XML format is that
a complex query containing filters, condition matchings, and iterations can be
constructed easily using XQuery, the XML query language. We use tools like
Saxon4 to extract information from the output.

3.3.3 Terminological Resources

For the medical domain, we have access to two sources of terminological or
external knowledge, i.e., the UMLS, and a collection of small terminologies
collected from the Internet. For our term extraction task in this chapter, we use
the second source because the size of our corpus is relatively small compared to
the size of all terms in the UMLS. We do not use the UMLS since many of our
candidate terms are in the UMLS already. Not all of the candidate terms will
be evaluated, only those that are not listed in the terminology source will be
processed.

We collect a list of known terms from the following sources:

4Saxon XSLT and XQuery processor http://saxon.sourceforge.net
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>

<alpino_ds version="1.1">

...

<node begin="0" cat="du" end="29" id="6" rel="--">

<node begin="0" cat="smain" end="22" id="7" rel="dp">

<node begin="0" cat="np" end="12" id="8" rel="su">

<node begin="0" end="1" frame="adjective(e)" id="9" infl="e"

pos="adj" rel="mod" root="acuut" word="Acute"/>

<node begin="1" cat="mwu" end="3" id="10" rel="hd">

<node begin="1" end="2" frame="noun(both,both,both)" gen="both"

id="11" num="both" pos="noun" rel="mwp" root="necrotiserende"

word="necrotiserende"/>

<node begin="2" end="3" frame="noun(both,both,both)" gen="both"

id="12" num="both" pos="noun" rel="mwp" root="gingivitis"

word="gingivitis"/>

</node>

<node begin="4" cat="conj" end="12" id="13" rel="mod">

<node begin="4" cat="np" end="7" id="14" rel="cnj">

<node begin="4" end="5" frame="noun(both,both,both)" gen="both"

id="15" num="both" pos="noun" rel="hd" root="gingivitis"

word="gingivitis"/>

<node begin="5" cat="pp" end="7" id="16" rel="mod">

<node begin="5" end="6" frame="preposition(van,[af,uit,

vandaan,[af,aan]])" id="17" pos="prep" rel="hd" root="van"

word="van"/>

<node begin="6" end="7" frame="proper_name(both,’ORG’)" id="18"

neclass="ORG" num="both" pos="name" rel="obj1"

root="Plaut-Vincent" word="Plaut-Vincent"/>

</node>

...

Figure 3.5: A partial output of the Alpino parser for the article in Figure 3.4.

1. Gezondheid.nl5 — a medical web site in Dutch

2. Elsevier’s Medical Encyclopedia

3. Merck Manual

4. ICD-9 DE (International Classification of Diseases, 9th revision, Dutch
Edition)6

5. The titles of medical lemma’s from Wikipedia (NL)7

From the UMLS, we will use the UMLS SPECIALIST lexicon for multilin-
gual term extraction in Section 3.7.

3.3.4 Creating a List of Known Terms

We can directly collect terms from Gezondheid.nl and ICD-9 as they already
contain lists of terms, while from the Elsevier’s Medical Encyclopedia and the

5www.gezondheid.nl
6icd9cm.chrisendres.com
7Using nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gezondheid van A tot Z as a seed page
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Figure 3.6: A sub-tree graph of the syntactically parsed sentence “Ernstige
levercirrose leidt eveneens tot de dood ‘Severe liver cirrhosis also leads to death’.

Merck Manual, we have to extract terms from their text that have been anno-
tated with XML tags. Consider an example of their original articles in Figure
3.7. Strings within the rw (index word) and vw (link word) tags, such as primaire
bijnierschorsinsufficientie, bijnier, auto-immuunziekte, and tuberculose are con-
sidered to be terms; they will be collected and added into the list of known
terms.

<a>(n. Thomas Addison, Engels arts, 1793-1860) of <sytw><rw><o>primaire</o>

bijnierschorsinsufficientie</rw>,</sytw> ziekte waarbij de <vw><st></st>

bijnier</vw>en te weinig of in het geheel geen cortisol, aldosteron en

androgenen (mannelijk hormoon) produceren. De functies van de bijnierschors

zijn o.a. ondersteuning van het afweersysteem van het lichaam en de

regulatie van de water- en zouthuishouding. In de meeste gevallen (80-90%)

wordt de ziekte veroorzaakt door auto-immuniteit (zie <vw><st></st>

auto-immuunziekte</vw>). Vroeger was <vw><st></st>tuberculose</vw> vaak de

oorzaak. Vrouwen worden vaker getroffen dan mannen (4 maal zo vaak).</a>

Figure 3.7: An excerpt of an original article from the Elsevier’s Medical Ency-
clopedia. The tags rw and vw indicate that the annotated strings are index and
link words, respectively.

The “Gezondheid van A tot Z” ‘Health from A to Z’ page of Wikipedia
contains an index of medical terms as shown in Figure 3.8. Starting from this
index page, we retrieve related articles, and follow their links until we arrive
at articles in the fourth level. According to our experiments, further iterations
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will produce a term list with low precision. From this retrieval, we get 4,575
medical titles or terms. And combining these terms with ones from the other
sources, we get a list containing a total of 27,620 known terms.

Figure 3.8: Retrieving articles from medical pages of the Wikipedia, starting
from “Gezondheid van A tot Z” ‘Health from A to Z’, “ADHD”, and then
“Orthopedagogiek” (Accessed on 15th of May, 2007).

3.4 Linguistic Filters for Extracting Candidate
Terms

Typically, the first step in ATR is using a linguistic filter to extract a list of
candidate terms from a parsed corpus. The candidate terms can be used directly
by a succeeding processing module, or evaluated by a succeeding ATR method.
To extract candidate terms, we compare two linguistic filters, namely, PoS-tag
filter and syntactic filter.

3.4.1 Part-of-speech Filter

The use of PoS-tag filters has been widely reported by previous studies (Bouri-
gault, 1992; Daille et al., 1994; Justeson and Katz, 1995) that use various ex-
pressions as shown in Table 3.1. Some of these filters are ‘close’ filters such
as the one in Dagan and Church (1994) that allows only N+ sequences. The
precision of this kind of filter would be high, but since the filters do not allow
some prepositions that are frequently found in terms , such as of, their recall
would tend to be low. On the other hand, filters such as in Justeson and Katz
(1995) allow more PoS tags and more possibilities of sequences, and therefore
are more ‘open’.

In this experiment, we use the filter by Justeson and Katz (1995) because
we want to get a high recall, and let the next step (the statistical method)
improve the precision. We slightly modify the filter for Dutch by adding an
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Candidate terms Matched PoS-tags
Acute necrotiserende gingivitis adj adj noun
gingivitis van Plaut-Vincent noun prep name
acute necrotiserende ulcererende gingivitis adj noun noun noun*
Lichamelijke afwijkingen adj noun
tandvlees noun

Table 3.4: Candidate terms and their matched PoS-tag sequences extracted
from the parsed sentence in Figure 3.5.

No Matched PoS-tags Frequency
1 noun 77,151
2 adj noun 20,082
3 noun prep noun 4,279
4 name 3,731
5 noun noun 2,569
6 adj adj noun 1,997
7 noun prep adj noun 1,153
8 noun adj noun 987
9 name name 852
10 adj noun noun 527

Table 3.5: The frequency of the top 10 PoS-tag sequences

optional determiner Det to the original filter, because our terminology resources,
such as the ICD-9 DE, include terms with determiners (e.g., degeneratie van de
chorioidea and stenose van de larynx). However, we will evaluate whether this
addition will lead to better results or instead just introduce more noise. The
modified filter is shown in Figure 3.9 and is implemented as a regular expression.

( (Adj|N)+ | ( ( (Adj|N)* (N Prep (Det)? )? ) (Adj|N)* ) ) N

Figure 3.9: A PoS-tag filter to extract candidate terms adapted from Justeson
and Katz (1995).

We use an XQuery tool to extract candidate terms that match the filter.
Some examples of the candidate terms with their matched PoS-tag sequences
are shown in Table 3.4. The ‘openness’ of this filter can be seen from this table
that shows the variability of the sequences, and from Table 3.5 that provides
the frequency of the top 10 PoS-tag sequences.

The output of the parser is not free from errors, as shown by the PoS-tags of
the candidate term acute necrotiserende ulcererende gingivitis in Table 3.4. The
correct sequence of its PoS-tags should be adj adj adj noun. The candidate
term was extracted since the generated PoS-tags match with the linguistic filter.

Using a regular expression over PoS-tags is robust, but it also has a num-
ber of potential disadvantages: as a longest match is applied, terms within
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terms are not extracted, and some strings will be extracted partially. Finally,
some linguistic structures (most importantly, coordination) are not taken into
account.

3.4.2 Syntactic Filter

As we have syntactic structures at our disposal, one might therefore also consider
using a syntactic filter. Using XQuery, we extracted all NPs from the corpus,
with the exception of temporal NPs and NPs containing a relative clause or
clausal complement. For example, applied to the dependency parse trees of the
sentences in the Figure 3.4, this filter produces candidate terms as shown below:

• Acute necrotiserende gingivitis (gingivitis van Plaut-Vincent, acute necro-
tiserende ulcererende gingivitis)

• Acute necrotiserende gingivitis

• gingivitis van Plaut-Vincent, acute necrotiserende ulcererende gingivitis

• acute necrotiserende ulcererende gingivitis

• pijnlijke niet-besmettelijke infectie van het tandvlees

• tandvlees

The syntactic filter is apparently more liberal than the PoS-tag filter. It ex-
tracts candidate terms of any PoS-tag sequence as long as the sequences are of
category np. As shown in that example, the filter extracts a very long NP (the
first candidate, 10 words), which the PoS-tag filter would not be able to recog-
nize. The syntactic filter also extracts nested candidate terms, such as Acute
necrotiserende gingivitis and tandvlees, which appear in longer sequences. Al-
though it misses the enclosing brackets and comma in the substring (gingivitis
van Plaut-Vincent, acute necrotiserende ulcererende gingivitis), this filter is able
to extract the substring acute necrotiserende ulcererende gingivitis as a candi-
date term.

3.4.3 Results and Discussion

We ran the filters on the corpus described in Section 3.3. This extraction re-
sulted in 45,449 candidate terms by the PoS-tag filter and 50,287 candidate
terms by the syntactic filter.

The output of both filters contains initial determiners and adjectival phrases
such as een ‘a’, betere ‘better’, meeste ‘most’, and andere ‘other’. These words
should not be part of terms, and thus will be stripped off. After removal of the
stop words, the terminal strings of the extracted NPs were returned as candidate
terms. Table 3.6 gives some examples of candidate terms extracted using the
PoS-tag filter and the syntactic filter.

As noted in the table above, the PoS-tag filter misses some terms (e.g. Acti-
nomyces israeli) within longer terms (e.g. bacterie Actinomyces israeli), and
also fails to extract coordinations (e.g. aandoening van de nieren of urinewe-
gen ‘disease of the kidney or urinary tract’). The syntactic filter on the other
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Example PoS Syn
ziekte 1008 925
‘disease’
aandoening van de nieren of urinewegen 0 1
‘disease of the kidney or urinary tract’
belemmering van de beweeglijkheid 1 0
‘obstruction of the motility’
bacterie Actinomyces israeli 1 1
‘bacterium Actinomyces israeli’
Actinomyces israeli 0 1
‘Actinomyces israeli’
afschilfering van de vingertoppen 1 0
‘peeling of the fingertips’

Table 3.6: Some candidate terms extracted using the PoS-tag and the syntactic
filter and their frequency of occurrence.

Description PoS Syn
Total candidates 45,449 50,287
Precision 0.37 0.20
Recall 0.62 0.38

Table 3.7: Evaluation results without case normalization.

hand, suffers from attachment errors (typically involving coordination and PP-
modifiers, e.g. afschilfering van de vingertoppen ‘peeling of the fingertips’ in a
longer string roodheid en afschilfering van de vingertoppen ‘redness and peeling
of the fingertips’) and misses subphrases which do not correspond to a full NP
(i.e., phrases consisting of a noun and one of its modifiers, e.g. belemmering van
de beweeglijkheid ‘obstruction of the motility’ in the longer string belemmering
van de beweeglijkheid in de vinger voor de patiënt ‘obstruction of the mobility
in the finger for the patient’).

We evaluated the recall of both extraction methods by computing the over-
lap between the list of candidate terms and the list of known terms described
in Section 3.3.4. We compare the precision and recall of both filters with case
normalization (Table 3.7) and without case normalization (Table 3.8). In both
cases, the PoS-tag filter gives higher precision and recall compared to the syn-
tactic filter. Thus, we will use the first filter to extract candidate terms in the
rest of our experiments.

Description PoS Syn
Total candidates 41,079 49,503
Precision 0.33 0.20
Recall 0.59 0.42

Table 3.8: Evaluation results with case normalization.
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Before proceeding with the PoS-tag filter, we evaluated the effect of intro-
ducing an optional determiner into the filter. Among the extracted candidate
terms using this filter, there are 15% that contain the determiner de or het,
of which only 4% are true terms. Although this contribution is relatively high
(9.6%) compared to the total extracted true terms, it is very small (0.6%) com-
pared to the total number of the candidate terms. Moreover, our terminological
resources, in general, have a very small number of terms containing these deter-
miners: 0.3% in Elsevier’s Medical Encyclopedia and the Merck Manual, 0.6%
in the medical’s lemma of Wikipedia, and 4.8% in ICD-9. Thus, for the rest of
the experiments, we decided to use a tighter filter by removing the determiner
from the filter, as shown by Figure 3.10.

( (Adj|N)+ | ( ( (Adj|N)* (N Prep )? ) (Adj|N)* ) ) N

Figure 3.10: The PoS-tag filter (Justeson and Katz, 1995) used in the rest of
the experiments.

3.4.4 Preposition Filtering and Suffix Stripping

To reduce noise from the regular expression filter, we apply preposition filtering
in which candidate terms containing particular prepositions (e.g. als ‘such as’,
zoals ‘such as’, tegen ‘against’, and naar ‘to’) will be discarded. Candidate terms
with one of these prepositions, for example, middelen als cocäıne ‘drug such as
cocaine’, voedingsadditieven zoals conserveermiddelen ‘food additives such as
conservatives’, and bloedstroom naar hart ‘blood flow to heart’, are usually not
terms.

Especially for the Equation 3.19 and 3.20 (Section 3.6.1) or step 3 (Section
3.6.2), we apply suffix stripping. The main goal of this stripping is to get the
stem form of a word in a term, and then to make it possible that a word form
matches with other word forms. For example, the word genetisch and genetische
will match with the word genetic, after the suffix -isch and -ische are replaced
with -ic by our stripping rules. This process could be considered as a form of
stemming.

The suffix stripping will later help matching words of multilingual terms
in a specific domain. This is motivated by the fact that some terms in both
Dutch and English use the same stems. For example, the term chemisch element
becomes chemic element by a stemming rule for Dutch. The same stem will also
be produced from the term chemical element by a stemming rule for English.
We make use of these regularities to create a small set of rules for suffix stripping:
14 rules for Dutch, and 6 rules for English. The rules for Dutch will stem the
following suffixes: heid, lijkse, lijke, ende, ale, aire, ele, en, ie, ing, tjes, ische,
isch, and ese. And the rules for English will stem these suffixes: al, is, ing,
in, es, and um. To get a more comprehensive stemming result, we can use any
off-the-shelf Dutch and English stemmers.
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3.5 Comparing Statistical Methods

In this section we compare eight commonly-used approaches to measure the
strength of association of bigram word strings. We repeat some of the formulae
in Section 3.2.2 in Table 3.9. The formulae are defined based on the contingency
table given in Table 3.3. Besides evaluating statistical methods, we also evalu-
ate a corpus comparison method in Section 3.2.4 which combines a statistical
technique (a ratio-based measurement) and external knowledge (a comparison
corpus). Since this method is reasonably simple and practical (Chung, 2003),
we compare it with the other association measure approaches.

Method Formula

Frequency

(Giuliano, 1964)
n11

T-Score
(Church and Hanks,
1989)

n11−
n1pnp1

npp

n
2

11

Log-likelihood
(Dunning, 1993; Daille,
1996)

2(n11log
n11

m11
+ n12log

n12

m12
+ n21log

n21

m21
+ n22log

n22

m22
)

Chi-squared (χ2)
(Church and Gale,
1991)

npp(n11n22−n12n21)2

(n11+n12)(n11+n21)(n12+n22)(n21+n22)

Dice
(Dice, 1945)

2
n11

np1 + n1p
Pointwise Mutual
Information (PMI)
(Fano, 1961; Church
and Hanks, 1989)

log2

n11

n1pnp1

True Mutual Infor-
mation (TMI)
(Manning and Schutze,
1999)

n11

npp
log n11

m11
+ n12

npp
log n12

m12
+ n21

npp
log n21

m21
+ n22

npp
log n22

m22

C-value
(Frantzi et al., 1998)

(

log2|a|.f(a) if a is not nested,

log2|a|(f(a) − 1
P (Ta)

P

bεTa
f(b)) otherwise

Corpus Comparison
(Chung, 2003)

fm(a)
fc(a)+0.001 ×

Nc

Nm

Table 3.9: Statistical algorithms used to measure the association strength of a
word pair xy.

3.5.1 Pseudo-bigrams

Since most of the statistical algorithms were originally designed to measure the
association of two-word collocations (bigrams), and our candidate noun phrases
are of any length, we need to expand the algorithms from identifying bigrams
to identifying n-grams (n >= 2). One attractive solution, reported in Silva and
Lopes (1999) and Schone and Jurafsky (2001), is to think of any n-gram as a
pseudo-bigram XY where X is its left part and Y is its right part. How we
compute the pseudo-bigram is explained as follows. Given an n-gram:

C = w1w2...wn (3.15)
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which can be generalized into:

C = w1...wiwi+1...wn (3.16)

we can construct a pseudo-bigram C = XY , where:

X = w1...wi and Y = wi+1...wn (3.17)

For each n-gram, we compute all of its pseudo-bigrams and choose i that
maximizes its association score. To illustrate this strategy, take as an example
the candidate term Body Mass Index which is found 3 times in the corpus
that contains 193,123 candidate terms. This term can be approximated by two
pseudo-bigrams: body mass index and body mass index. After normalizing
(lowercasing) the substrings, we get the frequencies shown in Table 3.10.

Pseudo-bigram (XY) f(XY ) f(X) f(Y ) χ2(XY )
body mass index 3 3 5 64.8
body mass index 3 3 3 71.5

Table 3.10: Pseudo-bigrams of the candidate term Body Mass Index.

Which pseudo-bigram will be used to represent the candidate term is de-
fined by its measurement score. For example, when measured using the χ2

method, body mass index gets 64.8 score while body mass index gets 71.5
score. Schone and Jurafsky (2001) used a natural interpretation that the most
probable concatenation of two substrings is indicated by its larger unit which
maximizes PXPY . Thus, we select the last pseudo-bigram to represent the
candidate term. It looks like we are choosing a less likely means of combina-
tion, since one of the bigram’s parts mass index is less likely to be found as
an independent term in a corpus than the other combination body mass. This
should not be a problem, since our aim in making pseudo-bigrams is not to iden-
tify component terms in the compound terms, but to calculate the association
strength aimed at selecting the highest score. Besides that, we do not know
whether the lowest or the highest scores represent the most meaningful combi-
nation. For example, the χ2 scores for the pseudo-bigrams of the candidate term
gecomputeriseerd tomografisch onderzoek ‘computerized tomography examina-
tion’ are 107738 for gecomputeriseerd tomografisch onderzoek and 686 for
gecomputeriseerd tomografisch onderzoek. Since the substring gecompu-

teriseerd tomografisch is less meaningful than tomografisch onderzoek,
we can conclude that the lowest score bigram does not always represent the
best substring combination.

This bigram approximation will be applied to all of the association measures
except for the C-value and the Frequency method. The last methods are not
calculated based on the bigram model, but based on the frequency of occurrence
of any candidate n-gram in the corpora.

3.5.2 Local-rank Ordering

It is important to reorder the χ2 output since this method will give the same
value to bigrams of particular frequencies. For example, the candidate term
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vicieuze cirkel ‘vicious circle’ which occurs 10 times (vicieuze 10 times,
cirkel 10 times), and the candidate term euthyroid sick syndrome which occurs
2 times (euthyroid 2 times, sick syndrome 2 times), both will have the same
χ2 value. In our experiment, the first 78 candidate terms in the χ2 output have
the same score. These candidate terms need to be ordered locally using some
criterion. This case also happens when we evaluate the candidate terms using
some other methods.

To improve the ranking of candidate terms of the same score, we use the
following heuristic:

• If several candidate terms have the same score, order them by their fre-
quency of occurrence in the corpus.

• If a subset of these candidate terms has the same frequency, order them
by the total frequency of their words in the list of known terms.

• If a subset of the remaining candidate terms has the same total frequency
(in the corpus and in the list of known terms), order them alphabetically.

3.5.3 Selecting the Best Measure

We evaluate the eight statistical algorithms in Table 3.9 on the medical ency-
clopedia corpus (Section 3.3). First, the PoS-tag filter extracted 86,000 unique
candidate terms, of which 64,000 were multi-word terms. Then, the scores of
the multi-word terms are measured using the statistical algorithms. For this
purpose, we apply various settings of frequency cut-offs, and compute the as-
sociation scores of the candidate terms in each setting using the NSP package
(Banerjee and Pedersen, 2003). While for the corpus comparison method, we
use a subset of the Twente News Corpus, a collection of over 300 million words
of newspaper text in Dutch, as the comparison corpus. The subset contains text
from the Volkskrant newspaper during the year 2003, which has been parsed
using the Alpino parser. From this newspaper, we extract 585.000 nouns and
noun phrases.

For each of the methods, we automatically evaluate the candidate terms in
its ranked output using the gold standard in Section 3.3.4. To compute the
scores, we take a set of K (=500) true terms, and calculate the area under its
associated precision-recall curve using uninterpolated average precision (UAP)
measure as shown in equation 3.18 (Schone and Jurafsky, 2001) below:

UAP =
1

K

∑K

i=1
Pi (3.18)

where Pi (precision at i) equals i/Hi, and Hi is the number of hypothesized
terms required to find the ith true term.

To illustrate this evaluation formula, consider Table 3.11 that contains a list
of 10 terms ranked based on a particular statistical measure. The value in the
Relevant column indicates whether the corresponding term is a relevant term
(1) or not (0). Assume that we want to compute the UAP of this list at K = 5.
First, we count the number of the hypothesized terms Hi (1 ≤ i ≤ K) by looking
at the Rank of the last term that gives us a total of i relevant terms. Thus, for
each of i, we get the following value of Hi: 1, 2, 5, 6, and 7; and the precision
Pi: 1, 1, 0.6, 0.67, and 0.71. Finally, from the sum of all Pis (3.98) divided by
K (5), we get the UAP value: 0.796.
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Rank Term Relevant
1 term A 1
2 term B 1
3 term C 0
4 term D 0
5 term E 1
6 term F 1
7 term G 1
8 term H 0
9 term I 0
10 term J 1

Table 3.11: An example of a ranked term list.

3.5.4 Results and Discussion

Table 3.12 gives an impression of candidate terms ranked by the eight statistical
methods and the corpus comparison method (Ratio). The italicized candidate
terms are considered as terms, while the rest of the candidates are non-terms.

Based on the number of overlaping candidate terms between the statistical
methods, we classify the columns into four groups. The methods in the first
group (Frequency, t-score, Log-likelihood, TMI, and C-value methods) share
similar outputs such as dikke darm ‘colon’, dunne darm ‘small intestine’, hoge
bloeddruk ‘high blood pressure’, and rode bloedcellen ‘red blood cells’. Other
significant overlaps are found between χ2 and Dice (th 3rd group); from the
highest ranked terms, e.g., magnetic resonance imaging, costoclaviculair com-
pressiesyndroom, and cardiopulmonale resuscitatie, to the 128th-ranked term,
geurloze opiumtinctuur, their outputs overlap. PMI (the second group) seems
to have its own features since it has no similar output compared to the other
methods. However, in the next figures we will see that PMI is very close to one
of the other groups. The corpus comparison method is in the fourth group since
it does not show any similarity to other groups.

In general, looking at the candidate terms, we can see that the methods in
the third group show promising results; almost all of the first 10 ranks are true
terms. On the other hand, results from the first and fourth groups contain more
noise at these ranks.

Schone and Jurafsky (2001) reported similar results. They referred to the
first group as “frequency-like”, because it shares properties of the frequency
method, and referred to the third group as “information-like”. Although PMI
shows a somewhat different output, in principle it is similar to the information-
like methods, as shown by its trends in the next figures. Therefore, Schone and
Jurafsky (2001) included PMI in the third group.

For each of the frequency cut-off settings, we automatically evaluate the
candidate terms using the gold standard in Section 3.3.4, and then calculate
the UAP (precision) at every ith true term (recall). The precision-recall curves
for the first 500 true terms, when evaluated by the statistical methods at the
frequency cut-offs of 2, 4, 6 and 8, are provided in Figures 3.11(a), 3.11(b),
3.12(a) and 3.12(b).
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1 dikke darm dikke darm dikke darm dikke darm dikke darm
case manage-
ment

magnetic res-
onance imag-
ing

magnetic res-
onance imag-
ing

microscopisch
onderzoek

2
zeldzame
gevallen

hoge bloed-
druk

dunne darm dunne darm
hoge bloed-
druk

insulin-like
growth factor
i

eilandjes van
langerhans

eilandjes van
langerhans

diabetes melli-
tus

3 dunne darm
zeldzame
gevallen

hoge bloed-
druk

hoge bloed-
druk

zeldzame
gevallen

knaagdieren
op mensen

sfincter van
oddi

sfincter van
oddi

andere symp-
tomen

4 hoge bloed-
druk

dunne darm
diabetes melli-
tus

diabetes melli-
tus

dunne darm peau d’orange vicieuze cirkel vicieuze cirkel
meeste
patiënten

5 rode bloed-
cellen

rode bloed-
cellen

zeldzame
gevallen

zeldzame
gevallen

rode bloed-
cellen

erytroplasie
van queyrat

costoclaviculair
com-
pressiesynd-
room

costoclaviculair
com-
pressiesynd-
room

epileptische
aanvallen

6 andere symp-
tomen

diabetes melli-
tus

rode bloed-
cellen

rode bloed-
cellen

andere symp-
tomen

amylöıde
ı̈¿ 1

2protëıne
cardiopulmona-
le resuscitatie

cardiopulmona-
le resuscitatie

gehele lichaam

7 microscopisch
onderzoek

microscopisch
onderzoek

microscopisch
onderzoek

microscopisch
onderzoek

diabetes melli-
tus

sappen van
citrusvruchten

cellen per mi-
croliter bloed

cellen per mi-
croliter bloed

c

8
ernstige
gevallen

witte bloed-
cellen

verenigde
staten

verenigde
staten

microscopisch
onderzoek

orde der ge-
neesheren

thoracaal
aorta-
aneurysma

thoracaal
aorta-
aneurysma

meest
voorkomende
oorzaak

9
meeste
gevallen

meeste
gevallen

gehele lichaam gehele lichaam
ernstige
gevallen

kniegewricht
lopende kruis-
banden

molluscum
contagiosum

molluscum
contagiosum

reumatöıde
artritis

10 diabetes melli-
tus

meeste mensen
epileptische
aanvallen

epileptische
aanvallen

meeste
gevallen

amanita phal-
loides

miliaria rubra miliaria rubra
bacteriële in-
fectie

32 andere oorza-
ken

operatieve ver-
wijdering

meeste mensen meeste mensen
reumatöıde
artritis

cystosarcoma
phylloides

lichen sclero-
sus et atroph-
icus

lichen sclero-
sus et atroph-
icus

antidiuretisch
hormoon

64 korte tijd hevige pijn mindere mate
snelle hart-
slag

paar uur decompensatio
cordis

meatus acus-
ticus externus

meatus acus-
ticus externus

coronaire
hartziekte

128 andere
oorzaak

ernstige infec-
ties

halfcirkelvorm-
ige kanalen

gunstig effect
cystische
fibrose

aandoeningen
door aderafs-
luiting

geurloze opi-
umtinctuur

geurloze opi-
umtinctuur

andere afwi-
jkingen

256 uitwendige
oor

gebruik van
antibiotica

groot belang orbitale cel-
lulitis

onderste
gedeelte

artritis psori-
atica

sensate focus
schimmel
histoplasma
capsulatum

andere
patiënten

512 ct- of mri-
scan

hevige
bloedingen

kleine hoeveel-
heid

hoeveelheid
bloed

seizoensgebond-
en allergische
rhinitis

laterale lies-
breuk

tendovaginitis
stenosans

ovale venster
kinderen in de
leeftijd

Table 3.12: Examples of candidate terms in several rank positions for different statistical methods at the frequency cut-off 2. Unitalicized
candidates are not terms, while italicized candidates are potential terms.
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Method
Frequency cut-off

2 4 6 8
Freq 0.670 0.670 0.670 0.670
TMI 0.794 0.794 0.794 0.791
Loglike 0.798 0.798 0.797 0.793
Tscore 0.709 0.709 0.709 0.709
C-value 0.674 0.673 0.674 0.672
PMI 0.777 0.885 0.869 0.877
X2 0.856 0.912 0.880 0.872
Dice 0.857 0.911 0.881 0.873
Ratio 0.726 0.727 0.726 0.731

Table 3.13: Performance of the statistical measures at various frequency cut-offs
for K = 500.

In most of these figures, the χ2 and Dice curves overlap on the top, followed
by the overlapping curves of the Log-likelihood and TMI, ratio’s curve, t-score’s
curve, and the overlapping curves of the C-value and Frequency. This order of
performances is the same in all of the figures, except for the PMI curves that are
improved at higher frequency cut-offs. At the frequency cut-off 4, PMI curve
overlaps with the χ2 and Dice curves, and at the frequency cut-off 8, its curve
outperforms the other curves.

PMI shows the best performance at higher frequency cut-offs, and the fig-
ures also show that PMI tends to be similar to the “information-like” methods.
However, its poor performance at the low frequency cut-offs makes this method
less ideal for term extraction, since many potential candidate terms have low
frequency, especially in a small corpus.

χ2 and Dice would be potential methods for this task. They outperform other
methods at low frequency cut-offs, and still work well at the higher frequency
cut-offs. Their superiority in the low frequency cut-offs shows that they assign
high scores to candidate terms that appear much less than expected. And
apparently in the relatively small corpus, there are many potential terms which
rarely occur and would be discarded in higher frequency cut-offs.

Table 3.13 shows the performance of each method at different frequency cut-
offs for K = 500. At most of the frequency cut-offs, χ2 and Dice outperform
other methods. These results are consistent with those reported by Deane (2005)
and Schone and Jurafsky (2001), where the information-theoretic measures (e.g.
χ2, Dice, and PMI) are shown to outperform frequency-based measures (e.g.
Frequency, T-Score, Log-likelihood, and C-value). Among the frequency-based
measures, Log-likelihood is superior.

Based on the results shown in the above table, it is difficult to choose between
χ2 and Dice, since both of them demonstrate a very similar performance. To
solve this problem, we analyze their formulae in Table 3.9 to see which one is
the most promising in supporting our improvement strategy in the next section.
According to the formulae, Dice will only give a non-zero score if its numerator
(n11) has a value, while χ2 will give a non-zero score as long as both parts of the
term’s bigram (n12 and n21) are non-zero. This characteristic of χ2 is important
for the improvement strategy presented below.
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(a) Frequency cut-off 2

(b) Frequency cut-off 4

Figure 3.11: The precision-recall curves of the statistical methods at the fre-
quency cut-off 2 and 4 and with the maximum recall of 500 terms. We use
the following abbreviations: f frequency, tmi True Mutual Information, ll Log-
likelihood, tscore & cvalue (obvious), pmi Pointwise Mutual Information, x2 &
dice (obvious), and ratio Corpus Comparison.
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(a) Frequency cut-off 6

(b) Frequency cut-off 8

Figure 3.12: The precision-recall curves of the statistical methods at the fre-
quency cut-off 6 and 8 and with the maximum recall of 500 terms. See the
caption of Figure 3.11 for the explanation of the abbreviations used in this
figure.
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3.6 Improving Statistical Methods

The goal of term extraction is often not so much the creation of a new list of
domain specific terms, but rather the (semi-)automatic extension of an existing
list. Assuming the availability of such a list of known terms in a particular
domain, we attempt to improve the previously selected statistical method with
the help of the list.

Several ideas have been explored previously to come up with more accurate
methods to improve association scores of candidate terms. Jacquemin et al.
(1997), for example, have emphasized that the use of an initial term set will
improve the performance of an ATR system. Maynard and Ananiadou (2000)
used semantic information from the UMLS to improve the NC-value output, and
Schone and Jurafsky (2001) used Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) to improve
the output of their best algorithm. In this section we explore the idea of using
a set of known terms to improve the ranking of candidate terms.

3.6.1 Hypothesis and Formula

Hypothesis A set of known terms can help improving the ranking of new
(unknown) terms.

To prove the hypothesis, we propose a new scoring formula which combines
two essential characteristics of a term, namely:

• association significance: a degree of relatedness to a domain-specific con-
cept based on its occurrence in a document collection (corpus).

• domain centrality : a degree of relatedness to a domain-specific concept
based on its occurrence in or its relationship with a collection of terms
(terminology).

The association significance is an equivalent to the concept termhood in
Kageura and Umino (1996), which measures the significance of a term based on
its frequency in a corpus, and calculates the score using a statistical measure.
In this measurement, a word string is considered as a term with a high degree
of significance, if it gains a high statistical score. This concept is different from
the concept unithood (Kageura and Umino, 1996), which identifies a term based
on its linguistic unit (e.g., PoS-tag or syntactic unit).

The second characteristic, domain centrality, measures the degree to which
an unseen term is related to a list of known terms. Several methods can be used
for this measurement, such as using semantic relationships (e.g., based on syn-
onyms, hypernyms, and hyponyms), association measures (based on frequency
of the bigram’s parts in the terminology), or lexical matching (based on the
number of words in a term that overlap with the words in the terminology).

We use the χ2 method (Section 3.5.3) to measure the first aspect (association
significance), while for the second aspect, we experiment with two methods: χ2

and lexical matching. To support the lexical matching, we create a bag-of-words
containing all words (except stop words) of the known terms.

Thus, given a document corpus C and a list of known terms or terminology
T , we calculate each part (characteristic) of the combined measure of an unseen
term xy (xy ∈ XY ) as follows:
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association significance: is the association strength of two term subparts
with respect to their occurrence in a corpus. We calculate the χ2(xy|C)
score of the term xy based on its frequency in the corpus C. Normalize
this score with the maximum score in XY , i.e., max[χ2(XY |C)].

domain centrality 1: is the association strength of two term subparts with
respect to the set of the word types of known terms. We calculate the χ2

score of the term xy based on the frequency of its bigram’s parts in the
bag-of-words BT of the terminology T , or χ2(xy|BT ). Considering that
the term has two bigram’s parts x and y, the domain centrality score is
calculated based on the frequency of x and the frequency of y (marginal
frequency) in T . For example, the term chronische ziekte ‘chronic disease’
is not found among the terms in T . However, its bigram’s parts, chronis-
che and ziekte, are found in the bag-of-words BT , with the frequency of
occurrence 73 and 40, respectively. Thus, the score is computed using χ2

based on this frequency.

domain centrality 2: is the overlap of the word types of a term with respect
to the set of the word types of known terms. We calculate the lexical
matching score of the term xy by dividing the number of word types in xy
that overlap with the words in the bag-of-words BT of the terminology
T , or w(xy|BT ), against the number of word types in xy, or w(xy). For
example, the term tardieve dyskinesie consists of 2 words (w(xy) = 2),
and among these words only dyskinesie that is found in the bag-of-words
BT , or w(xy|T ) = 1. Thus, the domain centrality score is 1/2.

Equation 3.19 and 3.20 below show how the above aspects of terms are
combined to obtain an improved score called the Association and Domain Sig-
nificance (ADS). The formula for the domain centrality 1, which is based on
an association measure, i.e., χ2, is defined as follows:

ADSassoc(xy) =
χ2(xy|C)

max[χ2(XY |C)]
+ α.χ2(xy|BT ) (3.19)

where α is a weighting coefficient determined experimentally. And the formula
for the domain centrality 2, which is based on a lexical matching, is defined
as follows:

ADSlex(xy) =
χ2(xy|C)

max[χ2(XY |C)]
+

w(xy|BT )

w(xy)
(3.20)

where w(xy) is the number of word types in the term xy and w(xy|BT ) is the
number of word types in the term xy which overlap with the words in the bag-
of-words of known terms BT . We normalize the association significance score
because its maximum value is usually much higher than one.

Our intuition behind these formulae is: if the words x and y of a candidate
term xy are also found in the known terms of a particular domain, we can expect
that the candidate term xy will represent a concept related to the domain. For
example, the terms chronische ziekte ‘chronic disease’ and chronische infectie
‘chronic infection’ are at the 4684th and 5690th ranks when evaluated solely
using the χ2 method given their frequency of occurrence taken from the corpus.
However, the words chronische, ziekte, and infectie are well known words for a
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medical domain, and in fact they are frequently used to generate terms in this
domain. Thus, the occurrence of these words in the set of known terms should
help to improve the ranking of the terms.

In the domain centrality 1, the set of known terms can be seen as a pseudo-
corpus, in which each of its lines represent a candidate term. Thus, for a can-
didate term xy, we can count the frequency of its bigram’s parts x and y in
the set of known terms, and use the frequency to calculate the χ2 value of xy.
While in the domain centrality 2, we simply convert the set of known terms into
a bag-of-words, count the number of words in the candidate term xy which are
also found in the bag-of-words, and then compare this number to the number
of words of the term.

3.6.2 The Algorithm

The following steps summarize our method:

Step 1 Annotate the corpus with part-of-speech information.

Step 2 Prepare the data models:
(1) Create a corpus data model C containing a list of candidate terms XY
and their frequency of occurrence extracted from the corpus. Generate
pseudo-bigrams for candidates of more than 2 words.
(2) Create a bag-of-word data model BT containing a list of words and
their frequency from the set of known terms T . If needed, stem the words
in BT using the stemming method in Section 3.4.4.

Step 3 For each bigram xy in XY , compute its association score χ2(xy|C).

Step 4 Compute the domain centrality scores:
(1) For each bigram xy in XY , count the frequency of each bigram’s
part x and y in BT , and then compute the domain centrality 1 of xy, or
χ2(xy|BT ).
(2) For each candidate term xy in XY , count the number of its words
which overlap with the words in BT , and then compute its domain cen-

trality 2, or w(xy|BT )
w(xy) .

Step 5 For each candidate term xy in XY , compute its combined score (ADS)
using Equation 3.19 and 3.20, and sort them using the method as described
in Section 3.5.2.

3.6.3 Experiment and Results

We use the corpora described in Section 3.3 to create a corpus model, the set
of known terms described in section 3.3.4 to create a terminology model, and
the set of 64,000 candidate multi-word terms as used in Section 3.5.3. We use
a frequency threshold of 2, as described in step 5 of the algorithm, and get
47,000 candidate terms. We evaluate these candidate terms using the formulae
in Equation 3.19 and 3.20. Among these candidate terms, there are 5,000 terms
which are also in the list of known terms. We subtract these true terms from the
set of candidate terms, and manually evaluate the rest of the candidate terms.
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Rnk Frequency χ
2 ADSassoc|α = 10 ADSassoc|α = 100 ADSlex (no stem.) ADSlex (stemming)

1 jonge kinderen vicieuze cirkel maligne hypertensie chronische ziekte
thoracaal aorta-
aneurysma

thoracaal aorta-
aneurysma

2 vroeg stadium cardiopulmonale
resuscitatie

vicieuze cirkel maligne hypertensie
acquired immunodefi-
ciency syndrome

acquired immunodefi-
ciency syndrome

3 grotere kans cellen per microliter
bloed

cardiopulmonale
resuscitatie

acute ziekte
acute herpetische
gingivostomatitis

acute herpetische
gingivostomatitis

4 ◦ C
thoracaal aorta-
aneurysma

cellen per microliter
bloed

ontstoken huid
engelse sudden infant
death syndrome

engelse sudden infant
death syndrome

5 zwangere vrouwen gecomputeriseerd to-
mografisch onderzoek

thoracaal aorta-
aneurysma

pijnlijke aandoening
mastopathia fibrosa
cystica

mastopathia fibrosa
cystica

6 verhoogd risico
acquired immunodefi-
ciency syndrome

gecomputeriseerd to-
mografisch onderzoek normale huid

tumoren tijdens cys-
toscopie

tumoren tijdens cys-
toscopie

7 onderste deel
kant-en-klare
babyvoeding

acquired immunodefi-
ciency syndrome

chronische infectie
aanwezigheid van
grote hoeveelheden
levende bacteriën

bronchopulmonale
dysplasie

8 oudere kinderen
laparoscopische
cholecystectomie

kant-en-klare
babyvoeding

acute infectie
bronchopulmonale
dysplasie

angiotensin convert-
ing enzyme

9 verhoogde kans westelijk halfrond
laparoscopische
cholecystectomie

ernstige aandoening
angiotensin convert-
ing enzyme

chiasma opticum

10 onderliggende
oorzaak

aanwezigheid van
grote hoeveelheden
levende bacteriën

westelijk halfrond chronische ziekten chiasma opticum myotone dystrofie

32 giftige stof kijkbuis van glasvezel fase van ontkenning
vorm van behandel-
ing

skin popping
onbevoegde uitoefen-
ing

64 erfelijke afwijking weight lifter’s back undetermined signifi-
cance

vorm van infectie
niet-proliferatieve
retinopathie

verre oosten

128
gebruik van orale an-
ticonceptiemiddelen

sensate focus luizen overgedragen
variant

gevolg pijn
lager gelegen luchtwe-
gen cutis laxa

256
abnormale verbind-
ing

bacterie treponema
pallidum

kritische grens

universitair medisch
centrum utrecht
gevestigde nation-
aal vergiftigingen
informatie centrum

sociale vaardigheden geschikte donor

512 verder gelegen delen genezing van brand-
wonden

ernstige bloedingen cellen in lage concen-
traties

blauwe verkleuring betreffende persoon

Table 3.14: Examples of candidate terms in several rank positions for different experimental settings. Unitalicized candidates are non
terms, while italicized ones are potential terms.
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To get the best measure, we ran six measurement settings: raw frequency,
χ2, ADSassoc, and ADSlex. For ADSassoc, we use two settings of α, i.e., α = 10
and α = 100. For ADSlex, we run two settings: with stemming and without
stemming. Examples of candidate terms in several rank positions for these
settings are shown in Table 3.14.

ADSassoc, as an improvement to χ2, gives higher scores to candidate terms
which have high χ2 values relative to the known terms. For example, the term
maligne hypertensie is initially placed at the 1137th rank (not shown in the
table) when evaluated using χ2. Since the words maligne and hypertensie are
frequently occur in BT , i.e., 191 and 15 times, respectively, this term gets an
incrementally higher score based on these frequencies of occurrence. As the
result, the term maligne hypertensie gets higher ranks in the combined scores
of ADSassoc, i.e., 1st and 2nd ranks for α = 10 and α = 100, respectively.

In our experiments, higher α values bring common terms in the domain, such
as chronische ziekte ‘chronic disease’, acute ziekte ‘acute disease’ and acute
infectie ‘acute infection’ in the medical domain, to higher ranks as shown in
column ADSassoc|α = 100. The candidate term acute ziekte, for example, was
placed on the 3rd rank when α = 100, while by χ2 and ADSassoc|α = 10, it
was placed on the 5504th and 69th ranks (not shown in the table), respectively.
As above, this happens because the bigram parts of the terms, i.e., acute and
ziekte, occur 71 and 40 times respectively in BT . A consequence of these results
is that we will rarely get new and non-common terms at the higher ranks when
the candidate terms are evaluated with higher α values. Thus, to get the best
result while using this method, this parameter should be set low, e.g. 10.

More potential new terms are introduced by ADSlex. This method gives high
scores to candidate terms that have high χ2 values (based on terms’ occurrence
in the corpus), when their component words are found in the list of known terms.
For example, the term thoracaal aortaaneurysma, which occurs 5 times in the
corpus, is at the 4th rank of the χ2 results. Since both of its words (thoracaal
and aortaaneurysma) occur in the list of known terms, it gets an additional
ADSlex score. Apparently, its combined score is higher than the score of the
term vicieuze cirkel, which is at the 1st rank of the χ2 results. The last term
occurs 10 times in the corpus but none of its words occurs in the list of known
terms.

The role of stemming in ADSlex is to increase the rate of lexical matching
between candidate terms and the bag-of-word BT of the known terms. In Table
3.14, the effect of this stemming cannot be seen in the top ranked terms. As
for example, we can take the term anatomische structuren, which is placed at
the 1024th rank in the last column (stemming). If we look at the complete
list of the non-stemming output, we will find this term at the 4133th rank.
Without stemming, only the word anatomische matches with a word in BT ,
while with stemming, both the stemmed words anatomi and structur match
with the stemmed words in BT . In this way, the rank of this candidate term
becomes higher at the stemming setting. We will clearly see the effect of this
stemming in the next section.

3.6.4 Evaluation

The results are evaluated by two human annotators. For each setting, they
annotate the top 200 candidate terms with yes, doubt or no labels. Then, we
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Setting
UAP

strict lenient Ann1 Ann2
Frequency 0.224 0.497 0.357 0.322
χ2 0.625 0.780 0.720 0.684
ADSassoc|α = 10 0.650 0.807 0.754 0.703
ADSassoc|α = 100 0.348 0.870 0.715 0.471
ADSlex(no stemming) 0.686 0.840 0.792 0.736
ADSlex(stemming) 0.703 0.854 0.807 0.752

Table 3.15: The uninterpolated average precision values at K = 100 of several
measurement settings in two evaluation modes by two individual annotators
(Ann1 and Ann2). The Fleiss’ Kappa score is 0.509 ± 0.033.

compute the uninterpolated average precision (UAP) value of each setting at
K = 100 using Equation 3.18.

The evaluation results are shown in Table 3.15. Each setting is evaluated
using both a strict mode, in which a candidate term is counted as a term only
if both evaluators agreed, and a lenient mode, in which a candidate term is
counted as a term if one of the evaluators annotated it as a yes. We also present
scores produced by each of the annotators (Ann1 and Ann2). The Fleiss’ Kappa
score (Fleiss, 1971) of the inter-annotator agreement is 0.509 ± 0.033, which is
considered moderate.

The results in Table 3.15 are consistent with those reported in Table 3.13, in
which the association measure (χ2) alone outperforms the Frequency measure.
Adding an association significance score as formulated in the Equation 3.19
yields an increased precision. In the strict mode, the precision at α = 10
increases by about 2.5%, and surprisingly, at α = 100 the precision decreases by
about 27.7%. If we look at the individual precisions, we will see a big difference
at α = 100, where the precision by Ann1 and Ann2 are 71.5% and 47.1%,
respectively. This difference is caused by annotators’ disagreement on whether
the common medical terms such as chronische ziekte(n) and chronische infectie
should be classified as medical terms. The first annotator agrees, while the
second annotator does not. This evaluation apparently confirms the previous
analysis, that setting α too high will harm the precision.

Further improvement is demonstrated by the ADSlex method (Equation
3.20). Both annotators agree that this method, either with stemming or without
stemming, outperforms the other methods. In the strict mode, this method in-
creases the precision by about 6.1% and 7.8% when it is used without stemming
and with stemming, respectively. This shows that computing the association
and domain significance value using a simple lexical-matching-ratio technique
solves the problem faced by the association-measure technique. This method
does not rely on the co-occurrence of the overlapping words but on the number
of the overlapping words.

Thus, from the results in Table 3.14 we can conclude that both alternatives
of measuring ADS, i.e., ADSassoc and ADSlex, outperform the baseline system,
χ2. This result can be seen as a proof for the hypothesis in Section 3.6.1, that
a set of known terms can help improving the ranking of a set of new (unknown)
terms.
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3.7 Using Multilingual Terminologies

The ADS method developed in the previous section implies a possibility for
further application. In this section, we apply the method to a multilingual
term extraction task. Given a set of known terms from multilingual sources, we
attempt to improve the ranking of candidate terms extracted from a corpus of
a particular language.

As has been described in Section 3.4.4, we can induce information from
multilingual terminologies to improve the termhood value of a candidate term.
For a medical domain, the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) is a good
starting point to get the multilingual terminologies. In this section, we discuss
our experiment of using the multilingual terminologies to extract new medical
terms in Dutch.

3.7.1 Previous Work

The use of the UMLS as a multilingual thesaurus for multilingual term ex-
traction has been reported by Déjean et al. (2002). They extract new lexicons
from the UMLS, which is dominated by English language, to enrich a German
thesaurus, by exploiting a bilingual dictionary and the hierarchical information
contained in the thesaurus.

Valderrabanos et al. (2002) also reported the use of initial term sets to ex-
tract multilingual terminologies in English, Spanish, French and German. They
used as initial terms the keywords in the description of each document in their
corpora. New terms are generated from the initial terms through a set of deriva-
tion rules (67 different rules for each language). For example, given an initial
term head and neck neoplasms, the rules will generate a new term neck neo-
plasms. The generated terms are then validated by checking their occurrence in
the corpora.

Our method is different from the previously mentioned methods, since we use
a set of multilingual terms to measure the termhood of candidate terms. We cre-
ate a small set of rules, which are similar to the stemming rules in Valderrabanos
et al. (2002), to normalize the multilingual terms and the candidate terms.

3.7.2 Multilingual Terminology Resources

In the medical domain, the UMLS is one of the major terminology resources.
It comprises over 1 million biomedical concepts and 5 million concept names
collected from over 100 controlled vocabularies in various languages.8 Part of its
distribution is a large syntactic lexicon of biomedical and general English, called
the SPECIALIST lexicon.9 This lexicon contains 330,455 items and covers both
commonly occurring English words and biomedical terms.

We use the UMLS SPECIALIST lexicon as our multilingual terminology
source, because it covers English and other common languages for biomedical
terms, such as Greek and Latin. To evaluate the contribution of multilingual
terms in detecting new terms of a particular language, we make sure that the
lexicon will not contain any terms of the target language. We subtract all terms

8www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/metab4.html UMLS’s source vocabularies
9specialist.nlm.nih.gov/ The UMLS SPECIALIST lexicon
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which are found in our list of known Dutch terms from the lexicon. The resulting
subset of the UMLS SPECIALIST lexicon now contains 284.706 terms.

3.7.3 Experiment Design

The design of the experiment in this section is similar to the experiment in
Section 3.6.2. The difference concerns only the source of the list of known
terms. In this experiment, we use the corpora described in Section 3.3 to create
the unithood model, and the set of multilingual terms described in Section 3.7.2
above to create the termhood model of the ADS measure.

3.7.4 Experiment and Results

Since our aim is to enrich the existing terminologies, we subtract all candidate
terms (extracted in Section 3.4.1) which overlap with all known terms collected
in Section 3.3.4. This reduction provides us with 54,000 candidate terms. Ap-
plying a frequency threshold of 2 and 4 will leave us with 5,333 and 1,233
candidate terms respectively. To get higher recall, we decided to process with
the first threshold. The candidate terms are evaluated using the formulae 3.19
and 3.20.

To compare the results, we run the following measurement settings: χ2,
ADSassoc (Equation 3.19), and ADSlex (Equation 3.20). For ADSassoc, we set
α = 10, the best value according to our experiments. At both equations, we
run two settings: with stemming (as described in Section 3.4.4) and without
stemming.

Examples of candidate terms in several rank positions for those settings are
shown in Table 3.16. All of the settings show promising results. At a glance,
most of the top ranked candidate terms look like medical terms. There are some
English candidate terms in the list, such as evoked potentials, case management,
and undetermined significance. Most of these terms are incorrectly tagged by
our parser. For example, the candidate term undetermined significance is tagged
as noun noun because noun is the default tag for unknown words.

All of the settings except χ2 give higher scores to candidates which have
high values for both association significance and domain centrality features. For
example, cystosarcoma phylloides (28th rank by χ2) is placed at the 2nd and 4th
ranks by ADSassoc|α = 10 as well as by ADSlex since both of its word elements
are in BT (the bag of lexicon’s words). The effect of the stemming is shown by
the term tropische spastische paraparese (70th rank by χ2). Although its word
elements are not found in BT , it has an equivalent form in the multilingual
terms, namely tropical spastic paraparesis. The stemming has normalized both
forms into the same stems. As a result, the termhood of the candidate term
will be high. This term is placed at the 1st and 6th ranks by ADSassoc (α = 10,
(stem)) and ADSlex (stem), respectively.

3.7.5 Evaluation

To evaluate the results quantitatively, we asked two human annotators to an-
notate a list of candidate terms extracted from the experiments. From each
setting, we take the first 200 candidate terms in its rank, and then annotate the
selected candidate terms with yes, doubt or no. To compare the performance
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of the settings, we compute the uninterpolated average precision (Section 3.5.3)
at K = 100.

The results of this evaluation are shown in Table 3.17. The settings are
evaluated using both a strict mode, in which a candidate is counted as a term
only if both evaluators agreed, and a lenient mode, in which a candidate is
counted as a term if one of the evaluators annotated it as a yes. We also present
scores for the annotated lists produced by each of the annotators (Ann1 and
Ann2).

In both modes, the annotators agree that combining the unithood and ter-
mhood values improves the baseline (χ2). Applying stemming rules also results
in a slightly better result for the ADSassoc method (from 0.612 to 0.626), and
a higher improvement is achieved by the ADSlex method (from 0.677 to 0.769).
Both annotators agree that the last method, either with stemming or with-
out stemming, outperforms other methods. The best result is achieved by the
ADSlex method when stemming is applied.

Similar to the previous experiments on Section 3.6, the use of the association
measure for calculating the termhood in the ADSassoc method apparently is not
a good strategy. Since most of the overlapping words do not co-occur (between
word elements in a candidate term and in the bag-of-words BT ), the association
measure will not give a high termhood value to the candidate term. However,
the stemming shows some improvements.

Computing the termhood value using a matching ratio in the ADSlex method
solves the problem faced by the association measure. This method does not rely
on the co-occurrence of the overlapping words but on the number of the over-
lapping words. Combined with the stemming, this method shows a promising
result in using multilingual terminologies to improve the extraction of multi-
word terms in a particular language, especially in a medical domain. In this
experiment, the stemming rules we construct are very simple and not exhaus-
tive. We only need to take some productive suffixes for a particular domain by
investigating candidate terms extracted from the corpus. We expect that this
method can be adapted to other languages and domains with little effort.
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Rnk χ
2 ADSassoc|α = 10 ADSassoc|α = 10 (stemming) ADSlex ADSlex (stemming)

1 vicieuze cirkel evoked potentials
tropische spastische
paraparese

evoked potentials evoked potentials

2
ziekte van von
willebrand-joergens

cystosarcoma phyl-
loides

vasovagale syncope morbus haemolyticus
neonatorum

morbus haemolyticus
neonatorum

3
allergische bronchopul-
monale aspergillose vicieuze cirkel cholinergische urticaria case management case management

4 cardiopulmonale resus-
citatie

ziekte van von
willebrand-joergens

genetisch defect cystosarcoma phyl-
loides

mastopathia fibrosa
cystica

5 cellen per microliter
bloed

allergische bronchopul-
monale aspergillose toxische shock

mastopathia fibrosa
cystica mental disorders

6
thoracaal aorta-
aneurysma

cardiopulmonale resus-
citatie

cerebrale malaria mental disorders
tropische spastische
paraparese

7
gecomputeriseerd to-
mografisch onderzoek

cellen per microliter
bloed

normale cellen
undetermined signifi-
cance

undetermined signifi-
cance

8 subduraal empyeem
thoracaal aorta-
aneurysma

case management
engelse sudden infant
death syndrome

processus mastoideus

9
endoscopische retro-
grade pancreatografie

gecomputeriseerd to-
mografisch onderzoek

evoked potentials processus mastoideus
endoscopische retro-
grade pancreatografie

10 evoked potentials subduraal empyeem vicieuze cirkel
acute herpetische gin-
givostomatitis

acute herpetische gin-
givostomatitis

32
erytroplasie van
queyrat

pericarditis constric-
tiva

ulcus oesophagi
thoracaal aorta-
aneurysma

multiform glioblastoom

64
solitaire agressieve
gedragsstoornis

portugese oorlogsschip
humorale (antistof)
therapie

diagnose allergische
alveolitis

bacterie bartonella
henselae

128
minimaal normaal
lichaamsgewicht

enkelvoudige dosis az-
itromycine lucide interval

gram vers paddenstoel-
gewicht

chemische dampen

Table 3.16: Examples of candidate terms in several rank positions for different experimental settings. Candidate terms printed in italics
are proposed new terms. The terms are not translated into English due to the space limitation.
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Setting
UAP

strict lenient Ann1 Ann2
χ2 0.608 0.802 0.735 0.676
ADSassoc 0.612 0.825 0.734 0.702
ADSassoc (stemming) 0.626 0.826 0.758 0.694
ADSlex 0.677 0.865 0.782 0.757
ADSlex (stemming) 0.769 0.918 0.845 0.843

Table 3.17: The uninterpolated average precision values for K = 100 of several
measurement settings in two evaluation modes and by two individual annotators
(Ann1 and Ann2). For ADSassoc settings, the value of α is 10. The Fleiss’
Kappa score is 0.509 ± 0.033.

3.8 Extracting Single Word Terms

The number of candidate single-word terms in our corpora is high, about 19,800
(23%) of the total number of unique candidate terms (86,000). This makes the
extraction of single-word terms an important step in our term extraction task.
In this section we discuss our experiment to extract single-word terms using the
corpus comparison technique.

3.8.1 Previous Work

Extracting single-word terms is considered by Daille et al. (1994) as a more
difficult process. Compared to the unithood of a multi-word term, the unithood
of a single-word term cannot be measured using the variety of methods discussed
in Section 3.5, except using the frequency of occurrence in a corpus. To solve this
problem, several methods have been developed by researchers to extract single-
word terms. These methods generally depend on frequency-related information
(Bernhard, 2006).

The most recent and popular method is using a corpus comparison technique
(Rayson and Garside, 2000; Vintar, 2003; Chung, 2003; Lemay et al., 2005). An
intuition behind this method is that a word will be terminologically relevant to a
special corpus, if its use in that corpus is different from its use in a general corpus.
One method to get a value for this comparison is through its relative frequency
in a specialized corpus compared to its frequency in a general corpus. If the
ratio of the word’s frequency in a specialized corpus compared to the frequency
in a general corpus is high, then that word is considered a relevant term for
that specialized corpus. Combined with a frequency and a ratio threshold, this
technique is applied in Chung (2003) to evaluate terms from an anatomy corpus.

For technical domains like medicine, in which many terms are derived from
terms in other languages or form neoclassical compounds, Bernhard (2006) uses
a pattern-based approach to extract single-word terms. Several types of classical
word-forming units are exploited, such as extra- and anti- (prefixes), hydro- and
pharmaco- (initial combining form), -ism (suffixes), and -graphy (final combin-
ing form). Since many European languages have these regularities, researchers
investigate their corpora to extract such prefixes and initial combining forms
(Bernhard, 2006).
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Rank Frequency Ratio
1 symptomen patiënt
2 behandeling patiënten
3 patiënt bacteriën
4 bloed corticosteröıden
5 ziekte abces
6 mensen echografie
7 arts computertomografie
8 aandoening nierinsufficiëntie
9 huid rëntgenfoto’s
10 pijn baby’s
32 lever cysten
64 water auto-immuunziekte
128 minuten echocardiografie
256 gevolgen baarmoederkanker
512 patiënte stemmingswisselingen
1024 moedermelk koliek

Table 3.18: Examples of candidate single-word terms in several rank positions
of Frequency and corpus comparison (Ratio) methods. Candidate terms printed
in italics are proposed new terms.

Xu et al. (2002) use a TFIDF-based classification method, called KFIDF
(K stands for Kategorie in German), to recognize single-word terms which are
relevant to a particular domain. In the KFIDF, which is a modification of the
TFIDF measure (Salton, 1991), a word is considered as a relevant term for a
particular category, if it occurs more often compared to other words in that
category, but occasionally in other categories. They have proved that KFIDF-
based term extraction is very promising for the extraction of single-word terms.

3.8.2 Experiment and Results

We use the corpus comparison method to evaluate single-word terms found
in the medical encyclopedia corpus (Section 3.3). The corpus contains 86,000
unique candidate terms, of which 19,800 were single-word terms. And for the
comparison corpus, we use the same corpus as in Section 3.5.3. The corpus is
a subset of the Twente News Corpus, a collection of over 300 million words of
newspaper text in Dutch, which contains text from the Volkskrant news paper
during the year 2003. From this newspaper, we extract 585.000 nouns and noun
phrases. We compare the performance of this method with Frequency method
(a baseline).

Table 3.18 shows some examples of terms ranked based on their scores gen-
erated by Frequency and corpus comparison methods at the frequency cut-off
2. In general, the corpus comparison method shows a better term ranking than
the baseline. Unlike Frequency which places several non-terms in its first 10
ranks, the corpus comparison method only places one non-term (10th rank).
The same case also happens at the other ranks in the table, where the second
method shows a better list of candidate single-word terms.
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Figure 3.13: The precision-recall curves of single-word terms generated by Fre-
quency and corpus comparison (Ratio) methods at the frequency cut-off 2.

Method
Frequency cut-off

2 4 6 8
Freq 0.832 0.832 0.832 0.832
Ratio 0.937 0.938 0.938 0.938

Table 3.19: Precision (UAP) values of Frequency and corpus comparison (Ratio)
methods at various frequency cut-offs for K = 500.

3.8.3 Evaluation

We evaluate the candidate terms using the gold standard in Section 3.3.4, and
then calculate the UAP (precision) at every ith ranks, where i is 1, 50, 100,
150, ..., and 500. The resulting precision-recall curves for Frequency and corpus
comparison methods are shown in Figure 3.13. Both curves show similar trends
as in the multi-word terms’ curves in Section 3.5.3, where initially the precisions
dropped at the recall ranges from 50 to 150, and then slightly increased before
finally reaching steady states until the recall 500. It is also obvious from the
figure that the corpus comparison curve outperforms the Frequency curve.

Table 3.19 shows the precision values of both methods for K = 500 at differ-
ent frequency cut-offs. At all of the frequency cut-offs, the corpus comparison
method improve the performance of Frequency by about 12.7%.

Compared to the average precision of multi-word terms in Table 3.13, the
average precision of single-word terms is higher. In that table, the precision
of multi-word terms evaluated using Frequency was 67%, while the precision
of single-word terms evaluated using the same method is 83.2%. Also, the
maximum precision of multi-word terms evaluated using χ2 at the frequency cut-
off 4 was 91.2%, while the maximum precision of single-word terms evaluated
using the corpus comparison method at the same frequency cut-off is 93.8%.
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These results show that to extract single-word terms, frequency alone has
actually produced relatively good results. However, we can improve its perfor-
mance by using the corpus comparison method, which is relatively simple and
easy to implement.

3.9 Summary

This chapter describes our methods and experiments in answering the first three
research questions of this thesis. In this section we summarize our experiments
based on the addressed questions.

The first research question asks for linguistic knowledge that is most useful
in recognizing terms in Dutch text. In the first experiment (Section 3.4), we
compare a PoS-tag filter to a syntactic filter. Our PoS-tag filter extracts more
candidate terms and more true terms compared to the syntactic filter. The best
performance was achieved using the PoS-tag filter without case normalization.
It results in 17% better precision and 24% better recall compared to using the
syntactic filter. From these results we can conclude that PoS information is the
best linguistic knowledge for extracting candidate terms in Dutch text.

However, our PoS-tag filter implementation has a limitation: it does not
extract nested terms. This problem can be solved with less effort by modifying
the XQuery statements in such a way so all matched candidate terms within a
longest matched multi-word term can be identified.

The second research question asks for a statistical approach that is most
successful in extracting multi-word terms. In the second experiment (Section
3.5), we compare 8 statistical measures and a corpus comparison method. The
statistical measures can be divided into two characteristics: ‘frequency like’ and
‘information like’. Their task is to evaluate the extracted candidate terms and to
rank the terms according to their degree of cohesiveness. Among the frequency-
like methods, Log-likelihood shows the best performance, while among the
information-like methods, χ2 and Dice show similar performance. And in gen-
eral, the information-like methods outperform the frequency-like methods. Con-
sidering the characteristics of the two best formulae, finally we choose χ2 for
our statistical method. In general, based on our experiments, one can use ei-
ther Log-likelihood or χ2 as the most promising methods for a multi-word term
extraction task.

In the third experiment (Section 3.6), we investigate two improvement meth-
ods that use external knowledge (known terms). Our strategy is to combine the
association significance and domain centrality of a candidate term. The associ-
ation significance is calculated based on the frequency of a candidate term in a
corpus, while the domain centrality is based on the overlap of word components
in a candidate term with the words in the known terms. We believe that the
overlapping contains termhood information for the candidate term. The first
method (ADSassoc) uses an association measure (χ2) to compute the termhood
of the candidate term. Its improvement is marginal compared to the baseline.
This is due to the fact that almost all of the candidate terms are new and have
no occurrence in the list of known terms. Therefore, the association measure
gives low termhood scores to these terms. The second method (ADSlex) uses
simple string matching, and surprisingly, it scores significantly higher than the
baseline. This shows that the bag of known terms’ words is a valuable source
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for termhood information. It is different from the bag of general words, where
the first one contains words more specific to a particular domain.

The results by the ADS formulae introduce the possibility of using mul-
tilingual terms to compute termhood scores of candidate terms in a specific
language. This is beneficial for a corpus in which a set of known terms does
not exist. For example, we can use the UMLS (a multilingual terminology) to
compute the termhood of Dutch terms.

The third research question asks for a method of extracting Dutch terms
using an existing multilingual terminology combined with a linguistic and a
statistical approach. In Section 3.7, we apply the ADS method with multilin-
gual terminology from the UMLS SPECIALIST lexicon. This experiment shows
promising results as the best performance was achieved by ADSlex with stem-
ming. Compared to the baseline (χ2), this method scores 0.161 points better in
precision (UAP), which amounts to 19% error reduction.

The use of a multilingual terminology will only work well if there are some
similarities in the word stems of the source terms (multilingual terms) and the
target terms. In our experiment, a medical term in Dutch and English often has
a similar stem. Moreover, our Dutch medical terms also contain many Greek
and Latin terms. These conditions make word (or stem) matching possible. For
domain corpora and languages where that is not the case, a method other than
stemming or suffix stripping should be investigated. We hypothesize that the
use of dictionaries which translate words from the multilingual terminology to
the target language will increase the matching ratio. A further experiment is
needed to prove this hypothesis.

As a wrap up for this research question, we can conclude from the above
experiments that an existing multilingual terminology is useful for identifying
new multi-word terms of a particular language, as long as there is overlap at
the word level. And depending on the language pair, several methods can be
used to increase the overlap, such as using stemming and translation.

An additional experiment in term extraction has been conducted in Section
3.8, where we extract single-word terms. To evaluate the candidate single-word
terms, we use corpus comparison method as in Drouin (2003); Chung (2003),
where a general corpus is used to evaluate candidate terms, and Frequency
method as the baseline. The result demonstrates that the Frequency method
alone has shown good performance. A further improvement is produced by
corpus comparison method, which is relatively simple and easy to implement.



Chapter 4

Term Variation

One of the important issues related to terms in a medical QA system is the de-
tection of term variation, which is defined as alternative names for concept, the
same as synonymy. This issue arises due to, among others, the different prac-
tices in the designation of medical terms among expert and general users. For
example, it is common to use Latin and Greek words for medical terminologies
among medical experts but this practice is not common among general users,
who prefer using popular terms. The differences may lead to the designation of
a concept using different terminologies which is known as term variation. As
a result, when posing a question to a QA system, a general user may use a
term which is different from the one used in the technical corpus. In order for
the system to find an answer to such a question, the system should be able to
indicate that particular terms in a corpus are variants of a particular term in
the question.

In this chapter, we aim at answering research question #4 about the types
of term variation in Dutch medical questions and how we can recognize some of
the variation types in Dutch documents. We investigate the types of variation
which commonly occurs in medical questions in Section 4.2. Before we describe
our experiements, we explain the document pre-processing in Section 4.3 and
the evaluation methodology in Section 4.4. In Section 4.5 and 4.6, we in turn
describe our methods and experiments to extract synonyms and abbreviations.
We summarize this chapter in Section 4.7.

4.1 Introduction

Term variation can be defined as alternative names for a concept. For exam-
ple, carcinoma and cancer are variants (of synonym type) and can be used
interchangeably. Depending on the domain, terminological variation in text is
estimated around 15-35% of their occurrence (Daille, 2003). It is a well-known
phenomenon that needs special treatment.

There are various applications where recognition of term variation is impor-
tant, such as indexing and retrieval (Jacquemin, 2001), conceptual structuring
(Daille, 2003), and enhancing an ATR method (Nenadić et al., 2004). Term
variation also occurs in controlled terminological resources, such as UMLS.

Consider the previous C-value method that originally treats term variants,
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e.g. blood cell and cell of blood, as different candidate terms. This keeps the
frequency of each term unchanged. As a consequence, the C-value scores of
the terms are lower compared to a situation where the joined frequency of the
variants is used to calculate the scores. To enhance the scores, Nenadić et al.
(2004) recognize and normalize term variants, and then use the joined frequency
of the variants to compute the C-value of each term variant. Their experiment
on a biomedical corpus shows an improvement of precision by 20-70%.

Nenadić et al. (2004) define several types of term variation, namely ortho-
graphic, morphological, lexical, structural, and acronyms and abbreviation vari-
ation.

Orthographic Variation This variation can be detected from the usage of
specific writing rules or symbols in the surface representation of terms.
The rules or symbols and their examples of term variants taken from the
UMLS are given in Table 4.1.

Rules Example
hyphens and slashes 8-Aminonaphthalene, 8 Aminonaphthalene
lower and upper cases para-Aminobenzoic Acid, Para-aminobenzoic acid
spelling variation Accident-prone behavior, Accident-prone behaviour
different Latin/Greek Antiestrogen, Antioestrogen
transcriptions

Table 4.1: Some examples of orthographic variation.

Normalizing these variants can be done through simple heuristics, for ex-
ample, by replacing hyphens with spaces or by replacing specific characters
of neoclassical forms with a character (e.g., oe → e).

Morphological Variation Word formation can lead to variation, for exam-
ple, in the inflectional phenomena (e.g., a plural form of Antiestrogen →
Antiestrogens) and derivational transformation (inactivated vaccine and
deactivated vaccine). The normalization of the inflection is based on PoS
information by changing all forms into their singular and non-possessive
forms.

Lexical Variation Synonymous lexical items that may be used interchange-
ably are variants, such as veteranenziekte and legionairsziekte ‘legion-
naires’ disease’. Thesaurus or dictionaries containing synonyms are the
main sources for normalizing this kind of variation.

Structural Variation This variation type can be constructed from the pos-
sessive usage of nouns using prepositions (e.g., tumor of abdomen and ab-
domeninal tumor), prepositional variants (e.g., bleeding from mouth and
bleeding in mouth), and term coordinations (Acquired chest and rib de-
formity). The prepositional terms can be normalized into expressions
without prepositions. For example, genes of human is normalized into
human genes. Term coordinations are more difficult to resolve, even for
humans, due to their ambiguity.
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Acronyms and Abbreviation Variation In biomedicine, this variation is
very frequent. For example, AIDS is an abbreviation of the term Ac-
quired Immune Deficiency Syndrome. The normalization of this kind of
variation is mainly based on orthographic and syntactic information of
their contexts. A more detailed review on acronym recognition has been
reported in Krauthammer and Nenadic (2004).

The handling of term variation is mainly based on rules and heuristics that
usually can be created by investigating the linguistic typology of candidate terms
in text. It is motivated by practical purposes rather than linguistic consideration
(Maynard, 2000).

In our task, the purpose of the variation recognition is mainly to detect
synonyms that frequently occur in our extracted relations. These synonyms
are linked by coordinations that need to be separated correctly. Consider, for
example, the following sentence that contains a medical relation in our corpus:

(1) Lepra is een besmettelijke ziekte die wordt veroorzaakt door de leprabacil
“Mycobacterium leprae” of “bacil van Hansen” genoemd naar de Noorse
arts Armauer Hansen die deze in 1873 ontdekte .
‘Leprosy is an infectious disease caused by the leprabacil “Mycobac-
terium leprae” or “Hansen’s bacillus” named after the Norwegian physi-
cian Armauer Hansen who discovered it in 1873.’

The sentence contains variants of the term leprabacil, namely Mycobacterium
leprae and bacil van Hansen. Without extraction of individual terms, the ex-
tracted relation will link a single term to multi terms, such as:

(2) [Leprosy] [is caused by] [Mycobacterium leprae or Hansen’s bacillus]

This relation will be able to answer the following question:

(3) What is the cause of leprosy?

but not these questions:

(4) a. What disease is caused by Hansen’s bacillus?
b. What is another name for Hansen’s bacillus?

Since the term Hansen’s bacillus is not a complete argument of the relation in
the example (2), but only a partial one, finding an answer based on a table
look up strategy will face a difficulty, unless it applies partial matches. This
problem could be be solved by recognizing structural variation, especially via
the extraction of individual terms from coordinations.

In medical text, there is another frequent variation type, i.e the acronyms
and abbreviation variation. Consider, for example, the following sentence from
our corpus:

(5) Tuberculose , afgekort met TBC , of zelfs TB , is een vooral vroeger zeer
gevreesde infectieziekte die wordt veroorzaakt door de bacterie “Mycobac-
terium tuberculosis”.
‘Tuberculosis, abbreviated with TBC, or even TB, is formerly a very
dreaded disease caused by the bacterium “Mycobacterium tuberculosis”.’
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This sentence obviously shows that acronyms lead to term variations. In a QA
task, a user may use any variant he/she likes in questions. Therefore, our term
variation recognition system in Chapter 4 is also aimed at recognizing this type
of variation.

4.2 Types of Variation in Medical Questions

Before we detect variation for a medical QA system, first we investigate the
types of term variation frequently occurring in users’ questions. Then, we apply
several methods to identify the variation. The detected variation can be used
to map a term used in a question to its variation used in a corpus.

For the purposes of the investigation, we collected a set of medical questions
from the Internet using a Web service provided by a major search engine.1 We
created two phrasal queries, namely:

(6) a. “wat is”
‘what is’

b. “wat zijn”
‘what are’

which were aimed at getting search results containing medical questions starting
with those strings, such as, Wat is de oorzaak van ...? ‘What is the cause of
...?’ and Wat zijn de symptomen van ...? ‘What are the symptoms of ...?’ To
avoid non-medical questions from the results, we limited the source domains for
the queries to only 27 medical Web sites in Dutch, such as forum.dokter.nl,
www.ggdgroningen.nl, and www.gezondheidsplein.nl. Most of the Web sites
are targeted to general users and on some Web sites the users can post their
medical questions to experts.

We submitted two queries to each Web site and retrieved a maximum of
100 results for each query. This process resulted in 1800 unique questions wich
occur from 1 to 98 times in the results. For our investigation, we only used
questions occurring at least twice, which resulted in 370 questions. Then, we
extracted all terms in the questions by removing all function and stop words,
which resulted in 359 unique terms consisting of 221 single-word terms and 138
multi-word terms.

We manually grouped the single-word terms into Dutch terms and non-Dutch
terms. We found that around 70% of the single-word terms are in Dutch and
the rest are in English, Latin, or Greek. This may lead to synonym variation
between technical terms and their popular terms, or between English, Latin,
and Greek terms and their translations in Dutch. For example, in the questions
in (7), the term diabetes (Latin) has synonyms suikerziekte (Dutch) and diabetes
mellitus (Latin).

(7) a. Wat zijn de symptomen van diabetes? (www.kindengezin.be)
‘What are the symptoms of diabetes?’

b. Wat is diabetes mellitus? (forum.dokter.nl)
‘What is diabetes mellitus?’

c. Wat is suikerziekte? (www.pfizer.be)
‘What is diabetes (lit. “sugar disease”)?’

1Yahoo! Search Web Services, http://developer.yahoo.com/search/
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Among the terms in the questions, there are 20 terms having characteristics
of abbreviations or containing abbreviations, such as ADHD (Attention Deficit
Hyperactivity Disorder), SIS (Shaken Infant Syndrome), TBC (tuberculosis),
and XTC gebruik (the use of Ecstasy). As shown in the questions in (8), besides
using abbreviations, some questions also use the long forms of abbreviations such
as humaan papillomavirus (abbreviated as HPV ).

(8) a. Wat is tuberculose? (gezondheid.be)
‘What is tuberculosis?’

b. Wat is TBC? (ggdgroningen.nl)
‘What is TBC?’

c. Wat is een humaan papillomavirus? (mens-en-gezondheid.
infonu.nl)
‘What is a human papilloma virus?’

The last type of variation is generated by the construction of multi-word
terms using coordination, e.g., lactose of melksuiker and effect van Strumazol
en Radioactiefjodium, or permutation, e.g., Marfan syndroom and Syndroom
van Marfan as shown in the questions in (9). We found 34 multi-word terms
that use prepositions (e.g., van ‘of’, bij ‘at’) and coordinations (e.g., of ‘or’,
en ‘and’). These two constructions are the most frequent constructions among
grammar-based variation in the questions.

(9) a. Wat veroorzaakt het Marfan syndroom? (www.marfan.nl)
‘What causes the Marfan syndrom?’

b. Wat is het Syndroom van Marfan? (mens-en-gezondheid.
infonu.nl)
‘What is the Syndrom of Marfan?’

In the above investigation we find three variation types which frequently
occur in the questions. In the present chapter, we limit our variation extraction
to the first two variation types, namely synonym and abbreviation variation.
We do not extract the last type of variation since it requires a comprehensive
set of grammatical rules to deal with all grammar-based variation such as has
been developed in the FASTR system for English (187 rules) and French (110
rules) (Jacquemin, 2001). For Dutch, we leave the recognition of this variation
type for the future work.

4.3 Pre-processing: Term Tagging

Before we extract variation from input text, first we have to identify and an-
notate terms occurring in the text. In our implementation, this task is carried
out by the term extraction (ATR) phase from the previous chapter (Chapter
3). Consider, for example, the following input sentence,

(10) Het geeft tevens pijnstilling (analgesie) en een minimale verslapping
(spierrelaxatie). (Wikipedia)
‘It also provides pain killing (analgesia) and a minimal relaxation (mus-
cle relaxation).’
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We annotate this sentence with part-of-speech tags using Alpino (van Noord,
2006), identify candidate terms in the sentence using the linguistic filter in
Figure 3.10, and then annotate the terms as shown in the following output,

(11) Het/det geeft/verb tevens/adv <pijnstilling/noun> (/punct

<analgesie/noun> )/punct en/vg een/det <minimale/adj

verslapping/noun> (/punct <spierrelaxatie/noun> )/punct ./punct

In the above example, the sentence is tagged with PoS tags and the identified
terms, i.e., pijnstilling, analgesie, minimale verslapping, and spierrelaxatie, are
marked.

The linguistic filter used is suitable for identifying terms, but not for identi-
fying long forms of some abbreviations as shown in the following example,

(12) Nederlandse/name Vereniging/name voor/name Addison/name en/vg

Cushing/name Patienten/name (/punct NVACP/name )/punct ,/punct

de/det vereniging/noun waarbinnen/pp de/det Werkgroep/name

Conn/name actief/adj is/verb ./punct

‘Dutch Association for Addison and Cushing Patients (NVACP), the
association where the Working Group Conn is active.’

The above PoS-tagged sentence contains an abbreviation, i.e. NVACP, and
its long form, i.e. Nederlandse Vereniging voor Addison en Cushing Patiënten
‘Dutch Association for Addison and Cushing Patients’. Since this long form
contains the coordination en ‘and’ which is tagged as vg, the linguistic filter
will only be able to capture its substrings, i.e. Nederlandse Vereniging voor
Addison and Cushing Patiënten, but not the whole string.

To solve this problem, we modify the linguistic filter by allowing coordina-
tions (vg), which frequently occur in long forms, to appear in the variation. The
modified linguistic filter is shown in the following figure.

((([^ ]+\/(adj|name|noun) )*|((([^ ]+\/(adj|name|noun) )*

([^ ]+\/(name|noun) [^ ]+\/(prep|vg) ([^ ]+\/det )?)?

([^ ]+\/(adj|name|noun) )*)))([^ ]+\/(name|noun)))

Figure 4.1: The PoS-tag filter for detecting the abbreviations’ long forms. This
is a one line regular expression filter.

The above filter is only applied for detecting abbreviation and long forms that
will later be filtered and refined.

4.4 Evaluation Methodology

We evaluate the performance of the extraction methods using precision, recall,
and harmonic mean measures. Since we do not have a list of all synonym pairs
and abbreviation pairs in the corpus, we cannot compute precision and recall
based on the set of all true positive pairs. Instead, we compute the measures
based on a gold standard, which is a subset of pairs selected randomly from
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E+ E - total
O+ tp fp tp + fp
O - fn tn fn + tn
total tp + fn fp + tn

Table 4.2: Contingency table between expected data (E ) and observed data
(O). tp is the number of true positive, fp is the number of false positive, and so
on.

the corpus consisting of a half portion of expected true positive pairs (E+) and
another half portion of expected true negative pairs (E-).

After we evaluate synonym or abbreviation pairs produced by the extraction
methods, we count the number of observed positive pairs (O+) and the number
of observed negative pairs (O-) found in the results. The matrix of the expected
and the observed data is illustrated by the contingency table in Table 4.2. Based
on the contingency table, we compute precision, recall, and F-measure values
using the following formulae:

precision =
tp

tp + fp
(4.1)

recall =
tp

tp + fn
(4.2)

F-measure =
2× precision× recall

precision + recall
(4.3)

4.5 Extracting Synonyms

4.5.1 Previous Work

Studies on identifying term variation have mainly focused on terms that are
lexically and syntactically related, such as tumor derived cell and cells from
tumors (Jacquemin, 1996; Ibekwe-Sanjuan, 1998), and share many words, such
as cerebrospinal fluid and cerebrospinal fluid protein assay (Hole and Srinivasan,
2000). Their identification methods are restricted to actual strings in the terms
and ignores surrounding context words.

As for identifying synonyms, context words play important roles. A well
known method of using surrounding contexts to detect lexical relations has
been reported in Hearst (1992). The contexts are encoded into lexico-syntactic
patterns aimed at extracting hyponymy relations, as illustrated in the following
example:

(13) such NP as {NP ,}* {(or|and)} NP
..works by such authors as Herrick, Goldsmith, and

Shakespeare.

=⇒ hyponym(“author”, “Herrick”), hyponym(“author”, “Goldsmith”),
hyponym(“author”, “Shakespeare”).
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The first line of the above example is one of the lexico-syntactic patterns, the
next line is a fragment of an input sentence, and then some predicates that can
be derived from the sentence.

The context and pattern can be discovered automatically using a partially-
supervised approach, which is aimed at avoiding substantial manual labor for
preparing a training data set as commonly required in supervised machine learn-
ing techiques. In her approach, Hearst starts with one pair of terms at a time to
get new patterns and new hyponymy instances, and then applies a bootstrap-
ping technique to get more patterns and more instances.

Such a partially-supervised approach combined with a bootstrapping tech-
nique seems to be an attractive approach. Another well known method that
uses the same approach is called DIPRE (Dual Iterative Pattern Relation Ex-
traction), which is aimed at extracting structured relations from the Web pages
(Brin, 1999). DIPRE automatically learns binary relation patterns from a seed
list of target relations, and then uses the patterns to extract many relation
tuples.

Agichtein and Gravano (2000) develop a tool called Snowball, which ad-
dresses the same issue (extracting information relationships from text) and even
using the same idea as DIPRE. The main contribution of this tool is in using
a novel technique for evaluating the quality of the patterns and the tuples gen-
erated in each iteration process. Only reliable patterns and tuples are used
for the following iterations. At the pattern generation stage, the key difference
between Snowball and DIPRE is that Snowball uses named entity tags (e.g.,
LOCATION, ORGANIZATION, PERSON) in a pattern.

To evaluate the generated patterns and tuples, the Snowball method im-
proves the DIPRE method by computing the confidence score of a pattern.
This score is equal to the ratio of the number of positive-matching tuples and
the number of all tuples generated by the pattern. An tuple, for example <Intel,
Santa Clara> (an organization-location tuple), is considered to have a positive
matching if in the previous iteration the organization Intel has a location Santa
Clara; otherwise, the tuple will have a negative matching.

The above case is suitable for organization-location relations because an
organization usually has only one location as its headquarter. In the case of
synonym variation, a term may have more than one variant which makes the
above matching method less useful. To adapt Snowball for detecting synony-
mous terms, Yu and Agichtein (2003) use user-provided examples of synony-
mous term pairs, and combine the system with a machine learning technique.
However, since we only provide a small set of synonym pairs for the initial iter-
ation, and no more positive examples to evaluate the generated tuples, the later
method is less suitable for our purpose.

In the same project where we were involved, van der Plas (2008) com-
pared three different distributional similarity methods, namely syntax-based,
alignment-based, and proximity-based methods, to extract lexico-semantic in-
formation including synonyms from text. In the syntax-based method, she uses
several syntactic relations, i.e., subject, object, adjective, coordination, apposi-
tion, and prepositional complement, between two words being investigated for
their similarity. In the alignment-based method, she uses parallel corpora to
get translation pairs that are found in two directions. While in the proximity-
based method, she defines the context word of a headword in a sentence with
respect to a window of a particular number of words around the headword. She
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compared the performance of the various combinations of weight functions, i.e.,
frequency, MI, and t-test, compared the similarity measures between word vec-
tors (Dice and Cosine). She found that the alignment-based method is better
at finding synonyms than the syntax-based method. When limited text data is
available, proximity-based method would be a better choice. However, she only
considered single-word units in her experiments, while in this thesis we would
like to extract synonyms of single-word and multi-word units.

Another method aimed at evaluating synonyms from distributionally sim-
ilar words has been reported in Lin et al. (2003). They use a patterns-of-
incompatibility method to evaluate the synonym score of a x-y pair by compar-
ing the number of hits where x and y occur near each other in the Web pages
against the number of hits where x and y occur following a set of incompatibility
phrasal patterns in the Web pages. The numbers are retrieved from the search
engine AltaVista2. To get the number of the compatibility hits of a pair, the
following query is submitted to the search engine:

(14) x NEAR y

and to get the number of incompatibility hits, the following phrasal patterns
are used:

(15) a. “from x to y”
b. “from y to x”
c. “either x or y”
d. “either y or x”

Having the numbers of hits, the compatibility score of a x-y pair is defined as:

score(x, y) =
hits(x NEAR y)

∑

pat∈P hits(pat(x, y)) + ǫ
(4.4)

where hits(query) is the number of hits returned by the search engine for the
query, P is the set of query patterns in (15), pat(x, ) is a regular expression
pattern using x and y, and ǫ is a constant to avoid a zero denominator. A
x-y pair is classified as a synonym pair if its score is higher than a threshold
(θ=2000). Compared to using bilingual dictionaries for identifying synonyms
among word pairs, this method shows a significantly higher recall (95.0% v.s.
39.3%) although experiencing a lower precision (86.4% v.s. 93.9%).

The problem faced by the above method which selects synonym pairs among
a set of term pairs extracted from a corpus is similar to ours. The adopted
solution is straightforward regardless the size of the corpus, because it uses web
data. Considering that the size of our corpus is relatively small, we decided to
use this approach to evaluate extracted synonym pairs from our corpus.

4.5.2 Extracting Candidate Synonyms

Our method to extract synonyms is adapted from the DIPRE method (Brin,
1999) and we incorporate syntactic information into its patterns, as in Hearst
(1992) and Pustejovsky et al. (2001). The syntactic information (PoS tags) is
mainly for detecting terms occurring in the corpus.

2AltaVista http://www.altavista.com/
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Figure 4.2: The diagram of the synonym extraction method.

Figure 4.2 shows the diagram of the synonym extraction method which con-
sists of three consecutive processes within an iteration. The extraction is started
with the injection of a small set of synonym pairs as seeds which could be se-
lected manually from the corpus. Each pair is a tuple of the following format,

(16) <term1, term2>

where term1 is the first argument and term2 is the second argument of a syn-
onym pair. Having a seed list, we apply the following steps to learn variation
patterns, and finally to extract synonym pairs from the corpus:

Step 1 The Pattern Learning process searches for the occurrence of the seed
tuples in the corpus and keeps the contexts sorrounding the tuples. The
contexts of a tuple consist of a prefix (a word string before the first argu-
ment), a middle (any word strings between the arguments), and a suffix (a
word string after the second argument). Then it generates the following
pattern,

<prefix, [arg1], middle, [arg2], suffix>

Step 2 The Tuple Extraction process applies the generated patterns over the
corpus to extract a new set of candidate synonym tuples that match with
the patterns.

Step 3 The Tuple Evaluation component evaluates the tuples by computing
their semantic compatibility based on their occurrence in the Web pages.
The detailed method for this evaluation is provided in Section 4.5.3. The
output of this evaluation is ranked based on their compatibility scores.
Tuples with scores above a threshold are considered as synonym pairs.

Step 4 The last step uses the extracted synonym pairs as a new seed list for
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the next iteration. Repeat Step 1 to Step 3 until no new synonym pairs
are extracted.

As in Hearst (1992) and Brin (1999), the size of the initial seed list can be
very small, such as 3 pairs. However, if the size of the corpus is small like ours,
the occurrence of the seeds in the corpus can be very low as well. They will
generate a small number of synonym patterns, and subsequently the patterns
will extract a small set of new synonym tuples. Two possible solutions for
this problem are to increase the size of the initial seed list or to increase the
number of iterations until there are no more new tuples added into the set of
the extracted synonym pairs. The second solution is not plausible if the size of
the corpus is large.

Starting from the second iteration, we can also evaluate the generated pat-
terns in Step 1 using the compatibility scores of their supporting synonym pairs
that have been computed in Step 3 of its preceding iteration. However, in this
experiment, we do not apply such evaluation, since the size of the corpus is
small and the extracted synonym pairs has been evaluated in Step 3.

4.5.3 Evaluating Synonyms

The output of Step 3 in the above method is a set of candidate synonym pairs.
To identify true synonym pairs, we follow a method described in Lin et al.
(2003), which use Web pages as an external source to measure the synonym
compatibility hits of each pair. We use the following phrasal patterns (Por) to
get the number of synonym compatibility hits:

(17) a. “x of y”
‘x or y’

b. “y of x”
‘y or x’

c. “x (y)”
d. “y (x)”

and the following phrasal patterns (Pand) to get the number of synonym incom-
patibility hits:

(18) a. “x en y”
‘x and y’

b. “y en x”
‘y and x’

The intuition behind the patterns is that if two terms are synonyms to each
other, they may cooccur in the Web pages linked by an of ‘or’ coordination like
in the sentence Suikerziekte of diabetes is een chronische aandoening ‘Sugar
disease or diabetes is a chronic disease’, or by parentheses such as abnormale
verbinding (fistel) ‘abnormal connection (fistula)’. Unfortunately, parentheses
will be ignored by search engines making the use of parentheses in query terms
meaningless for the search engine. We will explain how to solve this problem
shortly.

On the other hand, if two terms are not synonymous, they could be linked
by the en ‘and’ coordination like in the sentence Wat zijn de verschillen tussen
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Query Hits
“suikerziekte of diabetes” 2030
“diabetes of suikerziekte” 1580
“suikerziekte (diabetes)” 4200
“diabetes (suikerziekte)” 41745
“suikerziekte en diabetes” 8
“diabetes en suikerziekte” 3060
“bacteriën of virussen” 1410
“virussen of bacteriën” 1010
“bacteriën (virussen)” 0
“virussen (bacteriën)” 0
“bacteriën en virussen” 10500
“virussen en bacteriën” 9070

Table 4.3: Examples of phrase queries and their numbers of hits for two synonym
pairs.

bacteriën en virussen? ‘What are the differences between bacteria and
viruses?’ Since the semantic relation of a synonym pair is bidirectional, the
evaluation should be carried out in two directions by exchanging the positions
of the terms in the queries.

For each synonym pair, four queries using the patterns in (17) and two
queries using the patterns in (18) are submitted to the Yahoo! Search Web
Services. For each query we only keep the total number of hits returned by the
search engine. And particularly for the patterns in (17-c) and (17-d) which use
parentheses, we also retrieve the snippets of the first 100 results and then count
the number of snippets that match with the following regular expression:

/(x\s+\(\s*y\s*(\)|,)\s+)/i

meaning that x and y, the first and the second terms in a synonym pair, should
be separated by an opening parenthesis and closed by a closing parenthesis or
a comma. We then use the following formula to get an approximated number
of hits for a query pattern:

hits(x, y) =











f(regex(x, y)) if f ≤ hits

f(regex(x,y))
100 × hits otherwise

(4.5)

where f(regex(x, y)) is the number of snippets matching the above regular
expression for a x-y term pair and hits is the total number of hits returned
by the search engine.

As an illustration, consider Table 4.3 that shows the submitted queries for the
term pairs <suikerziekte, diabetes> and <bacteriën, virussen> and the numbers
of hits returned by the search engine. For the first term pair, its first four phrase
queries which use patterns in (17) have a total number of hits which is higher
than the total number of hits of the other phrase queries using patterns in (18).
This shows that suikerziekte and diabetes pair is a likely synonym pair.

Is the term bacteriën ‘bacteria’ a synonym of the term virussen ‘viruses’?
We can reveal the answer from information in the second row of the table. The
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total number of hits for the last two phrase queries which use patterns in (18)
is higher than the total number of hits for the other phrase queries which use
patterns in (17). In the other words, the terms bacteriën and virussen are more
frequently linked by en ‘and’ coordinations. This indicates that this term pair
probably is not a synonym pair.

Given the number of hits for each phrase query, we define the compatibility
score of a synonym pair as follows:

score(x, y) =

∑

pat∈Por
hits(pat(x, y))

∑

pat∈Pand
hits(pat(x, y)) + ǫ

(4.6)

where Por and Pand are phrasal patterns in (17) and (18), respectively, hits(query)
is the number of hits returned by the search engine for the query, pat(x, y) is
a query for the term x and y using the pattern pat, and ǫ is a small constant
to prevent the zero value of the formula’s denominator; we set ǫ=0.1. A term
pair is classified as a synonym pair if the value of its score is above a threshold
θ; we set θ=30. Moreover, since the semantic relation of a synonym is bidirec-
tional, we also require the total numbers of hits of each direction in patterns
(17) should be higher than 0.

Besides using the above phrasal patterns, we also use the following ‘NEAR’
phrasal patterns (PNEAR) from Lin et al. (2003) to get the number of synonym
compatibility hits:

(19) x NEAR y

We will investigate which synonym compatibility patterns, i.e. (17) or (19),
show the best peformance.

4.5.4 Experiments and Results

We evaluate the synonym extraction method on the IMIX medical corpus which
contains 57,004 sentences. These sentences have been parsed using the Alpino
parser, and have been annotated with candidate terms identified using the lin-
guistic filter in Section 4.3.

As a seed list, we randomly select three synonym pairs from the corpus,
namely:

<netvlies, retina>

<tussenschot, septum>

<poliep, vleesboom>

In Step 1, we search for the occurrence of these seeds in the corpus, and then
generate their patterns. As an illustration, the followings are patterns and their
frequency generated by the above seeds:

3 het/det [t] (/punct [t] )/punct

1 het/det [t] of/vg [t] is/verb

1 het/det [t] (/punct het/det [t] )/punct

1 [t] (/punct [t] )/punct

1 (/punct [t] )/punct tussen/prep de/det boezems/noun ,/punct \

het/det septum/noun tussen/prep de/det kamers/noun en/vg \

het/det [t] tussen/prep
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Iteration Por PNEAR

1 35 63
2 53 98
3 137 299
4 206 499
5 229 636
6 233 654
7 233 699
8 233 699

Table 4.4: Numbers of synonym pairs extracted at each iteration of the two
experiment settings.

In Step 2, we use the patterns to extract new synonym pairs from the corpus,
and then in Step 3 we evaluate the synonym pairs using two settings of phrase
queries, namely Por and PNEAR. After calculating the compatibility score of
each synonym pair in Step 3, in the last step we select a subset of synonym pairs
from each of the setting output whose scores are above the following thresholds:
30 for the Por setting and 100 for the PNEAR setting. The final output of the
first iteration are two seed lists, which contain 35 synonym pairs for the Por

setting and 63 synonym pairs for the PNEAR setting.

To get a high coverage of synonym pairs, we run the synonym extraction
cycles up to 8 iterations. Table 4.4 shows the numbers of term pairs labelled as
synonyms at each iteration for each setting. From the same initial seed list, the
PNEAR setting returns more pairs than the Por setting. The highest coverage
of the first and the second settings are achieved at the 6th and 7th iterations,
respectively. If the number of the initial seeds is high, which is not difficult to
provide, the highest coverage can be achieved in fewer iterations.

Table 4.5 shows 40 examples of synonym pairs from three blocks of ranks
extracted at the last iteration of each setting. The first 10 ranks of the results
are filled with the same synonym pairs, where all of them have large total
numbers of hits for synonym compatibility patterns in (17) and (19) and zero
hit for synonym incompatibility patterns in (18). This shows that the Web is
a valuable resource for evaluating the compatibility of synonym pairs, and that
comparing the numbers of hits of the opposite queries is a good measure for
scoring the strength of the pairs.

Most of the synonym pairs in the first block (or the first 20 ranks) of both
settings are of abbreviation pairs. These results indicate that the query pat-
terns and the scoring formula can also be used to evaluate abbreviation pairs.
Compared to synonym pairs, abbreviation pairs occur more frequently in those
query patterns. Based on this finding, we will evaluate the application of this
method for the extraction of abbreviation pairs in the next experiments.

Most of the errors, such as <vagina, vaginitis>, <hart, endocarditis>, and
<rug, ruggenprik>, are caused by imprecision in extracting multi-word terms
that contain determiners de or het. Since the linguistic filter used for extracting
terms does not consider a determiner as a part of a multi-word term, the filter
may extract an incomplete substring of a term. For example, the term vagina
is an incomplete substring of the term onsteking van de vagina ‘inflammation
of the vagina’.
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Rank Por PNEAR

1 cytomegalovirus (CMV) cytomegalovirus (CMV)

2 Body Mass Index (BMI) Body Mass Index (BMI)

3 SPF (sun protection factor) SPF (sun protection factor)

4 polyvinylchloride (pvc) polyvinylchloride (pvc)

5 Haemophilus influenzae Haemophilus influenzae
type b (Hib) type b (Hib)

6 respiratory distress syndrome respiratory distress syndrome
(RDS) (RDS)

7 IGF-I (insulin-like growth IGF-I (insulin-like growth
factor I) factor I)

8 polio (poliomyelitis) polio (poliomyelitis)

9 blood urea nitrogen (BUN) blood urea nitrogen (BUN)

10 disseminated intravascular disseminated intravascular
coagulation (DIC) coagulation (DIC)

11 Wereldgezondheidsorganisatie herpesvirus (herpes)
(WHO)

12 mefloquine (Lariam) Wereldgezondheidsorganisatie (WHO)

13 vitamine B6 (pyridoxine) Rudolf Steiner (1861-1925)*

14 drug (drugs) mefloquine (Lariam)

15 vagina (vaginitis)* vitamine B6 (pyridoxine)

16 magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) drug (drugs)

17 GIFT vagina (vaginitis)*
(gamete intrafallopian transfer)

18 gamete intrafallopian transfer magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
(GIFT)

19 CO2 (kooldioxide) GIFT (gamete intrafallopian transfer)

20 ringworm (tinea corporis) gamete intrafallopian transfer (GIFT)

101 buikwaterzucht (ascites) ogen (oog)

102 computertomografie (CT) dextromoramide (Palfium)

103 nematoden (rondwormen) röntgenfoto (mammografie)*

104 autopsie (necropsie) strottenhoofd (larynx)

105 ruggenprik (lumbaalpunctie) twaalfvingerige darm (duodenum)

106 longblaasjes (alveolen) hart (endocarditis)*

107 ooglens (grijze staar)* baarmoederslijmvlies (endometrium)

108 osteomalacie (beenverweking) androgenen (mannelijke hormonen)

109 cardiotocografie (CTG) syfilis (harde sjanker)

110 krentenbaard (impetigo) hersenvocht (liquor)

201 miskraam (abortus)* eencelligen (protozoa)

202 aarsmade (oxyuriasis) lichaamsvreemde stoffen (antigenen)

203 biopt (weefselmonster) rug (ruggenprik)*

204 protozoën (eencelligen) tenen (zwemmerseczeem)*

205 reductiedeling (meiose) convulsies (krampen)

206 atheromatose (aderverkalking) keelamandelen (tonsillen)

207 placenta (moederkoek) aangeboren afwijking
(aangeboren afwijkingen)

208 O-benen (genu varum) longvlies (pleura)

209 niet-insulineafhankelijke vochtafdrijvende
diabetes mellitus (NIADM) middelen (diuretica)

210 spleetje (diasteem) gifstof (toxine)

Table 4.5: Examples of synonym pairs extracted using the Por and PNEAR

query patterns. The asterisk (*) signs indicate incorrect pairs.
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Iteration Por PNEAR

P R F P R F
1 1.00 0.15 0.26 0.64 0.15 0.24
2 1.00 0.18 0.31 0.65 0.18 0.29
3 1.00 0.42 0.59 0.64 0.45 0.53
4 0.98 0.68 0.80 0.62 0.75 0.68
5 0.98 0.70 0.82 0.62 0.83 0.71
6 0.98 0.70 0.82 0.62 0.85 0.72
7 0.98 0.70 0.82 0.61 0.85 0.71
8 0.98 0.70 0.82 0.61 0.85 0.71

Table 4.6: The performance of the synonym extraction method at each iteration
on the two experiment settings.

However, synonym pairs with such incomplete terms can be discarded by
evaluating their occurrence in the Web pages using patterns in (17-c) and
(17-d). Consider, for example, the term pair <urine, hematurie>, whose cor-
rect term of the first argument is bloed in de urine ‘blood in the urine’. A
query which uses pattern in (17-c) gets 480 results containing the string ‘urine
(hematurie)’, but using pattern (17-d) the query gets 0 results containing the
string ‘hematurie (urine)’. Therefore, this pair will be discarded in the Por

setting, but not in the PNEAR setting since queries using pattern (19) get 2890
results.

Regarding the previously mentioned errors, the Por setting failed to discard
the pair <vagina, vaginitis> because both queries that use patterns in (17-c)
and (17-d) return 1304 and 6 results, respectively, and no threshold was applied
on the numbers of hits. Looking at the results which have a high discrepancy,
we can improve precision by applying a threshold against the number of hits
required by each pattern. However, this will reduce recall.

Another error shown in the table is the pair <Rudolf Steiner, 1861-1925>.
This pair contains a relation between a person and a date. Although a number
of such pairs were popping up during the extraction of candidate synonyms,
most of them can be filtered out by the patterns in (17).

4.5.5 Evaluation

We assume that the last iteration of the synonym extraction cycles produces
the most complete list of synonym pairs that can be found in the corpus. Based
on this assumption, we generate a list of expected synonym pairs (E ) from the
combined output of Por and PNEAR settings. This list consists of 60 expected
true positive pairs (E+) and 60 expected true negative pairs (E-), which are
selected randomly and evaluated manually.

From each iteration, we get a set of synonym pairs extracted by the extrac-
tion method. To get a set of observed synonym pairs (O), we count the number
the synonym pairs which overlap with E+ (to get the O+ value) and with E-
(to get the O- value). Then, we compute the precision, recall, and F-measure
values of the extracted synonym pairs.

The performance of the synonym extraction method is presented in Table
4.6. For each setting and iteration, the table provides the measurement values.
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The table shows that the Por setting significantly outperforms PNEAR setting in
precision at all iterations, while the PNEAR setting outperforms Por setting in
recall at most of the iterations. And in the combined performance (F-measures),
the first setting outperforms at all of the iterations with the highest value of
0.82 at the 5th iteration.

These results show that the phrase query pattern in (19), which was used
in Lin et al. (2003) to evaluate the compatibility of synonymous words, is not
suitable for evaluating the compatiblity of synonymous terms. This is because
two terms cooccurring near each other often do not convey a similar meaning
(synonym) but they may construct another relation type, such as a cause-effect
relation or a location-disease relation. For example, the term pair gehoorgang
‘ear canal’ and otitis externa, which were extracted in the PNEAR setting, cooc-
curs 785 times NEAR each other as shown in the following sentence:

(20) Zwemmersoor of otitis externa: is een infectie van de gehoorgang
en niet van het middenoor als dusdanig.
‘Swimmers ears’ or otitis externa: is an infection of the ear canal
and not of the middle ear as such.’

It is obvious from the sentence that those terms are not related as a synonym
pair but as a disease-location pair. Therefore, using the PNEAR patterns and
resulting number of pairs of nearby occurrence will lead to misclassifications. A
stricter pattern, i.e. “x or y”, will only count their frequency if they cooccur
in a particular context. Since this pattern, which produces the phrase query
“gehoorgang of otitis externa” ‘ear canal or otitis externa’, has no result, thus,
the pair <otitis externa, gehoorgang> will not be considered as a synonym pair.

The only pair in the test set that was incorrectly classified by the setting
Por is the <vagina, vaginitis> pair. We have analyzed this error in the previous
discussion where we thought that a threshold would be of help. In our informal
experiment, we apply a threshold of 6 for the number of hits returned for each
query pattern. As result, in the last iteration, the precision was increased to 1
but the recall was decreased to 0.67. To get the balance between the precision
and recall values, our best practice is to turn the threshold off.

4.6 Extracting Abbreviations

4.6.1 Previous Work

A pattern-based approach has also been used to recognize abbreviations and
acronyms. Yu et al. (2002) developed the AbbRE system that recognizes par-
enthetical expressions such as,

(21) “< abbreviation > (< long form >)” or
“< long form > (< abbreviation >)”

and then use a set of rules, which are obtained from common conventions for
creating abbreviations, to map abbreviations to their long forms.

The majority of errors are related to the selection of the long forms, especially
when the input is raw text. To overcome this problem, Pustejovsky et al. (2001)
use a shallow parsed text as input, and add syntactic constrains into their
patterns. One of the most frequent pattern in their experiment is,
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(22) < T LF NP1 > < (><T A NP2 > <) >

where T LF is a long form target, T A is an acronym target, and NP is a noun
phrase. In other experiments, the authors add new patterns which significantly
increase recall with a small detriment in precision.

A more recent study on identifying abbreviation definitions in biomedical
text is reported in Schwartz and Hearst (2003). The authors proposed a simple
and fast algorithm to identify <“short form”, “long form”> pairs, whose prob-
lems has been addressed in Pustejovsky et al. (2001) above. Besides identifying
abbreviations that follow a predictable pattern, where each letter in the short
form corresponds to the first letter of each word in the long form, their algo-
rithm also considers the cases where matching short form and long form requires
skipping some words in the long form, as in Gcn5-related N-acetyltransferase
(GNAT ).

Another issue which has not been addressed in the previous studies is mul-
tilingual long form. In non-English documents such as documents in Dutch,
we may find an abbreviation pair whose short form follows its form in English
(e.g., WHO), and whose long form is in Dutch (e.g., Wereldgezondheidsorgan-
isatie ‘World Health Organization’). Obviously, we will not be able to find any
matching in the pair if we use above approaches.

4.6.2 Method

Unlike synonym variation whose arguments are related in meaning, abbreviation
variation (also acronym variation) have arguments which are related in forms,
i.e. an argument is a short or a long form of the other argument. For example,
VN is an abbreviation or a short form of Verenigde Naties ‘United Nations’.
Inspired by this characteristic, our approach to extracting abbreviations will be
based on common conventions in the creation of abbreviations. And since we
work with Dutch documents, we also consider the multilingual issue.

Figure 4.3: The diagram of the abbreviation extraction method.

The diagram of our abbreviation extraction method is shown in Figure 4.3.
Given input texts annotated with terms (Section 4.3), the method uses the
following two main steps to extract abbreviation pairs:
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Regular expression Examples
/[A-Z]{2,}/ HIV
/[A-Z][a-z]?\.?-?[A-Z]/ IgE, Ph.D, UV-B
/^[A-Z][a-z]$/ Ig
/^[A-Z]\.[A-Z](\.[A-Z])*/ K.U
/^[a-z][A-Z]+$/ mV

Table 4.7: Regular expressions for identifying abbreviations.

Step 1 For each annotated input sentence, the Tuple Extraction process searches
for the occurrence of abbreviations by applying regular expressions in Ta-
ble 4.7 to all of the terms in the sentence. For each identified abbreviation,
the component generates two tuples as follows:

<term1, abbreviation>
<abbreviation, term2>

where term1 is the nearest term occurring before the abbreviation, and
term2 is the nearest term occurring after the abbreviation. These terms
are the candidate long forms of the abbreviation.

Step 2 For each tuple, the Abbreviation Matching process determines whether
the long form argument matches with the abbreviation argument. For this
evaluation, we use a set of pattern-matching rules described in Section
4.6.3. Only tuples that match the rules will be returned as abbreviation
pairs.

Unlike the methods to detect synonym pairs, this method does not need any
seed and pattern to identify the occurrence of new abbreviation tuples. Instead,
it analyzes all sentences in one run to get the occurrence of abbreviations and
their candidate long forms. As an example, consider the following input sentence
annotated with terms:

(23) De/det <meeste/adj mensen/noun> moeten/verb deelnemen/verb

aan/prep een/det <officieel/adj trainingsprogramma/noun> om/comp

te/comp stoppen/verb met/prep <drinken/noun> ,/punct zoals/comp

die/det van/prep de/det <AA/name> (/punct <Anonieme/name

Alcoholisten/name> )/punct ./punct

Most people should participate in a formal training program to stop
drinking, such as the AA (Anonymous Alcoholics).

The sentence contains one abbreviation, i.e. AA, which is located between
two nearest terms, i.e. drinken ‘drinking’ and Anonieme Alcoholisten ‘Anony-
mous Alcoholic’. Two candidate tuples will be generated for this abbreviation,
namely:

<drinken, AA>

<AA, Anonieme Alcoholisten>

In the second step, the first tuple will be discarded since its long form
(drinken) does not match with its abbreviation (AA). On the other hand, the
second tuple has a long form (Anonieme Alcoholisten) that matches with the
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No Rule Example

1 The abbreviation matches the first letter Algemene Wet Bijzondere

of each words in the long form (LF). Ziektekosten (AWBZ )

2 The middle letters of an abbr. can be skip- Rijksuniversiteit

ped if the first and the last letters match Groningen (RUG),
the first and the last words of the LF. Immunoglobine E (IgE)

3 The abbreviation letters match middle Wereldgezondheidsorganisatie

letters of the compound word LF (WGO),
if the first letter of the LF matches carbon monoxide (CO)
the first letter of the abbreviation.

4 If the first letter of an abbreviation does stikstofmonoxide (NO)
not match the first letter of the LF, → nitric oxide (NO),
translate the LF, and consider as a syno- koolmonoxide (CO)
nym if any of the above rules holds. → carbon monoxide (CO)

5 If the first letter of an abbreviation does verschillende Centra

not match the first letter of the LF, Algemeen Welzijn (CAW )
discard the first word of LF, and start
the evaluation with Rule 1 again.

6 If both arguments have characteristics MDMA (XTC )
of an abbreviation, consider the pair as
a synonym pair.

7 The above rules are iteratively applied
in thier order until the abbreviation is
completely matched or no match found. -

Table 4.8: Pattern-matching rules for mapping an abbreviation to its long form.

abbreviation, and therefore it will be returned as an abbreviation pair. Thus,
the matching value of each tuple is defined by the following equation:

Match(x, y) =











1 if x matches y according to rules in Table 4.8

0 otherwise

(4.7)

where x is an abbreviation and y is its long form.
To evaluate the extracted pairs, the same evaluation technique as in Sec-

tion 4.5.3, where a set of phrase queries are submitted to the search engine,
can also be applied for this task. However, based on our informal experiments,
the extracted abbreviation pairs have already shown a good performance. Nev-
ertheless, in the evaluation section, we will compare the performance of these
methods.

4.6.3 Matching Abbreviation Pairs

We now describe our abbreviation matching technique in Step 2 above. Since the
creation of abbreviations follow some common requirements, we use a set of rules
in Table 4.8 which reflect the requirements to identify relevant abbreviations and
their long forms.

Rules 1-3 are adapted from Yu et al. (2002), while rules 4-6 are our additions.
Rule 4 is created for English abbreviations whose long forms are in Dutch, such
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as the pair <NO, stikstofmonoxide>. To evaluate this pair, first, we translate
its long form into English which is resulted in nitric oxide, and then repeat the
evaluation from Rule 1.

Rule 5 concerns the problem of the selection of long forms where a relevant
long form may reside within a longer string. This rule allows the extraction of
a relevant substring from a longer string, such as the long form Centra Alge-
meen Welzijn ‘General Welfare Centers’ from the string verschillende Centra
Algemeen Welzijn ‘various General Welfare Centers’.

Our last addition is Rule 6, which is based on the occurrence of <abbreviation,
abbreviation> pairs in the corpus. For example, the pair <MDMA, XTC> has
abbreviations in both of its arguments which refer to the same concept. Ac-
tually, this abbreviation pair has also been extracted during the extraction of
synonyms. However, since this pair is captured during the extraction of abbre-
viations, we will flag the pair as a synonym pair.

The rules in the table should be evaluated in order. First, an abbreviation
pair is evaluated by Rule 1. If this rule does not find any match, the pair will
be evaluated in the next rule until a matching is found (Match(x, y) = 1) or
until the last rule is elapsed without finding any matching (Match(x, y) = 0).

4.6.4 Experiment and Results

We evaluate the abbreviation extraction method on the same corpus as used
in the synonym extraction experiment, which contains 57,004 parsed sentences.
In the first step, we identify short forms of abbreviations using regular expres-
sions in Table 4.7, and then extract the abbreviations if there are preceding or
succeeding candidate terms. From this step, we get 832 abbreviation-definition
pairs.

In the next step, we apply the pattern-matching rules in Table 4.8 to iden-
tify correct pairs of short forms and long forms. From this step we get 82
abbreviation-definition pairs which are labeled as correct by the rules. Some
examples of the identified abbreviation pairs are provided in Table 4.9. This
table shows that, in general, the pattern-matching rules can identify abbrevia-
tion pairs that contain correct mappings of abbreviations and their long forms.
Moreover, the rules are able to recognize abbreviation pairs that contain short
forms in English/Latin and long forms in Dutch, such as <CO2, kooldioxide>.
This example is apprently also a chemical formula (CO2), which can also be
detected using a specialized method such as reported in Sun et al. (2007). How-
ever, the rule which supports a translation also introduces errors as shown by
the abbreviation pair <RSI, relatie>. Its translated long form, relationship,
apparently also matches with its abbreviation, RSI.

The problem in the selection of long forms is a common problem in the ab-
breviation extraction task. This problem is shown by the pair <JCA, naam
juveniele chronische artritis>, whose argument contains an incorrect long form.
If a correct long form is a substring of a longer string, our pattern-matching
rules will be able to identify the relevant substring. For that example, our
method can extract the substring juveniele chronische artritis from its longer
string. However, if the argument contains a corrupted long form, which could
be caused by PoS-tagging errors, the pattern-matching rules will not able to get
the relevant long form and will discard the pair. For example, the pair <BERA,
electrical response audiometry> (not in the table) was discarded because it con-
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Abbr. Long form

AA Anonieme Alcoholisten
ADH antidiuretisch hormoon
ASD atriumseptumdefect
ASRM American Society for Reproductive Medicine
BMI Body Mass Index
BUN blood urea nitrogen
CAPD continue ambulante peritoneale dialyse
CHT congenitale hypothyreöıdie
CMV cytomegalovirus
CO2 kooldioxide ⇒ carbon dioxide
CT computertomografie
CVA cerebrovasculair accident
DIC disseminated intravascular coagulation
EBV Epstein-Barr-virus
ECG elektrocardiografie
ECG elektrocardiogram
EDTA EthyleenDiaminoTetra-Azijnzuur
EEG elektro-encefalogram
ERCP endoscopische retrograde cholangiopancreatografie
GIFT gamete intrafallopian transfer
HCV hepatitis C-virus
HIV humaan-immunodeficiëntievirus
HPV humaan papillomavirus
IADM insulineafhankelijke diabetes mellitus
INH isonicotinezuurhydrazide
IVF in-vitrofertilisatie
JCA naam juveniele chronische artritis ⇒ juveniele chronische artritis
LAAM L-alfa-acetylmethadol
LSD lysergeenzuurdiëthylamide
LTH luteotroop hormoon
MBD afk. v. Eng. Minimal Brain Damage ⇒ Minimal Brain Damage
ME mannen *
MRI magnetic resonance imaging
MRI magnetische kernspinresonantie
MRI magnetische resonantie
PSA goedaardige prostaatvergroting ⇒ prostaatvergroting *
PSA onbehandelde prostaatkanker ⇒ prostaatkanker *
PTCA percutane transluminale coronaire angioplasty
RDS respiratory distress syndrome
RSI Repetitive Strain Injury
RSI relatie ⇒ relationship *
RS respiratoir syncytieel)-virus
WHO Wereldgezondheidsorganisatie
WRULD Work Related Upper-Limb Disorders

Table 4.9: Some examples of abbreviations and their long forms extracted by
using the pattern-matching rules. The asterisk (*) signs indicate incorrect pairs
and the right arrow signs (⇒) indicate the correct matches detected from the
long forms.
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Setting #Pairs P R F
Por 65 0.96 0.54 0.69
PNEAR 434 0.66 0.80 0.72
Rules 82 0.98 0.84 0.90
Rules + Por 109 0.96 0.88 0.92

Table 4.10: The performance of the abbreviation extraction methods.

tains a corrupted long form, whose correct one is brain stem electrical response
audiometry. The word stem in this long form was tagged as a verb by the
Alpino, which caused the linguistic filter to miss the whole string.

4.6.5 Evaluation

To evaluate the abbreviation extraction method, we compare the technique
which uses the matching rules in Section 4.6 (Rules) and the one which uses
the query patterns in Section 4.5.3 (Por and PNEAR). In order to measure their
precision, recall, and F-measure values, we randomly select 100 abbreviations
occurring in the corpus and manually evaluate their long forms, which consist
of 50 expected true positive pairs (E+) and 50 expected true negative pairs
(E-). And to get a set of observed abbreviation-definition pairs (O) for each
experiment setting, which count the number of its abbreviation-definition pairs
which overlap with E+ (to get O+ value) and with E- (to get O- value).

Table 4.10 shows the numbers of the extracted abbreviation pairs and the
performance at four extraction settings, i.e., Por, PNEAR, Rules, and a com-
bination between Rules and Por methods. In the last setting, we label an
abbreviation-definition pair as correct if at least one of the combining methods
classifies it as correct.

Compared to the PNEAR setting, the Por and Rules settings are more re-
strictive with higher precision. These characteristics are shown by the smaller
numbers of extracted abbreviation pairs at the Por and Rules settings and their
higher performance compared to those of the PNEAR setting. The performance
of the query patterns for this task is also consistent with their performance
for the previous synonym extraction task (see also Table 4.6). In the present
experiment, Por outperforms PNEAR in precision (0.96 v.s. 0.66) and, on the
other hand, PNEAR outperforms Por in recall (0.80 v.s. 0.54). However, these
patterns cannot beat Rules in both precision (0.98) and recall (0.84).

The high performance of the Rules setting compared to the Por and PNEAR

settings is caused by the fact that abbreviations and their long forms can be
easily recognized only from their formations. On the other hand, the abbrevia-
tion pairs may contain new abbreviations which do not occur in the Web pages.
Thus, the last two settings may suffer from low recall. However, if one of these
settings, i.e. Por, is combined with the Rules setting, we get the best recall
(0.88) and F-measure values (0.92), although the precision is slightly decreased
(0.96). This improvement is contributed by the addition of abbreviation pairs
which do not match with the Rules. For example, the Rules setting misses the
pairs <PABA, para-aminobenzoëzuur> and <HiB, Haemophilus influenzae type
b> which are successfully recognized by Por.
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4.7 Summary

This chapter presents our investigations to answer the fourth research question
on the types of term variation and on the methods to extract the variation
types in Dutch documents. In section 4.2, we investigate term variation which is
frequently found in the medical QA system, and then we describe our methods
to extract the variation from medical corpora in Section 4.5 and 4.6. From
medical questions collected from the Internet, we found three types of term
variation, namely, synonymy, abbreviation, and grammar based variation. Only
the first two types of variation are extracted in this chapter.

Our method to extract synonym variation is mainly based on the DIPRE
method (Brin, 1999). First, using a seed list and a set of generated patterns we
extract synonym tuples from the corpus. Then, we apply the tuple evaluation
method described in (Lin et al., 2003), which submits several phrase queries
to a Web search engine, to evaluate the compatibility of the synonym tuples
which result in a set of synonym pairs. Since the size of our corpus is relatively
small, we repeat the process in several iterations by using the extracted synonym
pairs as a new seed list for the next iteration. This approach resulted in a high
precision (0.98) with a high F-measure (0.82) for the strict query patterns Por,
and a high recall (0.85) but with a lower F-measure (0.72) for the more open
query patterns PNEAR. It is better to provide more synonym pairs as the initial
seed list (e.g, around 20 synonym pairs selected manually from the corpus), since
this will result in a high recall with few iterations.

Previous methods to extract abbreviations have achieved high precision and
recall. Therefore, for this experiment we adopt one of the existing methods and
adapt it for our implementation. To extract abbreviation variation, first, we use
a linguistic filter to select abbreviations and their long forms. We assume that
both forms are terminological forms, therefore, they can be detected using a term
extraction technique. Then, we evaluate if an abbreviation and its neighboring
term develop an abbreviation pair using a method as developed in Yu et al.
(2002), which is based on pattern-matching rules. We add new rules to accom-
modate pairs whose arguments are of different languages and to select correct
long forms from incorrectly extracted ones. We compare this method with the
previous technique of evaluating synonym pairs using the search engine, which
resulted in high precision (0.98) and recall (0.84) for simple pattern-matching
rules.



Chapter 5

Term Labeling

In the previous chapters we have discussed approaches to ATR and variation
recognition. The outputs of these processes are terms ranked on the basis of
their termhood scores. At this point, we do not know whether a term such as
tuberculose is a name of a disease, treatment, or virus. These labels can only be
assigned in the next step, that is term labeling.

In general, the task of term labeling is to disambiguate the senses of a term.
Term labeling may help to map a term according to its categories in an ontology
or thesaurus, or to understand the roles of a term in a relation (e.g., as actors,
sources, objects) (Hatzivassiloglou et al., 2001; Gaizauskas et al., 2003; Rice
et al., 2005; Spasic et al., 2003; Koike et al., 2005). For a medical domain, the
most comprehensive and widely used thesaurus is the UMLS. It maps medical
terms of many languages into 135 semantic types. However, most of the labeled
terms are in English.

This chapter aims to answer research question #5: to what extent terms
and their labels in the UMLS can be used to classify unseen terms in a non-
English language, such as Dutch? Unlike previous labeling methods (Nobata
et al., 1999; Spasic et al., 2003; Rice et al., 2005), which typically rely on machine
learning techniques, our approach is based on a heuristic that utilizes the UMLS
Metathesaurus entries.

We describe previous work on term labeling in Section 5.2, and then a brief
description on the UMLS and on how we pre-process it in Section 5.3. In Sec-
tion 5.4 we explain our term labeling method, which is followed by experiments
in Section 5.5. We evaluate the results and compare the precision with a previ-
ously reported experiment on the same data source in Section 5.6. Section 5.7
summarizes our method and evaluation presented in this chapter.

5.1 Introduction

If we want to build a medical QA system, a set of medically relevant relations
should be extracted. Medical relations can be expressed in text by rather general
linguistic patterns, such as X may lead to Y or X occurs in Y. Such patterns can
nevertheless be used to extract medical relations with high accuracy if we require
that both X and Y are medical terms. We may also impose the restriction that
X and Y have to be terms that belong to a given class (i.e. X and Y are medical
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terms denoting, respectively, a Virus and a Disease).
Our term labeling task is aimed at classifying medically relevant terms con-

tained in these kinds of relations. The assigned classes will further improve the
accuracy of the relation extraction.

As for the medical classes, we decided to adopt labels used in the UMLS,
because it is one of the most comprehensive ontological resources for the med-
ical domain. In UMLS, all medical terms collected from various terminological
sources have been labeled with a set of common semantic types. A large amount
of effort has been spent in building and maintaining this ontology and in pro-
viding accurate labeling.

We use the UMLS Metathesaurus entries, which contain terms and their
semantic types, to recognize new terms by matching their strings or root forms.
The labels for the new terms are taken from the most frequent label(s) used by
the matching entries. Since we use the UMLS as our labeling resource, a problem
related to the availability of labels for Dutch terms in the UMLS occurs. This
resource contains only 163,000 labeled terms for Dutch compared to almost 3
million labeled terms for English. To increase coverage, when for example the
term is in Dutch and the UMLS entry is in English, we use machine translation
to find a match.

5.2 Previous Work

Typically, term classification tasks rely on machine learning techniques. They
are mostly based on statistics, such as Hidden Markov Models (HMM) and naive
Bayes, and often use decision trees, rule induction, Support Vector Machines
(SVM), and genetic algorithms.

Nobata et al. (1999) compare two classification methods based on statistics
and decision trees in a task of classifying terms from MEDLINE abstracts. In
the first method, they classify terms by computing the similarity of the terms
to the distribution of words in a pre-classified word list from databases. Since
the word list is rarely complete, it can be extended with the output of word
clustering. In the second method, they use several feature sets including PoS,
morphology, and a list of words specific to the domain. They found that the
statistical method is comparatively better at classifying DNA and RNA, while
the decision tree method is better at classifying Source and Protein classes.

Since both methods depend on a closed list of words, they are less suitable
for unseen words. To overcome this problem, Collier et al. (2000) use richer
word features such as DigitNumber, SingleCap, GreekLetter, CapsAndDigits,
TwoCaps, Hyphen, Backslash, Colon, Percent, etc. They believe that such
features can model the similarities between known words in the training data
and unknown words in the test data. For example, a new word AP-1 can be
classified to a target class because there exists a known word LMP-1 which
shares some similar features (TwoCaps and Hyphen) with it. Compared to PoS
information, these features are more meaningful, since PoS will predominantly
be noun for all names. The results of their HMM-based method show that the
character features add 10.6% to the F-score. However, this method suffers from
data sparseness. For example, proteins get the best result compared to RNA,
since most of the classes in the training data are proteins.

While the above methods are based on internal evidence of terms, Rice
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et al. (2005) use the co-occurrence of terms with a protein of interest as a base
to classify the role of unseen proteins that have similar co-occurrences of terms.
They use a method based on SVMs to learn the relevant and informative co-
occurring terms. The method works well as the number of relevant documents
to a particular protein increases, otherwise it works poorly.

Spasic et al. (2003) use a genetic algorithm as a learning engine for the
classification task. Their approach is based on verb complementation patterns
automatically learned by combining information found in a corpus and in an
ontology (UMLS) for the biomedical domain. The extracted verbs from the
corpus are ranked based on their frequency of occurrence in the corpus and
based on their co-occurrence with terms. These terms can be seen as parameters
of their collocated verbs. The score of each class for a term is calculated using
a genetic algorithm containing a parameter which balances the impact of the
class probabilities and the similarity measure. The highest class score is used
to classify the term, or alternatively multiple classes are assigned if there is no
highest class. This method gets 63.83% average precision and 12.20% recall
(20.48% F-measure).

The current approaches to term classification described above are mainly
based on learning algorithms. In order to achieve high performance, they require
a large training set containing relevant classes, otherwise these methods will
suffer from data sparseness. Obviously, we will run into the same problem if
using the same approaches, since our data set is small.

We are inspired by Nobata et al. (1999) who use a set of pre-classified words
from databases to classify terms from text. For the medical domain, this idea
is worth an attempt as there is a large database or thesaurus i.e. UMLS. The
UMLS Metathesaurus contains a large number of pre-classified terms (2.10 mil-
lion terms or 4.7 million term-class labels). This will answer the problem of data
sparseness when using a machine learning technique. However, UMLS is not a
kind of training dataset that can be used directly for such a learning algorithm.
We hypothesize that with an appropriate method, the UMLS Metathesaurus
can be used to classify unseen terms.

Another challenge we face in our term classification task is a multilinguality.
We work on Dutch terms while UMLS is mainly in English. We need to solve
this language barrier so the classification task can use most of the UMLS term
entries.

5.3 Resources

5.3.1 The UMLS Metathesaurus

The UMLS Metathesaurus1 is a multi-lingual vocabulary containing concepts
related to biomedical and health built from various “source vocabularies” such
as thesauri, classifications, code sets, and controlled terms. It also contains the
variation names of the concepts and the relationships among them.

In the UMLS, the entire concept structure is presented in a single file, i.e.
MRCONSO.RRF, and organized by concept or meaning. For example, Table 5.1
shows a concept with the identifier C0000039, its language, its sources, and
its variation names. All of the variation names in this table refer to the same

1http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/about umls.html#Metathesaurus
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Identifier Lang Source String

C0000039 ENG D015060 1,2-Dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine
C0000039 ENG C25778 1,2-Dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine
C0000039 ENG NOCODE 1,2-Dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine
C0000039 ENG D015060 1,2 Dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine
C0000039 ENG D015060 1,2-Dihexadecyl-sn-Glycerophosphocholine
C0000039 ENG D015060 1,2 Dihexadecyl sn Glycerophosphocholine
C0000039 ENG D015060 1,2-Dipalmitoyl-Glycerophosphocholine
C0000039 ENG F-63675 Dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine
C0000039 ENG MTHU010538 Dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine

Table 5.1: A concept from the MRCONSO.RRF file with its identifier, language,
sources, and variation names.

C0000039|T119|A1.4.1.2.1.9|Lipid|AT17617573||

C0000039|T121|A1.4.1.1.1|Pharmacologic Substance|AT17567371||

Figure 5.1: Examples of entries in the file MRSTY.RFF that relate concepts (iden-
tifiers) to their semantic types.

concept (represented by the same identifier) and apparently are in the same
language. Some vocabulary sources use the same string for this concept, for
example, the string 1,2-Dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine is used in the sources
D015060 and C25778. Other sources, such as C25778 and F-63675, use dif-
ferent strings (1,2-Dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine and Dipalmitoylphosphatidyl-
choline) that lead to variations.

The UMLS version 2007AB July 2007 we are using for this thesis contains
4.7 million entries in its MRCONSO.RRF file, of which 4.5 million are in English
and only 216.000 are in Dutch. There is no entry from other languages since
we only exported entries of these two languages into the file. The number of
unique concepts in the file is 1.4 million, and thus on average each concept has
3 or 4 variation names.

Each of the concepts in the UMLS Metathesaurus is categorized by at least
one semantic type from the UMLS Semantic Network described in the next
subsection (5.3.2). This categorization, which is presented in the file MRSTY.RFF
of the Metathesaurus, gives a consistent classification to the concepts at general
levels. Consider, for example, the concept with the identifier C0000039 above.
This concept is categorized to two semantic types, i.e. Lipid and Pharmacologic
Substance, as shown by Figure 5.1. Each line in the file contains a concept
identifier, a semantic type identifier, a semantic type tree number, a semantic
type, and an attribute identifier.

Using these two files, the meaning of each term in the Metathesaurus can
be derived by looking at several related information features, such as its source,
context (the position in the semantic type tree), variation names, and synonyms.
For the current task, the files are used to get a set of <instance, class> relations
or term-to-class relations. How we extract and pre-process this information is
described in subsection 5.3.3.
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5.3.2 The UMLS Semantic Network

The UMLS Semantic Network is a set of subject categories (Semantic Types)
and relationships (Semantic Relations) that is used to classify and relate the
Metathesaurus entries. The purpose of this network is to provide a consistent
mapping between terms and their classes and among terms themselves, across
various terminology systems.

The Semantic Network contains 135 semantic types and 54 semantic rela-
tionships. In this Network, each semantic type can be seen as a node and each
semantic relationship as an edge that links the nodes. Consider, for example,
a portion of the Semantic Network in Figure 5.2(a). It shows a hierarchical
structure of a group of semantic types starting from the highest node Physio-
logic Function to the lower nodes Mental Process and Genetic Function. Each
lower node is linked to its parent node by an “isa” relation which is one of the
relations in the set of Semantic Relations. This group is actually within a larger
group which is under the Event type, as shown in Figure 5.2(b).

We use all of the classes in the UMLS Semantic Types for our term labeling
task. And since we classify terms to classes, only the “isa” relation of the UMLS
Semantic Relations, that ties terms to classes, will be considered.

5.3.3 Indexing Terms and Their Semantic Types

The UMLS provides a tool for accessing the concepts and relationships, namely
the MetamorphoSys. We use this tool to select “source vocabularies” that
contain terms in Dutch and English, and then export the entries into the
MRCONSO.RRF and MRSTY.RRF files. Having the installed knowledge sources,
we can use the tool to search a concept and its relationships, or use library
programs provided by the UMLS to programmatically access the database.

We decided to use an information retrieval tool which provides simple and
fast accesses to its index and returns customized output based on the infor-
mation we need. The benefit of using such a tool is that we can apply vari-
ous matching techniques, for example, exact matches, stemming, and boolean
matches. These features are important for our term labeling strategy since we
attempt to find terms in the database that are similar to unseen terms from
text. For this purpose, we chose Solr,2 an open source search server based on
the Lucene Java3 search library. One of the most important features is its ability
to index and search documents based on our customized indexing rules.

Inputs to Solr are documents in a standard XML format. Each Solr docu-
ment contains an identifier field and one or more document specific fields. Each
field has a name attribute that defines which rule (or analyzer) should be used
during the indexing and searching and which field should be searched during
processing queries.

To build our Solr index, we extract all variation names as well as their se-
mantic types from the installed knowledge sources. Each of our Solr documents
represents a variation name that has 9 fields as shown in Table 5.2. This table
shows the attributes of these fields, their descriptions, and their types.

Most of the fields are analyzed as strings, in which text is indexed and stored
verbatim (without tokenization and stemming). Unlike the string type, the text

2Solr, http://lucene.apache.org/solr/
3Lucene, http://lucene.apache.org/java
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(a) A group of semantic types linked by “isa”
relationships.

(b) The hierarchy of semantic types under the
Event type.

Figure 5.2: A portion of the Semantic Network taken from the UMLS Doc-
umentation, http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/meta3.html (11 February
2008).
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Field Description Type
id unique document ID string
cui unique concept ID string
stn semantic tree number string
sty semantic type string
lang language string
src source string
hd head words string
root root words string tok
term term strings text

Table 5.2: Field names and their analyzer for each UMLS term. The string tok
is our customized type.

type applies a tokenization, a lower casing, and a porter stemming filter. Both
of these types are provided by Solr. For the root field, we create a new type
which is based on the string type, namely the string tok type. Besides applying
a whole-string matching, this type also applies a lower casing and a porter
stemming filter during Solr’s indexing and searching processes. These filters are
required for the English terms since, unlike the Dutch terms, we do not parse
the English terms to get their heads and roots.

Figure 5.3 gives two examples of Solr documents, each representing a term
in Dutch and in English, respectively. The first document is about the foetale
misvorming ‘fetal malformation’ term that after being parsed has foetaal mis-
vorming as its root and misvorming as its head. This term is from the Medical
Dictionary for Regulatory Activities Terminology (MedDRA), Dutch Edition,
7.0, which is abbreviated as MDRDUT, and is classified to the Congenital Ab-
normality type in the UMLS. The second document is about the congenital
anomalies term. Since it is not parsed by the Alpino parser, its root field is
simply a verbatim copy of its term field, and its head field is not provided.
However, during the indexing and searching processes, Solr will stem this string
using the porter stemming filter. This term is from the International Classifica-
tion of Primary Care, Version 2-Plus, 2000, which is abbreviated as ICPC2P,
and has the same label as the first document.

The effect of assigning the string tok type to the root field can be illustrated
by the second document. Let assume that a query term aangeboren afwijking,
translated into English as congenital anomaly, is an unseen term from our Dutch
text. Having the translation, we search on the root field for English terms
overlapped with the translation. And since congenital anomalies and congen-
ital anomaly have the same stem, Solr will return the second document as a
matching result.

Our Solr index contains 3,142,578 terms, of which 95% are in English and
only 5% are in Dutch. These numbers clearly show that English terms are the
largest portion in the UMLS and worth of exploitation for classifying terms of
other languages.
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<doc>

<field name="id">C0000768-1372</field>

<field name="cui">C0000768</field>

<field name="stn">A1.2.2.1</field>

<field name="sty">Congenital Abnormality</field>

<field name="lang">DUT</field>

<field name="src">MDRDUT</field>

<field name="hd">misvorming</field>

<field name="root">foetaal misvorming</field>

<field name="term">foetale misvorming</field>

</doc>

<doc>

<field name="id">C0000768-1308</field>

<field name="cui">C0000768</field>

<field name="stn">A1.2.2.1</field>

<field name="sty">Congenital Abnormality</field>

<field name="lang">ENG</field>

<field name="src">ICPC2P</field>

<field name="hd"></field>

<field name="root">congenital anomalies</field>

<field name="term">congenital anomalies</field>

</doc>

Figure 5.3: Examples of Solr documents for Dutch and English terms.

5.3.4 Corpus

To evaluate our term labeling method, we use the IMIX medical corpus4 that
consists of text from a medical encyclopedia and a medical handbook. This
corpus has been manually annotated with relations and concepts. An example of
the annotation is given in Figure 5.4 where a sentence is tagged with a definition
relation and several terms are tagged with disease (i.e. RSI ) and body part
concept types (e.g. boven rug ‘upper back’, nek ‘neck’, and schoudergebied
‘shoulder area’).

This annotation is useful for evaluating the accuracy of our labeling method.
Compared to the current release of the UMLS Semantic Network that contains
135 semantic types, this corpus was only labeled with 11 semantic types, namely:
bodily function, body part, disease, disease feature, disease symptom, duration,
method of diagnosis, microorganism, person, person feature, and treatment. To
evaluate our labeling results, which based on the UMLS semantic types, we map
the most frequently used UMLS labels to corpus labels. The complete mapping
is presented in Table 5.3.

5.3.5 Dictionary

We use the Google Translation5 service to translate terms from Dutch to En-
glish. To achieve a high performance in terms of the processing speed, we create

4Developed in the Tilburg University IMIX/Rolaquad project. http://ilk.uvt.nl/rolaquad
5Google Translation, http://google.com/translate t?langpair=nl|en
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<rel_definition_of id="126">

<con_disease id="27">RSI</con_disease> is een verzamelnaam

voor klachten, symptomen en syndromen die voorkomen in

<con_body_part id="112">bovenrug</con_body_part>,

<con_body_part id="87">nek</con_body_part>- en

<con_body_part id="99">schoudergebied</con_body_part>,

<con_body_part id="102">armen</con_body_part>,

<con_body_part id="111">ellebogen</con_body_part>,

<con_body_part id="86">polsen</con_body_part>,

<con_body_part id="97">handen</con_body_part> en

<con_body_part id="107">vingers</con_body_part>.

</rel_definition_of>

Figure 5.4: An example of annotation in the IMIX medical corpus for the sen-
tence RSI is een verzamelnaam voor klachten, symptomen en syndromen die
voorkomen in bovenrug, nek, schoudergebied, armen, ellebogen, polsen, handen
en vingers ‘RSI is a collective term for complaints, symptoms and syndromes
that occur in upper back, neck, shoulder area, arms, elbows, wrists, hands and
fingers’.

Corpus label UMLS label
body part A1.2.3.4;A1.2.1;A1.2.1;A1.2.3.5;A1.4.1.2.1;A1.4.1.1.2;

A1.4.1.2.1.9;A1.4.1.2.1.8;A1.2.3.2;A1.2.3.1;A1.2;
A1.2.3.3;A2.1.4.1;A1.4.2;A2.1.5.1;A2.1.5.2;
A1.4.1.1.3.2;A1.4.1.2.1.7;

disease B2.2.1.2.1;B2.2.1.2;B2.2.1.2.1.2;B2.3;B2.2.1.2.1.1;
A1.2.2.1;A1.2.2;

disease symptom A2.2.2;A2.2;B2.2.1.2;B2.2.1.2.1;
disease feature B1.1.2;A2.1.4;A2.1.2;B2.2.1.2;
person A2.9.3;A2.9.4;A2.9.5;A2.9.2;A2.9.5;A2.9.1;

A1.1.7.2.5.1;A1.2.1;
person feature A2.3;A2.2;B2.2.1.1.1.1;A2.1.3;A2.1.4;A2.1.1;B1.1.2;
microorganism A1.1.5;A1.1.3;A1.1.2;A1.1.7.1;A1.1;A1.2.3.3;A1.2.3.4;

A1.1.4;A1.4.1.2.1;
treatment B1.3.1.3;B2.2;B1.3.1.1;A1.4.1.1.1;A1.4.1.1.2;

A1.4.1.2.1;A1.4.1.1.1.1;A1.3.1;A1.4.1.2.1.9.1;
B1.2;B1.3.1;A2.3.1;

bodily function B2.2.1.1;B2.2.1.1.1;B2.2.1.1.2;B2.2.1.1.1.1;B2.2;
B1.1;B2.2.1.1.3;B2.2.1;A2.1.4;

method of diagnosis B1.3.1.2;B1.3.1.1;B1.3.1.3;B1.3.1;
duration A2.1.1;

Table 5.3: Mapping the UMLS labels to the corpus labels. For the UMLS
labels, we use their semantic tree numbers. The readers can find the meaning
of the UMLS labels from the SRDEF table of the UMLS Semantic Network
(http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/meta3.html).
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a table that maps each term from the corpus to its corresponding translation.
We use the machine translation engine rather than a bilingual dictionary

since there are no good publicly accessible medical EN-NL dictionaries. Besides
that, a large portion of our terms, especially those that occur less frequently in
the corpus, are multi-word terms which often missing in the dictionary. Since
Google Translation is based on n-grams, we have an intuition that the proba-
bility of getting translations from this engine is higher.

5.4 Method

Our experiment in Section 3.7 on Using Multilingual Terminologies for term
extraction has concluded that “an existing multi-word terminology is useful
for identifying new multi-word terms of a particular language, as long as there
is overlap at the word level.” The experiment suggested that there are two
strategies to increase the overlap, namely stemming and translation. Using
stemming, two words with different suffixes will overlap if they map to the same
stem. While using translation, two words from different languages will overlap
if one translates to the other.

In this section, we explore the translation approach to obtain an overlap or
a match between two terms on different languages. Our purpose is to find the
most accurate labels for new terms (in Dutch) using the overlap with terms in
the other language (English).

Our method is motivated by the fact that medical terminology differs across
languages, but also is closely related. Technical medical terms in Dutch, for
instance, often are simply borrowed from English (i.e. stress, borderliner, drugs
and acronyms like adhd and ptss), or are cognates (i.e. English genetic and
Dutch genetisch). Some terms are genuinely different in the two languages
(infection and besmetting), and need to be translated.

5.4.1 Example-based Labeling

Our labeling method can be best described as an example-based strategy. It
begins with collecting samples similar to the query term, and then selects the
best label from these samples. Since we have a large number of entries in the
database, we can retrieve enough samples for the label.

Each entry in the database has a number of attributes, i.e. a term string,
a root form, a head word, and words. These attributes are evaluated in a
particular order to get the most similar samples. Some attributes, such as string
and root form, are good indicators for similarity and should be evaluated first.
For example, the sample congenital anomalies will match at the string level
with the query term congenital anomalies and at the root level with the query
term congenitale anomalie. If there is no sample with such a high similarity,
then we search for less similar samples by evaluating less significant attributes,
until a similar term is found.

Each sample has a ‘type’ attribute indicating the class it belong to. Often
the values of this attribute among the samples are not the same, especially if
the samples are less similar to the query term. Even, if the samples are highly
similar to the query term, their types can be different depending on the sources
and the context of the samples. Moreover, a sample may also have more than one
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type, for example, the term nerve is classified into two types: Tissue (1.2.3.2)
and Body Part, Organ, or Organ Component (A1.2.3.1). To decide which type
will be best assigned to the query term, we look at the labels assigned to the
terms. The most frequent maximally 3 labels will be selected.

5.4.2 The Algorithm

This subsection formalizes the labeling method described in the previous sub-
section. To classify Dutch terms on the basis of a subset of UMLS concepts that
contains Dutch and English terms, we use a sequence of five steps below.

Step 1: Exact match of root forms for Dutch term.
Query term: psychish aandoening (root forms)
Solr query: ?q=root:"psychish aandoening"+AND+lang:DUT

Step 2: Exact match of term string for Dutch term.
Query term: psychische aandoeningen (term string)
Solr query: ?q=root:"psychische aandoeningen"+AND+lang:DUT

Step 3: Exact match of translated term in English.
Query term: mental disorders (translation)
Solr query: ?q=root:"mental disorders"+AND+lang:ENG

Step 4: Exact match of head word for Dutch term.
Query term: aandoeningen (head word)
Solr query: ?q=hd:"aandoeningen"+AND+lang:DUT

Step 5: Match one of the words in the translated term. Since some terms do
not have any translation, this query is applied to both languages.
Query term: mental disorders (translation)
Solr query: ?q=term:"mental"+OR+term:"disorders"

If step 1 returns no result, step 2 will be evaluated, and so on. Consider,
for example, the query term psychische aandoeningen ‘mental disorders’ used in
the steps above. After several queries, a set of samples similar to the query term
is returned at step 3, as shown in Table 5.4. There are two sample terms that
match with that query term, i.e. mental disorders and mental disorder, and
apparently both have the same label. And since there is only one label within
the samples, namely Mental or Behavioral Dysfunction (B2.2.1.2.1.1), this label
will be assigned to the query term.

Term Source Semantic type

mental disorders SNMI B2.2.1.2.1.1:Mental or Behavioral Dysfunction
mental disorder SNOMEDCT B2.2.1.2.1.1:Mental or Behavioral Dysfunction

Table 5.4: Terms in the UMLS that match with the query term psychische
aandoeningen ‘mental disorders’ at step 3 of the heuristic.

In case there is more than one label (this happens especially at steps 4 and
5), a further heuristic is needed to select the best one. Assume that a query
term besmettelijk enterovirus and its translation ‘infectious enterovirus’ are not
found in the UMLS. In that case Step 1 until step 4 of the heuristic would
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Solr query: ?q=term:"infectious"+OR+term:"enterovirus"

Solr response:

{

"responseHeader":{

"status":0,

"QTime":3993,

"params":{

"wt":"json",

"rows":"100",

"start":"0",

"indent":"on",

"fl":"*,score",

"q":"term:infectious OR term:enterovirus",

"qt":"standard",

"version":"2.2"}},

"response":{"numFound":5542,"start":0,"maxScore":7.6562815,

"docs":[

{

"id":"C0014378-59078",

"sku":"C0014378-59078",

"cui":"C0014378",

"stn":"B2.2.1.2.1",

"sty":"Disease or Syndrome",

"lang":"DUT",

"src":"MSHDUT",

"hd":"",

"root":"enterovirus- infectie",

"term":"enterovirus- infectie",

"timestamp":"2007-11-19T11:20:53.841Z",

"popularity":0,

"score":7.6562815},

{

"id":"C1400756-2471964",

"sku":"C1400756-2471964",

"cui":"C1400756",

"stn":"B2.2.1.2.1",

"sty":"Disease or Syndrome",

"lang":"DUT",

"src":"ICPC2ICD10DUT",

"hd":"",

"root":"enterovirus viraal; infectie",

"term":"enterovirus viraal; infectie",

"timestamp":"2007-11-19T11:39:32.272Z",

"popularity":0,

"score":6.1250253},

...

]}

}

Figure 5.5: An example of Solr query and results for the query term infectious
enterovirus.
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Term Source Lang Semantic type
enterovirus SNMI ENG A1.1.3
enteroviruses NCBI ENG A1.1.3
enterovirus echo SNM ENG A1.1.3
enterovirus; meningitis ICPC2ICD10 DUT B2.2.1.2.1
enterovirus diseases LCH ENG B2.2.1.2.1
genus enterovirus SNOMEDCT ENG A1.1.3
302 enterovirus SNMI ENG A1.1.3
varkens- enterovirus MSHDUT DUT A1.1.3
diseases due to enterovirus SNMI ENG B2.2.1.2.1
enterovirus coxsackie b1 SNM ENG A1.1.3
enterovirus, centraal- ICPC2ICD10 DUT B2.2.1.2.1
zenuwstelsel infectie; viraal
unspecified enterovirus infection ICD10AM ENG B2.2.1.2.1

Table 5.5: Examples of terms and their semantic types that match with the
query term infectious enterovirus.

not return any result for this query term. Finally, step 5 searches for all terms
containing at least one of the words ‘infectious’ or ‘enterovirus’.

The result of a succeeding step is presented in Figure 5.5 using a JSON6

(see the "wt" field) format, showing that Solr has found 5542 documents (see
the "numFound" field) from its index, of which 100 documents (see the "rows"

field) were returned to the classifier for further processing. Each document is
presented with its fields as well as its relevancy score. This figure shows the
first two relevant documents representing the terms enterovirus- infectie and
enterovirus viraal; infectie. These terms were stored verbatim (as is).

More samples from the result set are shown in Table 5.5, where terms of any
number of words match with the query at the beginning, in the middle, or at
the end of their strings. These terms were added into the UMLS from various
vocabulary sources and have at least two semantic types.

Our informal experiments showed that using all of the returned results leads
to a low precision since the matching terms can be of any semantic type. To
get a higher precision, we filter the terms to get a subset of terms most similar
to the query term. For this purpose, we use the following filters:

number of words: For multi-word terms, filter out a term if the number of
its words is not the same as the number of words in the query term.

head’s position: For Dutch term, filter out a term if the position of its head
word is different from the position of the head word (if any) of the query
term.

frequency: If there are more than three semantic types, take only the three
most frequent ones.

6JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) is “a lightweight data-interchange format. It is
easy for humans to read and write. It is easy for machines to parse and generate”
(http://www.json.org/).
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Following the heuristic for that query term, we are left with a subset of
terms that consist of two words, e.g. enterovirus echo, enterovirus; meningitis,
enterovirus diseases, genus enterovirus, etc. After counting the frequency of
each semantic type in this subset, we get three most frequent ones, namely
A1.1.3:Virus (28), B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome (12), and A1.4.1.2.1.7:Amino
Acid, Peptide, or Protein (3); numbers in the brackets are their frequencies.
These semantic types are then returned by the classifier to label the query term
infectious enterovirus. We decided not to take only the most frequent label,
because in our experiments sometimes the best labels are in the second or third
rank. By selecting a maximum of three labels, we expect to capture more correct
labels for the next processing stage, i.e. relation extraction.

5.4.3 Temporal Filters

Temporal concepts that are important entities in medical relations are also
found in the annotated corpus, for example, tijdens de zwangerschap ‘during
the pregnancy’, ’s nachts ‘at night’, and per dag ‘daily’. There are 48 temporal
terms among the 2000 terms being labeled. From this number, our classifier
is only able to find 11 temporal terms from its database, such as, ’s morgens
‘at morning,’ ’s avonds ‘at evening,’ and ’s ochtends ‘at morning’. It failed
to recognize easily predicted temporal terms such as tijdens de zwangerschap
‘during the pregnancy’, na de operatie ‘after the operation’, and in korte tijd
‘in short time’. For these kinds of temporal terms, our classifier returns empty
results.

To solve this problem, we investigate the unlabeled terms and then manually
create a set of temporal filters that should be executed over terms that did not
receive any label from the heuristic. These filters check if the unlabeled terms
match with one of the regular expressions as shown in Figure 5.6. If that is
the case, a Temporal Concept type of the UMLS with the semantic tree number
A2.1.1 will be assigned to the matched term.

5.5 Experiment and Results

We extract all known terms in the corpus (see Section 5.3) that have been
annotated with concept types, which results in a set of 24,423 unique terms.
For each of the terms, we apply the algorithm in Section 5.4.2 to obtain its
matching UMLS labels.

Table 5.6 and 5.7 show 20 examples of the labeling results, each is for a set of
single-word terms and a set of multi-word terms, respectively. The number signs
(#) in the tables indicate the ranks of the terms according to their frequency
in the corpus. The ‘Corpus label’ and ‘UMLS label’ columns present the clas-
sification results by the manual annotation and by our classifier, respectively.
The ‘Step’ columns indicate at which step our classifier finds the label for the
term. The values in the ‘Eval’ columns are determined automatically from the
mapping. For example, the term bloed ‘blood’ is labeled with Tissue (A1.2.3.2)
by our method, and since this semantic type has been mapped to body part, the
evaluation result will be 1 (correct).

These tables show that most of the terms in the examples are correctly
labeled by our classifier. Moreover, compared to the manual labeling, our clas-
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/^enkele /

/^voor /

/^na /

/^tijdens /

/dagen$/

/^bij de/

/^langdurig /

/^in de loop van /

/ jaar$/

/ jaren$/

/ tijd$/

/ minuten$/

/ uur$/

/ weken$/

/ uren$/

/ lang$/

/^vanaf /

/ halfuur$/

/ jarenlang$/

/ duur$/

/^in.*tijd$/

Figure 5.6: A set of temporal filters to classify temporal terms.

sifier returns more detailed labels. It is because our classifier uses all of the
135 UMLS Semantic Types as the target labels, while the manual labeling only
uses 11 target labels. For example, terms annotated as person in the corpus
are assigned with more detailed labels by our classifier, such as kind ‘child’
with Family Group, kinderen ‘children’ with Age Group, patiënt ‘patient’ with
Patient or Disabled Group, and vrouwen ‘woman’ with Population Group.

However, an ambiguity occurs when human annotators have to decide among
these two labels: disease or disease symptom. For some terms, it is not clear to
which labels they belong. For example, the term angina pectoris was labeled as
a disease in the corpus. By definition, the term angina pectoris7 is a chest pain,
and chest pain8 is a symptom. Therefore, the correct label for this term should
be disease symptom. This shows that these two labels are often interchangeable.
Although our classifier has correctly labeled that term with Sign or Symptom
(at step 3), for the evaluation purpose, we follow the manual labeling as the
correct one.

7Angina pectoris, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Angina pectoris
8Chest pain, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chest pain
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# Term Manually assigned label Automatically assigned label Step Eval

1 bloed ‘blood’ body part Tissue 1 1
2 huid ‘skin’ body part Body System 1 1
3 kind ‘child’ person Family Group 3 1
4 kinderen ‘children’ person Age Group 3 1
5 patiënt ‘patient’ person Patient or Disabled Group 3 1
6 pijn ‘pain’ disease symptom Sign or Symptom 1 1
7 lichaam ‘body’ body part Human 3 0
8 vrouwen ‘women’ person Population Group 1 1
9 patiënten ‘patients’ person Patient or Disabled Group 3 1
10 hersenen ‘brains’ body part Body Part, Organ, or Organ Component 1 1
11 infectie ‘infection’ disease Disease or Syndrome 1 1
12 hart ‘heart’ body part Body Part, Organ, or Organ Component 1 1
13 urine ‘urine’ body part Body Substance 3 1
14 longen ‘lungs’ body part Body Part, Organ, or Organ Component 1 1
15 spieren ‘muscles’ body part Tissue 1 1
16 arts ‘doctor’ person Therapeutic or Preventive Procedure 1 0
17 rsi ‘rsi’ disease Disease or Syndrome 3 1
18 bacterië ‘bacteria’ microorganism Bacterium 1 1
19 ontsteking ‘inflammation’ disease Pathologic Function 1 1
20 ernstige ‘serious’ disease feature Idea or Concept 3 0

Table 5.6: Examples of single-word terms classified manually using corpus labels and automatically by our method using the UMLS
semantic types. The terms are ranked based on their frequency in the corpus.
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# Term Manually assigned label Automatically assigned label Step Eval

58 rode bloedcellen ‘red blood cells’ body part Cell 4 1
62 witte bloedcellen ‘white blood cells’ body part Cell 4 1
64 dunne darm ‘small intestine’ body part Body Part, Organ, or Organ Component 4 1
89 dikke darm ‘large intestine’ body part Body Part, Organ, or Organ Component 4 1
169 centraal zenuwstelsel ‘central nervous system’ body part Body System 4 1
188 tijdens de zwangerschap ‘during pregnancy’ duration Temporal Concept 3 1
224 microscopisch onderzoek ‘microscopic examination’ method of diagnosis Laboratory Procedure 3 1
229 angina pectoris ‘angina pectoris’ disease* Sign or Symptom 3 0
235 diabetes mellitus ‘diabetes mellitus’ disease Disease or Syndrome 3 1
250 jonge kinderen ‘young children’ person Family Group 4 1
289 lichamelijk onderzoek ‘physical examination’ method of diagnosis Health Care Activity 4 1
293 hart- en vaatziekten ‘cardiovascular disease’ disease Disease or Syndrome 2 1
324 reumatöıde artritis ‘rheumatoid arthritis’ disease Disease or Syndrome 3 1
339 ’s nachts ‘at night’ duration Temporal Concept 3 1
366 neutrofiele granulocyten ‘neutrophilic granulocytes’ body part Cell 3 1
396 twaalfvingerige darm ‘doudenum’ body part Body Part, Organ, or Organ Component 4 1
406 hoge koorts ‘high fever’ disease symptom Disease or Syndrome 4 0
425 na de geboorte ‘after birth’ duration Temporal Concept 3 1
427 hoge bloeddruk ‘high blood pressure’ disease* Disease or Syndrome 4 1
448 nefrotisch syndroom ‘nephrotic syndrome’ disease Disease or Syndrome 4 1

Table 5.7: Examples of multi-word terms classified manually using corpus labels and automatically by our method using the UMLS
semantic types. The terms are ranked based on their frequency in the corpus. The * sign indicates an incorrect labeling by human
annotators.
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Frequency
Step Single Multi All %

1 662 14 676 33.8
2 310 1 311 15.6
3 590 69 659 32.9
4 91 115 206 10.3
5 109 39 148 7.4

Total 1762 238 2000 100

Table 5.8: The numbers of the single-word and multi-word terms labeled at each
step.

Such an ambiguity also occurs during labeling the term hoge koorts ‘high
fever’. By definition the term koorts ‘fever’ is a medical symptom. The man-
ual labeling has correctly assigned the term the disease symptom label. How-
ever, since all samples consisting of two words and having koorts as their head
word, such as the sample terms omsk-hemorragische koorts, faryngoconjuncti-
vale koorts, and hemorragische koorts, are labeled as Disease or Syndrome, our
classifier will assign the term hoge koorts with this label (Disease or Syndrome)
instead of with Sign or Symptom.

Most of the single-word terms in Table 5.6 are successfuly labeled by our
classifier at step 1, which matches at the root form level of Dutch (or found in
the Dutch part of the UMLS), and step 3, that matches at the root form level of
English (or found in the English part of the UMLS). On the other hand, most of
the multi-word terms in Table 5.7 are labeled at step 3 and step 4, that matches
at the head word level of Dutch (or not found in the Dutch part of the UMLS).

To understand these findings, consider Table 5.8 that presents the numbers
of single-word and multi-word terms labeled at each step. This table shows
that most of the single-word terms in the corpus are known terms that can be
found either in the Dutch part (662 terms at step 1 and 310 terms at step 3)
or in the English part (590 terms at step 3) of the UMLS. On the other hand,
the multi-word terms in the corpus are new terms for Dutch, where 69 terms
(Step 3) and 39 terms (Step 5) are from the multilingual part, and 115 terms
(Step 4) are from the same-head-word terms in Dutch. This shows that most of
the new single-word terms in Dutch can be found in the English part through
translation, while most of the new multi-word terms in Dutch are apparently
also new terms for the English part. Table 5.8 also shows that in general, the
use of translation has increased the number of unseen terms that can be labeled.
Most of them have exact translations in English (32.9%) and some have similar
samples in both languages (7.4%).

5.6 Evaluation

We take from candidate terms in the corpus a subset of the 2000 most frequent
terms, which consists of 1762 single-word terms and 238 multi-word terms. We
automatically evaluate their lables, which are generated by our labeling system,
using term labeling information that have been extracted from the manually
annotated corpus (see Section 5.3.4).

Since our classifier uses all of the 135 UMLS labels, whereas the IMIX corpus
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Precision
Step Single % Multi % All %

1 84.3 57.1 83.7
2 88.7 100.0 88.7
3 63.2 84.1 65.4
4 71.4 84.3 78.6
5 7.3 56.4 20.3

Avg 72.6 78.2 73.3

Table 5.9: Precision of the labeling on the single-word and multi-word terms at
each step.

uses only 11 corpus-specific labels, we defined a mapping from the UMLS labels
to the IMIX corpus labels (see Table 5.3). Note that each UMLS label was
mapped to at most one corpus label. Evaluation is done on the basis of the
highest ranked UMLS label.

The precision of our term labeling method is shown by Table 5.9. For the
single-word terms, the precision of exact matching at root form and at string
levels are relatively high (84.3% and 88.7%, respectively) compared to the pre-
cision of the exact translation (63.2%). This shows that our classifier performs
better in finding similar samples from the Dutch part than from the English
part for the single-word terms.

For new single-word terms that do not have any translation, labels are se-
lected from multi-word samples that match at the head word level (step 4). At
this step, our classifier demonstrates a 71.4% precision. The absence of syntac-
tic information (head) during the sample selection causes the precision to drip
signicantly (7.3%). This shows that for new single-word terms, head words are
very important in finding similar samples.

As for the multi-word terms, it is surprising that the precision at the root
form level is significantly lower (57.1%) than to the precision at the same level
for the single-word terms (84.3%). Intuitively, they should demonstrate a similar
performance. When we looked at the labeling results, we found that 5 out of 6
errors occurred on the terms ‘vitamine X’, e.g. vitamine K, vitamine B12, and
vitamine D. All of these terms are labeled as body part in the corpus, while in the
UMLS, they, as well as other laboratory substances (e.g. albumine, prolactine,
and oxytocine), are labeled as Laboratory Procedure (B1.3.1.1). Initially, we did
not map Laboratory Procedure to body part because their meanings are unlikely
to be similar, and moreover, this label has been mapped to treatment. One
may question this mismatch: Which one is correct? We consider both labelings
correct with respect to the set of semantic types they use. Classifying the
term ‘vitamine X’ into body part is the best match we can get using the corpus
labels, although it is not always true that ‘vitamine X’ is a body part. Therefore,
labeling done in the UMLS is better, since with the 135 semantic types, it is
possible to classify terms like ‘vitamine X’ to more fine-grained labels. This
finding suggests us that to get a better accuracy in classifying terms in the
corpus, 11 semantic types are not enough.

Another error, 1 out of the 6 errors, occurs with the term anorexia nervosa.
This terms was labeled as disease in the corpus, while in UMLS it is labeled
Sign or Symptom. It is another ambiguity that we found, since this term will
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Label Total Precision %
disease symptom 138 80.4
disease 616 80.0
microorganism 42 76.2
body part 618 74.3
duration 48 72.9
method of diagnosis 54 70.4
treatment 207 69.1
person 104 66.3
bodily function 99 61.6
person feature 28 35.7
disease feature 46 34.8

Table 5.10: The numbers of terms based on labels and their precision.

intuitively be classified as a ‘disease’ by a human annotator, although technically
it is a ‘diagnosis’ of a disease. Thus, if we adjust our mapping reflecting these
‘mostly ambiguity’ errors, the performance for the multi-word terms would be
higher.

The precision of our method in labeling new multi-word terms is significantly
higher than for labeling new single-word terms. It has a 84.1% precision at the
exact translation level, a 84.3% precision at the head word level (step 4), and
a 56.4% precision at the word level (step 5). The use of syntactic information
(head) at step 4 gives better results compared to the absence of this information
at step 5; this result is similar to that for the single-word terms. At step 5, the
better performance on the multi-word terms side is contributed by the ‘number
of words’ filter. This filter will only allow samples with the same number of
words as the query term, which is hypothesized to result in samples similar
to the query terms. For the single-word terms, we cannot apply this filter at
step 5 since it will require exact matches at the string level (step 2), and as a
consequence, spurious samples will pop up during the sample selection and the
performance will decrease.

Table 5.10 shows the number of terms and their precision according to the
assigned labels. Despite the ambiguity of the labeling between the corpus labels
disease symptom and disease, the precision at these labels are the highest (80.4%
and 80%, respectively). The precision for other labels such as microorganism,
body part, and duration are also relatively high. The lowest precision is achieved
by person feature and disease feature. If we look at the terms assigned with these
labels, we get the impression that most of the ‘feature’ terms are adjectives, such
as dodelijk ‘deadly’, besmettelijk ‘contagious’, and ernstiger ‘serious’. These
terms are labeled as disease feature in the corpus. And since an adjective is
usually not a head, the labeling of these terms has not benefitted from the
‘head’ filter. Again, this result shows the importance of head words in labeling
terms.

It is difficult to compare the performance of our method with other methods,
since the corpus and the labels we use are not shared with other works. The
only work using the same corpus is Canisius et al. (2006), in which the authors
use a machine learning approach to train a concept classifier. They do not use
external resources, but instead try to learn the classification from (a subset of)
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the corpus itself which results in an accuracy of 68.9%.

5.7 Summary

We have described our approach to labeling medical terms using an existing
terminology, i.e. the UMLS. This work is aimed at answering research question
#5: to what extent labels in the UMLS can be used to classify unseen terms in
a particular language, such as Dutch.

Before applying our method, we index entries of terms and their labels ex-
tracted from the UMLS using an IR tool aimed at getting a high performance
with respect to the processing speed, and most importantly, applying linguistic
analyses during the indexing and the searching phases. The linguistic analyses
include stemming for English terms and matching head words for Dutch terms.

Our method uses an example-based strategy by collecting a set of sample
terms which are similar to the query term. To get the similar terms, we apply
a heuristic consisting of 5 steps, where in each step a query containing specific
parameters is sent to the IR engine. If there is no similar term returned at a
step, the heuristic will proceed with the next step, until a set of similar terms
is returned or no more steps remain.

Sample terms returned at later steps, e.g. at step 4 and 5, are usually less
similar to the query term compared to sample terms returned at the earlier
steps. Especially for these less similar terms, we apply another heuristic aimed
at filtering out terms that do not match with at least one of the following filters:
number of words, head’s position, and frequency.

We evaluated this method in a task of labeling the 2000 most frequent terms
extracted from the IMIX medical corpus, that has been annotated with 11
concept types, using the 135 semantic types from UMLS. Our evaluation shows
that most of the single-word terms in the corpus are known terms with respect
to the UMLS terms. From these terms, 33.5% are new Dutch terms whose labels
can be found in their exact translations. On the other hand, most of the multi-
word terms in the corpus are new terms, of which 29.4% are labeled through
exact translation. On average, our classifier results in a 73.3% precision.

At both types of query terms (single- and multi-words terms), head words
play an important role in selecting sample terms that have a high similarity
to the query terms. Based on the results in Step 4 of the algorithm, we can
draw the following conclusion: terms which have the same head word as the
query term tend to share the same label with the query term. This conclusion
is also supported by our finding that the precision of labeling terms tagged with
adjective is low, since these terms usually do not have any function as head
words.

For the multi-word query terms, the number of words is also a good indicator
for finding similar terms. Since we do not apply this filter to the single-word
query terms, these terms are suffering from the non-similar samples of any
number of words. These findings are supported by the results at step 5.

As a wrap up, we can draw a conclusion that, thanks to the translation,
head words, surface length, and frequency, we can use a multilingual terminol-
ogy containing terms and their labels to classify unseen terms of a particular
language. Our experiment results also showed that a list of detailed classes,
such as the UMLS Semantic Types, is necessary to assign more accurate classes
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to medical terms. Our classification method is aimed at achieving this goal by
using the whole UMLS Semantic Types as target classes. The potential effect of
this approach is that our method can be used to populate and label new terms
and then add them to the existing terminology.



Chapter 6

Learning and Extracting
Relations

The extraction of term relations, including the has definition relation in Chapter
7, is the last task in this thesis before we conduct a question answering experi-
ment in Chapter 8. In this task, we extract terms and their relationships from
text to generate information tables for our QA system. Our approach involves
two main phases: learning relation patterns and extracting relation instances.

A relation pattern is constructed by a pair of arguments linked by a rela-
tion path. In the medical domain these arguments typically appear as medical
concepts expressed by means of complex noun phrases, and moreover, these
arguments can only belong to specific semantic types. For example, a pair of
arguments for a medical relation causes can take a first argument of type Virus
and a secong argument of type Disease. Labeling terms according to their se-
mantic types has been discussed in Chapter 5.

This chapter deals with the extraction of 7 medical relation types, namely
causes, has symptom, has definition, occurs, treats, prevents, and diagnoses,
and aims at answering research question #6 on using dependency information to
learn relation patterns and to extract relation instances from text. Since creating
relation patterns by hand for all of these relation types is time consuming,
we pursue a less expensive approach by automatically learning patterns from
sentences that have been classified according to their relation types.

Section 6.2 presents previous approaches to relation extraction. After de-
scribing data sources in Section 6.3, we describe our method to learn relation
patterns in Section 6.4 and to extract dependency triples in Section 6.5. Our
method is evaluated in Section 6.6 and 6.7 on two different corpora, namely
the IMIX medical corpus (for the learning stage) and a medical subset of the
Wikipedia pages (for the extraction stage). We summarize this chapter with
Section 6.8.

6.1 Introduction

Relations require the utilization of terms at a higher level, where terms are
exploited not as separate entities but in relationships. Until recently, research
on term relationships has focused mainly on populating ontologies (Schutz and
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Buitelaar, 2005; Wang et al., 2006; Suchanek et al., 2007). Others aim at extract-
ing binary relations for QA tables (Ravichandran and Hovy, 2001; Fleischman
et al., 2003; Jijkoun et al., 2004) or guideline modelling (Serban et al., 2007). In
all of these cases, relations can be seen as edges linking together terms forming
graph-theoretical structures (Smith et al., 2005).

Depending on the domain and purpose, the types of relations vary, from
general-purpose relations (e.g., part of ) to specific relations (e.g., genome of ).
These relations can be distinguished into three kinds of binary relations (Smith
et al., 2005):

<class, class> This relation is obtained between two classes, for example, the
isa relation between the class Vertebrate and the class Animal, or between
the class Social Behavior and the class Behavior.

<instance, class> This relation maps an instance to a particular class. For
example, the relation instance of maps the term instance tuberculose to
the class Disease or Syndrome, or the relation type maps the term instance
Albert Einstein to the class Physicist.

<instance, instance> This relation links two instances according to a par-
ticular relationship, for example, the relation causes between the term
instance HIV and the term instance AIDS, or between the term instance
shortage of insulin and the term instance diabetes.

The previously described term classification task can be considered as a pro-
cess of assigning an instance of relation to a term and its appropriate class(es).
On the other hand, the extraction of binary relations for QA tables, for example
the relation bornInYear(Albert Einstein, 1879 ), attempts to assign appropriate
relations between term instances.

Our relation extraction tasks in this chapter deal with the third kind of
binary relations. We identify terms and relations between term instances from
text. Since we work on a medical domain, we classify the extracted relation
instances into 7 relation types, namely causes, has symptom, has definition,
occurs, treats, prevents, and diagnoses.

6.2 Approaches to Relation Extraction

Studies on relation extraction have focused on the use of patterns to obtain rela-
tions from text. Predefined or automatically learned patterns act like templates
for finding arguments of the relation being extracted. Regarding the informa-
tion used to learn the patterns, relation extraction systems can be grouped into
three types: based on (semi-)structured information, surface information, and
deeper linguistic information (e.g., dependency relation).

6.2.1 Semi-structured Patterns

Instead of using an information extraction method, systems based on semi-
structured information make use of structures available in their sources to learn
relations. Today, the most comprehensive and potential source for this method is
Wikipedia that has been utilized in Suchanek et al. (2007) to populate relations
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for their YAGO1 ontology and in Auer et al. (2007) to populate structured
information for their DBpedia system.

Wikipedia contains category pages which link pages to a specific category.
For example, the page Alexander the Great is in the category Greek hero cult,
or the page Acupuncture is in the sub-category Traditional Chinese medicine
which is the sub-category of Traditional medicine. From the first example,
YAGO gets an instance Alexander the Great and a class Greek hero cult. This
pair will construct a <instance, class> relation, i.e., instance of (Alexander the
Great, Greek hero cult). More information about this instance can be found
from Wikipedia, for example, the page Alexander the Great is apparently in
the category 323 BC deaths. With a heuristic pattern, YAGO extracts another
instance 323 BC and a relation deaths (diedInYear). This instance pair will
create a <instance, instance> relation, i.e., diedInYear(Alexander the Great,
323 BC ).

The authors use rule-based and heuristic methods to extract such knowledge
from the Wikipedia and unify it with WordNet to create YAGO. This ontology
consists of basic relations (e.g., subClassOf, isA, type) and some factoid rela-
tions (e.g., locatedIn, bornInYear, hasWonPrize, and citizenOf ). Combining the
two lexical sources, YAGO contains 1 million entities and 5 million facts. Its
accuracy is around 95%, which is very close to human accuracy.

Similar to YAGO, DBpedia converts Wikipedia contents into structural
knowledge. As of September 2008, the DBpedia dataset contains 2.49 million
concepts, which include concepts of persons, places, music albums, and so on
(Wikipedia, 2008). The dataset also contains 75,000 concepts of categories from
YAGO.

There are two limitations faced by systems using these methods. First,
these methods heavily rely on the availability of (semi-)structured sources which
not always exist in some domains. Thus, its implementation is limited by the
sources. Second, these methods do not take textual sources into account, and
as a consequence, relations only present in the text will not be detected.

6.2.2 Surface Patterns

Some of the most cited works on relation extraction use surface information to
learn patterns from text (Brin, 1999; Agichtein and Gravano, 2000; Ravichan-
dran and Hovy, 2001). With simple patterns consisting of a lexical and op-
tionally PoS information, their systems are aimed at collecting high precision
relations on large document collections (e.g., Web pages). Some of the methods
have been discussed briefly in Chapter 4 (Term Variation). In this chapter, we
discuss them in detail, especially with respect to the relation extraction task.

Brin (1999) develops the DIPRE (Dual Iterative Pattern Relation Extrac-
tion) technique to automatically learn binary relation patterns from a seed list
of target relations, and then used the patterns to extract relation tuples. The
way it works is as follows. Given a seed list of (title, author) tuples (e.g., 5
book titles with authors) and a large web document collection, the algorithm
searches the occurrence of the tuples in the collection, and keeps the context
of every occurrence. Patterns are automatically generated from the tuples and
their contexts which match the following regular expression:

1YAGO: the authors did not provide the meaning of this acronym.
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*prefix, author, middle, title, suffix*

The prefix and suffix can be seen as 10 characters of context windows appear-
ing at the beginning and ending of the pattern, and the author and title are
restricted to the following regular expressions, respectively:

[A-Z][A-Za-z .,&]{5,30}[A-Za-z.]

[A-Z0-9][A-Za-z0-9 .,:’#!?;&]{4,45}[A-Za-z0-9?!]

As an example, consider a valid tuple (Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s
Stone, J.K. Rowling) meaning J.K. Rowling is the author of the book Harry
Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone. Having this tuple as a seed, DIPRE extracts
contexts of the tuples like the following:

(1) a. ..to buy Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone by J.K. Rowling
and..

b. ..Buy JK Rowling - Harry Potter And The Philosopher’s Stone:
Complete..

c. ..reviews on Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone by JK Rowl-
ing read it..

These contexts construct basic patterns like the following:

*to buy <TITLE> by <AUTHOR> and*

*Buy <AUTHOR> - <TITLE>: Complete*

*reviews on <TITLE> by <AUTHOR> read it*

A formalized pattern in DIPRE is defined as a tuple of five arguments:
(order, urlprefix, prefix, middle, suffix). The boolean value order indicates if
the pair found in text follows the (author, title) order. Thus from the above
contexts, DIPRE generates the following patterns:

(false,URLPREFIX,to buy,by,and)

(true,URLPREFIX,buy,-,: Complete)

(false,URLPREFIX,reviews on,by,read it)

These patterns are then used to bootstrap the target relations until a large
number of relations are extracted. An evaluation by the author on a repository
of 24 million web pages (147 gigabytes) shows that at the end of the iterations,
a relatively high quality list of 15,000 books is collected. He suggests that the
same tool may be applied to other relation types and domains.

The DIPRE technique does not need training data, only a very small number
of seed tuples. It assumes that the extracted patterns can be found redundantly
in the document collection and thus a number of matched instance tuples can
be collected. This assumption will be less applicable if the size of the data is
small. Most of the processes in DIPRE can be done automatically, except for an
investigation of the accuracy of the patterns aimed at discarding non-selective
patterns. However, this manual intervention can be avoided by assigning weights
to patterns and tuples.

Agichtein and Gravano (2000) develop a tool, called Snowball, addressing
the same issue (extracting information relationships from text) and even using
the same idea as DIPRE. The main contribution of this tool is in using a novel
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technique for evaluating the quality of the patterns and the tuples generated
in each iteration process. Only reliable patterns and tuples are used for the
following iterations.

At the pattern generation stage, the key difference between Snowball and
DIPRE is that Snowball uses named entity tags (e.g., LOCATION, ORGANI-
ZATION, PERSON) in a pattern. For example, given a seed tuple (organization,
location) such as (Microsoft, Redmond) for the locatedIn relation, Snowball gets
the following matches from its iteration:

(2) a. ..Microsoft, Redmond
b. ..Microsoft ’s headquarters in Redmond”.
c. ..the Microsoft corporate campus in Redmond,

One of the patterns generated from these instances is (ORGANIZATION, LOCATION),
in which <ORGANIZATION> will only match with a string identified by a
named entity tagger as ORGANIZATION and <LOCATION> will only match
with a string tagged as LOCATION. By including labels, the number of invalid
tuples can be minimized.

However, invalid tuples may still occur. Consider, for example, the following
sentence:

(3) ..by the attorney general’s office and Microsoft, New York Attorney
General Eliot Spitzer..

Although the second named entity is a LOCATION, the extracted tuple (Mi-
crosoft, New York) is not a valid locatedIn relation. To solve this problem,
Snowball uses the strategy of discarding non-selective patterns, such as the
(ORGANIZATION, LOCATION) pattern. This filtering is carried out in two steps
as follows:

Frequency filter As the initial step, this filter discards all patterns that are
supported by fewer than a given number (threshold) of seed tuples.

Selectivity filter This step discards all patterns that have lower confidence
scores than a particular threshold. The confidence score is computed
by comparing the number of tuples t=(o,l) (generated by the pattern in
question in an iteration), that match (counted as P.positive) with tuples
t′=(o′,l′) (generated by high confidence patterns in its preceding itera-
tion), with the total number of all tuples generated by the pattern, as
defined in Equation 6.1.

Conf(P ) =
P.positive

P.positive + P.negative
(6.1)

where P.positive is the number of positive matches for pattern P and P.negative
is the number of negative matches.

An evaluation on 300,000 newspaper articles shows that the recall of Snow-
ball is generally higher than DIPRE’s, while their precision is comparable. Since
this method depends on named entities, its will be affected by the accuracy of
the named entity tagger. This method is also limited to the extraction of factoid
relations containing named entities. However, the idea of using tags or labels
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in patterns can be extended to other types of entities (e.g., medical semantic
types).

The use of surface patterns for QA is reported in Ravichandran and Hovy
(2001). They use a similar approach in learning (NAME, ANSWER) patterns as the
above approaches. Their work was motivated by the fact that in the TREC-10
(Text REtrieval Conference) QA evaluation, the winning system was the one
using an extensive list of surface patterns, which consist of 51 lists of various
pattern elements created manually; 5-15 lists for each question type (Soubbotin
and Soubbotin, 2001). Surprised by the high result inspite of the simple method,
they attempt to generate and evaluate patterns automatically.

Typically, BIRTHDATE questions like “When was George Washington born?”
will have an answer as found in the following sentences:

(4) a. George Washington was born in 1732 ..
b. George Washington (1732 -99) as a Freemason Giclee Print ..
c. George Washington (1732 - 1799) ..

These sentences obviously contain regularities that can be captured by patterns,
for example:

<NAME> was born in <ANSWER>

<NAME> (<ANSWER>-

<NAME> (<ANSWER> -

To generate good patterns for the BIRTHDATE question, Ravichandran and
Hovy (2001) send queries to a search engine with some examples of NAMEs
and their BIRTHYEARs; an example of such a query is +“George Washington”
+1732. They download the top 1000 web documents returned by the search
engine, extract sentences containing both the question and answer terms, and
then use a suffix tree constructor (this idea was borrowed from computational
biology (Gusfield, 1997)) to extract all of the longest matching substrings from
the sentences. For the above example sentences, the longest matching substring
is George Washington (1732. Patterns are generated from these substrings by
replacing each question term with its label. For that substring, the generated
pattern is <NAME> (<ANSWER>, and its score is 2 (from the two matching
sentences).

The precision of each pattern is calculated as follows. For each pattern, send
a query containing its question term <NAME> (e.g., George Washington) to
the search engine, and from the top 1000 web documents returned by the search
engine, extract only sentences that contain the term. Then, count in these
sentences, the presence of the pattern with <ANSWER> tag that matches
with any word (Co) and with the correct answer term (e.g., 1732 ) (Ca). The
precision of the pattern is defined by the formula P = Ca/Co.

Evaluated on the TREC-10 question set, this method shows that better
performance was achieved when answers were extracted from Web documents
instead of from the TREC-10 corpus. This indicates that this method is suit-
able for large document collection as it can provide relatively enough matched
instances to support the precision of the patterns.

All methods described in this subsection are based on an assumption that
each sentence is a simple sequence of words, and thus simple patterns will be
able to capture the intended relations. The reported results show that these
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methods work relatively well in extracting factoid relations. Furthermore, due
to their simplicity, such methods can be applied for other languages.

However, for non-factoid question types that may be more complex, and
particularly for sentences containing long dependencies between words such as
in Dutch, the methods may fail in detecting relation patterns. In these cases, a
deeper linguistic analysis and an appropriate method will be required.

6.2.3 Dependency Relation Patterns

Using syntactic (dependency) analysis for relation extraction has become in-
creasingly popular in recent years (Culotta and Sorensen, 2004; Bunescu and
Mooney, 2005; Zhao and Grishman, 2005; Nguyen et al., 2007). These systems
rely heavily on machine learning techniques and on annotated corpora, such as
the ACE corpus (NIST, 2000), in which relations between named entities are
marked explicitly. There have also been attempts to learn relation patterns
from seed lists containing instances of the relation (i.e. pairs of person names
and birth dates) (Fleischman et al., 2003; Pantel and Pennacchiotti, 2006). This
work relies on the fact that sentences containing a seed pair can be easily found
(on the web or in large corpora) and tend to provide valid instances for the
relation.

Culotta and Sorensen (2004) use a tree kernel over dependency trees in an
SVM to classify the co-occurrence of two entities (e.g., X and Y ) in a sub-
tree into a relation type (e.g., location). A relation instance is defined as the
smallest common subtree in a dependency tree, that contains both entities. For
each node in the subtree, they add as features the following information (with
examples): word, PoS-tag (NN, NNP), general PoS (noun, adj ), chunk-tag
(NP, VP), entity-type (person, location), entity-level (name, pronoun), Word-
net hypernyms (city, country), and relation-argument (first argument, second
argument).

The method was evaluated on 800 annotated documents gathered from var-
ious newspapers and broadcasts, and on four settings of kernels (contiguous,
bag-of-words, sparse + contiguous, and contiguous + bag-of-words). In a task
of classifying relation instances into 24 relation types, this method achieves the
best performance with the last kernel, resulting in adequate precision (70.3%)
but low recall (26.3%). This low result is mainly caused by a class imbalance
between training data (24 classes) and testing data (5 classes). As a conse-
quence, very few training examples are relations, so the classifier missed rele-
vant relations in test data. When the task is changed to a binary classification
task, which detects whether an instance is of a particular relation, the method
achieves better performance with 81.2% precision and 51.8% recall.

Although the detecting method performs relatively well, it is a difficult task
for the kernel method. To improve it, Culotta and Sorensen (2004) suggest the
use of different methods to detect candidate relations before using the kernel
method for the classification task.

Recent work reported in Nguyen et al. (2007) combines syntactic (depen-
dency relation) and semantic (role labels) information to extract relations from
Wikipedia. It attempts to relax restricted conditions set in the previously de-
scribed method: matching all nodes (including their features) located between
both entities in a subtree. Their strategy is to decompose the relation paths
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between the entities into tokens, and to learn the shared segments of the paths.
As an illustration, consider the following sentences and their dependency paths:

(5) MySQL was developed in 1990’s by David Axmark and Michael Wide-
nius.

[MySQL]N →s [developed]V ←mod [in]Prep←pcomp−n [1990′s]
←mod [by]Prep←pcomp−n[David Axmark ]N..

(6) Firefox was developed by the Mozilla Foundation, which was founded
in July 2003.

[Firefox]N →s [developed]V ←mod [by]Prep ←pcomp−n [the Mozilla
Foundation]N..

Both of the sentences express the same relation type, i.e. developerOf, but the
surface text is different. If we look at the token sequences, we will see that they
share a common subsequence:

[developed]V ←mod [by]Prep←pcomp−n N

This subsequence is called a “pattern”. Each dependency path may con-
tain several patterns, and each relation type may also have several patterns.
Which patterns are relevant to a relation type can be decided from their weights.
Nguyen et al. (2007) incorporate the following factors to assign the weights:

Length of the pattern: two dependency paths that share a long common
subsequence (length) are likely to express the same relation type.

Support of the pattern: the number of sequences containing the pattern, or
the number of occurrences of the pattern in the sequence database; this
factor is similar to the concept of Term Frequency (TF) concept in TF-
IDF. The more the supporting sequences, the stronger the pattern.

Amount of lexical information: the words in the subsequence are more im-
portant than the dependency relations of the words, as illustrated in these
sentences: “Firefox was developed by the Mozilla Foundation..” and
“Firefox was presented by the Mozilla Foundation..” These examples
suggest different relation types (i.e., developerOf and presenterOf ) al-
though expressed by the same dependency relation.

Number of sequence databases in which the pattern appears: a sequence
database contains a set of pattern sequences for a particular relation. A
pattern that appears in many sequence databases is most likely not a key
pattern for any relation, and this corresponds to a common pattern that
occurs in many relations. This factor is similar to the Inverse Document
Frequency (IDF) concept in TF-IDF.

Based on these considerations, the following formula computes the weight of
a pattern p for a particular relation type r.

wr(p) =
irf(p)× supportDr

(p)× l(p)× elex(p)

| Dr |
(6.2)
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Where Dr is a sequence database of the relation r; supportDr
(p) is the number

of supporting sequences for the pattern p in Dr; irf(p) is the Inverted Relation

Frequency of p defined with log( |R|
|M(p)| ), where R is a set of relations and M(p) is

a set of sequence databases in which p occurs; l(p) is length of p; and lex(p) is the
number of word-based items in p. The lex(p) factor is weighted exponentially
because Nguyen et al. (2007) found that the information items coming from
words are more important than those coming from dependency relations as
shown in the example about the lexical information above.

To predict the most appropriate relation for an entity pair in a sentence, the
authors compute the likelihood2 score Lr(P ) or the likelihood of the dependency
path P to express relation r as follows:

Lr(P ) =
∑

p∈S(P )

wr(p) (6.3)

Where S(P ) is a set of all subsequences that have been generated from P .
Finally, the most appropriate relation is the one that gives the highest likelihood
score to the dependency path P :

R = arg max
r

Lr(P ) (6.4)

Besides using syntactic information, the authors also add semantic infor-
mation taken from relationships between a predicate and its arguments in a
particular context. This relationship forms Predicate-Argument (PA) struc-
ture. For example, Firefox is a thing, and Mozilla Foundation is an agent for
the predicate developed.

The method is evaluated on 6,125 articles that contain 21,356 true relations
and 112,864 candidate relations. Using only dependency relation information,
the method achieves 56.50% precision of 49.71% recall. When semantic infor-
mation is added, the performance is improved to 69.10% precision and 57.72%
recall. The authors conclude that using more syntactic and semantic informa-
tion will increase the performance.

Another benefit of using dependency parse trees has been reported by Khoo
et al. (2000). When they use only PoS tagging and phrase bracketing, without
full parsing, the number of extracted patterns is large (Khoo et al., 1998). But,
when they apply full parsing, a much smaller number of patterns is needed.

The use of dependency parse trees to extract relation tables from Dutch
texts has been reported by Mur (2008). For each relation table, the author
uses a seed list containing 10 pairs of related terms. For a Capital relation, for
example, each pair consists of a country (e.g., Duitsland) and a capital (e.g.,
Berlijn) terms. Having this seed, the author deduces dependency patterns from
a parsed corpus by selecting the shortest dependency path between the term
Duitsland and the term Berlijn. Assume that the corpus contains the following
sentence:

(7) Berlijn, de hoofdstad van Duitsland, is een mooie stad.
‘Berlin, the capital of Germany, is a beautiful city.’

2This measurement is not a likelihood statistically.
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Figure 6.1: A sub-tree of the dependency parse tree of the sentence in example
(7).

and the sub-tree of this sentence’s dependency parse tree is shown in Figure 6.1.
The shortest dependency path between the two terms is represented as triples
in example (8):

(8)







〈berlijn/0, app, hoofdstad/3〉,
〈hoofdstad/3, mod, van/4〉,
〈van/4, obj1, duitsland/5〉,







A pattern is derived from the triples by replacing the seed terms and indices
with variables as shown below:

(9)







〈Capital/Ca, app, hoofdstad/H〉,
〈hoofdstad/H, mod, van/V〉,
〈van/V, obj1, Country/Co〉,







Mur (2008) uses a bootstrapping technique to learn patterns from depen-
dency parse trees, and applies the patterns to get new term pairs. She runs the
bootstrapping process in two rounds or until an adequate number of facts have
been extracted from the corpus.

6.2.4 Discussion

To decide which approach is the most suitable for our relation extraction task,
we consider again the sentences in example (5) of Section 1.6. All of these
sentences express the same pattern, i.e. word veroorzaak door ‘is caused by’.
However, the surface representation is totally different among them, as shown
below:

(10) a. .. word veroorzaakt door ..
b. .. wordt [meestal] veroorzaakt door ..
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c. .. veroorzaakt wordt door ..
d. .. door [Salmonella bacteriën] wordt veroorzaakt.
e. .. wordt [met name] door [brucella melitensis] veroorzaakt.

It is not only the positions of the words in the sentences that are different
(e.g., (10-a) and (10-b)), but the word order is also different (e.g., (10-a) and
(10-c)). Therefore, the methods based on an assumption that a sentence is a
simple sequence of words, such as methods in Section 6.2.2, may fail in detecting
common patterns in such sentences.

The work of Nguyen et al. (2007) and Mur (2008) show that a dependency-
relation-based method is able to handle such long dependencies between words.
With dependency relation information, the relation between a predicate and its
long-dependent arguments can be captured. This relation detection method is
promising for our task as sentences in Dutch medical text tend to be long and
complex.

Another consideration we have is to extract only meaningful relations for
a particular relation type. For example, a causes table in our medical QA
system should only contain causes relations between two medical terms, and
not between any random pair of terms or words. Patterns of the medical type
can be extracted based on their dependency relations, however the meaning
of extracted relations may be irrelevant. Consider, for example, the following
sentences:

(11) a. [Brain cancer]N is caused by [tumor]N .
b. [A null session leak]N is caused by [the GetFileAttributes function]N .

These sentences express the same pattern (is caused by), and their arguments
also share the same feature. However, if we want to build a causes relation table
for a medical domain, sentence (11-b) will be irrelevant as its relation arguments
do not express medical terms.

Relation learning for the medical domain is more challenging as it typically
involves relations between medical concepts that are expressed by means of
complex noun phrases that fall outside the scope of standard named entity
classifiers (e.g., sentence (11-a)). Instead, specialized terminological resources,
such as UMLS, are needed to identify valid arguments of a relation.

Our relation learning (Section 6.4) and extraction (Section 6.5) tasks in this
chapter will address this problem, where we investigate the use of dependency
relations and the labeling of medical concepts for extracting medical relations.
Our tasks can be seen as the extension of previous work, which is aimed at
extracting various medical relation types.

6.3 Resources

For learning relation patterns, we use the IMIX medical corpus that has been
described in Section 5.3.4. The corpus consists of texts from a medical encyclo-
pedia and a medical handbook.

Seven different relation types are present in the corpus that contains 57,004
labeled sentences. As shown in Table 6.1, the number of training sentences
per relation types can differ considerably (the relation type treats is the most
frequent and prevents is the least frequent). Among the sentences, there are
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Data set training testing
treats 4,251 15
has symptom 3,782 11
causes 3,136 21
has definition 3,496 11
diagnoses 1,103 25
occurs 942 28
prevents 429 10
all 56,654 350

Table 6.1: The number of sentences per relation type in the training and test
set of the IMIX medical corpus. Sentences counted in the test set were positive
examples among the 50 sentences randomly selected from the corpus.
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Figure 6.2: A dependency tree of the sentence Ernstige levercirrose leidt eve-
neens tot de dood ‘Severe liver cirrhosis also leads to death’.
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Figure 6.3: An illustration of a dependency relation tree of a clausal node L, a
pattern p1::p2, and a relation pattern R(A,B).

somes that are annotated with more than one relation type. For each relation,
we randomly selected 50 sentences as test set. For the purpose of the evalation,
we re-annotated the test set: only sentences that contain two fully specified
arguments of the relation are considered to be relevant instances of the relation.3

Note that, since relation labeling was done at the level of sentences, for many
relations, less than 50% of the labeled instances actually contain both arguments
of the relation. This indicates that our corpus is a good deal less informative
than other corpora which explicitly mark relations between (medical) terms.

For testing the performance of the relation patterns, we also used the text of
lemma’s in the category Health Care from Dutch Wikipedia (105,088 sentences).
We parse this corpus using the Alpino parser (van Noord, 2006), which results
in dependency parse trees as shown in Figure 6.2. As this material was not
annotated, evaluation of precision was performed manually on the basis of the
output of the relation extraction system.

For classifying relation arguments, we take a subset of 3 millions terms from
the UMLS, of which 5% are in Dutch and 95% are in English. These terms are
indexed using the method in Chapter 5.

6.4 Learning Patterns

6.4.1 Definition

We begin with describing terms used in the rest of this chapter.

Definition: A dependency triple is a triple R(S,O) that links a subject S and
an object O through a dependency pattern R. A dependency pattern is a
pair of sequences of (root) head words from the dominating clausal node
(L) in the dependency tree dominating S and O to S (p1 ) and to O (p2 ).
A relation pattern is a triple R(A,B) that links a subject with semantic
type A and an object with semantic type B.

Figure 6.3 illustrates a dependency parse tree of the dominating clausal
node L and an extracted relation pattern R(A,B). A dependency pattern R is
constructed by a pair of paths p1 and p2.

3Thus, we discarded from the test set sentences containing anaphoric NPs as argument.
We come back to this issue in the discussion section.
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6.4.2 Algorithm

To get a set of distinctive relation patterns for a particular relation type, we
use a set of sentences that contain the relation type and have been parsed with
dependency relation information, and follow a heuristic consisting of four steps
below:

Step 1: Extract dependency triples R(S,O): For each dependency parse
tree of a training sentence, extract all dependency triples R(S,O) contained
in its sub-trees. Each dependency triple contains a pattern p1::p2 and its
two arguments: a subject S and an object O. At this step, S and O do
not have to be terms.

Step 2: Classify relation arguments S and O: For each dependency triple
R(S,O), identify the main terms S and O using the linguistic method in
Section 3.4, and classify the terms using the method in Chapter 5 to get
semantic types A and B. The output of this step is a set of candidate
relation patterns R(A,B).

Step 3: Weight dependency patterns R: For each dependency pattern R
in the set of relation instances, compute its weight.

Step 4: Weight relation patterns R(A,B): Given a set of weighted candi-
date dependency patterns R, calculate the weight of each candidate rela-
tion pattern. The output of this step is a set of relation patterns and their
scores <R(A,B), score>.

6.4.3 Extracting Dependency Triples

To extract a dependency triple from a dependency parse tree (see Figure 6.3),
there are three nodes that have to be identified, namely:

The dominating clausal node (L): it is the parent node of a subject and
an object. In the Alpino parser output, a clausal node is tagged with the
category ‘smain’ (main clause), ‘sv1’ (verb-initial main clause), ‘ssub’
(subordinate clause), or ‘inf’ (infinitive clause).

Subject node (S): it is a descendant node of the clausal node L, that serves
as a subject, and is a noun or a noun phrase. If the descendants of this
node contain a conjunction, we look at all nouns and noun phrases within
the conjunction and use them as different subjects; in this case, we will
get more than one dependency triple from a single dependency pattern R.

Object node (O): it is a descendant node of the clausal node, that serves as
an object, and is a noun or a noun phrase. If the descendants of this node
contain a conjunction, we look at all nouns and noun phrases within the
conjunction and use each of them as a different object; in this case, we will
get more than one dependency triple from a single dependency pattern R.

Having a combination of S-L-O nodes, we extract a pair of paths p1 and p2
as follows:

p1: a sequence of head words from node L to node S.
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p2: a sequence of head words from node L to node O.

As the result, we get a dependency triple R(S,O) which is defined as the
following:

R(S,O) = p1 :: p2(S,O) (6.5)

where the dependency pattern R is a concatenation of the path to the subject
and the path to the object.

As an example, consider the dependency parse tree in Figure 6.2. Its domi-
nating clausal node (L) is indicated by the ‘smain’ node, with the noun phrase
‘ernstige levercirrose’ as a subject (S ), and a prepositional clause ‘pc’ contain-
ing an object (O), the noun phrase ‘de dood ’. During climbing down from L to
S, we hit the head word ‘leid ’ (p1 ), and from L to O, we hit the head words
‘leid ’ and ‘tot ’ (p2 ); these processes result in leid::leid tot as the dependency
pattern (R). Thus, a dependency triple extracted from that dependency parse
tree is leid::leid tot(ernstige levercirrose, de dood).

6.4.4 Classifying Relation Arguments

Subjects and objects in the dependency triples are nouns and NPs. Having a
noun as the argument, we can directly classify it using the term labeling method
in Chapter 5. However, if the argument is an NP, we need to recognize its main
terms before the labeling. From Section 3.4 we learn that candidate terms
(NPs), which are extracted using syntactic information, have a lower precision
and recall compared those extracted using PoS filter. Consider, for example,
the following sentence:

(12) Aantasting van de bijnierschors door infecties ( bijv. tuberculose ) of
bij auto-immuunziekten kan leiden tot de ziekte van Addison.
Erosion of the adrenal glands by infections (eg, tuberculosis) or with
autoimmune diseases could lead to the Addison’s disease.

A dependency triple in this sentence has a complex NP as its subject, i.e. ‘Ero-
sion of the adrenal glands by infections (eg, tuberculosis) or with autoimmune
diseases.’ Labeling this NP will give us no result.

To classify such a complex argument, first we extract its main term using the
linguistic filter in Figure 3.9. The filter extracts the first matching sub-string
of the argument. For the subject in the example above, the filter extracts Aan-
tasting van de bijnierschors (N Prep Det N) as the main term. The filter will
also remove stop words (e.g. determiners) preceding simple NPs, for example,
de dood ‘the death’ becomes dood and de ziekte van Addison ‘the Addison’s
disease’ becomes ziekte van Addison ‘Addison’s disease’.

For each argument, our classifier may return more than one concept label. If
this is the case, all combinations of concept labels are used to generate relation
patterns. For instance, the above example contains the following dependency
triples:

kan::kan leid tot(Aantasting van de bijnierschors, ziekte van Addison)
leid::leid tot(Aantasting van de bijnierschors, ziekte van Addison)
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The first triple, which is extracted by main clause as the dominating clausal
node, is constructed by dependency pattern kan::kan leid tot ‘can::can lead to’,
which contains modal verb kan ‘can’; while the second triple, which is extracted
by infinitive clause as the dominating clausal node, does not contain the verb.
We include both triples to our list of dependency triples.

After classifying each of the arguments, we obtain for the first argument the
followig tree labels: Disease or Syndrome, Neoplastic Process, and Finding ; and
for the second argument one label: Disease or Syndrome. For the first triple,
the combinations of the labels result in the following relation patterns:

kan::kan leid tot(Disease or Syndrome, Disease or Syndrome)
kan::kan leid tot(Neoplastic Process, Disease or Syndrome)
kan::kan leid tot(Finding, Disease or Syndrome)

6.4.5 Weighting Dependency Patterns

Dependency patterns are obtained for a given relation without the concept
classes of the arguments. The number of unique dependency patterns extracted
from a set of training sentences is large, but not all of them are useful for ex-
tracting relations. We will only use a subset of these patterns that are supported
by a significant number of dependency triples.

To select valid dependency patterns for a given relation type, we use the
following techniques:

Frequency: Dependency patterns are ranked according to the relative fre-
quency in a given relation type. Patterns below a certain threshold are
discarded.

Keywords: Dependency patterns which do not contain one of a limited number
of keywords are discarded.

For the first technique, we compute the weight of a dependency pattern R
as the ratio of the probability in a training corpus C, and the probability in the
general medical corpus G. We multiply this score with the frequency of R in C,
as shown below:

weight(R) =
PC(R)

PG(R)
× fC(R) (6.6)

where PC is the probability of the dependency pattern R in the corpus C, defined

as PC = fC(R)
NC

, and NC is the number of all dependency patterns in C; PG is
the probability in the corpus G ; and fC(R) is the number of sentences in which
R occurs in C. The intuition behind this method is that good dependency
patterns ought to appear more frequently in the training corpus, which contains
a medical relation type, than in the general medical corpus, which contains all
relation types. We multiply with frequency again to decrease the importance of
low frequency dependency patterns in the training corpus.

Table 6.2 shows the effect of reranking (relative to raw frequency) for the
causes relation type. Rankw and Rankf are the rank of the dependency pattern
based on its weight and on its frequency in C, respectively. We use the IMIX
medical corpus described in Section 6.3 to get the values for fC and fG. The
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Rankw RankfC
Pattern (Eng) fC(R) fG(R) W

1 2 be cause by 231 316 2970
3 1 be 490 3367 1254
5 12 can arise from 67 112 705
58 9 have 78 1037 103

all patterns 4520 79525

Table 6.2: Comparing the ranks of dependency patterns based on their weight
and frequencies.

weighting formula increases the ranks of be cause by and can arise from patterns
and decreases the ranks of be and have patterns.

Although frequency weighting decreases the rank of the very general depen-
dency pattern have significantly, it will still be included if we keep all patterns
with a score of 50 or higher. Reranking is even less succesfull for be. We be-
lieve this is at least partially caused by the fact that the training data is noisy:
many of the sentences labeled with a certain relation do not contain suitable
arguments for the relation.

To eliminate overly general patterns, we therefore collected a small list of
keywords for each relation by manually investigating the ranked patterns. Only
dependency patterns that contain at least one of the keywords are considered as
valid patterns. Examples of the selected keywords for the causes relation type
are: oorzaak ‘cause’, ontsta ‘rise’, gevolg ‘result’, leid ‘lead’, initieer ‘initiate’,
complicatie van ‘complication of’, ontwikkel ‘develop’, bevorder ‘promote’.

These keywords are similar to those created manually in the previous ap-
proach reported in Tjong Kim Sang et al. (2005). In their method, the authors
select keywords based on their knowledge on a relation type. A problem may
occur with this method, where some relevant keywords that may occur in the
corpus are missed. Using our method, we can select all relevant keywords found
in dependency patterns extracted from the corpus.

6.4.6 Weighting Relation Patterns

In the previous section we have weighted dependency patterns using a frequency
comparison technique. Now, we rank relation patterns which contain the de-
pendency patterns using frequency of the relation patterns and weight of the
associated dependency patterns. The following formula defines the weight of a
relation pattern RA,B :

weight(RA,B) = fC(RA,B)× weight(R) (6.7)

where fC(RA,B) is the frequency of the relation pattern R(A,B) in the corpus C
and weight(R) is the weight of its dependency pattern calculated in the previous
step.

To select ‘good’ relation patterns from the ‘bad’ ones, we apply a threshold
based on the weight of the patterns. This selection is necessary, especially when
the size of corpus C is large, which will produce a large number of relation
patterns.
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6.5 Extracting Relations

Having a set of relation patterns R(A,B) for a given relation type Rel, our
task now is to extract new relation instances that are relevant to Rel. For this
purpose, we extract from a test corpus all dependency triples RT (S,O) whose
dependency patterns RT have to correspond with a dependency pattern R of
one of the relation patterns R(A,B), and whose semantic types have to match
with at least one of the semantic types in the corresponding relation patterns
R(A,B).

Ideally, the semantic types of both arguments of a triple should match with
both semantic types A and B of the corresponding relation pattern. However,
our experiments showed that there are some relevant triples that match on one
of their arguments and also some triples match only on their dependency pattern
R. Therefore, to investigate the effect of term labeling, we group the dependency
triples into three semantic levels. Given a dependency triple RT (S,O) and a
set of its relation patterns RT (A,B) (recall that a dependency triple may have
more than one relation pattern, depending on the number of semantic types of
its arguments), we define its semantic level as follows:

Level 1: if at least one of relation patterns in RT (A,B) matches with R(A,B).

Level 2: otherwise, if one of relation patterns in RT (A,B) contains an argu-
ment that matches with an argument of its corresponding relation pattern
R(A,B).

Level 3: otherwise, if its dependency pattern RT matches with the dependency
pattern R of its corresponding relation pattern R(A,B).

Consider that n is a matching level for RT (A,B). At n = 1, RT (A,B)
matches with R(A,B); at n = 2, it matches with R(A,*) or R(*,B); and at
n = 3, it matches with R(*.*). The weights of the matched relation patterns,
weight(RA,B,n), at 1 ≤ n ≤ 3, are calculated as average values below:

weight(RA,B,1) = weight(RA,B)

weight(RA,B,2) =

∑

weight(RA,∗) +
∑

weight(R∗,B)

‖ RA,∗ ‖ + ‖ R∗.B ‖

weight(RA,B,3) =

∑

weight(R∗,∗)

‖ R∗,∗ ‖

where weight(RA,∗) is the weight of any relation pattern that matches with an
aggregated pattern (RA,∗), and ‖ RA,∗ ‖ is the number of relation patterns that
match with an aggregated pattern (RA,∗).

Subsequently, we formulate the average weight at level n using the following
equation:

weight(Ln) =

∑

weight(RA,B,n)

‖ RA,B,n ‖
(6.8)

where ‖ RA,B,n ‖ is the number of aggregated patterns at level n. Thus, the
probability of being at level n is:
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P (Ln) =
weight(Ln)

∑

1≤i≤3 weight(Li)
(6.9)

In other words, if all of the relation patterns of a triple match at the same level,
the probability of the triple for being at that level is 1. If the triple also has
relation patterns at other levels, the probability will be lower.

Finally, the relevance score of the triple RT (S,O) can be calculated with the
following formula:

score(RT (S,O)) = weight(Lmax)× P (Lmax) (6.10)

This formula corresponds to the average weight at the highest level and its
probability at this level. Recall that Level 1 > Level 2 > Level 3. Dependency
triples are ranked locally based on their scores in each level.

6.6 Experiments and Results

In this section we discuss our experiments on the learning and the extraction
methods using two resources described in Section 6.3, i.e., the IMIX medical
corpus (imix) that contains 57,004 sentences, and a medical subset of Wikipedia
(wikipedia) that contains 105,088 sentences. The task is to learn relation
patterns from imix and to extract relation instances from wikipedia for the 7
medical relation types in Table 6.1.

6.6.1 Learning Phase

In this phase, we learn relation patterns from imix that contains labeled sen-
tences. For each relation type, we generate a relation model containing relation
patterns and their scores. In the following subsections, we present dependency
patterns R and relation patterns R(A,B) extracted for each relation type, which
is aimed at examining how well the learning method captures the patterns. In
the last subsection, we discuss how the patterns overlap among the relation
types.
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6.6.1.1 treats

The treats relation type is defined in the UMLS Semantic Network as “[applying]
a remedy with the object of effecting a cure or managing a condition” (NLM,
2005). The inverse of this relation is treated by.

In imix, this relation type is the most frequent. It has 4,251 training sen-
tences, from which we generate 142 dependency patterns whose frequency ≥ 3,
and 3,532 relation patterns whose weight ≥ 50. Table 6.3 presents the first 10
dependency patterns of this relation type and their frequencies in the training
corpus C as well as in the general medical corpus G. Table 6.4 shows the first
25 relation patterns for this relation type.

No Dependency pattern fC fG weight
1 word::word behandel met 93 96 1098

be::be treat with
2 dien::dien te 73 98 662

serve::serve to
3 word::word gebruik bij 50 61 499

be::be use in
4 word::word pas-toe bij 48 58 484

be::be use in
5 kan::kan word behandel met 37 37 451

can::can be treat with
6 word::word pas-toe in 25 27 282

be::be use in
7 word::word behandel door 23 24 268

be::be treat by
8 verlicht::verlicht 19 19 231

relieve::relieve
9 verminder::verminder 24 33 212

reduce::reduce
10 help::help bij 18 20 197

help::help in

Table 6.3: The first 10 dependency patterns of the treats relation type.

We select the following keywords from the initially extracted dependency
patterns to generate relevant dependency patterns as presented in the above
table: behandel, kan heb, pas, gebruik, bestrijd, geschied, afhankelijk, gericht,
verwijder, verlicht, gebruik als, verminder, richt op, help, dien, reageer, verklein,
houd met, vervang, verricht, and schrijf-voor.
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No Relation pattern fC weight
1 word::word behandel met(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A1.4.1.1.1.1:Antibiotic) 9 9885
2 word::word behandel met(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B1.3.1.3:Therapeutic or Preventive Procedure) 9 9885
3 word::word behandel met(A2.2:Finding,B1.3.1.3:Therapeutic or Preventive Procedure) 7 7688
4 word::word behandel met(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B2.2.1.2.1.1:Mental or Behavioral Dysfunction) 6 6590
5 word::word behandel met(A2.4:Intellectual Product,B1.3.1.3:Therapeutic or Preventive Procedure) 6 6590
6 word::word behandel met(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A1.4.1.1.1:Pharmacologic Substance) 6 6590
7 word::word pas-toe bij(NULL,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 12 5811
8 word::word behandel met(A2.2.2:Sign or Symptom,B1.3.1.3:Therapeutic or Preventive Procedure) 5 5491
9 word::word behandel met(A1.1:Organism,B1.3.1.3:Therapeutic or Preventive Procedure) 4 4393
10 word::word behandel met(A1.1:Organism,A2.2:Finding) 4 4393
11 word::word behandel met(A2.9.5:Patient or Disabled Group,B1.3.1.3:Therapeutic or Preventive Procedure) 4 4393
12 word::word behandel met(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B1.3.1.1:Laboratory Procedure) 4 4393
13 word::word behandel met(A2.9.5:Patient or Disabled Group,A2.2:Finding) 4 4393
14 word::word behandel met(A2.4:Intellectual Product,A2.2:Finding) 4 4393
15 word::word pas-toe bij(B1.3.1.3:Therapeutic or Preventive Procedure,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 8 3874
16 word::word behandel met(A2.2.2:Sign or Symptom,A1.4.1.1.1:Pharmacologic Substance) 3 3295
17 word::word behandel met(A1.1:Organism,A1.4.1.1.1:Pharmacologic Substance) 3 3295
18 word::word behandel met(A2.4:Intellectual Product,A1.4.1.1.1:Pharmacologic Substance) 3 3295
19 word::word behandel met(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A1.4.1.2.1.9.1:Steroid) 3 3295
20 word::word behandel met(A2.2:Finding,A1.3.1:Medical Device) 3 3295
21 word::word behandel met(A2.2:Finding,A1.4.1.1.1.1:Antibiotic) 3 3295
22 word::word behandel met(A2.9.5:Patient or Disabled Group,A1.4.1.1.1:Pharmacologic Substance) 3 3295
23 word::word gebruik bij(A1.4.1.1.1:Pharmacologic Substance,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 6 2997
24 dien::dien te(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,NULL) 4 2651
25 dien::dien te(A1.1.7.1:Invertebrate,NULL) 4 2651

Table 6.4: The first 25 relation patterns of the treats relation type.
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6.6.1.2 has symptom

The has symptom relation type is defined as using the object to identify the
nature or characteristics of the subject. The UMLS Semantic Network does not
include this relation type, instead it includes the diagnoses relation type that
can be seen as the inverse of has symptom.

In imix, this relation type has 3,782 training sentences, from which we gen-
erate 111 dependency patterns whose frequency ≥ 3, and 3,478 relation patterns
whose weight ≥ 50. Table 6.5 shows the first 10 dependency patterns ranked
based on their weights, as well as their frequencies in the training corpus C and
in the general medical corpus G.

No Dependency pattern fC fG weight
1 veroorzaak::veroorzaak 178 422 860

cause::cause
2 ga::ga gepaard met 64 88 533

be::be identify by
3 word::word kenmerk door 54 63 530

be::be identify by
4 leid::leid tot 96 271 389

lead::lead to
5 begin::begin met 38 49 337

begin::begin with
6 kan::kan veroorzaak 65 168 288

can::can cause
7 treed-op::treed-op in 44 79 280

appear::appear in
8 ontsta::ontsta in 48 100 263

arise::arise in
9 ontsta::ontsta op 28 40 224

arise::arise at
10 kan::kan leid tot 52 142 218

can::can lead to

Table 6.5: The first 10 dependency patterns of the has symptom relation type.

We select the following keywords from the initially extracted dependency
patterns to generate relevant dependency patterns as presented in the above ta-
ble: treed-op, kenmerk door, leid, gevolg van, gepaard met, neem-toe, veroorzaak,
wijs op, symptoom van, resulteer in, pijn in, ontsta, lijk op, kenmerk van, klacht zoals,
begin, last van, kom-voor, and vertoon.
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No Relation pattern fC weight
1 veroorzaak::veroorzaak(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A2.2.2:Sign or Symptom) 41 35271
2 veroorzaak::veroorzaak(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 35 30109
3 veroorzaak::veroorzaak(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A2.2:Finding) 26 22367
4 veroorzaak::veroorzaak(A2.2:Finding,A2.2.2:Sign or Symptom) 18 15484
5 veroorzaak::veroorzaak(NULL,A2.2.2:Sign or Symptom) 16 13764
6 veroorzaak::veroorzaak(A2.2:Finding,A2.2:Finding) 13 11183
7 veroorzaak::veroorzaak(NULL,A2.2:Finding) 13 11183
8 veroorzaak::veroorzaak(A2.2.2:Sign or Symptom,A2.2.2:Sign or Symptom) 11 9462
9 veroorzaak::veroorzaak(B2.2.1.2:Pathologic Function,A2.2.2:Sign or Symptom) 11 9462
10 veroorzaak::veroorzaak(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B2.2.1.2:Pathologic Function) 11 9462
11 word::word kenmerk door(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A2.2.2:Sign or Symptom) 17 9015
12 begin::begin met(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A2.2.2:Sign or Symptom) 25 8441
13 leid::leid tot(A2.2:Finding,A2.2.2:Sign or Symptom) 21 8182
14 word::word kenmerk door(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A2.2:Finding) 15 7955
15 veroorzaak::veroorzaak(A2.2:Finding,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 9 7742
16 veroorzaak::veroorzaak(B2.3:Injury or Poisoning,A2.2.2:Sign or Symptom) 9 7742
17 veroorzaak::veroorzaak(A2.1.2:Qualitative Concept,A2.2.2:Sign or Symptom) 8 6882
18 veroorzaak::veroorzaak(B2.2.1.2:Pathologic Function,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 8 6882
19 veroorzaak::veroorzaak(B2.2.1.2.1.2:Neoplastic Process,A2.2.2:Sign or Symptom) 8 6882
20 ga::ga gepaard met(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A2.2.2:Sign or Symptom) 12 6399
21 leid::leid tot(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A2.2.2:Sign or Symptom) 16 6234
22 veroorzaak::veroorzaak(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B2.2.1.2.1.1:Mental or Behavioral Dysfunction) 7 6021
23 veroorzaak::veroorzaak(A1.1.7.1:Invertebrate,A2.2.2:Sign or Symptom) 7 6021
24 veroorzaak::veroorzaak(B2.3:Injury or Poisoning,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 7 6021
25 leid::leid tot(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 15 5844

Table 6.6: The first 25 relation patterns of the has symptom relation type.
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6.6.1.3 causes

As defined in the UMLS Semantic Network, a causes relation “Brings about a
condition or an effect” (NLM, 2005). For example, in a ‘an organism causes a
disease’ relation, an organism brings about a disease as an effect.

In imix, this relation type has 3,136 training sentences, from which we gen-
erate 120 dependency patterns whose frequency ≥ 3, and 5,521 relation patterns
whose weight ≥ 50. Table 6.7 and 6.8 show examples of the first 10 dependency
patterns and the first 25 relation patterns, respectively. We use the following
keywords selected from initially extracted dependency patterns to extract the
dependency patterns: oorzaak, ontsta, gevolg, leid, berust, treed, tast, initieer,
complicatie van, ontwikkel, lig in, geef tot, and bevorder.

No dependency pattern fC fG weight
1 word::word veroorzaak door 201 248 1645

be::be cause by
2 ontsta::ontsta door 120 167 871

arise::arise by
3 leid::leid tot 143 271 762

lead::lead to
4 veroorzaak::veroorzaak 174 422 724

cause::cause
5 ontsta::ontsta bij 96 175 532

arise::arise by
6 kan::kan leid tot 83 142 490

can::can lead to
7 kan::kan veroorzaak 86 168 444

can::can cause
8 kan::kan word veroorzaak door 39 45 341

can::can be cause by
9 kan::kan ontsta door 43 58 322

can::arise by
10 kan::kan ontsta bij 43 67 278

can::can arise by

Table 6.7: The first 10 dependency patterns of the causes relation type.

Examining Table 6.5 (has symptom) and 6.7 (causes), we can see some over-
lap in dependency patterns of both tables, for example, veroorzaak and leid tot.
It is because there is a causal relationship in a has symptom relation, between
the first argument of this relation and its ‘symptom’ in the second argument.
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No Relation pattern fC weight
1 word::word veroorzaak door(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 51 83940
2 word::word veroorzaak door(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A1.1.3:Virus) 22 36209
3 word::word veroorzaak door(A2.2:Finding,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 22 36209
4 word::word veroorzaak door(A2.2.2:Sign or Symptom,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 20 32917
5 word::word veroorzaak door(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A1.1.5:Bacterium) 17 27980
6 word::word veroorzaak door(NULL,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 17 27980
7 word::word veroorzaak door(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A2.2:Finding) 12 19750
8 word::word veroorzaak door(A2.2:Finding,A2.2:Finding) 12 19750
9 ontsta::ontsta door(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 22 19165
10 leid::leid tot(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 24 18296
11 veroorzaak::veroorzaak(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 25 18121
12 word::word veroorzaak door(A2.2.2:Sign or Symptom,A2.2:Finding) 11 18104
13 word::word veroorzaak door(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B2.2.1.2:Pathologic Function) 10 16458
14 word::word veroorzaak door(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,’A1.4.1.2.1.7:Amino Acid, Peptide, or Protein’) 10 16458
15 word::word veroorzaak door(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A2.1.4:Functional Concept) 10 16458
16 word::word veroorzaak door(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B2.3:Injury or Poisoning) 10 16458
17 word::word veroorzaak door(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,NULL) 10 16458
18 leid::leid tot(A2.2:Finding,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 20 15247
19 word::word veroorzaak door(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B2.2.1.2.1.1:Mental or Behavioral Dysfunction) 9 14813
20 word::word veroorzaak door(A2.2:Finding,A1.1.3:Virus) 9 14813
21 veroorzaak::veroorzaak(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A2.2:Finding) 20 14496
22 word::word veroorzaak door(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A1.1.2:Fungus) 8 13167
23 word::word veroorzaak door(NULL,A2.2:Finding) 8 13167
24 veroorzaak::veroorzaak(NULL,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 18 13047
25 veroorzaak::veroorzaak(A1.1.5:Bacterium,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 16 11597

Table 6.8: The first 25 relation patterns of the causes relation type.
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6.6.1.4 has definition

The has definition relation type describes the first argument of its dependency
triple using a textual description of the second argument. This characteris-
tic makes the relation type special, which lead us to write a separate chapter
(Chapter 7) dedicated to recognizing definition sentences.

This relation type is not included in the UMLS Semantic Network, proba-
bly because the second argument is usually not a simple concept (e.g. a term)
but a clausal description. However, since a definition generally follows a formal
presentation, such as “HIV is a virus, that .. [and so on],” we can also gen-
erate an isa relation described in the UMLS Semantic Network as “The basic
hierarchical link in the Network” (NLM, 2005). Further, it also describes that
“If [argument 1] ‘isa’ [argument 2] then the first [argument] is more specific in
meaning than the second [argument].” In this case, our method can be used to
identify a definition that follows this isa presentation.

In imix, the has definition relation type has 3,496 training sentences, from
which 5 dependency patterns were extracted as shown in Table 6.9. Compared
to the dependency patterns in the previous relation types, there is one depen-
dency pattern in this relation type, i.e. ben ‘is’, that has a significantly higher
frequency then the rest of the dependency patterns. This shows that we can
simply use this pattern to get most of has definition relations. However, we
keep other dependency patterns that contain keywords noem ‘call’ or kenmerk
‘identify’ to get more definition relations.

No Dependency pattern fC fG weight
1 ben::ben 233 1352 2495

be::be
2 word::word noem 27 38 1192

be::be call
3 word::word noem als 5 5 310

be::be call as
4 ben::ben gekenmerkt door 4 4 248

be::be characterize by
5 word::word kenmerk door 13 63 166

be::be identify by

Table 6.9: All dependency patterns extracted of the has definition relation type.

Table 6.10 presents the first 25 patterns out of 494 relation patterns for
this relation type. It is not surprising that all of the patterns in that table are
constructed using ben as dependency pattern.
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No Relation pattern fC weight
1 ben::ben(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 72 179671
2 ben::ben(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A2.2:Finding) 32 79853
3 ben::ben(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B2.2.1.2:Pathologic Function) 19 47413
4 ben::ben(NULL,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 11 27449
5 ben::ben(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B2.3:Injury or Poisoning) 9 22458
6 ben::ben(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A1.2.2.1:Congenital Abnormality) 8 19963
7 ben::ben(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A2.2.2:Sign or Symptom) 8 19963
8 ben::ben(B2.2.1.2.1.1:Mental or Behavioral Dysfunction,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 7 17468
9 ben::ben(B2.2.1.2.1.2:Neoplastic Process,B2.2.1.2.1.2:Neoplastic Process) 6 14972
10 ben::ben(A2.2:Finding,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 6 14972
11 ben::ben(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A2.1.4:Functional Concept) 6 14972
12 ben::ben(B2.2.1.2.1.2:Neoplastic Process,A2.2:Finding) 6 14972
13 ben::ben(A2.2.2:Sign or Symptom,A2.2.2:Sign or Symptom) 6 14972
14 ben::ben(A2.2:Finding,A2.2:Finding) 6 14972
15 ben::ben(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B2.2.1.2.1.1:Mental or Behavioral Dysfunction) 6 14972
16 ben::ben(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B2.2.1.2.1.2:Neoplastic Process) 5 12477
17 ben::ben(’A1.2.3.1:Body Part, Organ, or Organ Component’,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 5 12477
18 ben::ben(B2.2.1.2.1.1:Mental or Behavioral Dysfunction,B2.2.1.2.1.1:Mental or Behavioral Dysfunction) 5 12477
19 ben::ben(B2.2.1.2.1.2:Neoplastic Process,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 5 12477
20 ben::ben(NULL,B1.3.1.3:Therapeutic or Preventive Procedure) 5 12477
21 ben::ben(NULL,A2.2:Finding) 5 12477
22 ben::ben(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A1.2.2.2:Acquired Abnormality) 5 12477
23 ben::ben(A1.2.2.2:Acquired Abnormality,A2.2:Finding) 4 9981
24 ben::ben(B2.3:Injury or Poisoning,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 4 9981
25 ben::ben(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B1.3.1.3:Therapeutic or Preventive Procedure) 4 9981

Table 6.10: The first 25 relation patterns of the has definition relation type.
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6.6.1.5 diagnoses

A diagnoses relation “Distinguishes or identifies the nature or characteristics of
[an object]” (NLM, 2005). In other words, for example, the characteristics of a
disease (the second argument) can be identified through a diagnostic procedure
or using a medical device (the first argument).

In imix corpus, this relation has 1,103 training sentences. Using the key-
words toon, bevestig, breng in, onderzoek, stel, ontdek, licht in, omvat, onder-
zoek, bepaal, beoordeel, constateer, vermoed, onderscheid, controleer, vind, bek-
ijk, tref, and vraag, we get 64 dependency patterns whose frequency ≥ 3, and
1,033 relation patterns whose weight ≥ 50. The Table 6.11 shows the first 10
patterns, and Table 6.12 presents the first 25 patterns for this relation type.

No Dependency pattern fC fG weight
1 word::word onderzoek op 11 12 474

be::be examine for
2 onderzoek::onderzoek 10 11 427

examine::examine
3 vermoed::vermoed 9 10 381

suspect::suspect
4 word::word stel op-basis-van 8 8 376

be::be make on-base-of
5 word::word toon-aan met 6 6 282

be::be prove with
6 word::word bevestig door 6 6 282

be:be confirm by
7 word::word toon-aan met-behulp-van 6 6 282

be::be prove with-help-of
8 word::word stel op 6 6 282

be::be put at
9 word::word toon-aan in 5 5 235

be::be prove in
10 kan::kan word ontdek door 5 5 235

can::can be discover by

Table 6.11: The first 10 dependency patterns of the diagnoses relation type.
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No Relation pattern fC weight
1 vermoed::vermoed(A2.9.1:Professional or Occupational Group,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 6 2286
2 onderzoek::onderzoek(A2.9.1:Professional or Occupational Group,’A1.2.3.1:Body Part, Organ, or Organ Component’) 5 2138
3 word::word bevestig door(B1.3.1:Health Care Activity,B1.3.1.2:Diagnostic Procedure) 7 1976
4 word::word onderzoek op(A1.2.3.2:Tissue,A2.2:Finding) 4 1897
5 onderzoek::onderzoek(A2.9.1:Professional or Occupational Group,A1.4.1.2.1:Organic Chemical) 3 1283
6 onderzoek::onderzoek(A2.9.1:Professional or Occupational Group,A2.1:Idea or Concept) 3 1283
7 onderzoek::onderzoek(A2.9.1:Professional or Occupational Group,A2.9.4:Age Group) 3 1283
8 word::word toon-aan door(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B1.3.1.2:Diagnostic Procedure) 6 1129
9 word::word stel op-basis-van(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A2.2.2:Sign or Symptom) 3 1129
10 kan::word toon-aan door(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B1.3.1.2:Diagnostic Procedure) 6 1129
11 kan::kan word toon-aan door(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B1.3.1.2:Diagnostic Procedure) 6 1129
12 word::word onderzoek op(A1.2.3.2:Tissue,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 2 948
13 word::word onderzoek op(NULL,B2.2.1.2.1.2:Neoplastic Process) 2 948
14 onderzoek::onderzoek(A2.9.1:Professional or Occupational Group,A1.2.3.2:Tissue) 2 855
15 word::word bevestig door(B1.3.1:Health Care Activity,B2.2:Natural Phenomenon or Process) 3 846
16 word::word toon-aan met(A2.2:Finding,A1.3.1:Medical Device) 3 846
17 word::word toon-aan met(A2.2:Finding,B1.3.1.1:Laboratory Procedure) 3 846
18 word::word stel op(B1.3.1:Health Care Activity,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 3 846
19 word::word toon-aan met(B1.3.1.1:Laboratory Procedure,B1.3.1.1:Laboratory Procedure) 3 846
20 word::word stel op(B1.3.1:Health Care Activity,A2.2:Finding) 3 846
21 word::word toon-aan met(B1.3.1.1:Laboratory Procedure,A1.3.1:Medical Device) 3 846
22 kan::kan word bevestig door(B1.3.1:Health Care Activity,B1.3.1.2:Diagnostic Procedure) 4 752
23 word::word stel op-basis-van(B1.3.1:Health Care Activity,B1.3.1.1:Laboratory Procedure) 2 752
24 kan::word bevestig door(B1.3.1:Health Care Activity,B1.3.1.2:Diagnostic Procedure) 4 752
25 word::word stel op-basis-van(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A2.1.4:Functional Concept) 2 752

Table 6.12: The first 25 relation patterns of the diagnoses relation type.
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6.6.1.6 occurs

The occurs relation type is equal to the occurs in relation type of the UMLS
Semantic Network, and is defined as “[to take] place in or happens under given
conditions, circumstances, or time periods, or in a given location or population”
(NLM, 2005). For example, ‘a disease occurs in a population group.’

There are only 924 training sentences in imix corpus that contain this rela-
tion type. The first 10 patterns out of 54 dependency patterns are presented in
Table 6.13. Keywords used to select those dependency patterns are kom, ontsta,
bij, op, and na. This table shows that our dependency patterns may contain
incorrect ones. For example, the dependency pattern kom::kom bij is incorrect,
which is caused by a parsing error. It should be kom::kom voor bij.

No Dependency pattern fC fG weight
1 kom-voor::kom-voor bij 243 371 7093

occur::occur with
2 kom-voor::kom-voor in 57 133 1088

occur::occur in
3 kom-voor::kom-voor vaak dan 24 29 885

occur::occur often than
4 kom-voor::kom-voor vaak dan bij 20 21 848

occur::occur often than among
5 kom-voor::kom-voor 27 44 738

occur::occur
6 kom::kom bij* 23 40 589

occur::occur in
7 kom-voor::kom-voor op 21 47 418

occur::occur on
8 kom-voor::kom-voor meer dan 9 10 361

occur::occur more than
9 kom-voor::kom-voor vaak zo als bij 8 8 356

occur::occur as often as in
10 kom-voor::kom-voor vaak zo als 8 8 356

occur::occur as often as

Table 6.13: The first 10 dependency patterns of the occurs relation type. The
* sign indicates an incorrect pattern due to, e.g., a parsing error.

The first 25 patterns out of 1,251 relation patterns are shown in Table 6.14.
Most of the second arguments in that table are related to groups indicating the
places the subjects occur.
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No Relation pattern fC weight
1 kom-voor::kom-voor bij(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A2.9.2:Population Group) 56 397242
2 kom-voor::kom-voor bij(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A2.9.4:Age Group) 38 269557
3 kom-voor::kom-voor bij(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A2.9.3:Family Group) 27 191527
4 kom-voor::kom-voor bij(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A1.3:Manufactured Object) 19 134778
5 kom-voor::kom-voor bij(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A2.2:Finding) 15 106404
6 kom-voor::kom-voor bij(B2.2.1.2.1.1:Mental or Behavioral Dysfunction,A2.9.2:Population Group) 13 92216
7 kom-voor::kom-voor bij(NULL,A2.9.2:Population Group) 12 85123
8 kom-voor::kom-voor bij(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 11 78029
9 kom-voor::kom-voor bij(B2.2.1.2.1.1:Mental or Behavioral Dysfunction,A2.9.3:Family Group) 10 70936
10 kom-voor::kom-voor bij(A2.2:Finding,A2.9.2:Population Group) 10 70936
11 kom-voor::kom-voor bij(A2.2:Finding,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 9 63842
12 kom-voor::kom-voor bij(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A1.4.1.2.1:Organic Chemical) 9 63842
13 kom-voor::kom-voor bij(A2.2:Finding,A2.9.4:Age Group) 9 63842
14 kom-voor::kom-voor bij(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A1.1.7.2.5.1:Human) 8 56748
15 kom-voor::kom-voor bij(NULL,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 8 56748
16 kom-voor::kom-voor bij(B2.2.1.2.1.2:Neoplastic Process,A2.9.2:Population Group) 7 49655
17 kom-voor::kom-voor bij(B2.2.1.2:Pathologic Function,A2.9.2:Population Group) 7 49655
18 kom-voor::kom-voor bij(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B2.2.1.2.1.2:Neoplastic Process) 7 49655
19 kom-voor::kom-voor bij(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A2.9.5:Patient or Disabled Group) 7 49655
20 kom-voor::kom-voor bij(B2.2.1.2.1.1:Mental or Behavioral Dysfunction,A2.9.4:Age Group) 7 49655
21 kom-voor::kom-voor bij(NULL,A2.9.3:Family Group) 6 42561
22 kom-voor::kom-voor bij(B2.2.1.2.1.2:Neoplastic Process,A2.9.3:Family Group) 6 42561
23 kom-voor::kom-voor bij(A2.2:Finding,A1.1.7.2.5.1:Human) 6 42561
24 kom-voor::kom-voor bij(A2.2:Finding,A2.9.3:Family Group) 6 42561
25 kom-voor::kom-voor bij(B2.2.1.2.1.2:Neoplastic Process,A2.9.4:Age Group) 6 42561

Table 6.14: The first 25 relation patterns of the occurs relation type.
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6.6.1.7 prevents

The prevents relation type is described in the UMLS Semantic Network as “[to
stop, hinder or eliminate] an action or condition” (NLM, 2005). For example,
‘a preventive procedure prevents a mental process’.

The number of training sentences in imix corpus for this relation type is very
small, i.e. only 429 sentences, which causes the number of relevant dependency
patterns to be small as well. Initially, we get 12 dependency patterns occuring
three times or more. After filtering using the keywords voorkom, verklein, stel,
doordring, vermijd, isoleer, tegen, verminder, bescherm, gebruik, and zorg, we
get 31 relevant dependency patterns as shown in Table 6.15.

No Dependency pattern fC fG weight
1 word::word voorkom door 19 30 1902

be::be prevent by
2 kan::kan word voorkom door 17 27 1692

can::can be prevent by
3 help::help te voorkom 3 4 355

help::help to prevent
4 word::word voorkom zoals 2 2 316

be::be prevent such-as
5 word::word voorkom als 2 2 316

be::be prevent as
6 word::word voorkom indien 2 2 316

be::be prevent in-case
7 kan::kan help te voorkom 2 2 316

can::can help to prevent
8 kan::kan word voorkom zoals 2 2 316

can::can be prevent such-as
9 kan::kan tracht te voorkom door 2 2 316

can::can try to prevent by
10 voorkom::voorkom 7 27 286

prevent::prevent

Table 6.15: All dependency patterns of the prevents relation type.

Table 6.16 presents the first 25 patterns out of 333 relation patterns. Most
of the prevents relations shown in that table use passive verbs which make us
easier to consider them as of prevented by relations (the inverse of this relation
type). And if we look at their semantic types, we might ask why Finding
(A2.2), which is a very general label, often appears in many relation patterns.
It possibly indicates that in prevents relations, arguments are often of general
actions or conditions and not specific concepts.
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No Relation pattern fC weight
1 word::word voorkom door(A2.2:Finding,A2.2:Finding) 6 11415
2 kan::word voorkom door(A2.2:Finding,A2.2:Finding) 6 10154
3 kan::kan word voorkom door(A2.2:Finding,A2.2:Finding) 6 10154
4 word::word voorkom door(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A2.2:Finding) 4 7610
5 kan::word voorkom door(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A2.2:Finding) 4 6769
6 kan::kan word voorkom door(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A2.2:Finding) 4 6769
7 word::word voorkom door(B2.2.1.1.1.1:Mental Process,A2.2:Finding) 2 3805
8 word::word voorkom door(A2.2:Finding,A1.4.3:Food) 2 3805
9 word::word voorkom door(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 2 3805
10 word::word voorkom door(A2.2:Finding,B1.3.1.3:Therapeutic or Preventive Procedure) 2 3805
11 word::word voorkom door(A2.2:Finding,B1.1.2:Individual Behavior) 2 3805
12 word::word voorkom door(A2.2:Finding,A2.1:Idea or Concept) 2 3805
13 kan::word voorkom door(A2.2:Finding,B1.1.2:Individual Behavior) 2 3384
14 kan::word voorkom door(B2.2.1.1.1.1:Mental Process,A2.2:Finding) 2 3384
15 kan::kan word voorkom door(A2.2:Finding,B1.3.1.3:Therapeutic or Preventive Procedure) 2 3384
16 kan::kan word voorkom door(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 2 3384
17 kan::kan word voorkom door(A2.2:Finding,B1.1.2:Individual Behavior) 2 3384
18 kan::kan word voorkom door(A2.2:Finding,A2.1:Idea or Concept) 2 3384
19 kan::kan word voorkom door(B2.2.1.1.1.1:Mental Process,A2.2:Finding) 2 3384
20 kan::word voorkom door(A2.2:Finding,B1.3.1.3:Therapeutic or Preventive Procedure) 2 3384
21 kan::word voorkom door(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 2 3384
22 kan::word voorkom door(A2.2:Finding,A1.4.3:Food) 2 3384
23 kan::word voorkom door(A2.2:Finding,A2.1:Idea or Concept) 2 3384
24 kan::kan word voorkom door(A2.2:Finding,A1.4.3:Food) 2 3384
25 word::word voorkom door(A2.1:Idea or Concept,A2.2:Finding) 1 1902

Table 6.16: The first 25 relation patterns of the prevents relation type.
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6.6.1.8 Discussion

We now discuss the above dependency patterns and relation patterns extracted
from imix. Looking at the tables presenting dependency patterns, we get the
impression that, despite the noisy training sentences (see Section 6.3), each rela-
tion type has unique and relevant dependency patterns, except the has symptom
and causes relation types. Our calculation shows that there are 93 out of 7093
training sentences of the two relation types that overlap. Although the num-
ber is small, apparently the overlapping sentences contain several dependency
patterns that are shared by the relation types. Consider the following examples:

(13) a. Gastritis veroorzaakt een branderig gevoel.
‘Gastritis causes a burning sensation.’

b. Een tekort aan insuline veroorzaakt suikerziekte.
‘A shortage of insulin causes diabetes.’

The first example (13-a) contains a has symptom relation, while the second
example (13-b) contains a causes relation. Although both relations have the
same dependency pattern, i.e., veroorzaak ‘cause’, but they are different in their
concrete interpretations. In the first sentence, veroorzaak indicates the charac-
teristics of the ‘Gastritis’ disease (argument 1), which is the emerge of a ‘burning
sensation’ (argument 2). In the second sentences, it indicates the effect of the
‘shortage of insuline’ (argument 1), which is ‘diabetes’ (argument 2). Thus, hav-
ing the same dependency pattern, a relation can be classified as a has symptom
or a causes relation.

To resolve the above vagueness, we look at the labels of the second argu-
ments. Our classifier has labeled the term ‘burning sensation’ as a Sign or
Symptom and the term ‘diabetes’ as a Disease or Syndrome. Similar labeling
is also shown in Table 6.6 (has symptom relation patterns) where most of the
second arguments are labeled with Sign or Symptom and in Table 6.8 (causes
relation patterns) where most of the second arguments are labeled with Disease
or Syndrome. This shows that labeling relation’s arguments is not only useful to
indicate that a triple indicates a relationship, but is also useful to disambiguate
two similar relation types.

What is the overlap of the dependency patterns across the relation types?
To answer this question, we look Table 6.17 that presents the relation types
and the number of their dependency patterns. In total, we have extracted
508 dependency patterns, where treats is the most frequent relation type, fol-
lowed by causes and has symptom. From these dependency patterns, we get
428 unique dependency patterns. The difference of the total numbers indicates
some overlaps, which is confirmed by Table 6.18. This table shows that there
are 11 patterns that overlap at three relation types, i.e., has symptom, occurs,
and causes; and 58 patterns overlap at two relation types. The total number
of overlapping patterns is 69, which is equal to 16.1% of all unique dependency
patterns. This means that although our relation types contain overlapping de-
pendency patterns, the majority of the dependency patterns, i.e. 359 patterns
(83.9%), is not overlapping. These figures show that in general, the extracted
dependency patterns are unique with respect to their relation types.

From Table 6.18 we also can see that the relation types has symptom and
causes alone share 38 dependency patterns (55.1%). This indicates that decid-
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Relation type dep. patterns
# %

treats 142 27.9
causes 120 23.6
has symptom 111 21.9
diagnoses 64 12.6
occurs 54 10.6
prevents 12 2.4
has definition 5 1.0
total 508 100
total unique patterns 428

Table 6.17: Relation types and the number of their dependency patterns (#).
Each dependency pattern should occur at least three times in the training data.

Overlapping relations dep. patterns
# %

3 overlaps
has symptom - occurs - causes 11 15.9

2 overlaps
has symptom - causes 38 55.1
has symptom - occurs 11 15.9
occurs - causes 3 4.3
treats - prevents 3 4.3
has symptom - has definition 1 1.4
occurs - prevents 1 1.4
occurs - treats 1 1.4

total 69 100

Table 6.18: Overlapping relation types and the number of their overlapping
dependency patterns (#).

ing whether a relation instance contains a has symptom or a causes relation
is very difficult, and probably reflects the fact that the two notions are not
distinct linguistically, even though they are clearly different. Another frequent
overlapping pair are the has symptom and occurs relation types, which share 11
dependency patterns (15.0%).

To understand how the overlapping occurs, we look at the 9 dependency pat-
terns, namely, veroorzaak::veroorzaak bij, treed-op::treed-op op, treed-op::treed-
op bij, ontsta::ontsta op, ontsta::ontsta na, ontsta::ontsta in, ontsta::ontsta door,
ontsta::ontsta bij, leid::leid bij, kan::kan treed-op bij, and kan::kan ontsta bij. These
patterns overlap at the three relation types. One will notice that these patterns
contain the same keywords, i.e. ontsta ‘raise’ and treed ‘act’. A similar list can
also be found in the dependency patterns that overlap at two relation types,
namely veroorzaak ‘cause’, kom voor ‘prevent’, treed ‘act’, and ontsta ‘raise’.
These examples indicate that there are a small number of keywords which are
common among several relation types, and may lead to ambiguity.

Now, we want to see how much the overlap is reduced after term labeling
is applied to the relation arguments. First, consider Table 6.19 that shows the
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Relation type rel. patterns
# %

causes 5,521 35.5
treats 3,532 22.6
has symptom 3,478 22.2
occurs 1,251 8.0
diagnoses 1,033 6.6
has definition 494 3.2
prevents 333 2.1
total 15,643 100
total unique patterns 14,774

Table 6.19: Relation types and the number of their relation patterns (#). The
weight of each relation pattern ≥ 50.

Overlapping relations dep. patterns rel. patterns
# % # %

3 overlaps
has symptom - occurs - causes 4 12.1 34 4.1

2 overlaps
has symptom - causes 18 54.5 585 70.1
has symptom - occurs 9 27.3 121 14.5
occurs - causes 0 0 60 7.2
treats - prevents 1 3.0 9 1.1
has symptom - has definition 1 3.0 26 3.1
occurs - prevents 0 0 0 0
occurs - treats 0 0 0 0

total 33 100 835 100

Table 6.20: Overlapping relation types and the number of their overlapping
dependency patterns and relation patterns after we apply term labeling.

number of relation patterns for each relation type. In total, there are 15,643
relation patterns, which consist of 14,774 unique relation patterns. Similar to
Table 6.17, causes, treats, and has symptom are the most frequent relation types.

Table 6.20 shows how the relation patterns overlap among the relation types,
by presenting the number of dependency patterns and relation patterns for each
set of overlapping relation types. The total number of overlapping dependency
patterns is now 33, which is about 52.2% reduction compared to before we ap-
ply the term labeling. This reduction is found on most of the overlapping rela-
tion types. For example, the has symptom-occurs-causes overlaps have reduced
by about 63.6%, has symptom-causes overlaps 52.6%, and has symptom-occurs
overlaps 18.2%. These figures show that labeling relation arguments will reduce
the relation pattern ambiguity, and in turn is expected to improve the accuracy
of the relation extraction.

The strongest ambiguity is demonstrated by has symptom and causes rela-
tion types, as shown in Table 6.20, where they share 70.1% of the overlapping
relation patterns. If we return to Chapter 5 on Term Labeling, we will see that
it is also difficult for human annotators during annotating terms in training sen-
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tences to distinghuish between both relation types. For example, they labeled
the term anorexia nervosa as a disease when the UMLS labels it as a symptom
(Sign or Symptom).

6.6.2 Extraction Phase

In this subsection we extract dependency triples R(S,O) from the Wikipedia
corpus using the relation patterns that have been extracted from the IMIX
corpus. First, we present some examples of dependency triples extracted from
the corpus, which contains a large number of non-annotated test sentences.
Then, we discuss the performance of the results.

6.6.2.1 Examples of the Extracted Relation Triples

For each relation type, we present a table of 30 dependency triples grouped into
three levels, where each level consists of the first 10 triples ranked according to
their scores. To save space, we do not translate the arguments of the triples
and keep the dependency patterns short, for example, word::word behandel met
will be presented in its simple form, word behandel met. We manually evaluate
each triple and indicate whether it is relevant to the relation type or not. The
examples are provided in Table 6.21 until 6.27 in the next pages.

Note that in those tables, the order of the triples’ arguments is as found
in the sentences. For the treats dependency triples, for example, ones typi-
cally would expect to have treats(treatment, disease) triples. However, for the
triple #8 of Level 1 in Table 6.21, word behandel met(De anemie, foliumzuur)
‘be treated with(The anemia, folic acid)’, we still keep the order of its argu-
ment to be reversed, which still reflects a treats(disease,treatment) triple. The
reordering of this kind of triples will be done when we convert the tables into
corresponding relation tables.
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No. treats dependency triple Eval

Level 1

1 word behandel met(liesbreuken, kijkoperaties) 1
2 word pas toe bij(Gedragstherapie, dwangstoornissen) 1
3 word behandel met(patiënten met atherosclerose bij voorkeur,

aspirine ter voorkoming van het optreden van een trombose) 0
4 word gebruik bij(Methicilline, de behandeling van infecties) 1
5 word behandel met(Symptomatisch multiple myeloom,

chemotherapie + radiotherapie) 1
6 word gebruik bij(Chlooramfenicol, levensbedreigende infecties) 1
7 word gebruik bij(sommige geneesmiddelen, epilepsie) 0
8 word behandel met(De anemie, foliumzuur) 1
9 word gebruik bij(de in de plant voorkomende werkzame stoffen,

aandoeningen van de luchtwegen diarree en blaasontsteking) 0
10 word pas toe bij(homeopathische behandelingen,

aandoeningen die niet of moeilijk objectief te beoordelen zijn) 1

Level 2

1 word pas toe bij(Teerpreparaten,
de behandeling van atopisch eczeem) 1

2 word pas toe bij(Betablokkers,
de behandeling van boezemritmestoornissen) 1

3 word gebruik bij(ook zinkoxide-eugenol, voorlopige behandelingen) 1
4 word gebruik bij(Zinkoxide-eugenol, composietvullingen) 1
5 word gebruik bij(Lidocäıne HCl,

de tandarts in capsules van 1,8 ml.) 0
6 word gebruik bij(Succinylcholine ook wel bekend als

suxamethonium chloride, operaties) 1
7 word gebruik bij(Olanzapine of onder de merknaam Zyprexa,

mensen die aan onder andere psychose lijden) 1
8 word gebruik bij(Clenbuterol, o.m. bodybuilders) 1
9 word gebruik bij(Clenbuterol, o.m. wielrenners) 1
10 kan word behandel met(jongetjes, een corticosteröıd) 0

Level 3

1 word pas toe bij(De Golgi-kleuring, het onderzoek) 0
2 kan word behandel met(jongetjes, een fimosis) 0
3 word gebruik bij(het orgaan, het lokaliseren van de gastheer) 0
4 word gebruik bij(De term ankylose, de gewrichten) 0
5 word gebruik bij(de overmatige littekenvorming,

bepaalde soorten wonden) 0
6 word gebruik bij(pancuroniumbromide,

het uitvoeren van de doodstraf) 1
7 word gebruik bij(de R X Y Z L a en b, kleurmeting) 0
8 word gebruik bij(de behandelingsprocédurés,

de behandeling van hout) 0
9 word gebruik bij(Uierzalf, koeien) 0
10 ben afhankelijk van(Driftobjecten, milieubëınvloeding) 0

Table 6.21: Examples of the first 10 dependency triples on each matching level
and their evaluation judgement for the treats relation type.
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No. has symptom dependency triple Eval

Level 1

1 veroorzaak(Gastritis, een branderig gevoel) 1
2 veroorzaak(Jicht ICD-10 M10, pijnklachten in gewrichten) 1
3 veroorzaak(jeuk, jeuk) 0
4 veroorzaak(alle ziekten, pijn) 1
5 veroorzaak(een beroerte, bewusteloosheid) 1
6 veroorzaak(vanzelf-overgaande bewusteloosheid,

bloedtoevoer naar de hersenen) 1
7 veroorzaak(Een TIA of een beroerte, bewusteloosheid) 1
8 veroorzaak(Een TIA, bewusteloosheid) 1
9 word kenmerk door(Het syndroom van Churg-Strauss, een chronische

ontsteking van de kleine bloedvaten tot de middel grote slagaderen) 1
10 word kenmerk door(Colitis, lichte tot hevige diarree met

bloedverlies gepaard gaand met koorts en buikpijn) 1

Level 2

1 veroorzaak(weerhaakjes, pijn) 1
2 veroorzaak(pathogenen, diarree) 1
3 veroorzaak(een niet traumatisch letsel pathologie met verloop,

belasting) 0
4 veroorzaak(diverse varianten,

zeer waarschijnlijk verschillende ziekteverschijnselen) 0
5 veroorzaak(Een geopende zevende chakra,

een gevoel van diepe vrede en harmonie) 1
6 kan word veroorzaak-in het bijzonder(Verkoudheid in België

soms ook een valling dialect genoemd, rhinovirussen) 0
7 kan word veroorzaak-in het bijzonder(Verkoudheid in België

soms ook een valling dialect genoemd, coronavirussen) 0
8 kan veroorzaak(type IV Veel cosmetica ook

bestanddelen van zepen en waspoeders, ernstige huidallergie) 1
9 kan veroorzaak(Sommige zoönosen,

een beschadiging van de embryo of een abortus) 0
10 kan veroorzaak(hypoglykemie of drugsgebruik,

paniekachtige verschijnselen) 1

Level 3

1 veroorzaak(de epidemie van 1968 en 1969,
de Hongkonggriep met 750.000 doden) 0

2 veroorzaak(de grondstof, geen bijwerkingen) 0
3 veroorzaak(gen,

de afwezigheid van bepaalde functionele gif-afbrekende enzymen) 0
4 veroorzaak(een stof, hyperaemie) 0
5 veroorzaak(een stof, exsudatie) 0
6 veroorzaak(suikers omzetten, een pH-daling) 0
7 veroorzaak(oorkaarsen, geen onderdruk) 0
8 veroorzaak(De film, wat ophef) 0
9 veroorzaak(een stof, de toestand van anesthesie an-esthesie) 0
10 veroorzaak(Benzodiazepines, remming (sedatie)) 0

Table 6.22: Examples of the first 10 dependency triples on each matching level
and their evaluation judgement for the has symptom relation type.
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No. causes dependency triple Eval

Level 1

1 word veroorzaak door(Candidiasis of ook wel candidose,
gistachtige schimmels voornamelijk Candida albicans) 1

2 word veroorzaak door(De schimmelinfectie van de nagel,
andere schimmels) 0

3 word veroorzaak door(Hepatische encefalopathie ofwel
leverencefalopathie, ziekten van de lever) 1

4 word veroorzaak door(Hepatische encefalopathie, ziekten van de lever) 1
5 word veroorzaak door(Sepsis, een infectie) 1
6 word veroorzaak door(Sinusitis of bijholteontsteking, soms een allergie in

de slijmvliezen van de beenholten in het voorhoofd aan de neuswortel) 1
7 word veroorzaak door(Twee varianten van de ziekte die veroorzaakt

wordt door amoeben, amoebische dysenterie) 1
8 word veroorzaak door(Echte griep of influenza, het influenzavirus) 1
9 word veroorzaak door(een ziekte, een overdraagbare ziekteverwekker) 1
10 word veroorzaak door(voortdurende gewrichtsklachten na behandeling,

een persisterende infectie) 1

Level 2

1 word veroorzaak door(Het Gerstmann-Sträussler-Scheinkersyndroom
meestal afgekort tot GSS, prionen) 1

2 word veroorzaak door(Winderigheid of flatulentie, een mengsel van gassen
dat door bacteriën en gisten in de darmen van zoogdieren wordt
aangemaakt) 1

3 word veroorzaak door(Winderigheid, een mengsel van gassen dat
door bacteriën en gisten in de darmen van
zoogdieren wordt aangemaakt) 1

4 word veroorzaak door(De voor de mensen potentieel gevaarlijke
variant van de vogelgriep, het H5N1 virus) 1

5 word veroorzaak door(Lassakoorts, een arenavirus) 1
6 word veroorzaak door(Een pandemie, een virus dat nog nooit

of al een heel lange tijd niet gewoed heeft waardoor er geen of
een verminderde weerstand voor is) 1

7 word veroorzaak door(Genot, biogenische aminen dopamine) 1
8 word veroorzaak door(Een angst, de aanwezigheid van een specifiek object) 1
9 word veroorzaak door(Een angst, de verwachting van een specifiek object) 1
10 word veroorzaak door(schapen, prionen) 0

Level 3

1 ontsta door(’twee cellen (een dyade) en vervolgens een klompje
van vier cellen (een tetrade)’, meiose) 1

2 ontsta door(’twee cellen (een dyade)’, meiose) 1
3 ontsta door(’vervolgens een klompje van vier cellen (een tetrade)’, meiose) 1
4 ontsta door(lokaal weefselschade met als gevolg een open

verbinding fistel, afsterven van het weefsel) 1
5 ontsta door-sterf af van(lokaal weefselschade met als gevolg

een open verbinding fistel, het weefsel) 0
6 ontsta door-te zit onder(Lasogen, een hoogtezon) 1
7 ontsta door(brand, een vonk) 0
8 ontsta door(brand, een gloeiend voorwerp) 0
9 ontsta door(Versnelde silicose, het over kortere perioden 5 tot

15 jaar inademen van grotere hoeveelheden) 0
10 ontsta door-adem in over(Versnelde silicose, kortere perioden 5 tot 15 jaar) 0

Table 6.23: Examples of the first 10 dependency triples on each matching level
and their evaluation judgement for the causes relation type.
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No. has definition dependency triple Eval

Level 1

1 ben(Aids verworven immunodeficiëntiesyndroom, een syndroom dat wordt
veroorzaakt door het retrovirus Hiv) 1

2 ben(De ziekte van Alzheimer, een aandoening waarbij delen van de hersenen
verschrompelen op vele plaatsen ’plaque’-vorming optreedt en de patiënt
soms in snel tempo dementeert) 1

3 ben(Een huidaandoening die ook tot chronische Lyme-borreliose wordt
gerekend, de Acrodermatitis chronica atrophicans ACA) 1

4 ben(Verkoudheid in België soms ook een valling dialect genoemd, een
besmettelijke aandoening aan de slijmvliezen van de bovenste luchtwegen
die door een groot aantal verschillende typen virussen kan worden
veroorzaakt in het bijzonder rhinovirussen coronavirussen en RSV) 1

5 ben(Een opportunistische infectie, een infectie die kan optreden wanneer
iemand ziek is en verzwakt ten opzichte van de normale toestand) 1

6 ben(Colitis ulcerosa, een chronische ontsteking van het slijmvlies van
de dikke darm) 1

7 ben(Zwangerschapsdiabetes, een aandoening waarbij zich tijdens
de zwangerschap een hoge bloedsuikerspiegel ontwikkelt) 1

8 ben(een soa, een aandoening die seksueel overdraagbaar is) 1
9 ben(Fibromyalgie, een chronische en pijnlijke aandoening van

de aanhechtingsplaatsen van spieren en pezen aan de gewrichten) 1
10 ben(Jakob, de eerste die de ziekte van Alper als zodanig herkende en

beschreef) 1

Level 2

1 ben(een geactiveerde spiercel na het samentrekken een deel van
een seconde, refractaire periode) 1

2 ben(Een seta, een stijve borstel bij eencelligen) 1
3 ben(Een van zijn meest opmerkelijke beleidspunten aan de top van het IOC,

het terugdringen van het aantal disciplines tijdens de Zomerspelen) 0
4 ben(IBD, een chronische ziekte) 1
5 ben(IBD, een chronische ziekte) 1
6 ben(Ondine’s vloek, een zeldzame aandoening waarbij de patiënt steeds weer

bewust moet ademen) 1
7 ben(Het proeven van de mens, een functie van de reukzin) 0
8 ben(Een voorbeeld van een dergelijke afwijking, rood-groen kleurenblindheid) 0
9 ben(Krentenbaard, een huiduitslag die vaak in het gezicht begint maar

overal op het lichaam kan optreden van het behaarde hoofd tot de voetzolen) 1
10 ben(Gingivitis, een ontstekingitis van de gingiva oftewel het tandvlees) 1

Level 3

1 ben(ervaringsmodaliteiten die de persoonlijkheid van de mens structureren,
boze geest held godsvrucht Grote Moeder en zovoorts) 0

2 ben(De realisatie van dit tweede centrum naast het ik, een proces dat
gekenmerkt wordt door de vereniging van tegenst ellingen in de mens zelf) 0

3 ben(Isaac Asimov Petrovichi, een Amerikaans schrijver) 1
4 ben(zijn robotverhalen, Het tweede thema waar Asimov bekend mee werd) 0
5 ben(Paracelsus, een controversiéle alchemist uit de 16e eeuw) 1
6 ben(Paracelsus, een controversiéle theoloog uit de 16e eeuw) 1
7 ben(Voyeurisme in ruime zin, het seksueel kunnen genieten van

het kijken naar naakt en/of seksuele gedragingen) 1
8 ben(wordt, een vreemdeling) 0
9 ben(Pyriet, een disulfide met zwavelparen) 1
10 ben(dierkunde dat dieren bestudeert, een discipline in de biologie) 1

Table 6.24: Examples of the first 10 dependency triples on each matching level
and their evaluation judgement for the has definition relation type.
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No. diagnoses dependency triple Eval

Level 1

1 word onderzoek op(bloed en urine, de aanwezigheid van
lichaamsvreemde stoffen) 1

2 word onderzoek op(bloed, de aanwezigheid van lichaamsvreemde stoffen) 1
3 word onderzoek op(bloed, ’de aanwezigheid van allergische antistoffen

(IgE) tegen bepaalde allergenen’) 1
4 kan toon aan(een urinetest, de infectie) 1
5 onderzoek(Het Expertisecentrum Forensische Psychiatrie, ontsnappingen

van tbs’ers en recidive) 1
6 kan stel(therapeut, geen diagnose) 0
7 word onderzoek in(alle kalveren in de leeftijd van vier tot twaalf maanden,

de periode van minimaal dertien maanden daarna) 0
8 word vind bij(geen schade, sommige onderzoeken) 0
9 word stel in(de eerste leerstoel voor ziekten aan het zenuwstelsel

aan het Hôpital de la Salpêtrière Parijs, de eerste leerstoel voor
ziekten aan het zenuwstelsel aan het Hôpital de la Salpêtrière Parijs) 0

10 word stel in(een proefbehandeling zonder dat men zeker weet of
het zal helpen, een proefbehandeling zonder dat men zeker weet of
het zal helpen) 0

Level 2

1 word onderzoek op(Iedere koe die een miskraam of
een te vroeg of doodgeboren kalf heeft gekregen, brucellose) 1

2 word stel op(de doodstraf, een aantal vergrijpen waaronder vleselijke
gemeenschap tussen mannen) 0

3 onderzoek(de arts, het slijmvlies van de dikke darm) 1
4 onderzoek(de kinderpsychiater, de gedragingen bij kinderen) 1
5 word onderzoek op(De verwijderde poliepen, maligniteit) 1
6 word stel op basis van(De diagnose ziekte van Huntington,

de familie-geschiedenis) 1
7 onderzoek(twee waarnemers, dezelfde persoon) 0
8 onderzoek(de patholoog, weefsel van het gezwel onder de microscoop) 1
9 onderzoek(Sir David Bruce, de Maltakoorts en trypanosomen waarbij

hij ook de oorzaak van slaapziekte ontdekte) 1
10 word stel op(een methode die in consensus werd goedgekeurd,

een methode die in consensus werd goedgekeurd) 0

Level 3

1 onderzoek(Pavlov, dit verschijnsel) 0
2 onderzoek(Eerste wetenschapper, placebo’s) 0
3 onderzoek(deel, een melding van een verdenking van

aviaire influenza vogelpest) 0
4 onderzoek(men, het therapeutische gebruik van gassen) 0
5 onderzoek(Alzheimer, veranderingen in de hersenen bij epilepsie) 1
6 onderzoek(Britse en Zwitserse wetenschappen,

110 randomized placebo controlled) 0
7 onderzoek(centra, het erfelijk karakter van de beperking) 0
8 onderzoek(de filosofie, de kennis van wat mooi of lelijk wordt ervaren) 0
9 onderzoek(De mede door hem opgerichte stichting Merkawah,

dit verschijnsel) 0
10 onderzoek(gezondheidspsychologe Michelle Hendriks, de invloed) 0

Table 6.25: Examples of the first 10 dependency triples on each matching level
and their evaluation judgement for the diagnoses relation type.
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No. occurs dependency triple Eval

Level 1

1 kom voor bij(Rood-groen kleurenblindheid, mannen) 1
2 kom voor bij(Fibromyalgie, vrouwen

ongeveer 90% van de pati ënten is vrouw) 1
3 kom voor bij(liesbreuken, vrouwen) 1
4 kom voor bij(Hemofilie, mannen) 1
5 kom voor bij(Hemofilie, vrouwen) 1
6 kom voor bij(een blaasontsteking, vrouwen) 1
7 kom voor bij(Keratoconus, 1 op de 1500 personen) 1
8 kom voor bij(Lupus, vrouwen) 1
9 kom voor bij(Mictiestoornissen, mannen) 1
10 kom voor bij(Mictiestoornissen, vrouwen) 1

Level 2

1 kom voor bij(Deze handelingswijze, personen met een emotioneel
instabiele persoonlijkheidsstoornis) 0

2 kom voor bij(geel-blauw-kleurenblindheid, mannen) 1
3 kom voor bij(geel-blauw-kleurenblindheid, vrouwen) 1
4 kom voor bij(GRS, mannen) 1
5 kom voor bij(Deze zogenoemde premature menopauze,

1% van de vrouwen) 1
6 kom voor bij(meer dan bij vrouwen, mannen) 0
7 kom voor bij(De verschillende overdrachtsroutes,

bepaalde sociaal-economische of culturele groepen) 1
8 kom voor bij(Hwa-byung of hwabyung, Koreaanse emigranten) 0
9 kom voor bij(Doordat de voetheffers vaak zijn aangedaan en niet goed

functioneren, deze aandoening) 0
10 kom voor bij(mannetjes, deze populaties) 0

Level 3

1 kom voor bij(vogelgriep of aviaire influenza, ‘vogels voornamelijk
hoenderachtigen die griepachtige verschijnselen veroorzaakt met sufheid,
tranende ogen, en opgezette kelen’) 1

2 kom voor bij(kinderoffers waarbij ook ongeboren baby’s gedood werden
als genoegdoening voor de goden van de zon en de maan, de Maya’s) 0

3 kom voor bij(Albino’s, merels) 1
4 kom voor bij(relatief veel genderrolwisselingen, 5ARD) 1
5 kom voor bij(relatief veel genderrolwisselingen, 17BHSD) 1
6 kom voor bij(Apomixie, de varenachtigen pteridophyta) 1
7 kom voor bij(Een exoskelet, schildpadden) 1
8 kom voor bij(celorganellen, planten) 1
9 kom voor bij(celorganellen, algen) 1
10 kom voor bij(arachnofobie, natuurvolkeren) 1

Table 6.26: Examples of the first 10 dependency triples on each matching level
and their evaluation judgement for the occurs relation type.
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No. prevents dependency triple Eval

Level 1

1 kan word voorkom door(gehoorschade, gebruik van gehoorbeschermers) 1
2 kan word voorkom door-te geef(Faalangst bij kinderen, ’een veilig gevoel,

geen onduidelijke of tegenstrijdige opdrachten te geven’) 1
3 kan word voorkom door-te herken(een hoop leed,

de voortekenen van agressie) 1
4 kan word voorkom door-te geef op(een hoop leed,

constructieve wijze aandacht) 1
5 kan word voorkom door-te geef(Faalangst bij kinderen, een kind) 0
6 kan word voorkom door-te maak door(Trombose, het slikken) 0
7 kan word voorkom door-te maak(Trombose, het bloed minder stolbaar

die de inactivatie van trombine door antitrombine aanjaagt heparines) 1
8 kan niet voorkom(het spiraaltje, de overdracht van seksueel overdraagbare

aandoeningen) 1
9 verminder(De nieuwste operatietechnieken waarbij met een camera in

de neus gekeken wordt tijdens de operatie en met een snijdende stofzuiger
oftewel shaver, de kans op complicaties) 1

10 verminder(De volgende maatregelen, de kans op wiegendood/SIDS) 0

Level 2

1 kan word voorkom door-verwijder van(ophoping, feces ontlasting) 1
2 kan word voorkom door-te plaats na(De verschijnselen, de thymectomie) 1
3 kan word voorkom door(een zwangerschap,

de introductie van de anticonceptiepil) 1
4 kan word voorkom door-te maak van(Trombose, geneesmiddelen

die de aanmaak van stollingsfactoren verminderen) 1
5 kan word voorkom door-te maak door(Trombose,

het injecteren van geneesmiddelen) 1
6 kan word voorkom door-te maak door injecteer van(Trombose,

geneesmiddelen) 1
7 kan word voorkom door-te geef aan(een hoop leed, boosheid) 1
8 kan niet voorkom-aangezien niet verhinder(het spiraaltje,

de uitwisseling van lichaamsvloeistoffen) 1
9 kan word voorkom door-te plaats(De verschijnselen,

een stukje thymusweefsel terug) 0
10 kan bescherm tegen(men, besmetting met pokken) 0

Level 3

1 kan word voorkom door-te plaats in(De verschijnselen, het lichaam) 0
2 kan word voorkom door-te dek af(Onderkoeling, het hoofd) 1
3 kan word voorkom door-te dek af met(Onderkoeling, een muts/pet) 1
4 kan word voorkom door-te dek af omdat ga bij(Onderkoeling,

geklede personen) 0
5 kan word voorkom door-te dek af omdat ga via(Onderkoeling, het hoofd) 0
6 kan word voorkom door(ophoping, het manueel verwijderen

van feces ontlasting in het rectum endeldarm) 1
7 kan word voorkom door-verwijder(ophoping, het manueel) 0
8 kan word voorkom door-verwijder in(ophoping, het rectumendeldarm) 1
9 kan niet voorkom-dat verspreid over(Een en ander, de wereld) 0
10 houd tegen(Oorsmeer, stof) 0

Table 6.27: Examples of the first 10 dependency triples on each matching level
and their evaluation judgement for the prevents relation type.
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6.6.2.2 Discussion

We discuss our findings from the above axamples by looking at the arguments,
dependency patterns, and errors, and then evaluate the performance of the
method using precision and recall measures.

The arguments of triples in the examples are often not single terms con-
structed of nouns or noun phrases, but often are clauses containing terms and
their descriptions (or modifiers). Consider, for example, the 10th triple of Level
1 in Table 6.21 as repeated below:

(14) word pas toe bij(homeopathische behandelingen, aandoeningen die niet of
moeilijk objectief te beoordelen zijn)
‘be apply to(homeopathic treatments, diseases that are not or difficult
to assess objectively)’

This triple has as its second argument a noun, i.e. aandoeningen ‘disorders’,
with a (long) modifier die niet of moeilijk objectief te beoordelen zijn ‘that are
not or difficult to assess objectively’. The whole chunk of this argument was ex-
tracted using dependency relation information, and main term (aandoeningen),
that was used to assign its label, was extracted using the PoS-tag filter. For
some relation types, such as treats which often has long arguments, we found
that these two linguistic techniques play an important role.

The second role of the dependency relation information is shown in handling
coordinations. Consider, for example, the following sentences from wikipedia:

(15) a. Meestal worden bloed en urine onderzocht op de aanwezigheid van
lichaamsvreemde stoffen , maar ook weefsels en haren kunnen wor-
den onderzocht ..
‘Usually, blood and urine tested for the presence of foreign sub-
stances, but also hair and tissue can be examined.’

b. Bij de patiënt wordt bloed afgenomen wat wordt onderzocht op de
aanwezigheid van allergische antistoffen ( IgE ) tegen bepaalde al-
lergenen .
‘From the patient blood is taken that will be examined for the
presence of allergic antibodies (IgE) against certain allergens.’

The first sentence (15-a) contains a diagnoses relation in which the first argu-
ment is a coordination (underlined). Since our term relationship ideally links
two arguments each containing a term, besides having the coordination as an
argument, we also want to get every constituent of the coordination as an ar-
gument. Using the dependency information, our method generates triples con-
sisting of the coordination and coordination’s constituents each as an argument
from the same sentence, as shown by triples no. 1 and 2 of Level 1 in Table
6.25. The benefit of this constituent extraction is revealed when we extract a
triple from the second sentence (15-b). This sentence also contains a diagnoses
relation, as shown by the third triple of Level 1 in the same table. Its first
argument is apparently the same with the first argument of one of the triples
from the first example, i.e. bloed ‘blood’. The same-first-argument triples from
these examples are:
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(16) a. word onderzoek op(bloed, de aanwezigheid van lichaamsvreemde stof-
fen)
‘be examine for(blood, the presence of foreign substances)’

b. word onderzoek op(bloed, ’de aanwezigheid van allergische antistoffen
(IgE) tegen bepaalde allergenen’)
‘be examine for(blood, ‘the presence of allergic antibodies (IgE)
against certain allergens’)’

The meaning of these triples is that blood can be used to examine the presence
of foreign substances and/or the presence of allergic antibodies (IgE) against
certain allergens. This shows how can we combine pieces of information for a
term from different sentences, which can be achived by making every argument
to contain a single main term. And for this to happen, main terms grouped by
coordinations should be expanded into their constituents where each constituent
has its own dependency triple.

Since our method is aimed at finding a relation between two terms, a non-
term argument will not be detected by a simple dependency pattern. Consider,
for example, the following sentence from wikipedia:

(17) Faalangst bij kinderen kan voorkomen worden door een kind een veilig
gevoel te geven, geen onduidelijke of tegenstrijdige opdrachten te geven,
moeilijke taken herschikken in gemakkelijker deeltaken.
‘Anxiety in children can be prevented by [giving children a safe feeling],
giving no unclear or conflicting orders, rearranging difficult tasks into
easier subtasks.’

This sentence contains a prevents relation, whose dependency pattern is kan word
voorkom door ‘can be prevent by’, and whose part of the second argument is
underlined, i.e. een kind een veilig gevoel te geven, which literally means ‘a child
a safe feeling to give’ or contextually means ‘to give a safe feeling to a child.’
Since it is an infinitive, not a nominal, our method did not extract the clause in a
whole as an argument, instead it climbed down the subtree of sentence’s depen-
dency parse tree to get a nominal term. Finally, it found an argument, i.e. een
veilig gevoel ‘a safe feeling’. However, the dependency pattern to get this term
is not the same as above anymore, because we have passed a subtree consisting
of a subdependency pattern -te geef ‘-to give’. The new dependency pattern
is now kan word voorkom door-te geef ‘can be prevent by-to give’, as shown by
the second triple of Level 1 in Table 6.27 and repeated below with its whole
chunk of argument:

(18) kan word voorkom door-te geef(Faalangst bij kinderen, ’een veilig gevoel,
geen onduidelijke of tegenstrijdige opdrachten te geven’)
‘can be prevent by-to give(Anxiety in children, ‘a safe feeling, not un-
clear or conflicting orders’)’

Relations as in the above example are frequently found in the prevents re-
lation type and can clearly be seen in that table. In this case, dependency
patterns become overly specific as shown in most of the triples in the table, and
the meanings represented by the dependency patterns are not simple anymore.

This fact suggests us two things in order to get useful dependency triples.
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First, if we keep limiting the extraction method only on nominal arguments, it
is important to get as short dependency patterns as possible. This is suitable
especially if we want to store the extracted dependency triples into an ontology,
in which arguments are terms or concepts. Second, for other applications that
do not require arguments to be nominals, it may be more suitable to allow non-
nominal chunks to become arguments and to keep the dependency patterns as
short as possible as well. An example of such applications is an How-To QA
system which asks for a procedure, such as ‘How to prevent anxiety in children? ’
which can be answered nicely with ‘give a safe feeling, not unclear or conflicting
orders.’

All of the previously discussed dependency patters are for positive relations.
How about a statement that contains a negative relation? An example for this
relation is shown by triple no. 8 of Level 1 in Table 6.27 as repeated below:

(19) kan niet voorkom(het spiraaltje, de overdracht van seksueel overdraagbare
aandoeningen)
‘can not prevent(the IUD, the transfer of sexually transmitted diseases)’

For this kind of relation, the method identifies the occurrence of a negative
marker and then adds the marker into the extracted dependency pattern. Ap-
parently, there is only one negative relation in the previous tables, namely the
above triple.

We have identified several causes of errors in the dependency triples. The
first cause is related to ambiguity in labeling a relation between two relation
types, especially between has symptom and causes. For example, triple no. 8
of Level 2 in Table 6.22 or its translation, can cause(Some zoonoses [infectious
diseases], a damage of the embryo or an abortion), is a causes relation, but in
that table it was classified as a has symptom relation. Further discussion on
this problem has been presented in Section 6.6.1.8.

The second cause of errors is having non-medical terms as arguments. For
example, triple no. 7 of Level 3 in Table 6.23, which is translated as raise by(fire,
a spark), has arguments which are general terms. However, since their arguments
do not have any medical label, it was grouped into Level 3 by the system, which
means that this relation is less relevant to the medical domain.

The third cause of errors is having definite NPs as the first arguments. These
arguments refer to their preceeding sentences, thus to get accurate meanings
they need to be resolved. Since we do not apply any anaphora resolution in this
method, those arguments are left unresolved. To solve this problem, we actually
have applied a set of definite NP filters which discards dependency triples having
a definite NP in their arguments. However, these manually constructed filters
apparently missed some definite NPs. Consider, for example, triple no. 1 of
Level 2 in Table 6.26, or its translation occur in(These ways of handling, people
with an emotionally unstable personality disorder). Its first argument does not
explicitly describe a specific ‘name’ of ‘handling’, and therefore is not a relevant
relation.

And the last and most common cause of errors is the parsing errors, which
usually produce incomplete arguments. For example, the second argument of
the first triple of Level 3 in Table 6.21 is het onderzoek ‘the investigation’ which
actually should be het onderzoek naar o.a. de morfologie van zenuwcellen ‘the
investigation to the morphology of neurons’.
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Relation type L1 L2 L3 total
causes 942 1,625 647 3,214
has definition 4,102 6,118 657 10,877
occurs 548 2,219 1,238 4,005
treats 300 1,826 1,026 3,152
has symptom 1,220 2,668 850 4,738
prevents 24 171 470 665
diagnoses 34 265 231 530
total 7,170 14,892 5,149 27,148

Table 6.28: Number of dependency triples per relation type grouped into three
levels according to the number of their matching concept labels.

Relation type L1 (%) L2 (%) L3 (%) average (%)
causes 95 90 75 87
has definition 95 65 30 63
occurs 90 80 50 73
treats 85 60 45 63
has symptom 80 30 - 55
prevents 75 50 50 58
diagnoses 60 60 35 52
all 83 62 41 62

Table 6.29: Precision of relation extraction for each relation type at three se-
mantic levels on wikipedia.

After looking at the dependency triples in all of the tables, we can draw an
initial conclusion that triples grouped in Level 1 are the most relevant relations,
while triples in Level 3 are the most irrelevant relations. If this finding is valid,
we can use the grouping, which is based on the matching levels of semantic
labels, as a strategy to isolate relevant relations from the rest.

6.7 Evaluation

We extract dependency triples from wikipedia using the learned relation pat-
terns. This process results in 27,211 dependency triples, which are distributed
into three semantic levels as shown in Table 6.28. For each level, the table shows
the number of dependency triples per relation type.

Most of the dependency triples have labels only on one of their arguments
(Level 2). However, not all of the unlabeled arguments are non-medical terms.
Thus, we can expect that more potential dependency triples can be collected
from this group. The second large group is Level 1 where both arguments of
the triples have labels. This finding is promising since from this level we expect
to get the most relevant triples. Level 3, the less relevant group, has the lowest
number of triples, which is desirable.

How good is the performance of the groups? To answer it, we randomly
selected 20 extraction results from each level and each relation type, and then
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Relation type P (%) R (%) F (%)
has definition 83 73 78
causes 92 67 77
occurs 81 54 65
has symptom 58 62 60
prevents 80 40 53
treats 71 40 51
diagnoses 86 24 38

Table 6.30: Performance of relation extraction on the test set containing 50
sentences per relation type.

evaluated them manually. The precision at different levels are given in Table
6.29. For all of the relation types, the best accuracy is at Level 1, where both of
the arguments have matching semantic types. The drop in precision at Level 3 is
considerable since no matching argument was found. For the prevents relation
type, 50% of the errors at Level 1 are cases where one of the arguments is
a definite NP. To obtain a full interpretation of these NPs, they need to be
interpreted as co-referential with a preceding NP. The noise in the training data
also contributes to errors, although the pattern filtering has reduced a great
amount of irrelevant patterns. Another source of errors are non-medical term
arguments, such as name of places, concepts for other domains, or non-term
arguments.

The low accuracy of Level 3 is an indication that the coverage of our concept
labeling system is satisfactory: if both of the arguments cannot be assigned
with a medical concept label, we can be relatively certain that the extracted
arguments are not proper instances of the relation.

Finally, to get precision and recall measurements, we randomly created a test
set consisting of 350 sentences. It consists of the 7 relation types, and each type
contains 50 labeled sentences. Only the subset of these sentences that actually
contain relevant relations, regardless of the semantic types of their arguments,
were considered to be positive cases for the relation. We use all of the relation
patterns extracted previously to extract dependency triples from the test set.

Table 6.30 shows the performance of the relation types. Precision is rela-
tively high for most of the relation types, but recall varies. The method performs
reasonably well for the has definition (f-measure 78%) and causes (77%) rela-
tion types, and performs less well for the diagnoses relation (38%). Variation
in performance is probably due to the fact that for some relations, where more
training examples are available, some relations were expressed by simpler de-
pendency patterns (i.e. is caused by) while the actual test sentences contain
complex relations. Some patterns also seem to suffer more from parsing errors.

The low recall on the treats relation type is caused by the fact that some
of its test sentences are infinitive sentences, conditional sentences or sentences
containing parse errors, as shown in the following examples:

(20) a. Om uitdroging te voorkomen moet veel gedronken worden ( maar
geen alcohol of koffie ).
‘In order to prevent dehydration, [one] should drink a lot (but not
alcohol or coffee).’
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b. Wanneer de verschillende onderzoeken wijzen op kanker , wordt er
een operatieplan gemaakt.
‘When the various studies indicate cancer, an operation is planned.’

The first sentence (20-a) is an infinitive sentence, and our Alpino parser cannot
find a subject in it. Without a subject node in a dependency parse tree, our
method cannot recognize the first argument of the relation which in turn will
miss the potential relation. The second sentence (20-b) is a conditional sentence,
and our method is not designed to recognize relations from this kind of sentence.

If we put aside the recall, we will see that the precision of our method is
reasonably high in most of the relation types. The low recall of the has symptom
relation type is mainly caused by parsing errors that produce arguments with
incomplete terms.

6.8 Summary

We have presented our approach to answer the fifth research question where we
extract relation patterns from the dependency parse trees of the IMIX corpus
and use the patterns to extract new relations from the Wikipedia corpus.

Our experiments showed that relation patterns can be learned from sen-
tences that were labelled with only the relation they contain. Concept labeling
helps in improving the accuracy of the relation extraction system: it is used to
rank relevant patterns higher, to distinguish identical dependency patterns for
different relation types, and to predict which matching patterns in a test corpus
are most likely correct instances of the relation.

Our current method uses the semantic types and semantic relation (pat-
terns) from the training data. In the future our method can be improved to
(semi-automatically) annotate corpora using the UMLS Semantic Network that
contains 135 semantic types and 54 relationships.

In the present experiments, we still manually select the discriminating key-
words from the extracted candidate dependency patterns. The relation pattern
learning phase can be improved in various ways, for example by incorporating
fully automatic filtering and applying a generalization method. By generalizing
dependency patterns, for example, word::word veroorzaak door and veroorzaak::
veroorzaak door are generalized as veroorzaak::veroorzaak, we can automatically
select potential dependency patterns according to particular criteria, e.g., fre-
quency or the number of generalization constituents.

During the evaluation phase, we noticed that an important source of errors
was due to coreference. Sentences such as This form is transferred via a domi-
nant gene, or The disease is caused by a surplus of growth hormone are labeled
as cause, but were discarded as cause sentences from the gold standard evalua-
tion set, as they do not contain complete information for one of the arguments
of the relation. We estimated that approximately 9% of the relation candidates
in the Wikipedia data contain pronominal or definite NPs that needs anaphoric
interpretation. An obvious next step would be to apply coreference resolution
to medical terms, so as to obtain a full interpretation of the term, and a term
which can be used for concept classification.



Chapter 7

Identifying Definitional
Sentences Using Machine
Learning

We have described in the previous chapter that our approach to extract relation
triples is based on a set of labeled sentences, from which we learn dependency
patterns and relation patterns of a particular relation type. However, labeling
sentences manually is time consuming and requires a lot of individual work.
Chapter 6 also shows that the distribution of labeled sentences according to
relation types is not even. Some relation types have the majority of labeled
sentences, while the others have fewer labeled sentences. As an alternative
to the manual approach, we can automatically increase the number of labeled
sentences, for example, by using a supervised machine learning approach.

This chapter discusses our attempts to classify sentences with relation types,
especially the has definition relation type, by using a machine learning tech-
nique. Our reason for choosing this relation type is that it is different per two
reasons from other relation types. First, the most frequent pattern is X is Y,
which is quite noisy (i.e., many non-definition sentences also show this pattern).
Second, the second argument is usually a complex phrase, which cannot eas-
ily be semantically classified. Our goal in this chapter is to identify definition
sentences more accurately using machine learning techniques.

We describe previous work on identifying definitions from text in Section 7.2.
In Section 7.3 we explain syntactic properties that we use to extract potential
definition sentences, and in Section 7.4 we manually annotate a subset of the
extracted sentences for a data set. Section 7.5 describes the attributes of the
data set, that will be evaluated by several learning-based methods in Section 7.6.
We discuss the result of this experiment in Section 7.7, and draw conclusions in
Section 7.8.

The work described in this chapter was presented in the EACL workshop
on Learning Structured Information in Natural Language Applications (Fahmi
and Bouma, 2006).

171
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7.1 Introduction

Answering definition questions is a challenge for question answering systems.
Much work in QA has focused on answering factoid questions, which are char-
acterized by the fact that given the question, one can typically make strong
predictions about the type of expected answer (i.e. a date, name of a person,
amount, etc.). Definition questions require a different approach, as a definition
can be a phrase or sentence for which only very global characteristics hold.

In the clef 2005 QA task, 60 out of 200 questions were asking for the def-
inition of a named entity (a person or organization) such as Who is Goodwill
Zwelithini? or What is IKEA? Answers are phrases such as current king of
the Zulu nation, or Swedish home furnishings retailer. For answering definition
questions restricted to named entities, it generally suffices to search for noun
phrases consisting of the named entity and a preceding or following nominal
phrase. Bouma et al. (2005c) extract all such noun phrases from the Dutch
CLEF corpus off-line, and return the most frequent heads of co-occurring nom-
inal phrases expanded with adjectival or prepositional modifiers as answer to
named entity definition questions. The resulting system answers 50% of the
clef 2005 definition questions correctly.

For the Dutch medical QA system, that has been presented in Chapter 2,
several sets of test questions were collected. Approximately 15% of the ques-
tions are definition questions, such as What is a runner’s knee? and What is a
cerebrovascular accident?. Answers to such questions (asking for the definition
of a concept) are typically found in sentences such as A runner’s knee is a degen-
erative condition of the cartilage surface of the back of the knee cap, or patella
or A cerebrovascular accident is a decrease in the number of circulating white
blood cells (leukocytes) in the blood. One approach to finding answers to con-
cept definitions simply searches the corpus for sentences consisting of a subject,
a copular verb, and a predicative phrase. If the concept matches the subject,
the predicative phrase can be returned as answer. A preliminary evaluation of
this technique in Tjong Kim Sang et al. (2005) revealed that only 18% of the
extracted sentences (from a corpus consisting of a mixture of encyclopedic texts
and web documents) is actually a definition. For instance, sentences such as RSI
is a major problem in the Netherlands, every suicide attempt is an emergency
or an infection of the lungs is the most serious complication are of the relevant
syntactic form, but do not constitute definitions.

In this chapter, we concentrate on a method for improving the precision of
recognizing medical definition sentences. In particular, we investigate to what
extent machine learning techniques can be used to distinguish definitions from
non-definitions in a corpus of sentences containing a subject, copular verb, and
predicative phrase. A manually annotated subsection of the corpus was divided
into definition and non-definition sentences. Next, we trained various classifiers
using unigram and bigram features, and various syntactic features. The best
classifier achieves a 60% error reduction compared to our baseline system.

7.2 Previous work

Work on identifying definitions from free text initially relied on manually crafted
patterns without applying any machine learning technique. Klavans and Mure-
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san (2000) set up a pattern extractor for their Definder system using a tagger
and a finite state grammar. Joho and Sanderson (2000) retrieve descriptive
phrases (dp) of query nouns (qn) from text to answer definition questions like
Who is qn? Patterns such as ‘dp especially qn’, as utilized by Hearst (1992),
are used to extract names and their descriptions.

Similar patterns are also applied by Liu et al. (2003) to mine definitions
of topic-specific concepts on the Web. As an additional assumption, specific
documents dedicated to the concepts can be identified if they have particular
HTML and hyperlink structures.

Hildebrandt et al. (2004) exploit surface patterns to extract as many rele-
vant “nuggets” of information of a concept as possible. Similar to our work, a
copular pattern NP1 be NP2 is used as one of the extraction patterns. To avoid
spurious nuggets (e.g., progressive tense), the authors discard ones which do
not begin with a determiner. Nuggets extracted from every article in a corpus
are then stored in a relational database. In the end, answering definition ques-
tions becomes as simple as looking up relevant terms from the database. This
strategy is similar to our approach for answering definition questions.

The use of machine learning techniques can be found in Miliaraki and An-
droutsopoulos (2004) and Androutsopoulos and Galanis (2005). They use sim-
ilar patterns as Joho and Sanderson (2000) to construct training attributes.
Sager and L’Homme (1994) note that the definition of a term should at least
always contain genus (term’s category) and species (term’s properties). Blair-
Goldensohn et al. (2004) uses machine learning and manually crafted lexico-
syntactic patterns to match sentences containing both a genus and species phrase
for a given term.

There is an intuition that most of definition sentences are located at the be-
ginning of documents. This leads to the use of sentence number as a good indica-
tor of potential definition sentences. Joho and Sanderson (2000) use the position
of the sentences as one of their ranking criteria, while Miliaraki and Androut-
sopoulos (2004), Androutsopoulos and Galanis (2005) and Blair-Goldensohn
et al. (2004) apply it as one of their learning attributes.

7.3 Syntactic properties of potential definition
sentences

To answer medical definition sentences, we used the medical pages of Dutch
Wikipedia as the corpus. Medical pages were selected by selecting all pages
mentioned on the Healthcare index page, and recursively including pages men-
tioned on retrieved pages as well.

The corpus was parsed syntactically by Alpino, a robust wide-coverage parser
for Dutch (van Noord, 2006). The result of parsing (illustrated in Figure 7.1)
is a dependency graph. Potential definition sentences are sentences containing
a form of the verb zijn1 (to be) with a subject and nominal predicative phrase
as sisters. The syntactic pattern does not match sentences in which zijn is used
as a possessive pronoun (his) and sentences where a form of zijn is used as an
auxiliary. In the latter case, no predicative phrase complement will be found.

1Note that the example uses ben (the first person singular form of the verb) as root for
zijn.
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Figure 7.1: Parse of Dehydratie of uitdroging is het overmatig verlies van
lichaamsvocht ‘Dehydration or drying-out is the excessive loss of body fluid’.
Nodes are labelled with depedency relations and categories or part-of-speech
tags, root forms, and string positions.

On the other hand, we do include sentences in which the predicative phrase
precedes the subject, as in Onderdeel van de testis is de Leydig-cel ‘the Leydig
cel is part of the testis’. As word order in Dutch is less strict than in English,
it becomes relevant to include such non-canonical word orders as well.

A number of non-definition sentences that will be extracted using this method
can be filtered by simple lexical methods. For instance, if the subject is headed
by (the Dutch equivalents of) cause, consequence, example, problem, result, fea-
ture, possibility, symptom, sign, etc., or contains the determiner geen ‘no’, the
sentence will not be included in the list of potential definitions.

However, even after applying the lexical filter, not all extracted sentences are
definitions. In the next sections, we describe experiments aimed at increasing
the accuracy of the extraction method.

7.4 Annotating training examples

To create evaluation and training data from Wikipedia, 2500 sentences ex-
tracted using the syntactic pattern were manually annotated as definition, non-
definition, or undecided. One of the criteria for undecided sentences is that it
mentions a characteristic of a definition but is not really a (complete) definition,
for example, Benzeen is carcinogeen ‘Benzene is a carcinogen’. The result of this
annotation is given in Table 7.1. The annotated data was used both to evaluate
the accuracy of the syntactic extraction method, and to training and evaluate
material for the machine learning experiments as discussed in the next sections.

After discarding the undecided sentences, we are left with 2299 sentences,
1366 of which are definitions. This means that the accuracy of the extraction
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Sentence Position Def Non-def Undecided
first 831 18 31
other 535 915 170
Total 1366 933 201

Table 7.1: Number of sentences in the first and other position of documents
annotated as definition, non-definition, and undecided.

method using only syntax was 59%.2 If we take sentence position into account
as well, and classify all first sentences as definitions and all other sentences as
non-definitions, a baseline accuracy of 75,9% is obtained.

It is obvious from Table 7.1 that most of the sentences are definitional sen-
tences, because we have applied the syntactic pattern which is aimed at dis-
carding non-definitional sentences from the corpus. The table also shows that
the first sentences of Wikipedia lemmas that match the syntactic pattern are
almost always definitions. It seems that e.g. Google’s define query feature,
when restricted to Dutch at least, relies heavily on this fact to answer definition
queries. However it is obvious that definition sentences can also be found in
other positions. For documents from other sources, which are not as structured
as Wikipedia, the first position sentence is likely to be an even weaker predictor
of definition vs. non-definition sentences.

7.5 Attributes of definition sentences

We aim at finding the best attributes for classifying definition sentences. We
experimented with combinations of the following attributes:

Text properties: bag-of-words, bigrams, and root forms. Punctuation is in-
cluded as Klavans and Muresan (2000) observe that it can be used to
recognize definitions (i.e. definitions tend to contain parentheses more
often than non-definitions). No stopword filtering is applied as in our
experiments it consistently decreased accuracy. Note that we include all
bigrams in a sentence as feature. A different use of n-grams has been
explored by Androutsopoulos and Galanis (2005) who add only n-grams
(n ∈ {1,2,3}) occurring frequently either directly before or after a target
term.

Document property: the position of each sentence in the document. This
attribute has been frequently used in previous work and is motivated by
the observation that definitions are likely to be located in the beginning
of a document.

Syntactic properties: position of each subject in the sentence (initial, e.g.
X is Y; or non-initial, e.g. Y is X), and of each subject and predicative

2This is considerably higher than the estimated accuracy of 18% reported in Tjong Kim
Sang et al. (2005). This is probably partly due to the fact that the current corpus consists of
encyclopedic material only, whereas the corpus used in Tjong Kim Sang et al. (2005) contained
web material from various sources, such as patient discussion groups, as well. The latter tends
to contain more subjective and context-dependent material.
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Type Definition Non-def
definite 23 50
indefinite 13 12
nodeterminer 62 29
other 2 9

Table 7.2: Percentage of determiner types of subjects in definition and non-
definition sentences.

Type Definition Non-def
definite 23 33
indefinite 64 29
nodeterminer 8 1
other 4 28

Table 7.3: Percentage of determiner types of predicative complements in defini-
tion and non-definition sentences.

complement: type of determiner (definite, indefinite, other). These at-
tributes have not been investigated in previous work. In our experiments,
sentence-initial subjects appear in 92% of the definition sentences and
76% of the non-definition sentences. These values show that a definition
sentence with a copular pattern tends to put its subject in the beginning.
Two other attributes are used to encode the type of determiner of the sub-
ject and predicative complement. As shown in Table 7.2, the majority of
subjects in definition sentences has no determiner (62%), e.g. Paracetamol
is een pijnstillend en koortsverlagend middel ‘Paracetamol is an pain alle-
viating and a fever reducing medicine’, while in non-definition sentences
subject determiners tend to be definite (50%), e.g. De werkzame stof is
acetylsalicylzuur ‘The active ingredient is acetylsalicylacid’. Predicative
complements, as shown in Table 7.3, tend to contain indefinite determin-
ers in definition sentences (64%), e.g. een pijnstillend . . .medicijn ‘a pain
alleviating. . . medicine’, while in non-definition sentences the determiner
tends to be definite (33%), e.g. Een fenomeen is de Landsgemeinde ‘A
phenomenon is the Landsgemeinde’.

Named entity tags: named entity class (NEC) of subjects, e.g. location, per-
son, organization, or no-class. A significant difference in the distribution
of this feature between definition and non-definition sentences can be ob-
served in Table 7.4. More definition sentences have named entity classes
contained in their subjects (40.63%) compared to non-definition sentences
(11.58%). We also experimented with named entity classes contained in
predicative complements but it turned out that very few predicates con-
tained named entities, and thus no significant differences in distribution
between definition and non-definition sentences could be observed.

Features for lexical patterns, as used in Androutsopoulos and Galanis (2005),
e.g. qn which (is|was|are|were) dp, are not added because in this experiment we
investigate only a copular pattern. WordNet-based attributes are also excluded,
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Type Definition Non-def
no-nec 59 88
location 10 4
organization 8 3
person 22 4

Table 7.4: Percentage of named-entity classes of subjects in definition and non-
definition sentences.

given that coverage for Dutch (using EuroWordNet) tends to be inferior to
the coverage for English, and even for English the contribution of WordNet is
sometimes insignificant (Miliaraki and Androutsopoulos, 2004).

We use the text classification tool Rainbow (McCallum, 2000) to perform
most of our experiments. Each sentence is represented as a string of words,
possibly followed by bigrams, root forms, (combinations of) syntactic features,
etc.

All experiments were performed by selecting only the 2000 highest ranked
features according to information gain. In the experiments which include syn-
tactic features, the most informative features tend to contain a fair number
of syntactic features. This is illustrated for the configuration using bigrams,
sentence position, and syntax in Table 7.5. It supports our intuition that the
position of subjects and the type of determiner of subjects and predicative com-
plements are clues to recognizing definition sentences.

To investigate the effect of each attribute, we set up several configurations
of training examples as described in Table 7.6. We start with using only bag-
of-words or bigrams, and then combine them with other attribute sets.

7.6 Learning-based methods

We apply three supervised learning methods to each of the attribute configura-
tions in Table 7.6, namely naive Bayes, maximum entropy, and support vector
machines (SVMs). Naive Bayes is a fast and easy to use classifier based on
the probabilistic model of text and has often been used in text classification
tasks as a baseline. Maximum entropy is a general estimation technique that
has been used in many fields such as information retrieval and machine learn-
ing. Some experiments in text classification show that maximum entropy often
outperforms naive Bayes, e.g. on two of three data sets in Nigam et al. (1999).
SVMs are a new learning method but have been reported by Joachims (1998)
to be well suited for learning in text classification.

We experiment with three kernel types of SVMs: linear, polynomial, and
radial base function (RBF). Rainbow is used to examine these learning methods,
except the RBF kernel for which libsvm (Chang and Lin, 2001) is used. Miliaraki
and Androutsopoulos (2004) use a SVM with simple inner product (polynomial
of first degree) kernel because higher degree polynomial kernels were reported
as giving no improvement. However we want to experiment with the RBF
(gaussian) kernel by selecting model parameters C (penalty for misclassification)
and γ (function of the deviation of the Gaussian Kernel) so that the classifier
can accurately predict testing data. This experiment is based on the argument
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word bigrams only bigram + synt + pos
is a first sent

a other sent

are is a
is indef pred

) is no det subj

the init subj

is DIGITS a
are the are
this is
or other det pred

is of ) is
this/these noninit subj

atomic number def subj

atomic number DIGITS the
with symbol is DIGITS
and atomic number are the
that this
chemical or
a chemical other det subj

chemical element is of

Table 7.5: 20 most informative features for the systems using word bigrams only
and word bigrams in combination with syntactic and sentence position features
(word features have been translated into English).

that if a complete model selection using the gaussian kernel has been conducted,
there is no need to consider linear SVM, because the RBF kernel with certain
parameters (C, γ) has the same performance as the linear kernel with a penalty
parameter C̃ (Keerthi and Lin, 2003).

Given the finite dataset, we use k-fold cross-validation (k = 20) to estimate
the future performance of each classifier induced by its learning method and
dataset. This estimation method introduces less bias compared to a bootstrap
method which has extremely large bias on some problems (Kohavi, 1995).

7.7 Evaluation

We evaluated each configuration in Table 7.6 and each learning method in Sec-
tion 7.6 on the dataset which consists of 1336 definitions and 963 non-definitions
sentences. Table 7.7 reports the accuracy and standard error estimated from
this experiment.

In all experiment runs, all of the classifiers in all configurations outperform
our baseline (75.9%). The best accuracy of each classifier (bold) is between
11.57% to 16.31% above the baseline.

The bigram only attributes (config. 2) clearly outperform the simplest set-
ting (bag-of-word only attributes) for all classifiers. The combination of both
attributes (config. 3) achieves some improvement between 0.17% to 4.41% from
configuration 2. It is surprising that naive Bayes shows the best and relatively
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Cfg Description
1 using only bag-of-words
2 using only bigrams
3 combining bigrams & bag-of-words
4 adding syntactic properties to config. 3
5 adding syntactic properties & NEC to config. 3
6 adding sentence position to config. 3
7 adding root forms to config. 3
8 adding syntactic properties & sentence position to config. 3
9 adding syntactic properties, sentence position & NEC to config. 3
10 adding syntactic properties, sentence position & root forms to cfg. 3
11 using all attributes (adding NEC to configuration 10)

Table 7.6: The description of the attribute configurations.

Cfg NB ME svm1 svm2 svm3
1 85.75 ± 0.57 85.35 ± 0.77 77.65 ± 0.87 78.39 ± 0.67 81.95 ± 0.82
2 87.77 ± 0.51 88.65 ± 0.54 84.02 ± 0.47 84.26 ± 0.52 85.38 ± 0.77
3 89.82 ± 0.53 88.82 ± 0.66 83.93 ± 0.57 84.24 ± 0.54 87.04 ± 0.95
4 85.22 ± 0.35 89.08 ± 0.50 84.93 ± 0.57 85.57 ± 0.53 87.77 ± 0.89
5 85.44 ± 0.45 91.38 ± 0.42 86.90 ± 0.48 86.90 ± 0.53 87.60 ± 0.87
6 90.26 ± 0.71 90.70 ± 0.48 85.26 ± 0.56 86.05 ± 0.64 88.52 ± 0.92
7 88.60 ± 0.81 88.99 ± 0.51 83.38 ± 0.38 84.69 ± 0.43 87.08 ± 0.87
8 86.40 ± 0.51 92.21 ± 0.27 86.57 ± 0.42 87.29 ± 0.47 88.77 ± 0.77
9 87.12 ± 0.52 90.83 ± 0.43 87.21 ± 0.42 87.99 ± 0.53 89.04 ± 0.67
10 87.60 ± 0.38 91.16 ± 0.43 86.68 ± 0.40 86.97 ± 0.41 88.91 ± 0.68
11 86.72 ± 0.46 91.16 ± 0.35 87.47 ± 0.40 87.05 ± 0.63 89.47 ± 0.67

Table 7.7: Accuracy and standard error (%) estimates for the dataset using
naive Bayes (NB), maximum entropy (ME), and three SVM settings at the
different attribute configurations. svm1 is SVM with linear kernel (Rainbow),
svm2 is SVM with polynomial kernel (Rainbow), and svm3 is SVM with RBF
kernel (libsvm). See Table 7.6 for an explanation of ‘Cfg’ (Configuration).
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high accuracy in this base configuration (89.82%) and even outperforms all other
settings.

Adding syntactic properties (config. 4) or position of sentences in documents
(config. 6) to the base configuration clearly gives some improvement (in 4 and 5
classifiers respectively for each configuration). But, adding root forms (config.
7) does not significantly contribute to an improvement. These results show that
in general, syntactic properties can improve the performance of most classifiers.
The results also support the intuition that the position of sentences in documents
plays important role in identifying definition sentences. This intuition is also
supported by the result that the best performance of naive Bayes is achieved at
configuration 6 (90.26%). Compared to the syntactic features, sentence positions
give better accuracy in all classifiers.

The above results demonstrate an interesting finding, namely that a simple
attribute set which consists of bag-of-words, bigrams, and sentence position
under a fast and simple classifier (e.g. naive Bayes) could give a relatively
high accuracy. One explanation that we can think of is that the candidate
sentences have been syntactically very well extracted with our syntactic filter.
Thus, the sentences are biased by the filter from which important words and
bigrams of definitions can be found in most of the sentences. For example, the
features is een ‘is a’, een ‘a’, zijn ‘are’, is ‘is’, and zijn de ‘are the’ are good
clues to definitions and consequently have high information gain (see Table
7.5). However, these features will only work well on a data set which already
contains potential definition sentences, and not on one which contains general
progressive tense sentences. It is because the X is Y form, for example, is not
only presenting definitional sentences, but also non-definitional ones.

More improvement is shown when both syntactic properties and sentence
position are added together (config. 8). All of the classifiers in this configura-
tion obtain more error reduction compared to the base configuration. Moreover,
the best accuracy of this experiment is shown by maximum entropy at this con-
figuration (92.21%). This may be a sign that our proposed syntactic properties
are good indicators to identify definition sentences.

Other interesting findings can be found in the addition of named entity
classes to configuration 3 (config. 5), to configuration 8 (config. 9) and to
configuration 10 (config. 11). In these configurations, adding NEC increases
accuracies of almost all classifiers. On the other hand, adding root forms to
configuration 3 (config. 7) and to configuration 8 (config. 10) does not improve
accuracies. However, the best accuracies of naive Bayes (90.26%) and maxi-
mum entropy (92.21%) are achieved when named entity and root forms are not
included as attributes.

We now evaluate the classifiers. It is clear from the table that SVM1 and
SVM2 settings can not achieve better accuracy compared to the naive Bayes
setting, while SVM3 setting marginally outperforms naive Bayes (on 6 out of
11 configurations). This result contrasts with the superiority of SVMs in many
text classification tasks. Huang et al. (2003) reported that both classifiers show
similar predictive accuracy and AUC (area under the ROC (Receiver Operating
Characteristics) curve) scores. This performance of naive Bayes supports the
motivation behind its renaissance in machine learning (Lewis, 1998).

From the three SVM settings, SVM with RBF kernel appears as the best
classifier for our task in which it outperforms other SVMs settings in all config-
urations. This result supports the above mentioned argument that if the best
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C and γ can be selected, we do not need to consider linear SVM (e.g. the svm1
setting).

Among all of the classifiers, maximum entropy shows the best accuracy.
It wins at 9 out of 11 configurations in all experiments. This result confirms
previous reports e.g. in Nigam et al. (1999) that maximum entropy performs
better than naive Bayes in some text classification tasks.

7.8 Summary

We have presented an experiment in identifying definition sentences using syn-
tactic properties and learning-based methods. Our method concentrates on
improving the precision of recognizing definition sentences. The first step is
extracting candidate definition sentences from a fully parsed text using syntac-
tic properties of definitions. To distinguish definition from non-definition sen-
tences, we investigated several machine learning methods, namely naive Bayes,
maximum entropy, and SVMs. We also experimented with several attribute
configurations. In this selection, we combine text properties, document prop-
erties, and syntactic properties of the sentences. We have shown that adding
syntactic properties, in particular the position of subjects in the sentence, type
of determiner of each subject and predicative complement, improves the accu-
racy of most machine learning techniques, and leads to the most accurate result
overall.

Our method has been evaluated on a subset of manually annotated data
from the medical sections of Wikipedia. The combination of highly structured
text material and a syntactic filter leads to a relatively high initial baseline.

Our results on the performance of SVMs do not confirm the superiority of
this learning method for (text) classification tasks. Naive Bayes, which is well
known from its simplicity, appears to give reasonably high accuracy. Moreover,
it achieves a high accuracy on simple attribute configuration sets (containing
no syntactic properties). In general, our method will give the best result if all
properties except named entity classes and root forms are used as attributes
and maximum entropy is applied as a classifier.
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Chapter 8

Evaluating with the
Question Answering System

In the previous chapters we have described our methods to extract terms and
their relationships from text. The evaluation showed that instances of seven
relation types can be extracted from text using the methods with average preci-
sions ranging from 52% to 87%. In this chapter we seek an answer to the main
research question: to what extent can term an relation extraction techniques
contribute to medical question answering? We evaluate the contribution of the
relation tables, which are generated using semi-automatically learned patterns,
in our medical Question Answering (QA) system. We compare the contribution
of our method with the manual-based method used in a previous experiment
(Tjong Kim Sang et al., 2005).

In Section 8.1 we briefly describe the goal of this evaluation. After explaining
how we construct a question set, what are the document resources, and how we
generate relation tables using both methods in Section 8.2, we describe our
experiment settings, measurement methods, and the discussion of the results
in Section 8.3. To know how far can we further improve the performance, we
analyze the errors in Section 8.4. Particularly for the has definition question
type, in Section 8.5 we conduct an experiment on using definitional sentences
extracted using the machine learning technique in Chapter 7 to improve the
performance of the QA system on this question set. And finally, Section 8.6
summarizes lessons that we can learn from this chapter.

8.1 Introduction

Recall from Chapter 2 that the goal of the work in this thesis is to improve
the precision and coverage of relation tables of our Joost Question Answering
system. In the previous experiment, Tjong Kim Sang et al. (2005) concluded
that although the relation tables obtained good precision scores, the overall
performance of the system was lower than expected, mainly due to the lack of
the coverage of the tables. One of the reason was that the size of the corpus they
used was too small, which is a common situation in a non-English domain. They
also believed that compared to the techniques which rely on semi-structured
text, the syntax-based information extraction techniques which do not require
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formatted input can contribute more to success given more text from web sites.
In this chapter we evaluate the contribution of relation tables that have been

extracted using our method based on syntactic and semantic information, in our
medical QA system. The evaluation is focused on medical questions that have
answers in the text and on answer formats that can be supported by the tables.

We do not use the question set from the previous QA experiment since Joost
was unable to classify several types of the questions accurately, such as causes
and has symptom questions. According to Tjong Kim Sang et al. (2005), there
are several reasons for the non-optimal performance. First, Joost used a question
analysis module developed for a factoid QA task and minimally adapted for the
medical QA task. This problem has been solved in the latest version of the
system. Second, the questions need careful question analysis. For example, Ik
wil geen RSI krijgen. Wat moet ik doen? ‘I do not want to get RSI. What do
I have to do?’ This question consists of two related sentences which are more
difficult to analyze. Moreover, their analysis on 435 medical questions showed
that some questions often require answers which are of a paragraph type and
larger than a single sentence. The relation tables containing dependency triples
described in Chapter 6 are clearly not designed to answer such questions.

For our present evaluation, we generate a new question set, as described in
the next section, which is mainly aimed at evaluating the contribution of the
relation table. We do not focus on the functionality of the QA system itself
(such as on how well it classifies the question types).

The document set of the previous QA experiment is too small to answer a
set of 50 medical questions, which are all related to the RSI (Repetitive Strain
Injury) topic. Just as Tjong Kim Sang et al. (2005) concluded, several problems
raised such as the corpus not having any information related to the treatment
of RSI, although the question set contains such a question type.

8.2 Resources

In order for the present evaluation task to cater to all of the question types, the
domain of the questions is not limited to the RSI domain, but to a more general
medical domain. Having a broader domain, more questions can be created for
each question type.

In this section we describe our method to generate a question set for this ex-
periment, the document collections, and relation tables extracted using two
types of relation patterns, namely, manual patterns and semi-automatically
learned patterns. Besides using relation tables, we also use an information
retrieval (IR) method to get answers from the document collections. Usually,
this method is used as a fall-back system, especially when the tables have no
answer.

8.2.1 Question Set

Voorhees and Tice (2000) in their paper on building an open-domain QA test
collection for the TREC-8 QA Track argued that, “Creating a reusable QA test
collection is fundamentally more difficult than creating a document retrieval
test collection.” In a document retrieval task, a test collection typically consists
of a set of documents, a set of queries, and a list of relevant documents that
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should be returned as defined by human judgment or by voting followed by
several IR systems. Having a test collection, we can automatically evaluate the
performance of an IR system by matching its output with the test collection.
But in a QA task, we cannot expect all QA systems to return the same answer
strings to each question. As a consequence, what we can do in making a QA
test collection is to provide relevant answer strings and their document sources
for each question. Based on this test collection, human evaluators will judge if
the answers to questions are correct or not.

More difficulties occur in a medical QA task. Unlike the open-domain ques-
tions which commonly require a named-entity answer format, medical questions
often require yes/no, list, and phrase or even paragraph answer formats. Among
the questions in their collection, Tjong Kim Sang et al. (2005) found that only
a minority of the questions (23%) require named-entity answers. The authors
also found that some questions were more difficult to classify, which make the
QA systems fail to select correct answers.

Considering that the goal of the current task is to evaluate the contribution
of relation tables, we decided not to challenge the QA system with questions
that are difficult to analyze. For example, we will not use an ambiguous question
like Is RSI a disease or a handicap? Given this question, the QA system has to
decide whether the answer is a yes/no format or a named-entity format. Instead,
we prefer simple questions that can be classified by our QA system correctly,
and leave the challenge of the evaluation to the precision and coverage of the
relation tables.

We use the pool of 435 candidate questions by Tjong Kim Sang et al. (2005),
medical-related web sites that contain non-expert user questions, and manually-
created questions as the sources for our question set. To get candidate questions
from web sites, we submitted the following phrase queries to the Yahoo! Search
Web Services:1

wat ‘what’

wat is ‘what is’

wat zijn ‘what are’

hoe ‘how’

"wat is de behandeling van" ‘what is the treatment of’

"wat is de beste behandeling van" ‘what is the best treatment of’

"wat kan ik doen" NEAR voorkomen ziekte ‘what can I do’ NEAR

‘prevent disease’

"wat kunt u doen" NEAR voorkomen ziekte ‘what can you do’ NEAR

‘prevent disease’

hoe diagnose gesteld ‘how diagnose made’

hoe diagnose ziekte ‘how diagnose disease’

"hoe word de diagnose" gesteld ‘how is the diagnose’ ‘made’

"wie kan" krijgen ziekte ‘who can’ ’get disease’

wat doen tegen ziekte ‘what do against disease’

wat doet tegen ziekte ‘what do against disease’

hoe voorkomen ziekte ‘how prevent disease’

From each of the queries, we retrieved a maximum of 100 snippets returned
by the Yahoo! Search Web Services, and then filtered out ones that do not

1Yahoo! Search Web Services http://developer.yahoo.com/search
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Question #
Wat zijn de gevolgen? 231
‘What are the consequences?’
Wat zijn de oorzaken van astma? 101
‘What are the causes of asthma?’
Hoe wordt astma behandeld? 63
‘How are asthma handled?’
Wat is dit? 61
‘What is this?’
Wat als de Viagra niet werkt? 33
‘How if Viagra does not work?’
... ...
Wat zijn de behandelingsmogelijkheden van fibromyalgie? 17
‘What are the possible treatments of fibromyalgy?’
Wat is ADHD? 16
‘What is ADHD?’
Wat is viagra en waarvoor wordt het gebruikt? 14
‘What is Viagra and is it used?’
Hoe werkt ejaculatie? 14
‘How does ejaculation work?’
Wat is diabetes? 12
‘What is diabetes?’
Wat is Bof? 12
‘What is Mumps (epidemic parotitis)?’
Wat zijn pneumokokken? 11
‘What are pneumococcal?’
Wat is tuberculose? 11
‘What is tuberculosis?’
... ...
Wat zijn de symptomen van constipatie? 8
‘What are the symptoms of constipation?’
Wat is TBC? 8
‘What is TBC?’
Wat is pijn? 8
‘What is pain?’
Wat zijn de kenmerken? 7
‘What are the characteristics?’
Wat is mazelen? 7
‘What is measles?’
Wat is hooikoorts? 7
‘What is hay fever?’
Wat zijn de symptomen van ziekte van Pfeiffer? 2
‘What are the symptoms of Pfeiffer’s disease?’
... ...
Total 4,937

Table 8.1: Some examples of questions retrieved from the Yahoo! Search Web
Services. The questions printed in bold are selected and added into our question
set.
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Question type #
has definition 25
causes 22
has symptom 11
Total 58

Table 8.2: The number of selected questions for each of the question types.

contain complete questions. In total, we got 4,937 unique candidate questions,
many of them are useful for our purpose. As an illustration, Table 8.1 shows
some examples of the retrieved questions and their frequency. Among the can-
didate questions, we selected several questions such as Wat is ADHD? ‘What
is ADHD?’, Wat is tuberculose? ‘What is tuberculosis?’, and Wat is TBC?
‘What is TBC?’. From these questions, we know that term variation are very
common in the users’ generated questions. For example, tuberculosis and TBC
refer to the same disease name, and users may use one of these terms in their
questions.

Many of the candidate questions from the web sites have no answers in the
corpus. Therefore, we generate new questions based on examples from these
questions, and select only questions which have answers in the corpus. We know
that most of the questions asked by non-expert users are simple questions. For
example, to ask a definition of a medical term, they simply write Wat is ‘What
is’ followed by a term; and to ask the cause of a disease, they write Wat zijn de
oorzaaken van ‘What are the causes of’ followed by a disease name. In a similar
manner, we generated new questions for medical terms that can be found in the
corpus.

Following the previous QA experiment, we build a question set which consists
of three question types: has definition, causes and has symptom. The number
of questions for every question type is shown in Table 8.2. The formats of
our expected answers are named entity (NE), list and phrase. We do not use
yes/no and paragraph formats as in the previous experiment, because from the
first format we cannot directly see the contribution of the relation tables to the
answers, while the second format is not supported by our tables.

For the present experiment the selected questions were guaranteed to have
at least one answer in the document collection. Here are some examples of the
questions and the different types of answers that can be found in the corpus:

(1) has definition
Q: Wat is ADHD? ‘What is ADHD?’
A: [phrase] een veelvuldig voorkomende psychosociale/psychische aan-
doening bij kinderen ‘a frequent psychosocial / mental disorder in chil-
dren’.

(2) causes
Q: Wat is het oorzaak van AIDS? ‘What is the cause of AIDS?’
A: [NE] HIV.

(3) has symptom
Q: Wat zijn de symptomen van bursitis? ‘What are the symptoms of
Bursitis?’
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A: [list] warmte, pijn, zwelling, en roodheid ‘heat, pain, swelling, and
redness’.

8.2.2 Corpus

The corpus that we use as a source for generating relation tables in this evalua-
tion task consists of a medical encyclopedia and handbook (1.76 million words),
and a medical subset of Wikipedia (1.5 million words). The full corpus was
parsed using the Alpino parser (van Noord, 2006) and the resulting dependency
parse trees were stored in an XML format as shown in Figure 3.5 of Chapter 3.

8.2.3 Relation Tables

For the present experiment, we build relation tables from the corpus using pat-
terns defined using the following methods: manual and semi-automatic (learned).
We describe these methods in the following subsections.

8.2.3.1 Manual Patterns

This method was used in the previous experiment (Tjong Kim Sang et al., 2005)
to initially extract candidate answers from the corpus. In this method, various
syntactic patterns were manually defined based on a corpus investigation and
on authors’ knowledge over particular verbs occurring frequently in a relation
type. The patterns were used to select dependency triples (in the form of subject-
pattern-object) extracted from the corpus using a technique similar to the one
described in Section 6.4.3.

Only three relation tables are generated using this method, namely, has
definition (3 patterns), causes (9 patterns), and has symptom (7 patterns). Ta-
ble 8.3 shows the manually-defined patterns and their frequency in each of the
relation tables. From the table we know that causes is the most frequent rela-
tion type found in the corpus (5,641 relations), while has symptom is the least
frequent one (678 relations).

8.2.3.2 Learned Patterns

This is our proposed method, as has been described in Chapter 6 of this thesis,
which is aimed at improving the manual method. In this method, patterns are
defined semi-automatically from the set of sentences in the IMIX corpus, that
has been labelled with relation types. Further, the learned patterns are used to
filter dependency triples extracted using the syntactic and semantic information.
Note that in the previous method (Tjong Kim Sang et al., 2005), the authors
only used syntactic information to extract dependency triples.

For this experiment, we use the patterns to generate five relation tables,
namely, has definition (5 patterns), causes (92 patterns), has symptom (94 pat-
terns), treats (85 patterns), and prevents (14 patterns). Table 8.4 shows the
patterns and their frequency used in each of the relation tables. The number
of patterns defined and used in this method is much larger compared to those
in the manual method. From those tables we know that almost all of the verbs
in the manually defined patterns are contained in the learned patterns with
more variations. Besides that, many new patterns are found in the learned pat-
terns. In the causes table, for example, the patterns include the root words
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Pattern #
has definition table

x is y ‘x is y’ 3,825
y wordt x genoemd ‘y is known as x’ 142
heet ‘named’ 37
Total # 4,004

causes table
veroorzaakt ‘caused’ 2,077
voorkomen ‘prevent’ 954
leidt tot ‘leads to’ 904
optreden ‘acts’ 526
ontstaat door ‘created by’ 517
is gevolg van ‘is a result of’ 313
oorzaak van ‘cause of’ 190
ten gevolge van ‘as a result of’ 103
tot gevolg hebben ‘results’ 57
Total # 5,641

has symptom table
kenmerkt ‘characterized’ 246
symptoom van ‘symptom of’ 162
wijzen op ‘indicate’ 96
uiten zich in ‘express themselves in’ 65
duiden op ‘indicate’ 63
herkennen aan ‘to recognize’ 29
kenmerkend voor ‘known for’ 17
Total # 678

Table 8.3: The frequency of manual patterns used in each of the relation tables.

tast ‘to touch’, initieer ‘to initiate’, complicatie van ‘complication of’, ontwikkel
‘to develop’, and bevorder ‘to promote’, which are not included in the manual
patterns. The same case can also be found in the has symptom table, where
the learned patterns include new root words such as kan ga gepaard met ‘can be
associated with’, begin bij ‘to begin by’, and vertoon ‘to present’.

The longer list of patterns learned in this method clearly is the main con-
tributor to the large size of its relation tables compared to the size of those
generated using the manual patterns. From Table 8.3 and 8.4 we can summa-
rize that there are 4,004 and 14,594 has definition relations; 5,641 and 5,718
causes relations; and 678 and 7,876 has symptom relations, from the manual
patterns and the learned patterns, respectively. The number of has symptom
relations from the learned patterns is much larger than it was when derived from
the manual patterns. It is because the relation type also shares some patterns
with the causes relation type, such as kan leid tot ‘can lead to’, veroorzaak ‘to
cause’, and ontsta door ‘raised by’. Chapter 6 has indicated that this sharing
will lead to an ambiguity of relation instances in both relation types.
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Pattern #
has definition table

ben:ben ‘is’ 14,122
word:word noem ‘is called’ 311
word:word kenmerk door ‘is known by’ 149
ben:ben gekenmerkt door ‘is characterized by’ 13
Total # 14,595

causes table
kan:kan leid tot ‘can lead to’ 464
ontsta:ontsta door ‘raised by’ 317
treed op:treed op bij ‘occur in’ 230
word:word bevorder door ‘is promoted by’ 18
ontwikkel:ontwikkel bij ‘developed by’ 9
... ...
word:word veroorzaakt door ‘is caused by’ 1
Total # 5,718

has symptom table
kom voor:kom voor bij ‘to come by’ 625
kan:kan leid tot ‘can lead to’ 464
word:word kenmerk door ‘is known by’ 149
wijs:wijs op ‘to indicate’ 43
ben symptoom van:ben ‘is symptom of’ 40
.. ..
kenmerk:kenmerk door ontsta van ‘known by the rise of’ 1
Total # 7,876

Table 8.4: The frequency of dependency patterns used in each of the relation
tables.

8.2.3.3 Creating Relation Tables

Assigning the extracted relations to relation tables in the right way is very
important to get back relevant answers. Since keywords in the relation instances
and in the questions may be expressed in different strings or spellings, it is
necessary to normalize the keywords. During a table look up process, our QA
system will retrieve relations whose normalized keywords in the relation tables
match with the normalized keywords in the questions.

The normalized form of a relation’s argument is taken from the root form of
the argument’s head word. As an illustration, consider the following dependency
triple of a has symptom relation:

kenmerk door(’Bursitis’,’roodheid waar de ontstoken slijmbeurs aanwezig is zoals
op hiel elleboog schouder of heup’)
‘characterized by(‘Bursitis’,‘redness where the inflamed mucus is present, such
as at bead shoulder, elbow, or hip’)’

The first argument, Bursitis, is considered as a named entity by Alpino and
therefore its root form is not changed. The second argument is a phrase whose
head word is roodheid ‘redness’ and root form is rood heid. Thus, the normalized
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forms of the first and the second arguments of that relation are Bursitis and
rood heid.

A relation instance in an relation table will consist of the normalized forms of
its arguments, the full strings of the arguments, the document identifier (or file-
name) of its source, and its relation pattern. The following is the representation
of the above dependency triple in the has symptom relation table:

has symptom(’Bursitis’,’rood heid’,’Bursitis’,’roodheid waar de ontstoken slijmbeurs
aanwezig is zoals op hiel elleboog schouder of heup’,’wikipedian/COMPACT/0419/
104862-2-2.xml’,’kenmerk::kenmerk door’)

8.2.4 Information Retrieval

Besides parsing the document collections using the Alpino parser, we also index
the sentences in the corpus using an information retrieval tool.2 Our medical
QA system uses this IR module as a fall-back system, which searches for an-
swers if the relation tables do not have any relevant entry. While processing
a question, the top 20 to 40 passages, or about 60 to 100 sentences, from the
corpus according to the IR module are analyzed by the QA NLP module of
our QA system (Joost). The system returns the top 5 sentences that contain
answers to the question.

8.3 Evaluation and Results

8.3.1 Experiment Settings

The purpose of this evaluation is to compare the performance of our medical
QA system when it gets answers from the relation tables and IR system as the
answer sources. We run three experimental settings, where in each setting one
of the following answer sources is used:

• relation tables from the manually defined patterns (manual),

• relation tables from the learned patterns (learned),

• information retrieval system (IR).

From this comparison, we want to know how precise and complete the re-
lation tables are that were generated using the pattern learning method, when
compared to using the previous method (the manual patterns). In this evalua-
tion we use the IR method as the baseline.

Since the manual patterns are defined for only three relation types, i.e.,
has definition, causes, and has symptom, we will evaluate the performance of
the QA system only on these three relation types which consists of 58 medical
questions. The following are examples of questions from each of the question
types and their answers that can be generated from the three answer sources:

(4) has definition
Wat is ziekte van alzheimer? ‘What is the Alzheimer disease?’
Answers:

2For this purpose, we use the Zettair search engine, http://www.seg.rmit.edu.au/

zettair/.
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a. [manual] mede-uitgever van het tijdschrift “Zeitschrift für die gesamte
Neurologie und Psychiatrie” ‘co-editor of the journal “Zeitschrift für
die gesamte Neurologie und Psychiatrie”’.

b. [learned] een aandoening waarbij delen van de hersenen verschrompe-
len, op vele plaatsen ‘plaque’-vorming optreedt en de patiënt soms
in snel tempo dementeert ‘a condition in which parts of the brains
shrink, in many places ‘plaque’-formation occurs and the patient
sometimes rapidly grow demented’.

c. [IR] Parkinson.

(5) causes
Wat zijn de oorzaken van schizofrenie? ‘What are the causes of Schizofre-
nie?’
Answers:

a. [manual] een overactief chakra ‘an overactive chakra’.

b. [learned] een overactief chakra ‘an overactive chakra’.

c. [IR] NIL.

(6) has symptom
Wat is het symptoom van rodehond? ‘What is the symptom of Rubella?’
Answers:

a. [manual] NIL

b. [learned] een gewone verkoudheid (loopneus e.d.) ‘an ordinary cold
(runny nose..)’.

c. [IR] een symptoom is van een bepaalde infectieziekte (mazelen, rood-
vonk, rodehond, enz.) ‘a symptom is of a certain infectious disease
(measles, scarlet fever, rubella, etc.)’.

From Examples (4) to (6) we know that each answer source may return different
substrings in their answers. This makes the automatic mapping of answer strings
to relevant answer strings, as usually done in an information retrieval evaluation
task, difficult. As a consequence, we have to carry out a manual judgement
during evaluation. For this purpose, we manually evaluate the outputs of the
experiments by comparing their answer strings with the corresponding sentences
or contexts.

8.3.2 Judgement and Measurement Methods

Given a question, each answer source usually returns more than one answer.
The QA system computes the relevancy score of an answer based on some pa-
rameters, such as the frequency of an answer string in its relation table. The
most frequent answer string will have the highest rank. However, in most of the
cases the answer strings occur only once.

The following is a set of answers from the pattern learning method for the
question Wat is ziekte van alzheimer? ‘What is the Alzheimer disease?’; the
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answers are ordered based on their relevancy scores:

(7) a. de meest voorkomende variant van Dementie ‘the most common
variant of Dementia’.

b. een aandoening waarbij delen van de hersenen verschrompelen op
vele plaatsen ‘plaque’-vorming optreedt en de patiënt soms in snel
tempo dementeert ‘a condition in which parts of the brains shrink,
in many places ‘plaque’-formation occurs and the patient sometimes
rapidly grow demented’.

c. medeoprichter van het tijdschrift Zeitschrift für die gesamte Neu-
rologie und Psychiatrie ‘co-founder of the journal Zeitschrift für die
gesamte Neurologie und Psychiatrie’.

During the evaluation, we carried out a manual judgement by classifying each of
the answers into one of the following categories: correct, incomplete, and wrong.
The judgment is based on their correctness and completeness. For the answers
in the Example (7) above, we judged answers (7-a) and (7-b) as correct, while
answer (7-c) as wrong.

We are not very strict with the completeness of the answers with respect to
the list answer format. Since the arguments of a dependency triple consist of a
single concept, it is very likely that an answer to a list question will not be in a
list format. For example, we expect a list answer for the question Wat zijn de
symptomen van bursitis? ‘What are the symptoms of Bursitis?’ (see Example
(3)). The most complete answer is roodheid, warmte, zwelling en pijn waar
de ontstoken slijmbeurs aanwezig is, zoals op hiel, elleboog, schouder of heup
‘redness, warmth, swelling and pain where the inflamed slijmbeurs present, such
as heel, elbow, shoulder or hip’ (Wikipedia). However, such an answer would
not be available in our relation tables. As long as an answer contains at least
one of the symptoms (if the question is asking for a list of symptoms), it is
sufficient for us to classify the answer as a correct answer.

Among the three answers in example (7), the second answer gives the best
definition to the Alzheimer disease keyword. However, since the first answer is
also correct, we will use its rank to compute the reciprocal rank (RR) score of
the results. The RR score is calculated using the following formula:

RR(a) =
1

rank(a)
(8.1)

where a is a set of answer(s) returned by the QA system, and rank(a) is the
rank of the first correct answer in a. The higher the rank (e.g., the first rank),
the higher the RR score.

To measure the performance score of the QA system given a set of questions,
we take the average value of the reciprocal rank scores of the answers. In the
question answering track of the TREC-10 (Voorhees, 2001), this measurement
method is called MRR (Mean Reciprocal Rank), and is defined as follows:

MRR =

∑N

i=1 RR(ai)

N
(8.2)

where i is the index of a question, N is the total number of questions, ai is the
set of answer(s) returned by the QA system for the question with the index i,
and RR(ai) is the reciprocal rank of ai.
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method correct incompl. wrong answered missing total
has definition

manual 10 3 3 16 9 25
learned 16 3 3 22 3 25
IR 6 8 7 21 4 25

causes
manual 16 0 3 19 3 22
learned 18 0 2 20 2 22
IR 12 0 7 19 3 22

has symptom
manual 4 0 1 5 6 11
learned 7 0 1 8 3 11
IR 2 0 6 8 3 11

overall
manual 30 3 7 40 18 58
learned 41 3 6 50 8 58
IR 20 8 20 48 10 58

Table 8.5: The number of questions according to the categories of the answers,
returned in the three experiment settings (manual, learned, and IR), for the
three question types (has definition, causes, and has symptom) and their aggre-
gate.

Besides measuring the performance of the QA system using the MRR method,
we also measure the performance using the precision method as has been used
in CLEF (Cross Lingual Evaluation Forum) (Giampiccolo et al., 2007). In this
method, a QA system is required to return only one answer for each question.
The precision value of the answers given a set of questions is computed by di-
viding the total number of correct answers to the total number of questions in
the set.

8.3.3 Results and Discussion

In this subsection we present and discuss the results of our evaluation. We start
with the distribution of the questions based on the categories of their answers,
as shown in Table 8.5. For each of the question types, the number of questions
answered using manual, learning, and IR methods are classified into correct,
incomplete, wrong, and missing categories. The answered category consists of
the questions answered either correctly, incompletely, or incorrectly. There are
25, 22, and 11 questions of the has definition, causes, and has symptom types,
respectively. In total there are 58 questions that should be answered in each
experiment run.

The overall section of the table shows that both the manual and the pattern
learning methods outperform the baseline (IR method), by correctly answering
10 (50%) and 21 (105%) more questions, respectively. And compared to the
previous (manual) method, our current (learned) method clearly increases the
performance of the QA system by correctly answering 11 more questions, or
by about 37% of improvement. Although the manual method outperforms the
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baseline, it missed more questions (18 questions) compared to the baseline (10
questions). However, the percentage of answers by the baseline which are in-
complete or incorrect is quite high (58%), while for the manual method the
percentage is relatively low (25%). On the other hand, our method only missed
8 questions, which is 2 points and 10 points lower than the baseline and the
manual method, respectively. These figures show that our method has success-
fully improved the relation tables generated by the manual method and in turn
increases the performance of the QA system.

Our method answered 50 questions (86%) from the total of 58 questions,
while the manual method answered a smaller number of questions, which is 40
questions (69%). Among these numbers, the proportion of correctly answered
questions by our method is slightly higher (82%) than by the manual method
(75%). We can conclude from this comparison that relation tables generated
using our methods have a larger coverage and return higher precision answers
compared to using the manual method.

Looking at the question type sections of the table, we know that our method
has correctly answered 64%, 82%, and 64% of the has definition, causes, and
has symptom questions, respectively, while the manual method only answered
40%, 73%, and 36% of the question sets correctly. It seems that answering the
has definition questions is the most difficult task for our method. Although
the has definition table has the highest performance in the relation extraction
evaluation (see Table 6.30) and the largest number of relation instances (see
Table 8.4), the percentage of questions it answered correctly is not the highest.

The cause of this problem can be seen in Table 8.5, which shows that among
the three question sets, only the has definition question set receives incomplete
answers: 3 from the manual method, 3 from the pattern learning method, and
8 from the IR method. This means that strings of the incomplete answers
are actually parts of correct answers. Consider the following question and its
incomplete answer:

(8) Q: Wat is ADHD? ‘What is ADHD?’
A: stoornis ‘disorder’

The answer is a part of a longer phrase in the corpus: een stoornis waarvoor
niet direct een oorzaak is aan te wijzen ‘a disorder for which no immediate cause
is known’. Surprisingly, the corresponding dependency triple that becomes the
source of the answer already contains the complete string:

ben::ben(ADHD,een stoornis waarvoor niet direct een oorzaak is aan te wijzen)

We suspect that this particular problem is caused by a problem in the QA sys-
tem itself, which can be improved by tuning the system. Besides this technical
problem, the most frequent causes of errors are ungrammatical sentences, parse
errors and the dependence of the ben::ben pattern to the input sentences. The
accuracy of the has definition patterns in Table 6.30 is high because the input
sentences mostly contained definition relations. If the sentences it processes are
mostly non-definitional sentences, the pattern will extract many non-definitional
triples. This finding lead us to the importance of extracting definitional sen-
tences in Chapter 7.

The measurement results of the performance of our QA system, executed on
the three experiment settings, are shown in Table 8.6. In general, the MRR and
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method answered MRR CLEF
has definition

manual 16 0.333 0.280
learned 22 0.465 0.360
IR 21 0.133 0.040

causes
manual 19 0.547 0.409
learned 20 0.750 0.682
IR 19 0.405 0.318

has symptom
manual 5 0.364 0.364
learned 8 0.636 0.636
IR 8 0.182 0.182

overall
manual 40 0.420 0.345
learned 50 0.605 0.534
IR 48 0.246 0.172

Table 8.6: Performance scores of the question answering system on the three
experiment settings (manual, learned, and IR), measured using MRR and CLEF
methods, for the three question types (has definition, causes, and has symptom)
and their aggregate.

CLEF scores of the manual and the pattern learning methods outperform the
scores of the baseline. Compared to the baseline, the improvement contributed
by the manual method are 68% (MRR) and 91% (CLEF), while by the pattern
learning method are 138% (MRR) and 191% (CLEF). At all of the question
types, the performance scores of our learned method outperform the scores of
the manual method. And overall, our method contributes 42% and 52% of
improvement against the manual method with respect to the MRR and CLEF
scores, respectively. These show that our method has successfully improved the
performance of the QA system compared to when the system used the manual
method in the previous experiment.

The CLEF scores of the QA system, when using our method for the causes
and has symptom question types, are relatively high. The chance to get a correct
answer which is found in the first rank of an answer set is 68.2%. When we use
the manual method, this chance is only 40.9%. Thus, our method has increased
the chance by about 27.3% from the manual method.

The difficulty of answering has definition questions is also confirmed by this
table. The chance of answering this type of question correctly is only 36% and
28% when using our method and the manual method, respectively (see Table
??). Moreover, our method can only improve the chance by about 8% from
the manual method. This finding clearly suggests that a different approach
to extract has definition relations is needed. The x is y pattern, which is very
dominant in generating relation instances for the has definition tables, is obvi-
ously not enough to detect correct and complete definitions. We think that our
approach to detecting definitional sentences in Chapter 7 could be used as an
alternative method for this particular relation type. We describe our experiment
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using this approach in Section 8.5.

With respect to the MRR scores, answering the causes questions is the most
successful task at all settings. The scores when using the manual, learning, and
IR methods are about 54.7%, 75%, and 40.5%, respectively. The percentages of
the missing answers are also the lowest compared to the other question types,
namely, 14%, 9%, and 14% for the manual, learning, and IR methods, respec-
tively. We can get an explanation for this finding by looking at the relation
patterns and the number of instances of the causes and has symptom tables in
Table 8.3 and 8.4. The patterns generated manually for the causes table and the
has symptom tables (see Table 8.3) are mutually exclusive, while those learned
semi-automatically share some common patterns. For example, kan leid tot ‘can
lead to’ (see Table 8.4) is shared by the causes and has symptom tables. These
result in similar numbers of relation instances in the causes tables of both meth-
ods, i.e., 5,641 (manual) and 5,718 (learned), while in the has symptom tables
the numbers differ largely, i.e., 678 (manual) and 7,876 (learned).

The small number of the has symptom instances found using the manual
method apparently has lead to the high percentage of missing answers, by
about 54.5% for the has symptom questions compared to 14% for the causes
questions. When using the pattern learning method, the large number of the
has symptom instances, which also share some instances of the causes relations,
apparently contains a smaller number of true has symptom relations than ex-
pected. This has lead to a higher percentage of missing answers, by about
27% for the has symptom question compared to 9% for the causes questions.
This shows that we need to be very careful in selecting learned patterns and in
pruning out ambiguous patterns for the has symptom relations.

8.3.4 The Effect of the Semantic Information

One of the differences between the manual method and our learned method is
that the latter uses semantic information to classify a dependency triple into
one of the three semantic levels, as has been described in section 6.5. The three
levels are L1 (both of its arguments have labels that match with the labels of its
corresponding pattern), L2 (only one label of its arguments that matches), and
L3 (none of its arguments’ label matches). To get an insight on how this labeling
has affected the performance of the QA system, we compute the distribution of
the correct answers, generated using our method, according to their semantic
levels. The distribution is presented in Table 8.7.

In general, about 75.6% of the correct answers are from dependency triples
whose semantic labels are of the first level. At all of the question types, none
of the answers is classified into the third level. Only 31.3% and 27.8% of the
correct answers of the has definition and causes questions, respectively, are at
the second level. Moreover, all of the has symptom questions have answers at
the first level.

This distribution obviously shows that correct answers of the three ques-
tion types tend to be generated from dependency triples whose arguments have
semantic labels, and at least one of these labels match with those of their cor-
responding patterns. This finding suggests that we can improve the precision
of the relation tables by taking into account dependency triples of the first and
second semantic levels, without harming the recall of the correct answers.
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Question type correct answers L1 L2 L3
has definition 16 11 5 0
causes 18 13 5 0
has symptom 7 7 0 0
Total 41 31 10 0

Table 8.7: The distribution of the correct answers from relation table generated
using the pattern learning method, according to their semantic levels. L1 is when
the semantic labels of both arguments of a dependency triple are matched, L2
is only one of the arguments is matched, and L3 is none of the arguments is
matched.

8.3.5 The Effect of Term Variation

To investigate the effect of term variation in this QA task, whether they will im-
prove the performance of the QA system or not, we have added several questions
particularly asking for medical terms whose answers are not explicitly contained
in the corpus. For example, the following two questions are among the causes
questions:

(9) a. Wat is de oorzaak van waterpokken?
‘What is the cause of chickenpox?’

b. Wat is de oorzaak van varicella?
‘What is the cause of varicella?’

The two medical terms in the above questions, i.e., waterpokken and varicella,
are synonymous. However, only the first term has explicit answers to its causes
question, such as in the following phrase:

(10) ... het varicella-zostervirus dat bij kinderen waterpokken en bij volwasse-
nen gordelroos veroorzaakt, ...
‘... varicella-zostervirus that causes chickenpox in childhood and shin-
gles in adults, ...’ (Spectrum Medical Encyclopedia).

Without a database of synonyms, answering the second question will return an
empty result. But, this is not the case in this experiment, because both of the
questions can be answered correctly by the QA system. Before answering the
question, first the QA system searches for all possible synonyms of the term in
the database, and then searches for all dependency triples in the relation table
that match with the term or its synonyms. In this way, the QA system will be
able to get correct answers for the term varicella.

In principle, this method is similar to query expansion in an information
retrieval task. Therefore, the drawback of the query expansion, such as the
introduction of noise, is also experienced by the QA system. For example, the
following question:

(11) Wat is suikerziekte?
‘What is diabetes?’

was not answered correctly by our QA system. It is because there is a correct but
ambiguous synonym of the term suikerziekte ‘diabetes’, i.e., suiker ‘sugar’. This
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No Source of errors #
1 Incomplete or no answer in the tables 6
2 Normalization 5
3 Question analysis 5
4 Other 1

Total 17

Table 8.8: Sources of errors and the numbers of questions which cannot be
answered correctly.

has caused our QA system to also retrieve the definition of suiker ‘a nutrient’
besides the definition of other correct and non-ambiguous synonyms, such as
diabetes mellitus and diabetes ‘a disease’. Unfortunately, the system returned
the definitions of suiker, which is a nutrient, as the answer.

From this analysis we can learn that term variation are useful and vital
for a medical QA system, where users may post their questions which use any
presentation of a medical term, such as using its synonyms or abbreviation
(e.g., TBC for tuberculosis). However, a QA system has to be very careful in
selecting the synonyms, especially when it encounters ambiguous or multi-sense
synonyms.

8.4 Error Analysis

Now, we analyze the causes which lead to errors in the answers when using
relation tables from the learning method. From Table 8.5 we know that the
numbers of questions which cannot be answered correctly by the QA system are
9, 4, and 4 questions for the has definition, causes, and has symptom question
types, respectively. After manually analyzing the answers of those questions,
we identified several sources of errors as shown in Table 8.8.

The most common source of errors is the relation tables themselves (35.3%),
which return incomplete answers or even do not have any answer at all. This
means that the answer extraction is at fault. Surprisingly, the normalization of
relation arguments and the question analysis, when they are combined together,
become the main contributor of the error sources (58.8%). When we manually
investigate the relation tables, we can find correct answers to the questions that
cannot be answered due to these two error sources. Thus, given the relation
tables at hand, we still have a chance to improve the performance of the QA
system, by solving the problem of argument’s normalization and the question
analysis.

The following list describes several types of errors, provided with examples,
which are caused by the normalization problem:

• capitalized and lower-case keywords: a capitalized and lower-case keyword
(medical term) in a question will be detected as a named entity by the
Alpino parser and thus will not be parsed to its root form; the keyword
will be parsed if its first letter is not capitalized. Since the relation tables
use the root form of an argument as its normalized key, the QA system will
not be able to match the capitalized and lower-case keyword in the ques-
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tion with its root form in the relation tables. For example, the question
Wat is Alcoholvergiftiging? ‘What is Alcohol Poisoning?’ was incorrectly
answered, because the QA system used the keyword Alcoholvergiftiging to
search the normalized key of the relation tables. On the other hand, the
correct answer in the has definition table, i.e., het optreden van vergiftig-
ingsverschijnselen door consumptie van alcoholhoudende dranken ‘the act
of poisoning by consumption of alcoholic beverages’, uses its keyword’s
root form, i.e., alcohol vergiftiging, as the normalized key. Unfortunately,
the keyword Alcoholvergiftiging will not match with the normalized key
alcohol vergiftiging.

• diacritics: the sequence of characters of a keyword in the questions and
in the relation tables can be different. For example, users may write
nierinsufficientie in their questions, rather than nierinsufficiëntie (with
the e umlaut) as in the relation tables. This difference will not help in
matching the answer keys.

• non-term head words: the relation tables use the root form of arguments’
head words as the normalized keys. Sometimes, a selected head word is not
a medical term. For example, in a causes dependency triple, the second
argument een verhoogd risico op longkanker ‘an increased risk of lung can-
cer’ has risico ‘risk’ as its head as well as normalized key. Given a causes
question Wat zijn de oorzaken van longkanker? ‘What are the causes of
lung cancer?’, the QA system will search for the keyword longkanker in
the normalized key field of the tables. Unfortunately it will not succeed,
because the tables use risico as the normalized key.

• synonym: several terms which have synonyms or abbreviations can be
normalized. Due to a matching problem, the QA system may not be able
to detect the synonym or abbreviation of a term. For example, our QA
system surprisingly didn’t know that the term Repetitive Strain Injury
has an abbreviation RSI. Thus, it failed to retrieve a correct answer for
the question Wat is Repetitive Strain Injury? ‘What is Repetitive Strain
Injury?’, although the has definition table has several definitions for the
term RSI.

To improve the performance of the QA system, we have to solve each of
the issues. Since the first issue, capitalized and lower-case keywords, is most
frequent one, we can prioritize its solution. A solution that we can think of is
the following. Considering that almost all of the questions in the medical domain
are related to medical terms, we can assume that a capitalized and lower-case
keyword is indeed a medical term, and not a named entity. We can lower case
a question before parsing it, to get the root form of its keyword. Thus, besides
the original capitalized and lower-case keyword, we also have its root form as
a variation. This variation will match with candidate answers which use root
forms as their normalized keys.

With respect to the question analysis problem, most of the errors occur with
multi-word keywords containing common words such as ziekte ‘disease’, synd-
room ‘syndrome’, and aandoening ‘disorder’. The followings are examples of
the keywords: ziekte van Alzheimer ‘Alzheimer’s disease’, adrenogenitaal syn-
droom ‘adrenogenital syndrome’, and seksueel overdraagbare aandoening ‘sex-
ually transmitted disease’. In our experiments, those common words are still
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included in the analyzed keywords, although a heuristic has been applied to
discard them. As a consequence, the QA system will also retrieve all relation
instances with those common words as the keys. For example, given the causes
question Wat zijn de oorzaken van de ziekte van Alzheimer? ‘What are the
causes of Alzheimer’s disease?’, the QA system will retrieve all of the causes
of Alzheimer and ziekte ‘disease’ as its candidate answers. Obviously, the can-
didate answers will contain a lot of irrelevant answers related to the causes of
ziekte. This problem can be solved by improving the heuristics. If a stop word
is a part of a multi-word term, we can discard the stop word before the QA
system submit queries to the relation tables.

8.5 Answering Using Definitional Sentences

Among the performance of our QA system on the three question types, the
performance on the definition questions is the lowest. The main source of errors
is incomplete definition phrases, which are usually caused by ungrammatical
sentences and parse errors. Moreover, extracting definition relations using the
pattern learning method will only work relatively well if input sentences have
been classified as definitional. Our experiment in the previous sections shows
that the relation pattern x is y, which is very dominant in the has definition
relation table, is not enough to distinguish relevant definition relations from
unclassified sentences.

Since we have conducted an experiment on identifying definitional sentences
in Chapter 7, we now investigate whether the extracted definitional sentences
can improve the performance of the QA system. This section describes our
experiment and discusses the result.

8.5.1 Experiment and Result

We learn from Chapter 7 that Maximum Entropy (ME) is the best machine
learning method to identify definitional sentences (see Table 7.7). We use this
method for this experiment, along with configuration #8 of the attribute config-
urations (see Table 7.6), in which ME shows the best performance. Following the
configuration, we use a combination of bag-of-words, bigrams, syntactic prop-
erties, but not sentence position as features, because we cannot use a corpus
specific document format to other corpora of different document formats.

Similar to the experiment in Chapter 6 on Learning and Extracting Relations,
we use the IMIX medical corpus (Section 6.3), that has been labeled manually
with relation types, as the source to generate a training data set. From the 3,546
has definition-labeled sentences, our syntactic filter only retrieves 222 definition
instances. Most of the labeled sentences are not extracted, because they are
ungrammatical. In the IMIX corpus, a definition sentence is usually in the
second position, where the first position is a section title, e.g., a name of a
disease. Most such definition sentences do not include subjects, because, in
this case, the IMIX document format assumes that the definition term has
already been introduced in the section titles. For example, for the term Belroos
‘Belrose’, the second sentence is ook wondroos of erysipelas , een besmettelijke
infectieziekte van de huid , meestal veroorzaakt door hemolytische streptokokken
‘also wound-rose or erysipelas, an infectious disease of the skin, usually caused by
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word + bigram + synt
is een ‘is a’
indef predc

een ‘a’
other predc

zijn ‘are’
def subj

die ‘that’
subj init

subj non init

door ‘by’
een ontsteking ‘an inflammation’
no det subj

waarbij ‘where’
wordt veroorzaakt ‘be caused’
ontsteking ‘inflammation’
rode ‘red’
gekenmerkt ‘characterized’
gekenmerkt door ‘characterized by’
die wordt ‘which is’
een aandoening ‘a disorder’

Table 8.9: 20 most informative features for the definition training set using
bag-of-words, bigrams, and syntactic information.

haemolytic streptococci’. Since our syntactic filter requires a definition instance
to have a subject and a predicative complement, such a sentence will be discarded.
To get non-definition instances, we take 222 sentences labeled with any relation
types except the has definition type from the IMIX corpus.

We apply Rainbow tool (McCallum, 2000) to create an ME classifier based
on the training data set above. We do not use the classifier trained in the
previous chapter and apply it to current corpus, because the most informative
feature of the Wikipedia corpus, i.e., first sent (first sentence) (see Table
7.5), is not found in the IMIX corpus. This shows that the sentence position
feature is weak in the IMIX corpus. From each sentence in the definition and
non-definition sets, we select features according to their information gain. The
size of the feature set is 300, and the 20 most informative ones are shown in
Table 8.9. Compared to the features in Table 7.5, features in this table shows
some overlaps, such as is a, a, indef predc (indefinite predicative complement),
subj init (subject initial), and no det subj (non-determiner subject). The
accuracy of the classifier, evaluated using a 20-fold cross validation method,
is 85.23% (stderr 0.96). If we use a naive Bayes classifier, the accuracy is
insignificantly lower, by about 82.05% (stderr 1.04).

In the next step, we identify definitional sentences from the corpora in Sec-
tion 8.2.2. First, our syntactic filter extracts 1,191 and 7,657 candidate definition
sentences from the medical encyclopedia and the medical subset of Wikipedia,
respectively. Then, we use the classifier to classify each of the sentences into
definition and non-definition classes. This classification results in 4,285 defini-
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tional sentences. To generate a has definition relation table, we take the subject
of each definitional sentence as the first argument and the whole sentence as the
second argument of its relation triples.

We use the relation table to answer 25 has definition questions. This process
results in 21 questions answered correctly (CLEF score 0.840) and 4 questions
unanswered. The unanswered questions are mainly due to parse errors and
ungrammatical sentences.

8.5.2 Discussion

We have explained our experiment on answering definition questions using defi-
nitional sentences, which is aimed at improving the performance of the QA sys-
tem for this particular question type by preventing the loss of potential answers
when we use relation extraction techniques to get the answers. The experiment
shows that using definitional sentences, the system can correctly answer 5 more
questions compared to when using the pattern learning method, which correctly
answers 16 questions. Probably the comparison is uneven, because the pattern
learning method returns definition phrases, which contain 3 incomplete answers
(Table 8.5), instead of full sentences, which are free from the incompleteness
problem. However, if we return the corresponding sentences of the 3 incomplete
answers, the definitional sentences will still outperform with 2 more correctly
answered questions.

With the accuracy of 85.23%, the ME classifier has correctly classified all of
the sentences returned. The rest of the questions are unanswered, not because
ME classifies potential sentences as non-definitional, but because the potential
sentences are incorrectly parsed or ungrammatical. This is a promising result,
since, in order to retrieve correct answers, we need to put definitional sentences
into a correct class. It is important to note that in our experiment ME was
not tested on arbitrary sentences, but on syntactically selected definitional sen-
tences. Thus, the accuracy probably has been biased by the selected instances.

The high accuracy above cannot guarantee that all of the definitional sen-
tences are related to the medical domain. We found some non-medical-term
definitional sentences in the definition class, which mostly explain individual
names, such as:

(12) Carl Gustav Jung ( Kesswil , Zwitserland , 26 juli 1875 – Zürich , 6
juni 1961 ) was een Zwitsers psychiater en psycholoog.
‘Carl Gustav Jung (Kesswil, Switzerland, July 26, 1875 - Zürich, June
6, 1961) was a Swiss psychiatrist and psychologist.’

Since such a sentence will not match with any medical term questions, it will not
decrease the performance of the QA system. However, if we require all of the
definitional sentences to refer to medical terms, we can experiment with adding
semantic information, as has been used to label medical terms in Chapter 5, into
the feature list. We did not conduct any experiment related to this suggestion
since it is out of the scope of this thesis.
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8.6 Summary

We have presented our experiment which evaluates the contribution of the ex-
tracted relation tables, using our QA system. This evaluation is aimed at
answering our main research question: to what extent can term and relation
extraction techniques contribute to medical question answering?

In this experiment, we measure the performance of the QA system in an-
swering 58 medical questions which are grouped into three question types:
has definition (25 questions), causes (22 questions), and has symptom (11 ques-
tions). The performance of the system when using the learning method is com-
pared to its performance when using the manual method and the information
retrieval method (baseline). We use the MRR (mean reciprocal rank) and CLEF
(cross lingual evaluation forum) methods to measure the performance.

Our experiment showed that at all of the question types, the pattern learn-
ing method, which is based on our term and relation extraction technique, out-
performs the other methods. Overall, the QA system correctly answered 41
questions when using this method, and when using the manual and the baseline
methods it correctly answered 30 and 20 questions, respectively. The perfor-
mance scores confirmed this finding. The MRR score of the system is 60.5%
when using the pattern learning method, which is significantly higher compared
to when using the manual method (42%) or the IR method (24.6%). At each
of the question types, the pattern learning method also outperforms the other
methods.

One of the differences between the manual method and our learning method
is that, besides using syntactic information to extract candidate relations, the
latter method also uses semantic information to classify a dependency triple
into its semantic levels; while the manual method in the previous experiment
(Tjong Kim Sang et al., 2005) only uses syntactic information to extract relation
instances. Does semantic information contribute to providing correct answers?
Our experiment has shown that there is a strong correlation between dependency
triples of high semantic levels (i.e., which are correct according to argument
types) with the number of correct answers. From the total of 41 questions
answered correctly, 31 questions (75.6%) were answered by dependency triples
of the first level, where both of their arguments have matching semantic labels,
and 10 questions (24.6%) were answered by dependency triples of the second
level, where only one argument has matching semantic label. This suggests
that we can use semantic information to improve the precision of relation tables
without harming the recall of the QA system.

We also learn from this experiment that term variation are useful and vital
for a medical QA system, where a medical term may occur in the corpus and
in the questions with various forms. Two forms of variations, i.e., synonym and
abbreviation, have been used in this experiment, and have shown to increase
the performance of the QA system, especially in answering questions containing
term variation.

From the error analysis we can see that only 35.3% of the errors are caused
by the relation tables where the answers are incomplete or the tables have no
answer at all. Apparently, a larger proportion of the errors are raised by the
normalization and question analysis problems, which is about 58.8%. This shows
that we still have a chance to improve the performance of the QA system, by
improving the normalization and the question analysis techniques. Whenever
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these problems have been solved, we can expect that a better performance of
the QA system can be contributed by our learning method.

At the end of this chapter, we have described our experiment on using defi-
nitional sentences identified using a machine learning technique to improve the
low performance of the QA system in answering definition questions. The ex-
periment shows that a Maximum Entropy classifier has correctly classified all
of the sentences needed by the QA system to get correct answers into the defi-
nition class. We found that using the definitional sentences, the QA system can
answer more question correctly compared to using the definition relation table
generated by the pattern-learning method.

We consider the small QA evaluation described in this chapter as a prelimi-
nary and an exploratory work, which is aimed at finding an alternative approach
to extracting relation tables from text for our QA system. We believe that a
thorough evaluation using a larger number of medical questions is necessary. We
do not carry out such evaluation because it would require a lot of work and is
out of the scope of this thesis. A bigger project such as IMIX or a bigger forum
such as CLEF would be an appropriate place to conduct such an evaluation. We
also think that adding semantic information (medical labels) into the feature
list will discard definitional sentences which do not refer to medical terms from
the definition class.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions and Future
Prospects

You cannot acquire experience by making experiments.
You cannot create experience.

You must undergo it.
—Albert Camus (1913 - 1960)

9.1 Research Questions

The work reported in this thesis is motivated by the main research question
below:

To what extent can term and relation extraction techniques con-
tribute to medical question answering?

In the course of experiments conducted to answer the question, we raised the
following six sub-questions:

1. Which linguistic knowledge is most useful for recognizing terms in Dutch
text?

2. What statistical approach to multi-word term extraction is most success-
ful?

3. How can we use existing multilingual terminological resources for extract-
ing non-English terms, especially in Dutch, and how can the resources be
used in statistical and linguistic approaches?

4. What are the types of term variation that occur frequently in Dutch med-
ical questions, and how can we recognize some of the variation types from
documents in Dutch?

5. How can we use the UMLS resources to classify non-English terms, espe-
cially Dutch terms?

6. How can we learn relation patterns from dependency trees and use them
to extract relations from text?

207
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We provide conclusions to those research questions in Section 9.2, and ex-
plain some future prospects in Section 9.3. Finally, we summarize our contri-
butions in Section 9.4.

9.2 Conclusions

A term is defined in ISO-704 (2000) as “... a designation consisting of one or
more words representing a general concept in a special language.” This func-
tion as a concept designator in a specialized vocabulary distinguishes it from
words. In order to in general extract terms, we need to know how a term is
formated. There are three methods of term formation, i.e., using existing re-
sources, modifying existing resources, and creating new linguistic entities. The
second method is the most productive one, which creates new terms through
affixation, compounding, creating phrasal terms, conversion (a verb used as a
noun) and compression (abbreviation, acronym, etc). These processes involve
linguistic knowledge, which can be different according to the domain language.
Since we want to know the most useful linguistic knowledge for recognizing
Dutch terms, we compared part-of-speech (PoS) tag and syntactic filters on
Dutch text. With regard to research question #1, in Section 3.4 we concluded
that the PoS-tag filter by Justeson and Katz (1995) recognized more true terms
with a higher precision value compared to the syntactic filter which extracted
noun phrases. The PoS-tag filter misses some terms within longer terms, and
also fails to extract terms containing coordinations. The syntactic filter on the
other hand, suffers from attachment errors (typically involving coordination and
PP-modifiers) and misses sub-phrases which do not correspond to a full NP.

In many applications, linguistic filtering is the first step toward extracting
terms. The next phase is to rank extracted candidate terms according to their
statistical values, which place the most relevant terms on the top. To know the
most successful statistical method, we conducted a set of experiments which
compare eight statistical methods commonly used to measure the strength of
association of bigram word strings. With regard to research question #2, in Sec-
tion 3.5 we found that χ2 and Dice, both information theoretic-based measures,
outperform all other methods. And particularly for frequency-based measures,
we found that Log-likelihood is superior. Which measure we should choose for
improvement? According to the formulae, Dice will only give a non-zero score
if its numerator has a value, while χ2 will give a non-zero score as long as
both parts of the term’s bigram are non-zero. Since this characteristic of χ2

is important for our improvement strategy, we choose this method for the next
experiments.

The goal of term extraction is often not so much the creation of a new list of
domain specific terms, but rather the (semi-)automatic extension of an existing
term list. Assuming the availability of such a list of known terms in a particular
domain, we attempt to improve the previously selected statistical method with
the help of the list. In our medical domain, the most comprehensive existing
list of terms is UMLS (Unified Medical Language System), in which most of
the terms are in English and few in Dutch. We want to know how we can use
such existing terms for the improvement. For this purpose, in Section 3.6 we
developed a new scoring formula that uses a set of known terms to improve the
performance of χ2. The formula combines two essential characteristics of a term,
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namely association significance, which is measured based on the occurrence of
candidate terms in a corpus, and domain centrality, which is measured based
on overlaps found in candidate terms and known terms. To increase the overlap
we apply stemming to candidate terms and known terms. In Section 3.7 we
used that formula, which we called ADS (Association and Domain Significant),
together with the UMLS as the source of known terms to rank new terms. We
found that ADSlex, which uses lexical matching and stemming, significantly im-
proves the performance of χ2 alone. For multilingual terms, we believe that the
degree of overlapping can also be increased with translation. Thus, with regard
to research question #3, we conclude that an existing multilingual terminology
is useful for identifying new multi-word terms of a particular language, as long
as there is at least one word that overlaps in two terms of both languages. And
depending on the language pair, several methods can be used to increase the
overlap, such as using stemming and translation.

One of the important issues related to terms in a medical QA system is
the detection of term variation, which is defined as alternative names for a
concept. This issue arises due to, among other things, the different practices in
the designation of medical terms among expert and general users. In Section
4.2 we collected a large number of medical questions posted in the Internet.
With respect to research question #4, we found three term variation types
which frequently occur in the medical questions, i.e., synonyms, abbreviations,
and grammar-based variation. We investigated methods to extract the first two
variation types. The grammar-based variation has been studied in Jacquemin
(2001) and the FASTR tool was developed to detect terms and variation for
French and English.

Our method to extract synonyms is adapted from the DIPRE method (Brin,
1999), and we incorporate syntactic information into its patterns as in Hearst
(1992) and Pustejovsky et al. (2001). The syntactic information (PoS tags) is
used mainly for detecting terms occurring in the corpus. The method consists of
four steps run iteratively, which require a small seed list of synonym pairs in the
very first iteration. Given the seed list and a parsed corpus, first we search the
occurrence of the seeds in the corpus to generate a set of patterns. In the second
step, we use the patterns to extract new synonym pairs from the corpus, and in
third step we evaluate the extracted synonym pairs by computing their semantic
compatibility based on their occurrence in the Web pages. In the last step, we
use synonym pairs above a threshold as a seed list for the next iteration. We
compared two phrasal patterns, i.e., ‘x or y ’ (Por) and ‘x NEAR y ’ (PNEAR), to
measure semantic compatibility scores of the candidate synonym pairs. In Sec-
tion 4.5 we found that the first phrasal pattern is superior. The second phrasal
pattern, which has been used in Lin et al. (2003) to evaluate the compatibility
of synonymous words, is not suitable for evaluating the compatibility of synony-
mous terms. It is because two terms co-occurring near each other often do not
convey a similar meaning (synonym) but they may construct another relation
type, such as a cause-effect relation or a location-disease relation.

To extract abbreviation pairs, our method consists of two extraction steps.
First, apply a set of regular expressions to identify the occurrence of abbreviation
short forms, and apply a PoS-tag filter to identify terms (abbreviation long
forms) occurring before or after the short forms. Second, for each short form
and long form pair, determine using a set of pattern-matching rules whether the
pair is a valid abbreviation pair. We add a translation procedure in the rules
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to detect abbreviations whose long form is of a different language. This rule
is not considered in previous work. We compared this rule-based method with
the two phrasal patterns. In Section 4.6 we found that the rule-based method
outperforms the Por and PNEAR patterns. This high performance is caused by
the fact that abbreviations and their long forms can be easily recognized only
from their formations. On the other hand, the abbreviation pairs may contain
new abbreviations which do not occur in the Web pages. Thus, the last two
patterns may suffer from low recall. When we combined the rule-based method
with Por, we achieved a higher F-measure value, which is contributed by the
addition of abbreviation pairs which do not match with the rules.

An off-line medical QA system requires relation tables which contain medical
relation instances. These instances can be expressed in text by rather general
linguistic patterns, such as X may lead to Y or X occurs in Y. Such patterns
can nevertheless be used to extract medical relations with high accuracy if we
require that both X and Y are medical terms, and if we apply the restriction
that X and Y have to be terms that belong to a given class, e.g., a Virus and
a Disease, respectively. To assign a class to a medical term, we index English
and Dutch terms including their Semantic Types in UMLS, and retrieve the
Semantic Types that match with the medical term. With respect to research
question #5, in Chapter 5 we found that head words, surface length, frequency,
and translation are pieces of information which are useful to match a new term
with similar terms in UMLS, a multilingual terminology. Terms which have
the same head word as the query term tend to share the same label with the
query term. This conclusion is also supported by our finding that the precision
of labeling terms tagged with adjective is low, since these terms usually do not
have any function as head words. For multi-word terms, the number of words
(surface length) is a good indicator for finding similar terms. Our evaluation
showed that most of the multi-word terms in the corpus are new terms, of which
29.4% are labeled through exact translation.

There are 7 relation tables generated from the corpus, namely, causes, has
symptom, has definition, occurs, treats, prevents, and diagnoses. Each of these
tables is used by our QA system to answer a corresponding question type, by
returning relation instances that match with the term in a question. Relation
instances are extracted from text using semi-automatically-learned relation pat-
terns. During these processes, we use dependency relation information to get
the relation between the arguments of each relationship. With this dependency
information, the relation between a predicate and its potentially distant argu-
ments can be captured. This relation detection method is promising for our
task because sentences in Dutch medical text tend to be long and complex. To
make sure that we only extract meaningful and relevant relation instances for a
particular relation type, as mentioned above, we require both arguments to be
medical terms and that they belong to particular semantic types. With regard
to research question #6, we can use a clausal node of category main clause, verb-
initial main clause, subordinate clause, or infinitive clause as a starting point to
extract a medical term relationship from text, which contains subject and object
labeled as medical terms. Our experiments in Chapter 6 showed that the pre-
cision of our method is relatively high for most of the relation types, but recall
varies. The method performs reasonably well for the has definition and causes
relation types, and performs less well for the diagnoses relation. We found that
our relation patterns cannot distinguish causes from has symptom relation type
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very well, because these relation types share some dependency patterns. An
important source of the relation extraction errors was due to coreference. Our
estimation indicates approximately 9% of the relation candidates in our corpus
contain pronominal or definite NPs that needs anaphoric interpretation. An
obvious next step would be to apply coreference resolution to medical terms, so
as to obtain a full interpretation of the term, and a term which can be used for
concept classification.

Our approach to learning relation patterns in Chapter 6 uses sentences that
have been labeled manually with relation types. However, the distribution of
labeled sentences according to relation types in our training corpus is not uni-
form. Some relation types have many labeled sentences, while the others have
fewer labeled sentences. As an alternative to the manual approach, we can
automatically increase the number of labeled sentences by using a supervised
machine learning approach. In Chapter 7 we compared three learning methods,
i.e., naive Bayes, maximum entropy (ME), and support vector machine (SVM),
in a task to classify sentences into definition and non-definition classes. It turned
out that ME outperforms the other methods on a set of features which consists
of bag-of-words, bigrams, syntactic properties, and sentence position.

After answering all of the six sub-questions, we now return to our main re-
search question. In Chapter 8 we evaluated the extracted relation tables using
our medical QA system, by answering 58 medical questions from three question
types, namely has definition, causes, and has symptom. We compared an exper-
iment setting which uses the relation tables extracted using our semi-automatic
pattern learning method, with another setting which uses relation tables ex-
tracted using a manual learning method or an information retrieval (IR) method.
In general, the manual method and the pattern learning method outperform the
baseline (IR method), where they correctly answered more questions. And com-
pared to the manual method, our pattern learning method clearly increases the
performance of the QA system by correctly answering 11 more questions, or by
about 37% of improvement. We found that relation tables generated using our
method have a larger coverage and return higher precision answers compared
to those generated using the manual method.

The effect of using semantic information on the performance of the QA
system is clearly shown in Section 8.3.4. All of the correct answers are from
dependency triples whose arguments have semantic labels. In general, about
75.6% of the answers are from dependency triples where both arguments have
semantic labels. Only 31.3% and 27.8% of the answers to the has definition and
causes questions, respectively, are from dependency triples where only one of
the arguments has a semantic label. This finding suggests that we can improve
the precision of the relation tables by taking into account dependency triples of
the first and second semantic levels, without harming the recall of the correct
answers.

Term variation is vital for a medical QA system since a medical term may
occur in the corpus and in the questions with various forms. Two forms of
variations, i.e., synonym and abbreviation, have been used in this experiment,
and have shown to increase the performance of the QA system, especially in
answering questions containing term variation.

Among the three question types, only the has definition question type re-
ceives incomplete answers. With respect to MRR scores, the performance of
the three extraction methods for this relation type is the lowest, while for the
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causes relation type is the best. This finding clearly suggests that a different
approach to extract has definition relations is needed. The x is y pattern, which
is very dominant in generating relation instances for the has definition tables,
is obviously not enough to detect correct and complete definitions. Having defi-
nitional sentences identified using the Maximum Entropy classifier with a set of
features consisting of bag-of-words, bigrams, and syntactic properties (note that
we did not use sentence position since the document formats of the training and
testing corpora are different), we investigate whether the sentences can improve
the performance of the QA system on this particular question type. In Section
8.5 we found that ME has classified most of the sentences the QA system needed
to get relevant answers as definition, which results in more definition questions
being answered correctly.

9.3 Future Prospects

If we return to the general workflow of our experiments in Section 2.4, we will
find two applications that will use the output of the term and relation extraction
processes, namely Ontology Population and Question Answering. In this thesis,
we only describe our work on using the extracted relation tables to answer
medical questions in our Question Answering system.

Considering that our evaluation on the QA system was intended as a prelimi-
nary and an exploratory work, which is aimed at finding an alternative approach
to extracting relation tables from text for our QA system, in this work we only
used a small set of medical questions to quickly see the contribution of the re-
lation tables. To get a better picture of the result, we believe that a thorough
evaluation using a larger number of medical questions is necessary. We do not
carry out such an evaluation because it will require a lot of work and is out of
the scope of this thesis. We think that a bigger project like IMIX or a bigger
forum such as CLEF will be an appropriate place to conduct such an evaluation.
In these evaluation forums, we can assign more than one individual annotator
to evaluate returned answers for less biased performance measures.

We have extracted 7 types of medical relation tables and 7 types of medical
questions, but only three of them, i.e., has definition, causes, and has symptom,
have been used in the QA system. It is because we want to get a comparison
with the existing method, the manually-extracted pattern method, where in this
case only these three types of relation tables were generated. Therefore, in the
future further work is needed to evaluate the extracted relation tables on all of
the question types. This work should include extending the question analysis
module of the QA system for new question types, i.e., occurs, treats, prevents,
and diagnoses.

Besides its application on the QA system, our work is also suitable for the
other application, Ontology Population. Gruber (2008) defines ontology:

“In the context of computer and information sciences, an ontology
defines a set of representational primitives with which to model a
domain of knowledge or discourse. The representational primitives
are typically classes (or sets), attributes (or properties), and rela-
tionships (or relations among class members). The definitions of the
representational primitives include information about their meaning
and constraints on their logically consistent application.”
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Following the definition, in an ontology building task we organize classes
and their properties by means of relationships, while in an ontology population
task we fill an existing ontology by populating instances of existing classes.
The last task is similar to an Information Extraction task, where we extract
relation triples or instances of particular classes and relationships from text.
Our work in this thesis is exactly applicable to this task. The output of our
work, i.e., terms, labels (classes), variations (which contain is a relations), and
relations (including the 7 relation types), provides necessary information needed
to add new instances into a medical ontology. This ontology can be derived,
for example, from UMLS. If this is the case, our work can be used to enrich
a part of the UMLS terminology, e.g, the Dutch part, with new concepts and
relationships found in text.

If from relation tables we can retrieve relevant answers for a QA task, from an
ontology we can retrieve concepts and their existing relationships, and infer new
information expressed implicitly within the structure of the ontology. Examples
of this application can be found in the semantic web field, where users search
for information objects (e.g., disease names, persons, and events) and their
relationships (e.g., causes, invents, involved in [event]) to get new insight of the
objects. In the SWHi (Semantic Web for History) application, our other project
(Fahmi et al., 2007b, 2008a), user can search for historical concepts, present the
concepts in various ways (timeline, geographical location, and concept network
map), and deduce new information (Fahmi et al., 2008b) thanks to properties
and relations of the concepts in its ontology.

9.4 Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis are:

1. A comparison of two sources of linguistic information, i.e., part-of-speech
and syntactic information, aimed at extracting candidate terms from text
(Chapter 3).

2. A comparison of eight association measures and a corpus comparison
method aimed at ranking candidate multi-word terms (Chapter 3).

3. A new statistical method called ADS (Association and Domain Signif-
icance), which combines association significance and domain centrality
characteristics of terms, aimed at ranking candidate multi-word terms
(Chapter 3).

4. An application of the ADS measure using a multilingual terminology
(UMLS) as a source of known terms (Chapter 3).

5. An evaluation of a corpus comparison technique compared to frequency
in ranking candidate single-word terms (Chapter 3).

6. Types of term variation frequently found in medical questions (Chapter
4).

7. An application of the DIPRE method combined with a linguistic filter to
identify synonyms (Chapter 4).
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8. A method to extract abbreviation pairs, which takes into account multi-
lingual abbreviation long forms (Chapter 4).

9. A method to label Dutch medical terms using a multilingual medical ter-
minology (UMLS) (Chapter 5).

10. A method to extract relation patterns and relation triples which involves
linguistic and semantic information (Chapter 6).

11. A comparison of three learning algorithms, i.e., naive Bayes, Maximum
Entropy, and Support Vector Machine (SVM), aimed at detecting defini-
tional sentences (Chapter 7).

12. An application of the Joost QA system to answer three types of medical
questions, i.e., has definition, causes, and has symptom (Chapter 8).

13. A comparison of three answer sources, i.e., manually pattern-generated
tables, semi-automatically pattern-generated tables, and an IR (Informa-
tion Retrieval) system, aimed at answering medical questions with Joost
QA system (Chapter 8).
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Summary

The main research question of this thesis is to determine “how term and rela-
tion extraction techniques can contribute to medical question answering.” This
question is motivated by the fact that many of the recent open-domain Question
Answering (QA) systems benefit from the vast amount of information on the
Web, while for a domain-restricted QA system, such as a medical QA system,
the methods could be less promising. With relatively simple techniques (e.g.,
information retrieval and lexico-syntactic filtering), answers for open-domain
QA systems can be extracted directly from the Web based on information re-
dundancy, while for a medical QA system very little redundant information is
available to support the answers since the size of its data sources is usually
limited.

A solution to this problem is to use an off-line strategy, as adopted by Joost
our monolingual open-domain question answering system for Dutch. In an ex-
periment reported in Tjong Kim Sang et al. (2005), Joost was used to answer
medical questions, which results in a conclusion that its performance can be
improved by increasing the precision and recall of its relation tables. Motivated
by this background, in this thesis we aim to increase the coverage of the rela-
tion tables, by generating relation patterns semi-automatically from the corpus,
and to increase their precision, by using semantic information from the UMLS
(Unified Medical Language System). Chapter 2 describes the workflow of our
experiments.

The extraction of the medical relational information involves several issues
such as the extraction and labeling of medical terms and the extraction of med-
ical term relations. In the course of the experiments, we raised six research
questions to cover the issues, and in this thesis we presented the discussions in
Chapter 3 to Chapter 8.

The first research question is “which linguistic knowledge is most useful for
recognizing terms in Dutch text?” To answer this question, we start Chapter 3
with the comparison of two linguistic filters, namely a Part-of-Speech (PoS) tag
filter and a syntactic filter. We concluded that a PoS-tag filter by Justeson and
Katz (1995) recognized more true terms with a higher precision value compared
to the syntactic filter which extracted noun phrases. The PoS-tag filter misses
some terms within longer terms, and also fails to extract terms containing co-
ordinations. The syntactic filter on the other hand, suffers from attachment er-
rors (typically involving coordination and PP-modifiers) and misses sub-phrases
which do not correspond to a full NP.

After extracting candidate terms using a linguistic filter, then we rank the
candidate terms according to their statistical values, which place the most rel-
evant terms on the top. The second research question is “what statistical
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approach to multi-word term extraction is most successful?” To get the answer,
we conducted a set of experiments which compare eight statistical methods
commonly used to measure the strength of association of bigram word strings.
Besides these statistical methods, we also evaluate a corpus comparison method.
We found that χ2 and Dice, both information theoretic-based measures, out-
perform all other methods. And particularly for frequency-based measures, we
found that Log-likelihood is superior. Which measure we should choose? Ac-
cording to the formulae, Dice will only give a non-zero score if its numerator
has a value, while χ2 will give a non-zero score as long as both parts of the
term’s bigram are non-zero. Since this characteristic of χ2 is important for our
improvement strategy, we choose this method for the next experiments.

Extracting single-word terms is considered as a more difficult process. Com-
pared to the unithood of a multi-word term, the unithood of a single-word term
cannot be measured using the variety of statistical methods above, except us-
ing the frequency method. Existing methods for solving this problem generally
depend on frequency-related information. In Chapter 3 we evaluate single-word
terms using frequency and corpus comparison methods. These results show that
to extract single-word terms, frequency alone has actually produced relatively
good results. However, we can improve its performance by using the corpus
comparison method, which is relatively simple and easy to implement.

We assume that in a particular domain a list of known terms exists. Based
on this assumption, we attempt to improve the previously selected statistical
method by using that list of known terms. In our medical domain, the most
comprehensive existing list of terms is UMLS (Unified Medical Language Sys-
tem), in which most of the terms are in English and few in Dutch. Motivated
by this characteristic, we raised the third research question: “How can we use
existing multilingual terminological resources for extracting non-English terms,
especially in Dutch, and how can the resources be used in statistical and lin-
guistic approaches?” For this purpose, in Chapter 3 we developed a new scoring
formula that uses a set of known terms to improve the performance of χ2. The
formula combines two essential characteristics of a term, namely association
significance, which is measured based on the occurrence of candidate terms in
a corpus, and domain centrality, which is measured based on overlaps found in
candidate terms and known terms. To increase the overlap we apply stemming
to candidate terms and known terms. We used the formula, which we called
ADS (Association and Domain Significant), together with the UMLS as the
source of known terms to rank new terms. We found that ADSlex, which uses
lexical matching and stemming, significantly improves the performance of χ2

alone. For multilingual terms, we believe that the overlap can also be improved
with translation. We conclude that an existing multilingual terminology is use-
ful for identifying new multi-word terms of a particular language, as long as
there is at least one word that overlaps in two terms of both languages. And
depending on the pair of the languages, several methods can be used to increase
the overlap, such as using stemming and translation.

One of the important issues related to terms in a medical QA system is
the detection of term variation, which is defined as alternative names for a
concept. This issue arises due to, among other things, the different practices
in the designation of medical terms among expert and general users. With
respect to our medical QA system, we posed the fourth research question:
“What are the types of term variation that occur frequently in Dutch medical
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questions, and how can we recognize some of the variation types from documents
in Dutch?” In Chapter 4 we collected a large number of medical questions
posted in the Internet, and then manually analyzed the questions. We found
three term variation types which frequently occur in the medical questions,
i.e., synonyms, abbreviations, and grammar-based variation. Only the first two
types of variation are extracted in this chapter.

Our method to extract synonym variation is mainly based on the DIPRE
method (Brin, 1999). First, we extract synonym tuples from a corpus using a
seed list and a set of generated patterns. Then, we apply the tuple evaluation
method described in (Lin et al., 2003), which submits several phrase queries
to a Web search engine, to evaluate the compatibility of the synonym tuples
which result in a set of synonym pairs. Since the size of our corpus is relatively
small, we repeat the process in several iterations by using the extracted synonym
pairs as a new seed list for the next iteration. This approach resulted in a high
precision (0.98) with a high F-measure (0.82) for strict query patterns, and
a high recall (0.85) but with a lower F-measure (0.72) for more open query
patterns. It is better to provide more synonym pairs as the initial seed list (e.g,
around 20 synonym pairs selected manually from the corpus), since this will
result in a high recall with few iterations.

Previous methods to extract abbreviations have achieved high precision and
recall. Therefore, for this experiment we adopt one of the existing methods and
adapt it for our implementation. To extract abbreviation variation, first, we use
a linguistic filter to select abbreviations and their long forms. We assume that
both forms are terminological forms, therefore, they can be detected using a term
extraction technique. Then, we evaluate if an abbreviation and its neighboring
term develop an abbreviation pair using a method as developed in Yu et al.
(2002), which is based on pattern-matching rules. We add new rules to accom-
modate pairs whose arguments are of different languages and to select correct
long forms from incorrectly extracted ones. We compare this method with the
previous technique of evaluating synonym pairs using the search engine, which
resulted in high precision (0.98) and recall (0.84) for simple pattern-matching
rules.

An off-line medical QA system requires relation tables which contain medical
relation instances. These instances can be expressed in text by rather general
linguistic patterns, such as X may lead to Y or X occurs in Y. Such patterns
can nevertheless be used to extract medical relations with high accuracy if we
require that both X and Y are medical terms, and if we apply the restriction
that X and Y have to be terms that belong to a given class, e.g., a Virus and a
Disease, respectively. Considering that in medical domains UMLS is the main
classification resource, we defined the fifth research question: “How can we use
the UMLS resources to classify non-English terms, especially Dutch terms?”

To assign a class to a medical term, in Chapter 5 we index English and Dutch
terms including their Semantic Types in UMLS, and retrieve the Semantic Types
that match with the medical term. With respect to the research question, we
found that head words, surface length, frequency, and translation are pieces of
information which are useful to match a new term with similar terms in UMLS,
a multilingual terminology. Terms which have the same head word as the query
term tend to share the same label with the query term. This conclusion is
also supported by our finding that the precision of labeling terms tagged with
adjective is low, since these terms usually do not have any function as head
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words. For multi-word terms, the number of words (surface length) is a good
indicator for finding similar terms. Our evaluation showed that most of the
multi-word terms in the corpus are new terms, of which 29.4% are labeled
through exact translation.

At this point we have extracted terms, their variation, and their classes,
which are needed in the next step to generate relation tables containing rela-
tionships between the terms. There are 7 relation tables that can be generated
from a corpus, namely, causes, has symptom, has definition, occurs, treats,
prevents, and diagnoses. Each of these tables is used by our QA system to an-
swer a corresponding question type, by returning relation instances that match
with the term in a question. Relation instances are extracted from text using
semi-automatically-learned relation patterns. During these processes, we use
dependency relation information to get the relation between the arguments of
each relationship. In Chapter 6, we discussed the sixth research question: “How
can we learn relation patterns from dependency trees and use them to extract
relations from text?”

Within a dependency tree, the relation between a predicate and its poten-
tially distant arguments can be captured. This possibility is promising for our
task because sentences in Dutch medical text tend to be long and complex. To
make sure that we only extract meaningful and relevant relation instances for
a particular relation type, as mentioned above, we require both arguments to
be medical terms and that they belong to particular semantic types. We can
use a clausal node of category main clause, verb-initial main clause, subordinate
clause, or infinitive clause as a starting point to extract a medical term rela-
tionship from text, which contains subject and object labeled as medical terms.
Our experiments showed that the precision of our method is relatively high for
most of the relation types, but recall varies. The method performs reasonably
well for the has definition and causes relation types, and performs less well for
the diagnoses relation. We found that our relation patterns cannot distinguish
causes from has symptom relation type very well, because these relation types
share some dependency patterns. An important source of the relation extraction
errors was due to coreference. Our estimation indicates approximately 9% of the
relation candidates in our corpus contain pronominal or definite NPs that needs
anaphoric interpretation. An obvious next step would be to apply coreference
resolution to medical terms, so as to obtain a full interpretation of the term,
and a term which can be used for concept classification.

In addition to the experiments which are aimed at answering the six research
questions, in this thesis we investigate how can we label sentences according to
the types of relations they have. Our approach to learning relation patterns in
Chapter 6 uses sentences that have been labeled manually with relation types.
However, the distribution of labeled sentences according to relation types in
our training corpus is not uniform. Some relation types have many labeled
sentences, while the others have fewer labeled sentences. As an alternative to the
manual approach, we can automatically increase the number of labeled sentences
by using a supervised machine learning approach. In Chapter 7 we compared
three learning methods, i.e., naive Bayes, maximum entropy (ME), and support
vector machine (SVM), in a task to classify sentences into definition and non-
definition classes. It turned out that ME outperforms the other methods on
a set of features which consists of bag-of-words, bigrams, syntactic properties,
and sentence position.
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After answering all of the six sub-questions, we now return to our main re-
search question. In Chapter 8 we evaluated the extracted relation tables using
our medical QA system, by answering 58 medical questions from three question
types, namely has definition, causes, and has symptom. We compared an exper-
iment setting which uses the relation tables extracted using our semi-automatic
pattern learning method, with another setting which uses relation tables ex-
tracted using a manual learning method or an information retrieval (IR) method.
In general, the manual method and the pattern learning method outperform the
baseline (IR method), where they correctly answered more questions. And com-
pared to the manual method, our pattern learning method clearly increases the
performance of the QA system by correctly answering 11 more questions, or by
about 37% of improvement. We found that relation tables generated using our
method have a larger coverage and return higher precision answers compared
to those generated using the manual method.

The effect of using semantic information on the performance of the QA
system is clearly shown in Chapter 8. All of the correct answers are from
dependency triples whose arguments have semantic labels. In general, about
75.6% of the answers are from dependency triples where both arguments have
semantic labels. Only 31.3% and 27.8% of the answers to the has definition and
causes questions, respectively, are from dependency triples where only one of
the arguments has a semantic label. This finding suggests that we can improve
the precision of the relation tables by taking into account dependency triples of
the first and second semantic levels, without harming the recall of the correct
answers.

Term variation is vital for a medical QA system since a medical term may
occur in the corpus and in the questions with various forms. Two forms of
variations, i.e., synonym and abbreviation, have been used in this experiment,
and have shown to increase the performance of the QA system, especially in
answering questions containing term variation.

Among the three question types, only the has definition question type re-
ceives incomplete answers. With respect to MRR scores, the performance of
the three extraction methods for this relation type is the lowest, while for the
causes relation type is the best. This finding clearly suggests that a different
approach to extract has definition relations is needed. The x is y pattern, which
is very dominant in generating relation instances for the has definition tables,
is obviously not enough to detect correct and complete definitions. Having defi-
nitional sentences identified using the Maximum Entropy classifier with a set of
features consisting of bag-of-words, bigrams, and syntactic properties (note that
we did not use sentence position since the document formats of the training and
testing corpora are different), we investigate whether the sentences can improve
the performance of the QA system on this particular question type. In Chapter
8 we found that ME has classified most of the sentences the QA system needed
to get relevant answers as definition, which results in more definition questions
being answered correctly.
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Samenvatting

De hoofdonderzoeksvraag van dit proefschrift is vast te stellen “hoe term- en
relatie-extractietechnieken kunnen bijdragen tot het beantwoorden van medische
vragen.” Deze vraag is ingegeven door het feit dat veel van de recente open-
domein vraag-antwoord-systemen (QA-systemen) succesvol gebruik maken van
de enorme hoeveelheid informatie op het web, terwijl voor domein-specifieke
QA-systemen, zoals medische QA-systemen, de methoden minder succesvol lij-
ken. Met relatief eenvoudige technieken (bijvoorbeeld, information retrieval
en lexico-syntactische filtering), kunnen antwoorden voor de open-domein QA-
systemen direct vanaf het web worden geëxtraheerd gebaseerd op redundantie
van gegevens, terwijl voor een medisch QA-systeem weinig redundante informa-
tie beschikbaar is ter ondersteuning van de antwoorden, vanwege de beperkte
omvang van de beschikbare bronnen.

Een mogelijke oplossing voor dit probleem is het gebruik van een off-line-
strategie, zoals toegepast in Joost, ons open-domein vraag antwoord systeem
voor het Nederlands. In een experiment in Tjong Kim Sang et al. (2005), werd
Joost gebruikt voor het beantwoorden van medische vragen. Hieruit conclu-
deerden de auteurs dat de kwaliteit van het systeem verbeterd kan worden door
het verhogen van de precisie en recall van de relatie tabellen. Gemotiveerd door
deze bevindingen streven wij er in dit proefschrift naar de recall van de relatie
tabellen te verhogen door het semi-automatisch genereren van relatiepatronen
uit het corpus, en om de precisie te verhogen door gebruik te maken van seman-
tische informatie uit de UMLS (Unified Medical Language System). Hoofdstuk
2 beschrijft de workflow van onze experimenten.

Extractie van medische relationele informatie omvat verschillende thema’s
zoals de extractie en het labelen van medische termen en de extractie van relaties
tussen medische termen. Tijdens het uitvoeren van de experimenten hebben we
zes onderzoeksvragen ter discussie gebracht die deze thema’s beslaan. In dit
proefschrift bediscussiëren we deze vragen in hoofdstuk 3 tot en met hoofdstuk
8.

De eerste onderzoeksvraag is “welke taalkundige kennis is het meest ge-
schikt voor het herkennen van termen in Nederlandse tekst?” Om deze vraag
te beantwoorden beginnen we in hoofdstuk 3 met de vergelijking van twee taal-
kundig filters, namelijk een Part-of-Speech (POS)-labelfilter en een syntactische
filter. We concluderen dat het POS-labelfilter van Justeson and Katz (1995)
meer correcte termen herkent met een hogere precisie dan het syntactische fil-
ter dat substantieve zinsdelen extraheert. Het POS-label-filter mist enkele ter-
men in langere termen, en termen die coördinatie bevatten. Anderzijds heeft
het syntactische filter te kampen met attachment errors (meestal gevallen met
coördinatie en PP-modifiers) en mist het sub-zinsdelen die geen volle substan-
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tieve zinsdelen zijn.
Na extractie van de kandidaat-termen met behulp van een taalkundige fil-

ter, rangschikken we de kandidaat-termen volgens hun statistische waarden.
Dit plaatst de meest relevante termen bovenaan. De tweede onderzoeksvraag
is “welke statistische aanpak voor multi-woordtermextractie is het meest suc-
cesvol?” Om deze vraag te beantwoorden voeren we een reeks van experimenten
uit die acht statistische methoden vergelijken die worden gebruikt voor het me-
ten van de associatiesterkte van bigram-woord-strings. Naast deze statistische
methodes, evalueren we ook een methode die corpora vergelijkt. We stelen vast
dat χ2 en Dice, maten die op information theory gebaseerd zijn, beter presteren
dan alle andere methoden. In het bijzonder stellen we vast, dat van maten die
op frequentie gebaseerd zijn de log-likelihood superieur is. Welke maat moeten
we kiezen? Als we naar de formules kijken, zien we, dat Dice slechts een niet-
nul score oplevert als de teller een waarde heeft, terwijl χ2 een niet-nul score
oplevert, zolang beide delen van de bigram van de term niet nul zijn. Aangezien
deze eigenschap van χ2 belangrijk is voor de verbetering van onze strategie,
kiezen we voor deze methode voor de hieropvolgende experimenten.

Extractie van één-woordtermen wordt beschouwd als een moeilijker pro-
ces. Vergeleken met de unithood van een multi-woordterm kan de unithood
van één-woordtermen niet gemeten worden met behulp van de hierboven be-
schreven statistische methoden, met uitzondering van de frequentie-methode.
Bestaande methoden voor het oplossen van dit probleem zijn meestal afhanke-
lijk van frequentie-gerelateerde informatie. In hoofdstuk 3 evalueren we één-
woordtermen resulterend uit het gebruik van de frequentie-methode en de me-
thode die corpora vergelijkt. Deze resultaten tonen aan, dat voor de extractie
van één-woordtermen, frequentie op zich relatief goede resultaten oplevert. We
kunnen echter de prestaties verbeteren door gebruik te maken van de corpus-
vergelijkingmethode, die relatief eenvoudig en makkelijk te implementeren is.

We veronderstellen, dat er in een bepaald domein een lijst van bekende ter-
men bestaat. Op basis van deze veronderstelling, proberen wij om de eerder
geselecteerde statistische methode te verbeteren door gebruik te maken van een
lijst van bekende termen. In ons medische domein is de meest uitgebreide be-
staande lijst van termen de UMLS (Unified Medical Language System), waarin
het merendeel van de termen in het Engels is en enkele in het Nederlands. Gemo-
tiveerd door deze eigenschap, formuleren we de derde onderzoeksvraag: “Hoe
kunnen we gebruik maken van bestaande meertalige terminologische bronnen
voor de extractie van niet Engelse termen, met name in het Nederlands, en hoe
kunnen de bronnen worden gebruikt in de statistische en taalkundige aanpak?”
Voor dit doel, ontwikkelden we in hoofdstuk 3 een nieuwe scoringsformule die
gebruik maakt van een reeks van bekende termen om de prestaties van χ2 te
verbeteren. De formule combineert twee essentiële kenmerken van een term, na-
melijk association significance, die wordt gemeten op basis van het voorkomen
van de kandidaat-termen in een corpus, en domain centrality, die wordt geme-
ten aan de hand van overlappingen tussen de kandidaat-termen en de bekende
termen. Om de overlap te vergroten passen we stemming toe op de kandidaat-
termen en bekende termen. We gebruiken de ADS-formule (Association and
Domain Significance), samen met de UMLS als bron van bekende termen om de
nieuwe termen te rangschikken. We merkten op dat ADSlex, die gebruik maakt
van lexicale matching en stemming de prestaties van χ2 aanzienlijk verbetert.
Voor meertalige termen zijn wij van mening, dat de overlap kan worden verbe-
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terd met behulp van de vertaling. We concluderen, dat een bestaande meertalige
terminologie nuttig is voor het identificeren van nieuwe multi-woorden in een
bepaalde taal, zolang er tenminste een woord is dat overlapt tussen twee termen
van beide talen. Afhankelijk van de combinatie van de talen, kunnen verschil-
lende methoden worden gebruikt om de overlap te vergroten, zoals het gebruik
van stemming en het gebruik van vertaling.

Een belangrijk aspect van het gebruik van medische terminologie in een
QA-systeem is de detectie van termvariatie, gedefinieerd als het gebruik van
alternatieve benamingen voor een concept. Dit probleem ontstaat als gevolg
van, onder andere, de verschillende manieren waarop deskundige en algemene
gebruikers verwijzen naar medische termen. Met betrekking tot ons medische
QA-systeem, poneren we de vierde onderzoeksvraag: “ Welke soorten van term-
variatie komen we vaak in Nederlandse medische vragen tegen, en hoe kunnen we
een aantal van de variatietypen herkennen in documenten in het Nederlands?”In
hoofdstuk 4 haalden we een groot aantal medische vragen van het internet, en
vervolgens analyseerden we deze vragen handmatig. We troffen drie soorten
termvariatie aan die vaak voorkomen in de medische vragen, namelijk, syno-
niemen, afkortingen en syntactische variatie. Alleen de eerste twee soorten van
variatie worden geëxtraheerd in dit hoofdstuk.

Onze methode voor synoniemvariatie is grotendeels gebaseerd op de DIPRE-
methode (Brin, 1999). Eerst extraheren we synoniemtupels uit een corpus met
behulp van een zogenaamde seed -lijst, een lijst met begintermen, en een set
van patronen. Vervolgens passen we de tupel-evaluatiemethode toe, beschreven
in (Lin et al., 2003), die verschillende queries naar een zoekmachine stuurt
om de compatibiliteit van de synoniemtupels te bepalen en zo in een reeks
synoniemparen resulteert. Aangezien ons corpus relatief klein is, herhalen we
het proces in een aantal iteraties, waarbij de gevonden synoniemparen als een
nieuwe lijst van begintermen fungeren in de volgende iteratie. Deze aanpak
resulteert in een hoge precisie (0,98) en een hoge F-score (0,82) voor strikte
query-patronen, en een hoge recall (0,85), maar een lagere F-score (0,72) voor
de meer open query-patronen. Het is beter om meer synoniem paren als lijst van
begintermen te extraheren dan de oorspronkelijke lijst (bijvoorbeeld rond de 20
synoniemparen handmatig geselecteerd uit het corpus), aangezien dit resulteert
in een hoge recall in slechts een beperkt aantal iteraties.

Bestaande methoden om afkortingen te extraheren hebben hoge precisie en
recall. Daarom hebben we voor dit experiment één van de bestaande methoden
aangepast voor onze implementatie. Om variaties in afkorting te extraheren
maken we eerstens gebruik van een taalkundige filter om hun volledig uitge-
schreven vorm te selecteren. We nemen aan dat beide vormen terminologische
vormen zijn, en dus kunnen ze worden opgespoord met behulp van een term-
extractie-techniek. Dan beoordelen we of een afkorting en de naburige term een
afkortingspaar vormen met behulp van een methode, ontwikkeld in Yu et al.
(2002), die gebaseerd is op patroon-matching-regels. We voegen nieuwe regels
toe om paren te selecteren waarvan de argumenten afkomstig zijn uit verschil-
lende talen en om de juiste volledig uitgeschreven vorm te vinden voor foutief
geëxtraheerde volledig uitgeschreven vormen. We vergelijken deze methode met
de hiernboven gepresenteerde techniek voor het evalueren van synoniemparen
met behulp van de zoekmachine, wat resulteert in hoge precisie (0,98) en recall
(0,84) voor eenvoudige pattern-matching-regels.

Een off-line medisch QA-systeem heeft relatietabellen nodig die medische
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relaties bevatten. Deze relaties kunnen worden uitgedrukt in de tekst door vrij
algemene taalkundige patronen (zoals X kan leiden tot Y of X treedt op in Y ).
Met behulp van dergelijke patronen kunnen medische relaties met hoge precisie
worden geextraheerd, als we eisen dat zowel X en Y medische termen zijn, en
als we de beperking opleggen dat X en Y tot een bepaalde categorie moeten be-
horen, bijvoorbeeld respectievelijk tot de categorie Virus en de categorie Ziekte.
Gezien het feit dat de UMLS in het medisch domein de belangrijkste classifi-
catiebron is, formuleren we de vijfde onderzoeksvraag als volgt: “Hoe kunnen
we gebruik maken van de UMLS om niet-Engelse termen te classificeren, met
name Nederlandse termen?”

Om een klasse toe te kennen aan een medische term indexeren we Neder-
landse en Engelse termen met inbegrip van hun Semantische Typen in UMLS,
in hoofdstuk 5, en extraheren de Semantische Typen die overeenkomen met de
medische term. Met betrekking tot de onderzoeksvraag merkten we op, dat
het hoofdwoord, de surface-lengte van de term, de frequentie en de vertaling,
soorten informatie zijn die nuttig zijn om een nieuwe term met soortgelijke
termen in UMLS, een meertalige terminologie, te matchen. Woorden die het-
zelfde hoofdwoord hebben als de zoekterm hebben vaak hetzelfde label als de
zoekterm. Deze conclusie wordt ook ondersteund door onze bevinding, dat de
precisie van de labeling van termen gelabeld met adjectief laag is, omdat deze
termen meestal geen hoofdwoordfunctie hebben. Voor multi-woord termen, is
het aantal woorden (surface-lengte) een goede indicator voor het vinden van
soortgelijke bewoordingen. Uit onze evaluatie is gebleken dat het merendeel
van de multi-woord termen in het corpus nieuwe termen zijn, waarvan 29,4 %
zijn gelabeld door middel van nauwkeurige vertalingen.

Nu hebben we de geëxtraheerde termen, hun termvariatie, en de categorie.
Dit alles is nodig om relatie-tabellen met relaties tussen de termen te genereren
in een volgende stap. Er zijn 7 relatie-tabellen die kunnen worden gegene-
reerd uit een corpus, namelijk oorzaken, is symptoom, heeft definitie, treedt op,
behandelt, voorkomt en diagnosticeert. Iedere tabel wordt gebruikt door ons
QA-systeem om een overeenkomstig vraagtype te beantwoorden, door relaties
op te leveren die overeenkomen met de term in een vraag. Relaties worden
geëxtraheerd uit de tekst met behulp van semi-automatisch-geleerde relatie pa-
tronen. Tijdens deze processen maken we gebruik van dependentie-informatie
om het verband tussen de argumenten van elke relatie te krijgen. In Hoofdstuk
6 behandelden we de zesde onderzoeksvraag: “ Hoe kunnen we relatie-patronen
leren uit dependentie-bomen en ze gebruiken om relaties uit de tekst te extra-
heren?”

Binnen een dependentie-boom kan de relatie tussen een predicaat en diens
mogelijk ver verwijderde argument worden geëxtraheerd. Deze eigenschap biedt
perspectieven voor onze taak, omdat zinnen in Nederlandse medische teksten
vaak lang en ingewikkeld zijn. Om ervoor te zorgen dat we alleen zinvolle en
relevante relaties extraheren voor een bepaalde soort relatie, vereisen we, zoals
hierboven vermeld, dat beide argumenten medische termen zijn en dat ze tot
bepaalde semantische categorieën behoren. Wij kunnen een knoop in de boom
met de categorie: hoofdzin, werkwoord-initiële hoofdzin, bijzin, of infinitiefzin
als uitgangspunt nemen om een medische termrelatie uit een tekst te extraheren,
waarin subject en object gelabeld zijn als medische termen. Onze experimen-
ten tonen aan dat de precisie van onze methode relatief hoog is voor de meeste
typen relaties, maar recall varieert. De methode presteert redelijk goed voor de
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heeft definitie- en oorzaken-relaties, en presteert minder goed voor de diagnos-
ticeert- relatie. Wij stelden vast dat onze relatiepatronen niet goed onderscheid
kunnen maken tussen oorzaken- en de heeft symptoom-relatie, omdat deze re-
laties sommige dependentiepatronen overeenkomstig hebben. Een belangrijke
bron van de relatie-extractiefouten zijn verwijzingen. Naar onze schatting be-
vat ongeveer 9 % van de relatie kandidaten in ons corpus voornaamwoordelijke
of definiete NPs die een anaforische interpretatie vereisen. Een voor de hand
liggende volgende stap zou zijn om coreference resolutie toe te passen op medi-
sche termen, om zo een volledige interpretatie van het woord te verkrijgen, en
een term te verkrijgen, die gebruikt kan worden voor de concept-classificatie.

In aanvulling op de experimenten die gericht zijn op de beantwoording van
de zes onderzoeksvragen, onderzoeken we in dit proefschrift hoe we zinnen kun-
nen labelen aan de hand van de relaties die zij bevatten. Onze benadering voor
het leren van relatiepatronen in hoofdstuk 6 gebruikt zinnen die handmatig
zijn gelabeld met relatietypen. Echter, de distributie van de met relatietypen
gelabelde zinnen in ons training corpus is niet uniform. Sommige soorten re-
laties hebben vele gelabelde zinnen, terwijl anderen minder gelabelde zinnen
hebben. Als alternatief voor de handmatige aanpak, kunnen we het aantal gela-
belde zinnen automatisch verhogen door middel van een gecontroleerde machine
learning-aanpak. In hoofdstuk 7 vergeleken we drie leermethoden, dwz näıve
Bayes, Maximal Entropy (ME), en Support Vector Machines (SVM), voor de
indeling van zinnen in definitie en niet-definitie klassen. Het bleek dat ME be-
ter presteert dan de andere methoden op een reeks van eigenschappen, zoals
bag-of-words, bigrams, syntactische eigenschappen, en positie van de zin.

Na beantwoording van alle zes sub-vragen keren we nu terug tot onze be-
langrijkste onderzoeksvraag. In hoofdstuk 8 evalueerden we de geëxtraheerde
relatie-tabellen met behulp van ons medisch QA-systeem door het beantwoor-
den van 58 medische vragen, en wel afkomstig van drie verschillende vraagtypes,
namelijk heeft definitie, oorzaken en heeft symptoom. Wij vergeleken een expe-
rimentele setting die gebruik maakt van de relatietabellen geëxtraheerd met
behulp van onze semi-automatische patroon-lerende methode, met een andere
setting die gebruik maakt van handmatig opgestelde relatietabellen of een in-
formation retrieval(IR)-methode. Over het algemeen presteren de handmatige
methode en de patroon-lerende methode beter dan de baseline (IR-methode),
doordat zij effectief meer vragen beantwoorden. Vergeleken met de handmatige
methode, verhoogt onze patroon-lerende methode duidelijk de prestaties van het
QA-systeem door de juiste beantwoording van 11 vragen extra, of door ongeveer
37 % verbetering. We stelden vast dat de relatietabellen gegenereerd met behulp
van onze methode een hogere coverage hebben en dat de gegeven antwoorden
een hogere precisie hebben vergeleken met de antwoorden die gegenereerd zijn
met behulp van de handmatige methode.

Het effect van het gebruik van semantische informatie op de prestaties van
het QA-systeem is duidelijk aangetoond in hoofdstuk 8. Alle juiste antwoor-
den zijn afkomstig van dependentie-triples waarvan de argumenten semantische
labels hebben. Over het algemeen zijn ongeveer 75,6 % van de antwoorden
afkomstig van dependentie-triples waar beide argumenten semantische labels
hebben. Slechts 31,3 % en 27,8 % van de antwoorden op de heeft definitie- en
oorzaken-vragen, respectievelijk, zijn afkomstig van dependentie triples, waar
slechts één van de argumenten een semantisch label heeft. Deze bevinding sug-
gereert dat we een verbetering van de precisie van de relatietabellen kunnen
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verkrijgen door rekening te houden met de dependentie-triples van het eerste
en tweede semantische niveaus, zonder nadelige gevolgen voor de recall van de
juiste antwoorden.

Termvariatie is van vitaal belang voor een medisch QA-systeem, omdat een-
zelfde medisch concept in het corpus en de vragen kan voorkomen in verschillen-
de vormen. Twee typen variaties, d.w.z. synoniem en afkorting, zijn gebruikt
bij dit experiment, dat aantoont, dat de prestatie van het QA-systeem te ver-
beteren is, vooral wat betreft het beantwoorden van vragen die termvariatie
bevatten.

Van de drie onderzochte vraagtypes, levert alleen het heeft definitie vraagty-
pe onvolledige antwoorden op. Met betrekking tot MRR scores zijn de prestaties
van de drie methoden voor de extractie van deze relatie het laagst, terwijl het
oorzaken-relatietype het beste presteert. Deze bevinding suggereert duidelijk
dat een andere benadering voor de extractie van heeft definitie-relaties nodig
is. Het x is y-patroon, dat zeer dominant is in het genereren van relaties voor
de heeft definitie-tabellen, is uiteraard niet voldoende voor het detecteren van
correcte en volledige definities. Nadat we de definitiezinnen gëıdentificeerd heb-
ben met behulp van de Maximum Entropy classificeerder die gebruik maakt van
een reeks van functies: bag-of-words, bigrammen en syntactische eigenschappen
(merk op dat we geen gebruik maken van positie van de zin omdat de docu-
mentformaten van de training- en testcorpora verschillend zijn), onderzoeken
we of de zinnen de prestaties van het QA-systeem kunnen verbeteren voor dit
specifieke vraag type. In hoofdstuk 8 hebben we vastgesteld, dat ME de mees-
te zinnen die het QA-systeem nodig heeft om relevante antwoorden te vinden
als definitie heeft geclassificeerd, waardoor meer definitievragen correct worden
beantwoord.
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